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Letter from the Minister

Culture is defined as a whole way of life of a people; their beliefs,
values and traditions. The principle instrument by which culture is
transmitted from one generation to another is language. Language
is more than means to commwlicate, it prescribes how a people
makes sense of their shared experiences in cultural terms. This
shared experience shapes the world view or perspective of the
people. The Dene perspective is shaped by a life close to the land,
deeply embedded in beliefs and knowledge of the land, self, people
and spiritual world.
A priority of the Department of Education, Culture and Employment
is the implementation of cultural and language programs. Regional
and commtmity elders, leaders and parents have directed that these
programs become an integral part of school programs.
In 1993, the Dene Kede curriculum, K-6 was published. It was developed by elders and educators
selected to represent eacl1 of the five Dene regions. The curriculum encompasses culture, language
and the Dene perspectives on education, and incorporates the four fundamental relationships within
the Dene culture: land, self, people and spiritual world. The purpose of this cmriculum is to
provide children with the knowledge, skills and attitudes which will guide them toward becoming
capable citizens.

The grades 7, 8 and 9 Dene Kede curricula follow Dene Kede, K-6 and include a similar
perspective and process. In the past, the Dene believed that adolescence was the first and most
important change in identity. During this time, the young adults were given strong guidance from
the family and elders. It is hoped that this curriculum will make the students more fully aware of
Dene traditional beliefs.
Dene Kede is part of the Department of Education, Culture and Employment's vision of a school
system rooted in northern culture. The wisdom, knowledge and teachings that appear in Dene Kede
will contribute to the development of successful students who have a strong sense of identity.

Jake Ootes
Minister of Education, Culture and Employment
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Introduction

Overview

Whatever trail they took at
this time would be the trail
they would follow in their
life. Thus, much guidance
was given the young girls to
help them stay on the right
traiL

Adele Hardisty,
Wrigley

When a young man
experienced changes to his
body, like the changing of
his voice, he was encouraged
to be in the bush as this was
where dreaming tended to
occur.
Leo Norwegian,
Fort Simpson

The word curriculum comes from a Latin word which means a
"track for racing." In th is document, we think of curriculum as an
ancestral trail.' It is a proven path that is the result of many trials
and errors of a people. It is a path that has led to many successful
hunts and ultimately, the survival of the Dene. It is to these trails we
have turned to guide us in preparing the Dene youth for our
common future.
In the Dene tradition, adolescence is considered the most important
of the formative years. It is during this time that a person makes the
passage from being a child to being an adult. Today, we have come
to assume that tllls passage is inevitable and that the transformation
will occur regardless of what is done or not done. But for the Dene,
it was not always this way.
Young men and women who began showing physical signs of
mamration were given a rigorous course of challenge, training and
guidance - a "rite of passage" which prepared them for their adult
responsibilities. They were given this special attention, not only by
their immediate fanlily, but by the whole camp or community. It was
understood that it was in everyone's interest that these young people
pass successfully into adultllood.
Thjs curriculum is an attempt to bring a sinlilar focus and attention
to the young Dene girls and boys who are beginning their time of
passage. In order for them to grow into healthy adults, they must
acknowledge the changes taking place in themselves and reflect on
them. Like tbose in the past, it is hopefully, a course which
challenges, trains and guides the young people so they may begin a
successful passage into adulthood and thus grow toward all they
were meant to be. TillS is a way to bring tl,e Dene culture into the
future - keeping it in the nlinds and hearts, and the words and hands
of the children.
The Dene Kede Grades 7-9 curriculum follows Dene Kede
Killdergarten - Grade 6, which was developed with similar
perspective and process, and published in 1993.

Curriculum Focus
The Dene Kede Curriculum for junior high school focuses on three
areas as a means of assisting students with their passage into
adulthood:

lAs used by John 13. Zoe (Rae-Edzo) at a Dene Special Advisory Committee meeting in 1991.
Dene Kede, 1J1troduction to Grade 7
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Students are given challenges
The prescribed course of expectations contain emotional, social,
intellectual and physical challenges. Teachers and program
developers are encouraged to adhere to the regimen of the course.
Students are given training in Dene skills
Opportunities to learn and experience a range of basic Dene
skills is emphasized. Students are encouraged to choose to learn
more about aspects of the culture in which they have personal
interest or talent. At the same time, people from the community
who are recognized for their skills and talents are solicited to
share their knowledge. Tlus process often trains students to
become independent and self-motivated learners.
Students are given guidance
The eyes and ears and words of parents, Elders and community
leaders are crucial in helping students in their personal reflections
regarding their place in the culture and community. Developers
and teachers are encouraged to solicit their participation in the
program and to give students the time to reflect on their progress,
areas of difficulty and their way of seeing life. Timely and open
feedback on their development and progress is essential in all
endeavours the students undertake.

Curriculum Status
This curriculum, produced by Dene developers in consultation with
Elders from each of the five regions, is an official curriculum
recognized by the territorial Department of Education, Culture and
Employment. It is a curriculum which contains student outcomes in
both Denc cululfe and Dene language. It can be used for students
who have Dene as a first language or Dene as a second language.

Curriculum Development Process
The curricular goals, the content and the suggested methods for
teaching were decided upon by the Dene Special Advisory
Comnuttee, made up of Elders representing each of the five regions,
and by the Curriculum Development -ream, consisting of Dene
developers from each of the regions.

10
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Introduction

Overview

The development process began with the Elders describing
traditional practices and perspectives with respect to adolescents.
These perspectives were used as the starting place to explore the
special learning needs of adolescents today, to determine what is
considered important knowledge to impart, and to guide the search
for appropriate teaching methods. Several meetings were held
throughout the regions over three years.
Through discussion and consensus, cultural outcomes wete agreed
upon and these hecame the basis for the curriculum. The curriculum
revolves around 15 cultural themes in which cultural experiences,
understandings, skills and language are interwoven.

Curriculum Components
Cultural Outcomes
The curriculum is organized, as mentioned above, arOlmd cultural
themes, five for each of the tlu'ee grades: seven, eight and nine.
There are three kinds of cultural learning outcomes attached to each
tlleme:
•

cultural experience and skills development

•

cultural knowledge and understandings

•

student reflection

The cultural experiences provide a meaningful context for learning
cultural skills and understandings, and for reAecting upon the value
of these learnings in today's world. The outcomes, particularly the
knowledge outcomes, are provided in some detail but are intended
to be generic to all Dene culmres. Teachers are encouraged to use
these as a guide for identifying outcomes which more specifically
reflect the culmres of their own communities.
Dene First Language Outcomes
These outcomes are based upon language skills which were
identified by tile Dene developers as being important to the present
Dene cultures. At each grade level, students are expected to develop
skills which enahle them to:

•

Dene Kede, Introduction to Gr;ldc 7

use tile Dene language to build and celebrate their
community

II

•

understand and appreciate the Dene oral tradition

•

maintain the oral tradition

•

research the Dene culture

•

be literate in the Dene language

•

ensure that the Dene language continues to live and change

These language outcomes, though listed separate from the themes
and cultural content, are to be attained while learning the cultural
content. Methods for teaching Dene First Language skills using a
"whole language" approach are suggested in the instructional
modules which accompany this curriculum.

Dene Second Language Outcomes
The Dene Second Language outcomes are adapted from generic
proficiency-based outcomes used in the teaching of second
languages.' Proficiency-based outcomes are those which measure a
student's ability to use language in various real situations. Such
outcomes contrast with outcomes which llleasure what students
know about a language (such as gTammar rules or vocabulary).
The Dene Second Language outcomes are categorized into three
types of language use:

•

interaction skills: ability to use the language to interact (in a
face to face situation) with another person

•

understanding 01' interp,'etation skills: ability to understand text
(extended talk or written language)

•

production skill<: ability to talk or write text

As in Dene First Language, it is expected that the Dene Second
Language student will learn language skills while learning about the
culture. The communicative teaching approach is suggested. This
approach teaches language by giving students tasks to accomplish
while using the language. The approach is demonstrated in the
sample Dene Second Language instructional modules accompanying
this curriculu111.

'National Standards in foreign Language Education Project (1996) Standards for fortignlangl/agl' fawning: Pt'cp{(r;ngjor fbI' 21st CeIltll1Y.
Lawrence, KS; Allen Press
Citizenship and Immigration Canada (1996) Cil/Uu!ifm language bCllchmm-ks: English as a second language for adults. Ottawa, ON
Hadley, Alice Omaggio (1993) Teaching language in context. Boston: Heinle & Heinle
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Introduction

Philosophy and Rationale

In traditional Dene cultures, d,e first and most important change in
identity was the passage from being a child to being a young adult.
The passage began as d,e body of d,e young girl or boy began to
show physical maturation. Widl its onset d,e young people were
guided ilirough rigorous training which involved ilieir spiritual
world, their relationships widl oilier people in ilieir world, land
survival and most importandy, ilieir awareness of iliemselves and
their new roles.
VVhat of our young people today? Though it may seem iliat we are
looking back, we are actually looking forward to a future in which
each student is aware of his or her sacred relationships wiili ilie
spiritual world, ilie land, one another and iliemselves. Ultimately, as
in ilie past, this passage is about becoming aware of being Dene.

Relationship With the Spiritual World
The Creator gave medicine
power to us so we could
survive and live on this land
as long as we use it right.
George Blondin, Deline

In the past, ilie Dene believed iliat at certain times in one's life, one
was more spiritually powerful. Puberty was considered to be one of
d,ese times. Young people going through puberty could receive
dreams and medicine powers, which if used wisely, would benefi t all
ilie people. It was ilierefore very important that dley were given
strong guidance from the family and from ilie Elders in ilie
community at this time.
Today, most young people drift through ilieir adolescence without
an understanding of its spiritual significance. It is hoped iliat an
understanding of dlis can lead adolescents into recognizing the
importance of respecting one anoilier, of being motivated to learn
and grow, and of having dreams of becoming great.

Everyone born is a miracle.
The child has everything and
will have everything if he is
respected and respects.
Elizabeth Mackenzie,
Rae-Edzo
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There is an attempt in this curriculum, to make ilie students aware
of Dene beliefs and traditions in ilie hopes d,at iliey can understand
ilie urgency iliat the Elders feel toward this special time. The
curriculum is cautious about encouraging the teaching of Dene
spirituality, however. In ilie past, spiritual guidance was a private
affair and it is expected iliat iliis will remain so today. Spirituality is
encouraged only with publicly used Dene practices and wiili
reflective questions. These questions attempt to bring ilie students
closer to ilieir spiritual sides so they can become aware of what iliey
were meant to become by the Creator.

1J

Dene Kede Jr. High Curriculum
Becoming Aware of One's Spirituality

•

Students are exposed to common Dene spiritual practices
and beliefs.

•

Students hear stories of spiritual leaders.

•

Students learn of past Dene practices and beliefs with
respect to adolescence.

•

Students learn the Dene perspective about being born with
gifts of personal talents and strengths from the Creator.

•

Students reflect on their own strengths, talents and goals.

Relationships With Others
I Iived with these very strict
rules for a year and a half.
Throughout all of this, the
one thing I was given by
people was respect...The
experience has helped me
through my years as a Dene
woman.
Rosa Mantia,

Rae-Edzo

This kind of rigorous training
was necessary in order to
ensure that the young men
learned the skills of survival.
They were not left on their
own to learn. It was the job
of the close relatives.

Gabe Kochan,
Fort Good Hope
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In the past, the whole camp or community became aware of each
young person as they began their passage. All the people gave the
adolescent a new respect for their coming of age.

Most adults participated in some way in the training and guidance of
the young person. It was in everyone's interest that each young
person become a responsible and capable adult.
Some were called upon to mentor d,e young person in particular
skills. Others were called on to provide general cmillselling and
support. Elders played the most important role, passing on skills and
knowledge and providing spiritual guidance.
The young people were given the intensive training required to
enable survival on their own. The challenges were great, but the
reward was being recognized as a person upon whom others could
depend for survival.
Much of d,e challenge consisted of being able to learn effectively
and efficiendy from the adults around them. They learned soon
enough, often under conditions d,at threatened survival, d,at they
had to be constandy observant and constandy willing to take
opportunities to learn from others. Though the challenges were
great, they were never given to the young adults if it was thought
that failure would result.

Delle Kede, Introduction to Grade 7

Introduction

Philosophy and Rationale

I am so proud when someone
comes and asks if I know
how to do things like sewing.

Rosie Firth,
Fort McPherson
Gifts from our Creator need
to be developed, cherished
and shared. It is up to us as
individuals and collectively
as a community to help

nurture that gift. We need to
help those who have doubts
as to their gifts, and help
them to grow.
Lucy Lafferty,
Rae-Edzo

All around them were role models: people with special talents,
people with extraordinary skills and abilities, leaders with
tremendous loyalty and support. Any young person could get the
attention of mentors and Elders by showing they were eager to learn
and had the skills to learn.
Today, adolescent training has been left to the schools and the
teachers and largely the training has had to do with academic skills,
the skills that are necessary for survival in today's world. Most Dene
students are not faring well with this challenge. Further, the
community has had little role in preparing them for the future.
This curriculum attempts to bring the people of the community
back together with the students. The community will help tlle
students to prepare for adulthood as Dene and will celebrate this
very important time in their lives with them by inviting them into
the culture as it is lived. It will also provide them with the
challenges, guidance, recognition and identity tllat comes from a
challenge that is successfully met.

Dene Kede Jr. High Curriculum
Finding One's Place in the Dene Community

Dene Kcde, Introduction to Grade 7

•

Students hear stories of past leaders and people with
talents and special skills.

•

Students learn the histOly of their families, their tribes and
their lands so they can better understand the present and
formulate an idea about the future.

•

Students experience Dene culture as it is lived by people
of the community.

•

Students are provided mentors from the community to
teach them Dene skills.

•

Students learn skills for learning how to learn from others.

•

Students learn the importance of learning both Dene and
academic knowledge and skills so they can survive in
today's world.

•

Students learn consensus seeking skills for working witllln
groups.
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•

Students learn the importance of rules when in groups.

•

Students whose first language is a Dene language develop
their language skills for celebrating with their conununity,
hearing and sharing stories, researching, and promoting
the language.

•

Students who have a Dene language as their second
language learn skills to communicate at a basic but
functional level within the community.

•

Students reflect on their feelings of place and identity
within the commw1ity of Dene, with the guidance of
Elders and other respected members of d1e community.

Relationship With The land
We have no word in our
language that means
"wilderness", as anywhere
we go is our home.

George Barnaby,
in Denendeh, a Dene
Celebration, page 59

The young man needed to
learn how to predict
outcomes, how to read the
weather signs. He would be
required to learn from
experiences and apply what
was learned in other
situations.
Dehcho Elders,
Fort Simpson, 1996

I liked working and hunting
for food. Work gives a person
a sense of self·worth and
pride. Bush life was the life I
loved best.
Pierre Lacarne
in Nahecho Keh,
Fort Providence
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In the past, adolescence was considered the suitable time for
focussing on training for survival on d1e land. Not only was the
physical body beginning to manlre and gain strengd1, the mind was
ready to comprehend the ways of the land and how one could
survive on it. While all basic land skills were taught from an early
age, the refmement of skills and the understanding of d1e land was
not possible until this time.

As the body developed and new found abilities were discovered, the
boys eagerly challenged themselves with new tasks requiring
endurance, strength and skill. The girls began to be increasingly
able to handle not only the tasks requiring strength and agility, but
those requiring fine motor skills such as in sewing.
The young person learned progressively more refined skills and
knowledge as they seemed ready. There was no need to compare
maturity levels of individuals though there was good-natured
compctition among d10se wid1 equal levels of physical maturity.
varied skill and talent levels were expected and accepted.
Survival training was not a matter of simply knowing the land and
its seasons. It was a matter also of recognizing and respecting the
spirit of the land, and loving the land rather d1an fearing it.
Once a person could show d1at he or she was capable of surviving on
their own, they were considered adult and ready to have a family
d1at could depend on d1em.
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Introduction

Philosophy and Rationale

Today, questions arise regarding the value of spending time on the
land teaching Dene survival skills to students. If in the past it was
necessary as the only means of surviving, then today, is it not
necessary to teach the kinds of skills that will enable survival in the
technological and business world?
We are people of this land.
Our ancestors survived on this

land. These young people's
parents are born and raised
on this land, yet young Dene
are freezing to death.

Moise Martin,

Rae-Edzo

We will survive as Dene

people. We will develop our
own ways based on the
strengths and traditions of

the old ways. We will always
see ourselves as part of nature.
Whether we use outboard
motors or plywood for our
cabins, it does not make us
less Dene.

Richard Nerysoo,
in Mackenzie Valley
Pipeline Hearings, Vol. 1

OUf children will survive if
they understand Canadian law,
the development of resources,
and the economy.

George Blondin,
Deline

We are the weakest of all
creatures and hence survival
is difficult. We must be
humble and respectful in our
relationship with the land.

Fibbie Tatti,
Deline

Dene Kede, Introduction to Grade 7

In this curriculum, the answer is that both must be taught. A Dene's
identity is tied to the land. Without the land, even today, the Dene
cannot continue to survive as a people. For some it may represent a
way of life and a livelihood. But for most, it represents land foods, a
place to rejuvenate one's spirit, and a place to gather with family and
friends to relax and enjoy one another. Regardless, as long as one
lives in the land of the Dene, basic survival skills are a necessity.
Increasingly, the Dene are tying their economic furores to the land.
They are seeking new ways to use its rich resources in ways which
will not harm the land and yet bring employment to the Dene. This
curriculum encourages teachers and srodents to think creatively
about land use, while at the same time respecting the Dene
perspectives regarding the spiriroal narore of rhe land. Whether
using the land for recreation, to mine, to fish or to honour - the
rules have not changed for the Dene. To survive, one must be
humble and respectful toward the land.
With respect to the developmental marority and readiness of the
srodents to engage in land activities or other physical skills, it is
recognized that srodents will be at varying levels as they enter into
puberty. To provide an appropriate degree of challenge for each
individual, teachers are encouraged to allow as much individual
choice on projects as possible.
The tendency of adolescents to challenge one anorher with their
developing skills and strengths is displayed today by their
enthusiastic participation in sporting activities such as hockey,
volleyball and track. In this curriculum, teachers are encouraged to
engage srodents in developing physical skills which are related to the
land. Such skills as snowshoeing, backpacking and preparing of hides
require practice and refinement just as in sporting activities. The
competitive spirit can be encouraged among srodents of similar
levels of development.
Though the nature of survival has changed since traditional times, as
a people, the Dene are still tied to the land. The coming of age for
both young men and young women should incorporate land skills
and attirodes jusr as in the past, with attention paid to new and
exciting ways in which to adapt the cultural technology to the land.

17

Dene Kede Jr. High Curriculum
Becoming One With the Land

The Elder I was with, Bino Ni,
said to me, "You never
complained to me about
anything - of the hard work
you had done nor the work
that remained for you to do
to achieve this learning".
Edward Wayellon,
Rae-Edzo
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•

Students learn Dene hunting, fishing and trapping skills on
the land.

•

Students learn about the flora, fauna and geography of the
land.

•

Students experience the physical challenge of the land.

•

Students learn land survival skills.

•

Students experience the land in ways that encourage
enjoyment and appreciation of the land.

•

Students learn ways of showing respect to the land.

•

Students learn basic Dene skills or are given an opportunity
to refine their Dene skills.

•

Students explore ways to use natural resources in ways that
are respectful to the land.

•

Students learn the science behind traditional Dene
technology.

•

Students experience their ancestral trails.

•

Differences in rates of physical development are recognized
by allowing choice in the kinds of Dene skills that are
learned or practiced.

•

Stndents reflect on how they learn as they are taught Dene
skills and knowledge.

•

Students reflect on what the land means to them.

Relationship With One's Self
In the past, the Dene valued individuals who seemed naturally to
know how to learn, to take guidance and to make good decisions.
These were not attitudes and skills which were directly taught. They
were learned by watching examples. They were learned by seeing
obvious consequences. They were learned, perhaps, because it was
difficult not to learn when survival was at stake.

Dene Kede, Introduction
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Introduction

Philosophy and Rationale

The rites of passage that adolesceots were subjected to had two
important components. The first was the rigorous physical challenge
of survival. From this the young people learned the skiHs and the
attitudes for survival and independence.
When Elders gave instructions

they could tell when the
individual took their words
seriously and clung to them.

These individuals had not
only the talent but the selfdiscipline to learn from what
was offered.

Dehcho Elders,
Fort Simpson, 1996

The second was the counselling and guidance that was available
through Elders and other family members. Their words were crafted
to meet the individual's needs as they saw them. Their words were
meant for that person at that time. The words were effective because
they were timely and suited to the situation. This kind of
counselling often had to do with specific problems as they arose, but
it also served the purpose of helpulg the individual corne to know
him or herself better. It served to help the person to craft his or her
personal identity, to learn their strengths and to discover their
talents.

The reason why children do
not listen today is because
they leave for school at nine
in the morning, come home
to eat at lunch and leave for
the afternoon. After that, it is
the arcade. There is an Elder
sitting for them so that they

The young people who met the challenge of the rites and were
successful learned important attitudes and skills for lifelong learning.
They learned to welcome the challenge or opportunity to learn new
things. They learned how to learn from their mistakes and to take
guidance. They learned to try and try again, and to take risks. And
of course they had to learn to become keen observers and listeners.

can talk to them. (laughter)
Adele Hardisty,
Wrigley

Today, television, Hollywood movies and other non-Dene
influences have created much confusiou. It is not so easy to learn the
valuable attitudes and skills for survival on one's own. There are not
as many Dene examples around the youth. Life and death learning
experiences are few and far between, what with furnaces and stores,
and the value of Elders' words have been diminished with time and
history.

When you are working on a
task, think in advance that you
will do it. When I am about
to start work or a project, I
have already made up my

This curriculum sets out to do two things with respect to the
student's relationship with himself: first it attempts to re-establish
the value of the basic life skills and attitudes which were taught with
the rites of passage, such as valuing the need to learn, becoming
good observers and listeners, and learning how to develop skills. It
does so by focussing the sUldents' attention on what they value, why
and how.

mind that I will do it very well.
Rosemary Charlo,

Yellowknife
When you learn from Elders,
everyth i n9 doesn't come at
once. It teaches you patience

and builds character to build
your knowledge slowly.
John B. Zoe,
Rae-Edzo

Dcne Kede, lncroduction to Gr:tdc 7

Second, this curriculum attempts to re-establish the value of
counselling and teaching, not just by Elders but also by any other
respected member of the community. Its purpose is not only to
surround the students with examples from which to learn, but also
to help them in their reflections about what they value.
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Dene KedeJr. High Curriculum
Discovering and Becoming Oneself

•

Smdents are given an oppormnity to be counselled by
Elders and other respected members of the conununity.

•

Parents are involved in smdent reflections aboUl their
culmral identity.

•

Smdents reflect on the personal relevance of their culmral
understandings, culmral skills and culmral experiences with
the help of respected members of the Dene community.

•

Smdents are encouraged to search for their personal talents
or strengths.

•

Smdents learn to identify personal goals, both short and
long-term.

•

Students learn and apply skills for learning Dene skills.

•

Students learn to deal with personal issues and problems
using their understandings aboUl Dene perspectives.

•

Students are given opportunities to explore and experience
many aspects of the culture so they can better know their
own interests or su·engths.

•

Smdents are encouraged to identify areas of personal
interest and are given knowledge and skills for independent
learning.

•

Students are exposed to as many respected members of the
community as possible to provide models for life skills and
attimdes.

Our Dene Languages
We think about all of our
world when we work in the
midst of it. We use these
experiences in our speech.
God didn't create the world
so only man can teach us.
Jimmy Rabesca in
Strong Like Two People,pg. 33
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In the past, the souls and bodies of the Dene were so dependent
upon the land that the land and what it taught became the language
of the Dene. Generation after generation, the language of the land,
its spirit and the lessons learned from it were passed on orally.

Today, some may question whedler dle language can be
understood, much less used in an age when the distance between
man and land seems stretched beyond recognition.
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Philosophy and Rationale

When the Elders say that their language comes from the Creator,
they are referring to the world that the language is used to describe.
Without that world, the language would never have been.
OUf language is like a song
given to each bird. How would

you feel if you heard a seagull
singing the song of a raven?

Dene Elders

If one lives in the world, but does not hear the humour, does not see
the beauty, does not value and respect the tiniest or most seemingly
insignificant being, then one does not need the language. If one
values, senses and lives this way, then that person becomes a teacher
of the Dene language.
That person sees the need to pass on those values, perspectives and
knowledge using the language that best expresses them. The
language is not taught for the sake of the language. The language is
taught because it expresses, in a way that no other language can, that
which is at the hean of being Dene.

Dcne Kedc, Introduction to Grade 7
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Program Development and Instruction

The Dene Kede Jr. High curriculum consists of outcomes which are
generic. Each commwlity is required to use the generic curriculum
to create a program which reflects its own culture. Moreover, due to
the unique needs of adolescents, the community is <lsked to become
much more involved in the teaching and mentoring aspects of the
program.
A successful program will be the product of the cooperation of
teachers, administrators, parents and the conununity.

Community-Based Program Development
Whether in Yellowknife or in Wrigley, involvement of the
conununity parents, Dene Elders, Dene leaders and resource people
will be required at several levels.
Firstly, while some financial assistance may be provided fi'om outside
sources, financing of these cultural resources will largely be the
responsibility of the local <lnd regional education authorities. They
will have to make the decision to suppOrt such programs with
appropriate funding allocations at the time that budgetary decisions
<lre being made. With this in mind, teachers and schools should have
a plan in place which provides the boards/authorities with sufficient
inform<ltion to make such decisions.
Secondly, at the level of tlle commwlity, Elders and parents should
be consulted in determining the culmr<ll content. Though each
region was involved in tlle development of tlle generic outcomes in
this document, it is recognized tllat there will be areas which may
not quite suit a particular community. Throughout the process of
deciding upon the coment of tlle program, the teacher should be in
communication with respected Elders and the local education
autllority to provide missing information, and to validate and
support the fin<ll program plan.
Thirdly, conmlUllity resources should be used in teaching the
program. The instructional modules which accompany this
document suggest activities and provide learning resources for the
convenience of the teacher, but there is a need for each region and
each school to add resources from the community. Of particular
importance will be materials based on the dialects or languages of
the community. Any text (in print, visual or electronic form) based
on the words of local Elders will be useful to tlle program.

Dene Kcde, Introduction to Grade 7
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Finally, the curriculum design relies on the community to provide
culmral experiences and culmralmentors for the young people. The
experiences should include time on the land, development of
cultural skills and time interacting with the community in culmral
events. This aspect of the program is considered essential for
adolescents as they prepare for adulthood.

Integration and Team Teaching
The Dene language and culmre teacher should be a part of a schoolbased team of developers and planners. The team can work together
to integrate content from other subject areas such as Social Smdies,
Science, Art, Physical Education or English Language Arts
programs into the Dene Kede program. Such integration not only
provides the other subjects relevance within the community, it adds
credibility and strength to the Dene Kede program.
Integration can be more formally programmed by designing projects
or units based on Dene Kede which can meet standards for credit
through Career and Teclmology Studies. Smdents at the Jr. High
level can begin to store credits for their high school diplomas while
learning their culmre and language. Suggestions are given in the
attached instructional modules for areas which best lend themselves
to such adaptation.
Whether for credit or not, projects and culmra! experiences such as
land camps or community work require the cooperation and
resources of many people. This includes creative timetabling and
resource sharing which allows the school to work around the regular
budgets, schedule of classes and subject boundaries. The schoolbased team, better than a single teacher, can effect such cooperation.
In addition to teamwork within the community, teachers and
regional education centers are encouraged to share and
comtnunicate their concerns and triumphs with other communities
at a regional and territorialleve!. This can be done through the
internet, as well as at workshops, teacher conferences or professional
development days. The Teaching and Learning Centres also
perform a pivotal service in this area.
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Program Development and Instruction

Instructional Modules and learning
Resources
Fifteen instructional modules have been developed, five for each of
the three grades, as a resource for teachers and schools wishing to
develop a Dene Kede program for their junior high schools. Each
module is based on a theme, and contains activities and resources
particularly suited to the outcomes of the curriculum. The modules
and the teaching approaches upon which they are based are intended
to be suggestive rather than required.
The modules are aimed largely at Dene First Language programs,
but are easily adapted to the second language classroom. For each
grade, one insrructionalmodule has been developed as a sample of
how the second language program would be planned and prepared.
In the course of gathering information to identify the cultural
outcomes, research was undertaken with many Elders in person or in
print. Those which seemed particularly suited for use as learning
resources were incorporated into the modules with accompanying
suggestions for how they might be used by teachers.
These resources are not meant to substitute for Elders and resource
people from the communities. As discussed above, the teacher and
schoollllust involve their own commuuity resources to make their
programs truly cOl11lllunjty-based, and to bring the program alive for
thei r students.

Dcne Kcde, [nrroductioll ro Grade 7
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Dene Culture

Dene culture consists of Dene skills, Dene understandings and Dene
perspectives. Together, they enable a person to live and learn, and
develop fully into a capable person who is able to care for h.im or
herself as well as others, using the resources and talents of the land
and its people. The culture and its language are intertwined and
inseparable, and are thought of as one in this curriculum.

Teaching Dene Culture
Can culture he taught separately from the language?
Dene culture should be taught with the Dene language, to either
Dene First or Dene Second Language students. It is not
recommended that the Dene cultural content be taught isolated
from a language program. The culture is best learned interacting
with people of the culture, especially the Elders, and the language
is key to this interaction.
What cultural content is to he taught?
All the cultural content of the curriculum is organized around 15
themes, which are laid out in modules. These themes and the
cultural objectives of each of the modules are outlined on page
33. In each of the modules, there are three kinds of cultural
outconles:

•

C,tltll1·al Ul1del"Stlmdings and Kllowledge: The knowledge
learned primarily from the history and oral stories of the
Elders.

•

Cultural Experiences and Skills: The knowledge learned from
actual cultural activity and interaction.

•

Cllltllml Reflection: The knowledge learned about oneself
after reflecting on what has been learned and experienced.

What if some of the understandings do not apply to the
community?
Though an attempt has been made to provide a generic gu;deline
for both the language and culture, there will be some
discrepancies between the contents of this curriculum and what is
fam;liar to the community. It is very important that the teacher
research the corrununity culture carefully before teaching any of
the cultural content of this curriculwn. The Elders of the
community will be crucial in helping to adapt the curriculum.
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If the teacher is not from the community and is very unsure of
the community culture, the research and consultation with
Elders will be very important. If Elders are not available to
validate information, the information is best left for other
content which is known.
How should the culture be taught? What teaching resources
are available?
The instructional modules arrached to this curriculum provide a
model that the teacher and cOlrunw1ity might use to teach the
language and cuJrore. At the core of each module are culmral
projects. The projects are experiences which involve cultural
skills such as being on the land, learning from Elders or being of
service to the community.
Backgrow1d knowledge and understandings are provided to
enable srodents to participate more meaningfully in their
projects. During and after their involvement in the projects,
students are guided in reflecting about their experiences, to learn
more abour themselves and to help them to become selfmotivated in their culroral education.
Included in the instructional modules are some words from
Elders which can be used in teaching the understandings.
Teaching activities are also suggested. The most important
resources that teachers can use will be found in the conununity
in the way of experiences, interactions and skills.
"Vhatever print and electronic resources are used, produced or
collected for teaching the culrore should be in the Dene
language.
Who is responsible for teaching the Dene culture? Shouldn't
an Elder be the culture teacher?
Within each theme, srodents are expected to demonstrate
understanding of certain knowledge and concepts. Elders and
community resource people may be used to help in teaching
these understandings, but it is the responsibility of the tead,er to
ensure that the srodents are understanding how the stories and
experiences provided by the Elders fit together. This may
require further readings, connected experiences and stories,
discussions and other learning activities provided by the teacher.
This approach is demonstrated in the instructional modules.
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How do we teach culture in the language if the students do not
know the language?
Most second language outcomes can be attained through
teaching of the cultural component. However, second language
students will not be able to cover the same amount of cultural
content as first language speakers. Second language students can
expect to cover about one quarter to one third the cultural
content of first language speakers.
Nonetheless, they will learn the language much better by using
it to learn this amount of culture, than to simply learn the
structure and vocabulaty of the language. The sample modules
for second language teaching give suggestions for how to teach
language while teaching cultural content.
How will I teach culture if I only have enough time to teach
the language?
Teaching language with cultural content requires that more time
be allotted for the language class than teaching language alone.
In addition to extra class time, students will need blocks of time
for special projects on the land or in the community. This will
require flexibility in timetables, and the cooperation of other
teachers in releasing students. This is more feasible if the
teachers are cooperating to integrate the subject areas and if
there is school-wide involvement in the larger projects.
'What if our school does not have enough money for the
cultural activities or resources?
Planning for the resource needs of the program should be done
a year in advance and in cooperation with the rest of the school
staff so that resources can be shared and used most efficiently.
See the section "Community-Based Program Development" on
page 25 for more information.
How do I evaluate cultural development in students?
When students are evaluated, they should be evaluated against
the outcomes identified by t11e teacher prior to teaching.
Students should be able to demonstrate an understanding of
cultural knowledge and me ability to perform cultural skills. But
more importantly, they should demonstrate a growth in meir
learning skills.

Dene Kede, fmfoduction to Grade 7
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Elders will identify students who they feel are good learners. It
is the skills of those learners that teachers should teach all
students to deliberately develop in themselves. These include the
attitudes, the habits, the thinking skills and the language skills to
be able to maximize their learning while in the company of the
teachers of culture. ,VhiJe many students have these skills
already, most students will become better learners if they are
taught the skills.
Reflection is an important tool in the development of these
learning skills. Reflection can be in the form of class discussions,
discussions with community resource people, Elders, teachers
and parents, and also in the form of journals. All give an
indication of how self-aware the students are becoming with
respect to their culture.

In the instructional modules, evaluation suggestions and
checklists are provided to help teachers in observing and keeping
a record of student progress with respect to their cultural
development.
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Overview of Themes and Cultural Objectives
Grade 7

Grade 8

Grade 9

Module One:
Passage to Womanhood

Module One:
Strong Like Two People

Module One:
Passage to Manhood

To help girls make the transition
into womanhood. It is hoped that
the camp experience will help the
young women feel connected to all
Dene women before them.

To motivate students to pursue
educational goals, which include
learning in both Dene and nanDene cultures.

To help boys make their transition
into manhood. It is also hoped
that the camp experience will help
young men feel connected to the
Dene men before them.

Module Two:
Fish Camp

Module Two:
Hunting Camp

Module Two:
Winter Camp

To give students the knowledge,
understandings and experience
related to a fish camp and basic
bush survival.

To give students the knowledge,
understandings and experience
related to a spring or fall hunting

camp.

To give students the knowledge,
understandings and experience
related to winter camping,
including trapping and fishing.

Module Three:
Oral Tradition

Module Three:
Birchbark Canoes

Module Three:
Spirit of the Land

To give students an understanding
and appreciation of the Dene oral
tradition and their role in carrying
on the tradition.

To give students an awareness
and appreciation of the science
and technology behind the Dene
birch bark canoes, an understanding of the historical importance of
the canoe, and experience in
working with land materials in a
Dene way.

To familiarize students with
concepts and understandings of
Dene spirituality and to give them
experiences to help in forming
and communicating their own
spiritual thoughts and feelings.

Module Four:
My People, My Identity

Module Four:
Leadership

Module Four:
Self-Government

To give students understandings
and experiences about their tribal
and band roots, which will deepen
their identity as Dene.

To give students an understanding
of the meaning of Dene leadership, to provide them with stories
of Dene leaders and heroes, and
to give them experience with
leadership.

To give students the Dene
perspective with respect to the
nature of and need for aboriginal
self-government.

Module Five:
Developing Dene Skills

Module Five:
Discovering Our Dene
Talents

Module Five:
Developing Our Talents

To give students the opportunity to
develop basic Dene skills.

Dene Kedc, Introduction to Grade 7

To give students an opportunity to
discover their own special talents
and to develop them.

To allow students to continue in
their discovery and development
of their special talents.

)I

Dene Cultural Outcomes
Language is used for communicating. VVithout the ideas,
communication is empty and meaningless. In this curriculum, we
choose to communicate Dene ideas: Dene understandings, Dene
perspectives and values, Dene ways of doing things. The Dene
Elders have said that the purpose of learning one's language is to
also better learn about one's culture. This is why they have insisted
all along that language and culture must be taught together.
Each module in the Dene KedeJr. High series for Grades 7, 8 and 9
is designed to meet specific Dene cultural outcomes. These
outcomes are realized through three standard components which are
found in every module:

• Expe,oience: students will

have one or more cultural

expenences.

• Reflection: students will

reflect on questions relating to the

experience(s).

•

Major eu/tum/ Unde/'standings: students will demonstrate
their knowledge of the cultural understandings presented
through the experience.

The following pages contain summaries of the experiences,
reflections and major cultural understandings for each module in
Grade 7.
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Dene Cultural Outcomes

Module One: Passage to Womanhood
Experience
Girls' Camp

Reflection
•

how one's body is changing and the implications for
behaviour

•

how one can care for and develop one's body

•

about one's spirituality

•

how things have changed or stayed the same for Dene women

Major Cultural
Understandings

Knowledge

1.

What the rites of passage for girls consisted of:

2.

With the onset of
menstruation, girls were
often put through special
"rites of passage".

In times past, the Dene
believed that young
people gained spiritual
power as they became

adolescents.
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Note: Teachers should validate the accuracy and acceptability of the
following information in their own communities.

•

Once menstruation began for a girl, she would be separated
from others, especially from men and boys.

•

Most Dene tribes practiced rites of passage, where once the girl
began her menstruation, she would be set out in a shelter to live
alone in the bush, away from her family.

•

The time spent away from others varied from a few weeks to
a few months.

•

During this time, the girl was given challenges. The
challenges, which were different from tribe to tribe, included
meagre food and water, the tying together of fingers and being
left alone for long periods of time to survive on her own.

Ways in which spirituality was experienced by adolescents:
•

Adolescent girls and boys were seen to be ready to receive
spirituaJ powers and were prepared for that.

•

Girls who had begun menstruating were seen to have powers
that could negatively affect the power of men, especially their
hunting activities.

•

During adolescence, boys often experienced dreams which
gave them an w1derstanding of their own personal medicine
powers.
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3.

The purpose of the rites
of passage was to make
it known to the girl and
to the community that
the girl had come into
the age of womanhood.

•

During adolescence, girls could also receive messages about
their medicine powers.

•

Though ir was at this age that people began having spiritual
experiences, not all young people were able to have them. It
was believed that special powers were given only to those
who were especially good.

The purpose of the rites:
•

During this time, the girl would receive counselling and
training from her mother, aunts and women Elders.

•

She would be told about how to care for her things and how
to behave arowld others now that she had the special
powers that came to women who were menstruating. There
were rules such as keeping her things organized and
together, not walking over the legs of men or their hunting
equipment, and not talhng to men.

•

The challenges were meant to develop and test her stamina,
strength, courage, resourcefulness and other characrer traits
needed to be an adult woman, upon whom others could
depend.

•

She learned homemahng and caretahng skills which were
considered crucial to the well-being of families.

•

It was believed that how a young person dealt with this time
was an indication of how he or she would be in the future.
This was the time when young men and women acquired
new characters.

•

4.

H

Adolescence was a time
of intense training for
adulthood.

For this reason, the young women were strictly controlled
and carefully scrutinized, not only during their time alone,
but also when t1ley reM'ned to their families and until they
were wed,

The kind of training that the young woman would receive:
•

preparing hides for various uses

•

sewing functional hide clothing that was warm, long-lasting
and beautiful

•

preparing food: butchering, cleaning, drying, coohng meat
and fish, gathering edible roots and berries

•

pachng loads and tTavelling, finding their wayan the land,
setting camp
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5.

The basic traditional Dene
methods and values of
dealing with adolescents
can be useful in preparing
young girls to become
women, even today.

•

caring for young children

•

hunting and snaring small game.

How and why rites can he a useful experience to young women
today:
•

Rites of passage provide a time to learn ahour and reflect on
what it means to be a woman:
- experiencing bodily changes
- dealing with feelings of fear and inadequacy
developing attillldes of courage, patience, humility and
determination
- developing a new role and learning new responsibilities
- becoming aware of her choices as she develops.

6.

To know and understand
about past ways and to
experience them, even in
a small way, helps one to
feel a part of one's
culture.
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•

Having the attention and guidance of caring adult women
during this time can help young women to deal with issues
concerning their development.

•

The rites can be an oppormnity for girls to focus on how
their bodies and roles are changing. They are away from
other people and distractions of the community.

How the experience will create a sense of identity:
•

To acrually experience something that was experienced by
our Dene women ancestors may help one to accept the
value of the way things were done in the past.

•

Such an experience may help young girls to w1derstand the
feelings of the Elders.

•

Knowing about one's culrure and W1derstanding it enables
yOW1g people to choose the things they feel are important
to carryon with as Dene.
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Module Two: Fish Camp
Experience
Fish Camp

Reflection
•

on camp experience and new awareness of own strengths
and weaknesses

•

on land experience and being Dene

•

on economic value of fish to one's family and community in
present and future

Sharing the catch
Entrepreneurship
Career and Technology

Studies leTS)

Major Cultural
Understandings

1.

2.

Fishing locations

Fishing knowledge and

Knowledge
Note: For the following, teachers should research and provide
information specific to the fish camps used by the community.
Students are required to learn the specific information.

•

fish species that are caught in the area

•

seasonal uses of fishing areas by community

•

familiarity with maps and finding popular fishing sites

•

distance from the community

•

route landmarks and Dene names

•

lakes, rivers, creeks and spiritual sites along the way

•

dangerous areas by season

•

historical land use information

•

locations of various species

•

life cycles, including spawning habits

skills

•

where fish tend to be found at different times of day and in
seasons
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•

how best to catch fish, based on knowledge of their habits

•

fishing techniques: net with and without a canoe, rod,
poling, fish dam
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3.

4.

5.

6.

Required equipment and
supplies

Canoe maintenance and
handling

Handling fish

Camping skills and attitudes
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•

fishing equipment

•

camping equipment

•

supplies and personal effects

•

mlX.1l1g gas

•

starting an outboard

•

dealing with flooding and spark plugs

•

maneuvering in a starn1

•

dealing with overturned canoes

•

using life vests

•

maneuvering while net setting

•

landing a canoe

•

removing from net

•

cleaning and preparing

•

making drying racks

•

making dryfish and split fish

•

making fish caches or stages in the fall

•

tent location: near wood and water

•

spruce bough floor

•

campfire: location, finding wood and starting fire quickly

•

cooking and washing facilities

•

bed rolls and personal hygiene areas

•

movelnent with-in the tent

•

rules for eating

•

doing chores and doing one's share

•

finding ways to be helpful
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7.

8.

9.
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Dene laws and spirituality

Land safety and survival

Economic value of fishing

•

the need to listen to and obey instructors and Elders

•

honouring the water, land and fire

•

handling fish and equipment with respect

•

sharing with community

•

caring for dangerous or hazardous items: guns, fuel, axes, etc.

•

water safety

•

starting a fire in the rain

•

first aid for burns, cuts and broken bones

•

bear hazards

•

appropriate dress

•

buddy system

•

distress calls

•

staying in one place when lost

•

temporary shelters

•

using smoke for repellent

•

drinking water safety: boiling and moving water

•
•

direction and orientation
fishing with wires and hooks

•

nutritional value compared to store bought foods

•

comparing cost of local fish to imported meats

•

commercial fishing
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Module Three: Oral Tradition
Experience
Hearing Elders' stories
Independent story
gathering

Reflection
•

on lessons from stories and how they apply to one's behaviour

•

on skills that one can develop to become a better listener or
speaker

•

on personal role that one can play in preserving the oral tradition

Major Cultural
Understandings

Knowledge

1.

The oral tradition is about communication and culture:

2.

The Dene have used the
oral tradition as a way
of passing knowledge
from one generation to
the next.

The oral tradition has
enabled the Dene culture
to continue.
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Note: Teachers should validate the accuracy and acceptability of
the following information in their own communities.

•

Without a body of knowledge, there is no culture. Knowledge
must be passed from generation to generation in order for a
culture to continue.

•

In the oral tradition, knowledge is passed from person to
person orally, rather than in written form.

•

The knowledge that is passed down can include information,
facts, wisdom, beliefs, customs and moral teachings.

•

Elders were usually the ones to pass on the oral knowledge.
They became known as the teachers of the Dene culture.

•

Knowledge was often presented in the form of stories and
legends.

•

The oral tradition requires very good listening and memory skills.

Dene oral tradition has many cultural purposes:

•

It is used to teach skilJs and knowledge concerning survival.

•

It is a way of teaching morals, belief, and customs.

•

It can be used to counsel and guide individuals in their ljfe
decisions.

•

It is a form of entertainment.

•

It is a way to pay tribute to the Creator, the land or to certain
individuals.
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3.

Legends are the most
important part of the
Dene oral tradition.

Reasons that legends are so important to the Dene:
•

They are very old stories which have come down from the
first people.

•

With some variations, they are basically the same story told
generation after generation. They are what generations of
Dene have in common and what binds them together.

•

They contain Dene historical information.

•

They provide gentle moral guidance.

•

They are rich with Dene beliefs, explanations about life and
CUStOll1S.

4.

5.
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There are Dene customs
that are followed when
learning from an Elder.

The youth of today have a
crucial role to play in
preserving the oral
knowledge of the Dene.

•

They are a good source of entertainment.

•

They are rich in language.

The Dene customs relating to learning from an Elder:
•

StOlies from Elders are given in exchange for a gift. Local
customs va,y and should be followed.

•

In the presence of Elders, good listening skills are essential.

•

In the presence of Elders, respectful behaviour is required.
Local customs vary and should be followed.

The role that must be played by the youth of today:
•

They must develop good listening and memory skills so
they can pass on the knowledge of the Dene.

•

They must spend time on the land and with the Elders in
order to hear and understand their words.
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Module Four: My People, My Identity
Experience
Researching with Elders
and retelling history

Reflection
•

on the importance of having a sense of family and cultural
identity

•

on what is distinct about one's language, culture and history

•

on the purpose of values and how they contribute to one's sense
of identity

Following ancestral trails
Participating in band/tribal
or community activities
Connecting with a relative

Major Cultural
Understandings

Knowledge

1.

The following tribes belong to the Dene family:
• Chipewyan
• North Slavey

The Dene are a family
made up of First Nations
tribes in the Mackenzie
Valley who have similar
languages. cultures,
histories and perspectives
on life.

Note: Teachers should validate the accuracy and acceptability of
the following information in their own communities.

•

Dogrib

•

Gwich'in

•

South Slavey

The Dene groups are a family because:

2.

As a Dene. I must know

my family identity.

3.

The Dene tribe to which I
belong has its own distinct
culture, language and
history.
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•

They share similar beliefs, values and a basic perspective on life.

•
•

They all speak variations of the Athapaskan language.

•

They all had similar patterns of life and land use.

They were the first people to inhabit and live in the
Mackenzie Valley and Delta.

I must know my family identity for the following reasons:
•

It will allow me to know my u'ibal and band identity(s).

•

I will know who 1 am related to so I can have a place to belong
and I will know how I fit into a larger family.

My tribe is distinct in the following ways:
•

We have our own territory for hunting.

•

Our distinct territory causes LIS to have our own patterns of life
and land lise (see Resources 2 to 6).
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4.

5.

+2

The relationship between
Dene tribes has varied
historically.

My Dene identity can be
strengthened by learning
the history of my people.

•

We have our own dialect and sub-dialects of the Athapaskan
language.

•

Since the time of contact with the non-Dene, we have our
own history and resulting effecLs on our u'aditional way of life.

Dene tribes had different relationships with each other:
•

Bands of Dene who moved around in order to survive
u'avelled freely into neighboming tribal territories. There
were no marked boundaries, but people were aware of who
tended to live in a certain territory.

•

When bands of people from different tribes would meet each
other while travelling the land, initial contact was with some
apprehension and caution. Past experiences taught that such
contact was not always free of conflict. Often, they would
exchange gifts (which was seen as trade by Europeans) as a
symbol of goodwill.

•

Bands of people who were considered friendly were u'eated
with feasts, dnlm dancing and games.

•

Relationships between some of the tribes were historically
filled with conflict in the form of abductions, war parties and
violent chance enCOlmters. This was particularly tnle for a
period of time between the Yellowknives (a band of
Chipewy,m people) and the Dogrib.

•

Though each u'ibe negotiates its own land claim we still feel
we are a part of a bigger identity - the nation of Dene people.

Ways in which I can strengthen my Dene identity:
•

learn what tribes are in the Dene family and what makes them
a family

•

find out my family, band and u'ibal identity

•

learn the story of my tribe and band

•

learn and live the values held by my people

•

learn, practice and use the language of my people.
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6.

The values of my people
remain to guide us in our

The following Dene values can be used to guide our lives and
to give us a sense of identity:

lives and to provide us

Values which guide us in the way we interact with one another:

with a sense of identity.

•

VVe value coming together to celebrate our unity or to
support one another in troubled times.

•

\Ve value participating in group efforts which benefit the
whole community.

•

We value our birthright - the right to belong to a group by
virtue of our birth parents.

•

"\Te value education through our Elders, learning not simply
about the past, but valuing the wisdom of age and experience.

•

We value caring for and sharing with one another.

•

We value the right of one another
decisions.

•

We value the talents and strengths that individuals bring to
our people as a whole.

•

We value the friendships which help to make us complete.

to

make our own

Values which guide us as individuals:
•

We value becoming capable and able to support others in
need.

•

We value being humble.

•

We value being non-interfering and mindful of our own
affairs.

Values which guide our relationship with the land:
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•

We honour and care for the land because it is our spiritual
source and because it sustains liS.

•

We value our Dene laws, which were given to help us in our
relationship with the land.

•

We value our time on the land because it is the heart of our
culture.

•

We value the Dene skills and knowledge for living on the land.

-lJ

Dene Cultural Outcomes

Module Five: Developing Dene Skills
Experience:
Language projects

Reflection
•

on personal learning habits

Hidework, sewing, food
preparation, woodwork,
bone-work, stonework

•

on personal attitudes toward developing new skills

Entertainment and art

•

on new awareness of personal talents or strengths and how to
develop them

•

on Dene talents in one's family which are appreciated

•

on skills one would like to experience or develop

•

on the value of Dene skills in today's world

Community work

Dene fitness
Spirituality

Major Cultural
Understandings

Knowledge

1.

The skills that are basic to the Dene culture are those that:

2.

Basic Dene skills have
enabled the Dene to
survive as a people.

Basic Dene skills are
valuable for the young

Dene of today.

3.
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Certain attitudes are
helpful in learning and
developing basic Dene skills.

Note: Teachers should validate the accuracy and acceptability of
the following information in their own communities.

•

enable Dene people to enjoy, support and work with one
another

•

enable the Dene to live from the land and be healthy in body

•

provide strength of spirit

Basic Dene skills are valuable because they can help a person to:
•

enjoy, use and protect the land

•

make a living

•

create a healthy family and community

•

become healthy in mind, body and spirit

•

carry on the culture of the Dene

The attitudes required for development of basic Dene skills are:
•

willingness to take risks and to try something, even though it
may not be perfect

•

willingness to persevere at practicing and not becollle frustrated
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4.

Talented and capable Oene
have found certain
techniques useful for
learning skills and
developing talents.
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•

willingness to choose to practice and learn, rather than to
engage in self-destructive or wasteful activities

•

attentiveness while listening and watching

The techniques used by talented and capable Dene include:
•

setting of small goals for oneself

•

imagining what the finished product will look like

•

promising small rewards for oneself along the way as one
makes progress

•

reminding oneself that perfection only comes with practice

•

reminding oneself of why one wants to develop the skill

•

finding people with the particular skills you wish to learn
(often a parent or relative) and being attentive at listening
and watching them
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Teaching Dene language Arts
Who are Dene First Language students?
These are srodents who can speak and understand a Dene
language as it is commonly used in the Dene commwlity around
them. The srodents should feel comfortable in the Dene language
and be nearly as or more fluent in it than English.
Do we have to teach the cultural content or can we just teach
the Dene language?
Tbe Dene First Language Outcomes are language skills that srodents
can develop while learning the cultural component, if the cultural
component is delivered wholly in the Dene language. In this whole
language approach w Dene language arts, teachers must also focus
instruction on the development of specific skills in areas such as
literacy, listening and comprehension, and research which they can
then apply while experiencing and learning abour the culrore.
For example, Ourcomes 2.2.1 and 2.3.2 (p.SS and 56) require that
srodents use certain comprehension strategies while listening w
legends told by an Elder. Once the students are taught the
strategies, they can practice them while hearing legends which are
a part of the cultural lesson.
What should the Dene First Language students be able to do
with their language as a result ofthis curriculum?
We expect that as a result of this curriculum, srodents will be able to
do the following:
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•

Use the Dene language to work together and appreciate one
another in the Dene way, building our community so we can
survive as a people, and celebrating our community and our
Creator.

•

Use the Dene language to understand and appreciate the
words of the Elders so they can pur their words in their
pockets and use them in their lives as the need arises.

•

Use the Denc language to carry the wisdom and knowledge of
the Elders into the next generation.

•

Use the language as a wol for lifelong learning, to ask
questions, seek the answers and to present understandings and
knowledge to odlers.

•

Read and write what is itnportant to the Dene, using Dene words.
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•

Encourage others to use the language in their daily lives and
promote the language in creative and effective ways.

For my Dene First Lan~age class, what language do I use to
teach the suggested activities?
Dene understandings, Dene perspectives, and the Dene way of
living are best expressed through the Dene languages. For Dene
First Language students, it is suggested that all teaching activities
be carried out in the Dene language.
In situations where students have English as their first language
and are learning a Dene language as their second language, some
of the activities will have to be taught in English and supplemented
with Dene Second Language activities.
How do I deal with the First Language Outcomes?
Most of the activities and projects suggested in the module are
for developing Dene cultural understandings. In these activities,
students use their first language in various ways to meet many of
the first language outcomes.
Beside each activity, there is a button like this _ , indicating
which first language outcome is being addressed. The outcomes
for Grade 7 are listed, beginning on page 55 of this section.
Do I have to cover all the outcomes in one module?
No. In each module, cover only those outcomes which seem to
naturally arise from the activities. Do not create activities which
may meet a language expectation, but do not fit well with the
ideas in the module.
The teacher is required to keep a record of the outcomes covered
in each of the modules to ensure that all outcomes are covered
during the course of the year. The best way to keep a record of
these is to use the Dene First Language Checklist on page 68.
The example on the next page shows what the checklist might
look like after completing Grade 7 Module Three.
If during the planning of modules for the year, the teacher finds
that some language outcomes are not being addressed, the teacher
should try to construct activities that will target those outcomes.
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Dene First Language Checklist
Passage to Womanhood· Fish Camp· Oral Tradition· My People. My Identity. Developing Oene Skills
Compon.nt "

Component 3:

Icompon.nt 2,

Using Language to Build Understanding &
II: Celebrate Community Appreciating Dene Oral
Tradition

!:

Maintaining the Oral
Tradftion

2.1

3.1

'.1

5.1

6.1

IBuild relationships
~ith fflends and

Understand the
nalure of the Dena

Understand the

Understand the Dena

importance and

alphabet

classmates

ofallradition

Understand personal
role in maintaining
the orallradition

Use the Dene
language in new and
creative ways to
Imerest young
audiences

1

V
1.2

IV

2.2

.2

nature of researching
Dene culture

Engage in research

2.3

3.3

'.3

Participate in creating
consensus

Understand overall
teKt

Use effective
language techniques

Present researched
information

to'"

11·3

IV

IP

'.2

Share legends and
stories

EKperience authentic

!work on group
prOjects with
classmates

V
V

Use the Dene
language to interact
with the community

~.3
Study Dene language
punctuation

p.3

V

Promote Dene
literacy in the school

5.'

6.'

Read text as required
in other language
development
components

Study the changing
Denelanguage

1.'

2.'
Understand and
reflect on moral
messages

1.5

2.5

5.5

6.5

Show support during
times of difficulty

Understand
unfamiliar words or
phrases

Write text as
equired in other
language
development
components

Understand the
importance of a
positive attitude

1.6

2.6

commUnity

3.'

6.2

Study Dene language
spelling

Make requests of
peerS, family and
teachers

~e!ebrat~ with the

fJ

Component .4:
Component 5:
Component 6:
Researching Dene Cultur Developing Uteracy Skills En511ring • Uving and
Changing Language

I~se effective story

rstructure elements

V

J

Appreciate effective
oral tradition
techniques

1.7
Show respect by
trying to understand
other dialects

Many of the legends and resources are in English. Do I use
these in my Dene First Language classroom?
Most resources in the modules are in English. For Dene First
Language classes, these should be translated (orally or written)
into the local Dene language before they are used, or the teacher
can ask a person from the community to come and talk to the
students on a similar topic.

In most of the modules, there is at least one resource in a Dene
language. These are included to give teachers an idea of how
Dene text can be used for teaching both language skills and
cultural understandings at the same time.
Teachers are encouraged to translate all resources, including
those in English, into dleir own language and carry out the
activities as suggested.
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How will I keep track of the language progress of my students?
•

Make sure that for each student there is a record of the skill
areas covered (as listed in the list of outcomes for his or her grade).

•

Evaluate their progress in terms of each of the components
by keeping samples of their work in each area from module
to module. If adequate progress is not being made, it may be
necessary to focus more time on the accuracy and effectiveness
of language communication (paying attention to the sub-skill
areas in each of the components).

•

Evaluation of the students should be primarily formative, that
is concerned with individual student assessment and progress.
Samples of student work and observations by the teacher
during the cultural lessons will provide indicators of student
progress. The teacher can then use this information to help
students to continue in their development.

•

For some lessons, the teacher must observe and evaluate
students on how well they use certain strategies - not how
well they can recall them (understandi.ng a storyteller).

•

Each module provides further suggestions for the evaluation
of first language development.

What do I do if! have varying degrees of Dene language fluency
in my class?
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•

If most of the students are fluent, continue to teach in the
Dene lang·uage as suggested, giving weaker sUldents extra
help in the manner of the second language activities. Also
engage students in mixed ability groups so that the more
advanced students can be language models and provide aid
for the weaker students.

•

If most of the students are not fluent, use the second
language activities, but give the more fluent students
assignments and projects which require them to work
completely in the Dene language.

•

Regardless of the mix of students, the outcomes with respect
to the cultural understandings and projects will be the same.
The only difference will be in terms of the degree to which
the Dene language will be used in conU11unicating them.
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What do I do if I have different dialects among the students in
my class?
Attempt to teach the predominant dialect of the class. If the
teacher is able to speak the dialect of these students, the teacher
should do so, even if it is not her or his most comfortable or
naUlral dialect. Attempts should be made to show the systematic
differences between the dialects (especially vowel and consonant
differences). Emphasis should also be placed on the value of all
dialects, with no one dialect being right or wrong.
What do I do if the students do not hear the Dene language in
their homes?
The Dene language is being spoken less and less in most homes.
If the tide toward language loss is to be turned, language
teachers must work hard with other teachers and people in the
community to create a new enthusiasm for the language in the
commwlity at large.

This can be done by organizing commwlity events which take
place in the language, by organizing adult language classes in the
evenings, and by having the smdents involved in projects which
take them out into the community with the language. A meeting
with the parents encouraging them to use the language more
often in their homes would be helpful.
When smdents are hearing very little of ti,e language, either in
their homes or witllin their communities, it is very important
that the teachers be well trained as language teachers to make
the most of tlleir short time with the smdents.
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Dene First Language Outcomes
The Dene First Language Outcomes for the Grade 7, 8 and 9
curriculum focus on six areas:

•

Component 1:

Using Language to Build and
Celebrate Community

•

Component 2:

Understanding and Appreciating
Dene Oral Tradition

•

Component 3:

Maintaining the Oral Tradition

•

Component 4:

Researching Dene Culture

•

Component 5:

Developing Literacy Skills

•

Component 6:

Ensuring a Living and Changing
Language

The following pages list the Dene First Language Outcomes for
Grade 7. They are designated by numbers such as 1.1, 1.2, 1.3, etc.
These numbers are cross-referenced throughout each module in the
curriculum to assist instructors when teaching lessons.

The numbers are printed in a button (as shown at right) beside each . .
activity, indicating which first language outcome is being adclressed.
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Dene First Language Outcomes

Component 1: Using Language to Build and
Celebrate Community
1.1 Converse with friends and classmates to build relationships:

•

understand the Dene perspective that a friend is valued as a
person with whom one can share in a rel3xed, comfortable
and caring way

•

talk about past and present experiences or events

•

n13ke plans

•

share feelings

•

share and compare ideas in a non-judgmental way

1.2 Work with classmates on group projects with and without
direction from adults:
•

understand the Dene perspecrive that work is made more
enjopble by working with a group of people

•

show an appreciation for the special skills and talents of others

•

support others with help and encouragement

•

follow instructions and suggestions carefully

•

be attentive and responsible

1.3 Participate in creating consensus on problems or issues
which affect the class or class members:
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•

understand that the Dene value consensus as the most
important way of making decisions

•

express personal ideas or concerns to the group clearly

•

actively listen to 3l1d understand the ideas and concerns of others

•

ask for clarification after a person has completed speaking

•

provide clarification when asked

•

recognize and be willing to appreciate the special talents that
individuals bring to the group
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•

understand the role of more experienced voices (teachers,
parents, other adults or Elders) in the meeting

•

recognize or help to express consensus solutions or decisions

•

reflect on the effectiveness of the decision after living with
it: what was good? what might have been better?

1.4 Make requests of peers, family and teachers:
•

understand the Dene perspective that we must rely on one
another, but we must not take people or things for granted

•

use appropriate tone, body language and gestures when
making requests

1.5 Show support to peers and family members during times
of difficulty:
•

understand the importance the Dene place on being able to
rely on and support each other dming times of difficulty

•

offer to help

•

give words of encouragement

1.6 Celebrate with people of the community:
1.6.1 observe rules, language and body movements used in
handgames, if played locally
1.6.2 observe protocol, prayers and songs that are used in local
drum dances, if done locally
1.6.3 observe offerings as practiced locally
1.6.4 participate in group prayers; listen to and wlderstand prayers
1.7 Show respect to other dialects of the community language
by attempting to understand key expressions and phrases:
1.7.1 as heard on radio,

tv

or a recording

1.7.2 as spoken by persons who reside in the community
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Dene First Language Outcomes

Component 2: Understanding and
Appreciating Dene Oral Tradition
2.1 Understand the nature of the Dene oral tradition:
• the words of others are meant to help make your life orderly
or more meaningful

•

to be in the presence of someone who passes on the oral
tradition is an honour

•

there is always an intended audience - the person who is
chosen to be the focus of the Elder's words

•

it is up to the listener to take responsibility to learn from the
words of Elders; it is not the responsibility of the Elder to
ensure that the listeners ate interested

•

if tbe listener cloes not acknowledge the speaker, tile speaker
may feel he or sbe must go into more detail to enable
understanding

2.2 Experience authentic text' with various purposes and as
much as possible in authentic contexts (e.g. storytelling
while on the land or in the home):
Legends
2.2.1 told orally by Elder, teacher or other adult resource person
2.2.2 presented in other forms (e.g. told using illustrations, a
flannel board, story board, puppets, film strips, printed
text, art work)
Fantasy 01" 'Tal expC1"ience st01'ies

2.2.3 told orally by Elder, teacher, or other adult resource person
2.2.4 presented in other forms (e.g. printed text, dramatization,
illustrations, song)
Guidonce

2.2.5 given by an Elder, teacher, or parent
Information

2.2.6 presented orally by an Elder, teacher or resource person
2.2.7 presented in other forms (e.g. reference books, films,
illustrations)
I "Authentic t~xt" means ~lI1Y rcal communication made by one person to an audience of une or more
(e.g. storytelling, .,pcech, song, film).
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2.3 Use strategies to help in overall understanding of text:
2.3.1 Pre-talk
•

identify the intended audience of text

•

identify pmpose of the text

•

relate topic to what is understood from previous
experience or knowledge

•

ask questions based on what you expect to hear and
what you want to learn

2.3.2 Comprehension
•

ask questions to clarify understanding

•

identify main idea and significant words or phrases

•

paraphrase, summarize, recall important information

•

apply main ideas in other situations; work with the
information

•

identify Dene ideas or perspectives in the text and
compare with non-Dene ideas

2.4 Use strategies to understand and reflect on the moral
message of a legend or story:
•

identify main characters and events: who, what, when,

sequence of events, where

•

identify words or phrases with special or important meaning

•

discuss lessons learned by the characters

•

make connection with other stories with similar messages

•

attempt to apply meaningful words or plu'ases from legends
to life today or to personal life

2.5 Use strategies to understand unfamiliar words or phrases:
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•

guess at the meaning of an unfamiliar word based on the
sentence(s) it is in

•

identify other words which have similar meaning
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•

u e the word in other sentences or ways

•

discuss Dene concepts in the text and compare with
non-Dene concepts or words

2.6 Appreciate the techniques used in effective oral tradition:
2.6. I Recognize the strucrure of a good story
•

introduction which explains why the story is being told
or which gives some important background information
(sometimes the situation or context for storytelling
provides dlis information)

•

characters are developed to teach lessons using
personalities listeners can relate to

•

many adventures or series of adventures within

particular settings
to sta ry

•

Cllll1<1X

•

story ending, with explanation of the moral of the story

2.6.2 Appreciate and enjoy language techniques used to create effect

•
•

precision of words
mimicry and exaggeration are used to describe
characters and create humour

•

descriptions which enable visualization

•

sound effects, rhythm, word combinations, repeated
sounds

•

figurative language

•

symbolic languagc

•

engaging listener with questions

•

body language and gestures

•

simple expre sions, sayings'

•

sinliles and metaphors'

2.6.3 Hear the stories or speeches of people in the community
known to be good storytellers or spcakers.

fumple: "'ne\er wrong"
E.x.'llnple~:

"they

C'"dl1

onl} ..cC the tips of their noses", '"!.he
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W:1ler

is shining"
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Component 3: Maintaining the Oral Tradition
3.1 Understand their role in maintaining the oral tradjtion:
•

to reflect on the words of the Elders ond bring them into
their daily lives

•

to pmctice possing on the stories ond knowledge of the
Elders ond post generotions

•

to develop skills for oml storytelling and spealcing

•

to increose interest in the oral trodition

•

to assess carefully whether one has earned the right to speok

•

to recognize thot some people hove corned the right to speok

3.2 Retell or create text to share with various pUJ1>oses to
classmates and school:
Legends
3.2.1 retell legend orally
3.2.2 retell legend using written text
3.2.3 retell legend using visml oids or dromatizotion

Fantasy

01'

"eal expe"ience stories al/d penol/flt ,·efleetioll.f

3.2.4 choose words told by another to retell orolly to
claSSI113tes

3.2.5 creote 0 story bosed on fontosy, real experience or
personal reflections to shore with c1ossmotes on111y
3.2.6 tell own story or story of others using written text with
or without iliustrotioIlS
3.2.7 tell own story or story of others using flannel boord,
story boord, dromatiz.1tion, puppetry, film strip

Gnidflnce
3.2.8 share messages leorned from others (as expressed by
Elders, reacher, leoders, parents, etc.) using vorious forms
(such os posters with quotations, artwork, etc.)
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3.2.9 accurately recall and retell information gained orally or
in any other form
3.3 Use techniques to make language effective:
•

use words which are precise in meaning

•

use expressions or similes heard or read before

•

create visual images with details of characters, settings and
events

•

mimic with sounds and body gestures (in oral presentations)

•

use hand and body gestures (in oral presentations)

•

make eye contact with audience

3.4 Incorporate structural elements to make story effective:
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•

introduction explaining purpose of the stOlY or providing
important background information (e.g. location)

•

characters (may be animals) whose personalities teach
lessons

•

adventures or series of adventures within particular settings

•

story climax if a lesson is involved

•

ending with explanation of the moral of the story
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Component 4: Researching Dene Culture
4.1 Understand the importance of researching Dene culture
and the nature of Dene cultural research:
•

the oral tradition has been threatened for historical reasons.
Traditional knowledge becomes threatened as the oral
tradition becomes threatencd.

•

at time of gathering information, importance may not be
evident. All information should be recorded as accurately as
possible and kept for furure use or reference.

•

some forms of knowledge are considered too sensitive or
private (e.g. medicine powers) to be entrusted in the hands
of the school curriculum. Each school, with the guidance of
Elders and the parents, must decide what forms of
knowledge to which srudents should be exposed.

4.2 Engage in research of the Dene culture:
+.2.1

Prepare for research

•

identify research topic based on personal curiosity or
interest

•

identify research questions
phrase qucstions clearly
with help of the teacher, evaluate the
appropriateness of the research questions, given
the community or resource person chosen

•

identify persons or other sources to access for

research
- llsk various adults for guidance in who should be
llpprollched for specific cultural information or
stories. (Elders or resource people wi II often
redirect researcher to llnother person if they
think it approprillte.)
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-\.2.2 Collect information
+.2.2.1 when using Elders, follow appropriate protocol
• inform the Elder/resource person
- what information is being requested and why
- why this person was chosen to be a resource
- whether a tape or video recorder might be used
- what will be done with the collected
in fOfllla tion

• be with teacher when resource person is
contacted
• during the interview, be aware of local rules of
etiquette
- do not interrupt while Elder is speaking
- leave questions for after the Elder has finished
speaking

- if you require assistance in understanding, ask
another adult to help in interpreting or
understanding the words of the Elder at a later
date
• allow the teacher to judge whether the questions
are being addressed. (If the resource person
strays from the topic and does not provide the
information required, the teacher can interrupt
and ask again for the information, offering to
take other information at a later time. The
resource person may feel the need to share other
kinds of information and should be
acknowledged for that.)
+.2.2.2 when using reference material
• scan infonnation
• choose infonllation that answers research

questions
• make notes or record infonnation

LJcnc Kedc. Introduction to (~radt:
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+.2.3 Organize and edit researched information

•

based on collected information, decide whether to
use research topic as it is, or whether to change it

•

mark what collected infonnation will be used

•

organize information into Ctltcgories using visual

mapping techniques (headings and subheadings,
cognitive maps, webs, etc.)
•

add useful information already known or researched
from other sources

•

make a written outline and cross-reference with
information from Elder

•

write and revise inforl11ation to cOllvey it effectively;

use effective language techniques (see Component
3.3)

•

indicate sources of information and provide
appropriate acknowledgment

•

date and label the raw research data; indicate where
and in what form raw data can be accessed

4.3 Present researched infonnation:
Cboose tbe audience for the "esearcbed iu!ol7llCltion
+.3.\ classmates
+.3.2 a younger class

+.3.3 school open house
4.3.+ parents and Elders

Cboose a fol7ll that is efledive for the audience cboJen
+.3.5 display

4.3.6 reference booklet/pamphlet
+.3.7 oral presentation with \'isual aids
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Dene First Language Outcomes

Component 5: Developing Literacy Skills
5.1 Be familiar with the Dene alphabet.
5.2 Attend to the following areas in spelling:
5.2.1 consonants similar to English
5.2.2 vowels
5.2.3 syllabication
5.2.4 diphthongs
5.2.5 glottals
5.2.6 consonants with glottal (click)
5.2.7 tone and nasalization
5.2.8 noun prefixes (e.g. semo. nemo, memo)
5.2.9 stem changes with handling verbs (give stick, give cloth. give box)
5.3 Punctuate sentences correctly:
5.3.1 capital letters
5.3.2 periods
5.3.3 commas
5.3.4 quotation marks
5.4 Read text as required in other language development components:
• of at least 500 words
•

with good comprehension

•

in 10-15 minutes

5.5 Write text as required in other language development components:
• of at least 200 words

•
•

Dcne Kcdc, Lntroductlon to Grade 7

readable accuracy
in class time
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Dene First Language Outcomes

Component 6: Ensuring a living and
Changing language
6.1 Use the Dene language in new and creative ways to
interest young audiences in each of the foUowmg areas:
6.1.1 music, dance, art, drama
(e.g. legend captured in puppet play for elementary grade)
6.1.2 science and technology
(e.g. display of fish life cycle explained to younger grade
in Dene language)
6.1.3 entertainment
(e.g. use Dene language while playing video games)
6.1.4 educational
(e.g. public school aJUlOuncements)
6.1.5 hnme
(e.g. finger play about well-known legend in Dene
language to teach a baby at home)
6.1.6 health
(e.g. make poster about land foods being good nutrition
for kindergarten class)
6.1.7 land
(e.g. direct young children in acting parts of a video on
water safety and respect for water)
6.1.8 sports
(e.g. play indoor soccer using Dene language for the plays)
6.2 Use the Dene language to interact with people of the
community:
6.2.1 Elders
(e.g. spend time with an Elder in their home and hear
their life story)
6.2.2 people with land skiUs
(e.g. participate in seasonal hunt)
6.2.3 community organizers or leaders
(e.g. help in the organization of gatherings or activities)
6.2.4 church organizers
(e.g. sing songs in Dene language, organize an Easter pageant)
Dene Kede, Introduction to Grade -
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6.3 Promote Dene literacy in the school:
o

printing legends, producing a school newspaper, writing
children's stories

6.4 Study the changing Dene language:
o

words which are borrowed (e.g. "massi" from the French
word "merci")

o

words which are the nearest Dene object or idea

o

words which describe the object or idea

o

words which have been contracted (sbortened)

6.5 Understand the importance of a positive attitude while
using the language and learning in it.

Dene Kcdc, Introduction to Gr:ldc 7
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Dene First language Checklist

Participate in creating

1.7
Show respect by
trying to understand
other dialects

1.6
Celebrate with the
community

1.5
Show support during
times of difficulty

1.4
Make requests of
peers, family and
teachers

consensus

structure elements

reflect on moral

2.6
Appreciate effective
oral tradition
techniques

2.5
Understand
unfamiliar words or
phrases

messages

3.4
Use effective story

2.4
Understand and

I-

3.3
Use effective

2.3
Understand overall
text
language techniques

stones

Experience authentic

text

2.2

1.2
Work on group
projects with
classmates
1.3

nature of researching

the oral tradition

4.3
Present researched
information

4.2
Engage in research

Dene culture

4.1
Understand the
importance and

-

---

5.5
Write text as
required in other
language
development
components

5.4
Read text as required
in other language
development
components

punctuation

5.3
Study Dene language

5.2
Study Dene language
spelling

5.1
Understand the Dene
alphabet

---

6.5
Understand the
importance of a
positive attitude

6.4
Study the changing
Denelanguage

literacy in the school

Promote Dene

6.3

with the communit

~-

audiences
--_._6.2
Use the Dene
language to interact

language in new and
creative ways to
interest young

6.1
Use the Dene

Component 4:
Component 5:
Component 6:
Researching Dene Culture Developing literacy Skills Ensuring a living and
Changing language

3.1
Understand personal
role in maintaining

Tradition

Maintaining the Oral

Component 3:

3.2
Share legends and

2.1
Understand the
nature of the Dene
oral tradition

1.1
Build relationships
with friends and
classmates

Tradition

Component 1:
Component 2:
Using language to Build Understanding &
& Celebrate Community Appreciating Dene Oral

Passage to Womanhood· Fish Camp' Oral Tradition· My People, My Identity' Developing Dene Skills

Grad?
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Dene as a Second Language

The Dene languages are in danger of being lost. Dene language and
culture teachers, along with the people of the community, have an
extremely important role to play in turning the tide and helping to
re\;talize the languages. Success will depend very much on the
determination and cooperation exhibited by members of the community,
the remaining speakers and the school.

Teaching Dene as a Second Language
Who are Dene Second Language students?
Dene second language students are those who cannot speak a
Dene language when they begin school. These students vary greatly
in the degree to which they may be familiar w;tI, the Dene language.
Some lIlay understand the Dene language but cannot speak it.
Some may not have any familiarity or exposure to the language.
Are we responsible for teaching the Dene culture as well?
Language is used for communicating. \Vithout ideas or purpose,
conuTIunication is meaningless. In this curriculum we choose to

communicate Dene ideas in the COntcxt of Dene culture. It is
through the learning of the culture that studcnts learn the Dene
language.
How do we teach Dene as a Second Language?
Tbe planning and teaching method suggested for Dene second
language programs is based on the conU1lUnicative approach. In
this approach, smdents are taught to use ti,e language for different
purposes, rather than just learning about the language.
There are three components to ti,e second language outcomes:
J. Cultmal Skills

•

There are four areas in which outcomes are achieved
tlll'Ough the development of cultural skills. They are specific
to Land, One Another, Spirit and Self.

•

Smdents are engaged in activities which teach cultural
understandings and cultural skills, and in the process are
asked to use the language, simultaneously developing
c01nmunication skills.

2. Communication Skills
•
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Interact - enables students to communicate with one
another, face to face.
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•

Understand - enables students to understand the OI'al or
written text of others. Text can be in the form of a set of
sentences on a topic, such as in a story, song, instructions or
lecture.

•

Produce - enables srodents to produce texr. It can be text
which is retold, such as the telling of traditional narratives,
or it can be text which is created by the student.

3. Linguistic Skills

•

Phonology - enables students to distinguish and speak the
sounds of the language in single sound forms, both in the
context of words and in the context of sentences. It also
includes the reading and writing of the sounds of the language.

•

Syntax - enables srodents to put together sentences or
phrases in an order which creates different meanings.

•

Morphology - skills which enable students to work with
changes within words to create different meanings.

•

The linguistic elements are always to be taught in conjuction
witb the commuJlication skills. These elements help students
to communjcate more accurately. Lingustic elements are
taught as a form of language practice before or after using
the language for some real purpose.

How do we use the instructional modules for teaching Dene as
a Second Language?
Teachjng of Dene as a Second Language differs from teaching
Dene as a First Language. For instance, in teacillng Dene as a
Second Language, it will not be possible to cover as much
cultural content as when teaching it as a first language.
The instructional modules in this package are designed for teaching
Dene as a First Language. -10 give teachers an idea of how the
cultural skills and understandings set out in the instructional
modules are intended to be used by second language teachers, a
sample module for second language teaching has been developed
for each grade.
The sample module outlines the planning and development
process for second language re,'ching using this curriculum. An
example of how this process is used follows on p.72, using the
module "Fish Camp" from Grade 7.
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How do we evaluate students for second language development?
The second language outcomes dcfme levels of development in
terms of ability to use the language for certain purposes. A, the
outcomes "rc based on langu"ge use, evaluation should also
me"sure the students' ability to use the language for activities
such as describing a pictme, recounting a short story, giving
instructions on how to do something, and so on. Some common
methods of evalu"tion are listed below:

•

samples of student work kept so that there is evidence of progress

•

one on one or"l testing by teacher or aid, using stand"rd
questions or instructions

•

student self-evaluation after participating in a language use
siru,ltion

•

student ev"lu"tion of one "nother after p"rticipating in a
language use situ"tion

•

teacber observation of student during participation in "
language use situation

Though some students may reach much more advanced levels
than others, teachers are expected to ensure that all students, even
the we"kest, "chieve at a minimum the langu"ge outcomes
outlined for each grade in the Dene second language curriculum.
How do we plan our Dene as a Second Language lessons?
Step I.

Choose module: (e.g. Fish Camp).

Step 2.

\Veb cultural activities using second language
outcomes as a guide (see diagram on following page).

Step 3.

Detail cultural acti\1ties and language use
(Interact! Understand/ Produce).

Step 4.

Detail relevant linguistic elements and language
practice activities.

Step 5.

Specify language and cultural outcomes.

Step 6.

Describe evaluation procedure.

Step 7.

Prepare required resources and make required
arrangements.

Step 8.

Denc Kcdc, IntroduCTion to Grode -

Schedule activities into timetable.
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research

Identify needs
through

Favourite family
fishing spots

needs

Make a
checklist of

Gathering and
Packing Up

Fish
harvesting

Honouring

the land

en route

Location of
different
species

Camp

Route to camp,
with landmarks
and land forms

Mapping

Gather and
pack needs

Fish Camp

Handling and
preparing fish

Read and
understand
poem/chant

Dene Second Language Sample Unit Plan

Create a

poem/chant

Camp routines

Poem
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Dene Second Language Activities and
Outcomes
In the Dene Kede curriculum for Grades 7, 8 and 9, each grade has
a sample module included for second language teaching. The
modules selected are:
•

Grade 7

Module 1\Vo: Fish Camp

•

Grade 8

Module One: Strong Like 1\VO People

•

Grade 9

Module Five: Discovering Our Dene Talents

In Module Two: Fish Camp starting page 29 you will find sample
modules in the following languages: Dogrib, Chipewyan, Gwich'in,
North Slavey, South Siavey.
Each of these second language s'lmples include five activities which
are designed to meet specific second language outcomes in three
component 3reas:

•

culmral skills

•

communication skills

•

linguistic skills

The following pages show the Grade 7 sample - Module 1\Vo: Fish
Camp - in the Torth Siavey Language. In this sample module each
activity is followed by the outcomes for that activity. These
outcomes are applicable to each of the s<ullple modules found in
Module "[\vo: Fish Camp.

Dcnc Kt.'<.!e, Lntroduc:oon to .rade"
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Dene Second Language Activities and Outcomes
Sample - Module Two: Fish Camp (North Siavey)

Activity # 1: Discuss and research appropriate clothing and
personal items for fish camp.
Language Sample

Language Use
a) Interact

Pair srudents to do
research. They will
approach family
members, Elders, etc.
to ask what clothing
anu personal items one
should take when
going into the bush.
Srudents will hring a
list of researched items
to class.

Dechltah lerihtla gha.
We are going to the bush.

Ayil gha?
VVhat for?

Lue ka dechltah rehtla gha.
I am going to the bush to fish.

Qde gots'E:?
"'here to?

Tsea gots'E:.
To Russel Bay.

Qdene?
When?

Sachq godo.
The day after tomorrow.

Ayil k'ahla gha?

Language Practice

•

Before students begin
their rescarch, have
them practice asking
their questions in North
Siavey. They should also
consider what their
responses will be to
questions they may be
asked, such as why they
are going to tbe bush,
where tbey are going,
etc. After the teacher
models the questions
and answers in the
second language witb
one or two individuals,
the students can
practice in pairs. (Ph,ce
more e':perienccd
speakers with beginners.)

\ \'hat should I take?

Lue ka dechltah rehtla gha, ayil
k'ahla gha?
\"'hen I go fishing, what should I
take?

Kej k'anala.
Vou should mke matchcs.

CDs k'analille.
You should not take CDs.
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Language Use
b) Interact
Ask students to
present their lists of
appropriate clothing
and pcrsonal items for
fish camp to the class.

The students must act
out or have a picture
of the words on the
list as they say them in
North Slavey.
The teacher can begin
another list of things
that should not be
taken. If students
suggest items which
are not appropriate for
fish camp, the teacher
Call place thcm on this
list.

Language Sample

•

Ayh k'ahla gha.
Things J will take.

TugQhke k'ahla gha.
I will take rubber boots.

KW'lh naidi k'ahla gha.

r will

Language Practice

take mosquito dope.

Beh k'ah?a gha.

r will take a knife.
KQ k'ahla gha.

Have students practice
the vocabulary by
playing a game. Each
student draws a picture
of one thing they will
take on a fishing trip.
They sit in a circle and
take turns saying what
they will take, but they
must include all the
things taken by the
students before them.

I will take ma tches.

TSQkQ gha 7erlhtl'ewe
k'ahla gha.

r will take toilet paper.
_ _ _ k'ahla gha.

r will take

_

Ayil k'ahla ghaIe?
What things should I not take?

CDs k'ahla ghale.
I will not takc CDs.

KwiItle k'ahla ghale.
I will not takc hairspray.

_ _ _ k'ahla ghale.
I will not take

Denc Kcde. Llllroduclion to Grade 7
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Language Use
c) Interact

Have students work in
small groups to
combine their
individual lists of
clothing and personal
items to take to fish
camp so they have one
big list (delete
duplications),
Each group will then
presem its list to the
class. On a flip chart,
create a master list by
combining each
group's items (delete
duplications),

Language Sample
Ayil edek';j k'lalil gha
gOk'ilrlihtl'li?
What do you have on your list?
Nlnli?
You?
K'(jne nehets'll,
\Ve ha\'e tha t already.

Ayil hedets'erjshQ/henats'ldile?
\\That did we forget'

Language Practice
•

Speaking in North
Siavey, the teacher and a
group of students (3)
can model the second
Ianguagc as it would be
used when working in
the groups to make a
single list, Once the
students have observed,
break them into groups
to do the same with
their lists.

Have studems copy
the information so
they have a checklist
when they pack for
the camp.
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Activity # 1: Outcomes
Cultural Skills

Land
•

identify appropriare clothing and personal effects required
for camping

•

identify equipment and supplies required for fish Cllmp

One Another
•

identify the commionent required between two people to
cooperate (one to check the net and bring back the fish that
were caught; the other to clean the fish and make dryfish)

•

both people are involved in dtying the fish - turning it
while it dries in the sun and when it is brought into the
smoke house

•

the types of wood used to smoke the fish needs the
attention of both or all parties involved

Spirit
•

dress appropriately to show respect for culture and tradition

•

show a curiosity for the way in which one's family has used
the land for fishing in the past

Self

Communication
Skills

Interact

•

with speakers to find out camping needs

•

with one another to create a checklist of needs

•

with one another and teacher to use the checklist w!-tile
gathering equipment, personal effects and supplies

Understand

Delle Kerle, Introduction to Grade 7

•

identify the need to make dryfish for winter

•

identify the types of fish used in making dryfish

•

understand the difference between well smoked dryfish and
fish that is "green" or not fully smoked

•

the usage of fish in the old days, as opposed to today
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Linguistic Skills

Suggestions for
Evaluation

Produce

•

use a dictionary to create a p'lrtiallist of clothing and
personal effects

•

vocabulary: persona] effects, camping and fishing
equipment, camping supplies

•

dialogue for getting and giving information

•

patterns in sentences that have subject, verb and object

•

patterns in words: "to take" or "to pack" (handling verb) as
it changes, depending on the object being taken

•

patterns in sounds: effect of tones and nasals upon vowels

•

spelling: consonant and vowel syllahles in words

•

Ask students to orally list the kinds of personal effects they
would take on a fishing trip. Evaluate pronunciation, as welJ
as ability to list ,lppropriate things.

•

Ask smdents to make a written list of persona] effects that
would be taken on a fishing trip. Evaluate spelling, as well
as ability to list appropriate things.

•

Obscrve students during interaction activities to evaluate
their participation in the cre'ltion of a checklist or in the
gathering of personal effect'.

•

Show student' photos from a fishing trip and ask whm is
being packed or what people arc doing dming the packing up.

Dcne Kcdc. Introducnon to Gr-,ltlc ;
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Dene Second Language Activities and Outcomes
Sample - Module Two: Fish Camp (North Slavey)

Activity #2: List and gather necessary equipment for the fish
camp.
Language Use
a) Produce
LJave students use a
dictionary to make a
list of equipment that
should be taken on a
fishing trip.
b) Interact
tudents will approach
family members,
Elders, etc. to ask
what camping
equipment and fishing
gear will be needed
when going on a
fishing trip. Students
will prepare a list of
items and take it to
class.

Dent> Kcdc.. lntrnducriun to ( .....llie -

Language Sample

tue ka ts'ere?a.
"Ve are going fishing (by boat).

tue ka ts'enlwt;: gha.
\Vc are going fishing (on shore).

Ayil k'ats'ala gha?
\Vhat must we take?
Ayil gOk'arehtl'elgok'anidenahtl'e?
\"'hat do you have on your list'

Language Practice
•

Before students begin
their research, have them
practice asking their
questions in North
Siavey. They should also
consider what their
responses wi II be to
questions they may be
asked, such as why they
are going to the bush,
where they are going, etc.
After the teacher models
the questions and answers
in the second language
with one or t\vo

individuals, the sUJdents
can practice in pairs.
(Place more experienced
speakers with beginners.)

Language Use
c) Interact
Students will work in
groups to make a
combined list of
equipment that will
have to be taken on a
fishing trip. They will
then present the list to
the rest of the class. As
a class, review the final
list for things that m,l)'
have been forgotten.

Language Sample
Ayil edek'a k'anala gha
gok'erehd'etgok'enidenahd'e.

Language Practice

•

List the things you/them are taking.

Eyu k'one nehets'E:.
\Ve have that already.

Eka asil areYQne k'lila?
Do we have everything'
Ayil hederizhQ?
''"'hat did we forget?

North Siavey
vocabulary of camping
equipment and fishing
gear may be practiced
with students working
in pairs playing a game
of "Snap". Each student
makes a set of pictures
of the items on the list.
To play the game, they
each put down one card
at the same time. '''nen
both cards have the
same item in the

picture, the first person
to call "Snap!" gets the
cards. The person with
the most cards at the
end is the wilUler.
•
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The shorrer words can
be used to practice
spelling CV syllables
with proper tone and
nasal marks.
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Language Use

Language Sample

LIgwfle edek'a dichu gha.
We are taking a frying pan.

Language Practice

Handling Verbs
•

Have students notice
how the verb in each of
the sentences changes.
Ask if they can guess
why.

•

Explain how the Dene
words for handling
things changes,
depending on the kind
of thing that is being
handled.

•

Practice handling of
verbs by asking
individual students what
the item is that must be
taken.

•

Practice handling of
verbs on a worksheet
where students must fill
in the correct form of
the verb for each thing
taken to the fish camp.

Llbala edek'a di?ah gha.
We are taking canvas.

Dah?a chine edek'a k'i!?a gha.
We are taking a fishing rod.

Tleh edek'a k'iltj gha.
\Ve are taking gasoline.

taht'a edek'ariwa gha.
\Ve must take balUlOck.

Lldl wekQ edek'a k'i!tl gha.
We must take a thermos of tea.

Beh rehU6 edek'a k'i!?a gha.
We must take meat.

Tleh edek'a rixa gha.

"Te must take gasoline.

Dene Kcde, lntroduccion
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Activity #2: Outcomes
Cultural Skills

Land
•

identify equipment and supplies required for fish camp

One Another
•

intenlct appropriately with cultural guide or Elder when
listing and collecting equipment and supplies

Spirit

•

foUow culrural rules for handling fishing equipment

•

make personal commitment to ensure the fish camp

Self
expenence

Communication
Skills

IS :l

success

Interact
•

with speakers to find our camping needs

•

with one another to create a checklist of needs

•

with one another and teacher to use the checklist while
gathering equipment, personal effects and supplies

Understand

•

the importance of bringing the right equipment

•

how to use the equipment and why it's required

•

list items into categories such as personal supplies, cooking,
tools, etc.

Linguistic Skills

NO

Produce

•

use a dictionary to create a partial list of equipment

•

vocabulary: personal effects, camping and fishing
equipment, camping supplies

•

dialogue for getting and giving information

•

patterns in sentences that have subject, verb and object

Ocne Kedc-. Inrroduction
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Suggestions for
Evaluation
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•

patterns in words: "to take" or "to pack" (handling verb) as
it changes, depending on the object being taken

•

patterns in sounds: effect of tones and nasals upon vowels

•

spelling: consonant and vowel syllables in words

•

Ask students to orally list the kinds of equipment they
would take on a fishing trip. Evaluate pronunciation, as well
as ability to list appropriate things.

•

Ask students to make a written list of equipment and
supplies that would be taken on a fishing trip. Evaluate
spelling, as well as ability to Jist appropriate things.

•

Observe students during interaction activities to evaluate
their participation in the creation of a checklist or in the
gathering of equipment and supplies.
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Dene Second Language Activities and Outcomes
Sample - Module Two: Fish Camp (North Siavey)

Activity #3: Map travel routes and fishing places.
Language Use
a) Interact

Have the students
work in pairs to mark
Iondmarks and fish
camps on a map, One
student has the
information and
conveys the
information to the
other student with
descriptions,

82

Language Sample

Language Practice

.\ly father's camp is along the
Mackenzie River,

Ha\'e students practice
the postpositions and
descriptive words using
people or ohjects in the

TsugehtchlC tS'1: deh nlld!.

room.

Aba Dehga kq g6h?Q,

It is upriver from

•

T~iigehtchic,

Luke laidl?
Deh tana,

H'here is Luke'

It is on the other side of the river,

Leda laidi?
H'here is the table?
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Activity #3: Outcomes
Cultural Skills

Land
•

identify comillon fishing locations on a map

•

identify common land forms and landmarks in area of fish
camp

One Another
•

locate ones family fish camp on a map

Spirit
•

be aware of significant spiritual places along the route to or in
the area of fish cdmp

•

show a curiosity for the way in which one's family has used
the land for fishing in the past

Self

Communication
Skills

Llteract
•

with family members to learn about family fishing areas

•

\\ ith others to give and get information about 10cJtion on a map

Understand

Linguistic Skills

Dcnl' Kcdt." Introduction to Gr.lde 7

•

traditional names for sites along route

•

discuss and reflect on history of sites

Produce
•

dialogue patterns for giving and getting information about
location

•

panerns in sentences: sentences desclibing location

•

panems in words: postposition suffixes in words

•

speUing: accuracy in spelling place names, landmarks and land
forms with focus on simple consonants, tones and nasals

•

tape record sample language while students are working with
each other to locate places on their maps

8.1

Suggestions for
Evaluation

•

Use tape recording from previous exercise to evaluate lise of
location postpositions, appropriate use of possessives and
word order in sentences.

•

Have sUldents name or locate places on a map to evaluate
their recaJl of vocabulary for place names, land forms
and landmarks
their understanding of postpositions and words
describing location
their spelling accuracy
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Dene Second Language Activities and Outcomes
Sample - Module Two: Fish Camp (North Siavey)

Activity #4: Listen to a poem, song or chant about fish.
Language Sample

Language Use
al Understand
Read the poem shown
on the right aloud to
the students. Use
illustrations or actions
wi th each sentence to
give students clues to
the meaning of the
poem.

Ask questions abour
- the kinds of fish in the
poem
- the setting of the
poem
- the sequence of events
111 poem
- the concept of "heart
of the water"
- the concept of
"leader".

Tudzeh Ts'!! Ts'erebe Gha
Tudzeh

ts'~

Language Practice

•

Ha"e students learn the
poem by practicing
reading it aloud
together.

•

Have students practice
saying the poem to each
other in pairs or in
small groups.

•

Designate one sentence
to each pair of students
and have them illustrate
the poem.

ts'erebe gha.

"'e are going to swim to the heart of
the water.

Amll tudzeh

ts'~

rebe gha?

\\lho is going to swim to the heart of
the water'

Sahba

sln~

k'ola had!.

Me too, said the trout.

Sahba tudzeh

ts'~

rebe gha.

The trout is going to swim to the
heart of the water.

Amll k'ola tudzeh

ts'~

rebe gha?

\ "ho also is going to swim to the
heart of the water'

?qhda

Sln~

k'ola had!.

Me too, said the jackfish.

?qhda k'ola tudzeh

ts'~

rebe gha.

The jackfish is going to swim to the
heart of the water.

Amll k'ola tudzeh

ts'~

rebe gha?

\\lho also is going to swim to the
heart of the water'

NQhkwe

Sln~

k'ola had!.

Me too, said the loche.

NQhkwe k'ola tudzeh

ts'~

rebe gha.

The loche is going to swim to the
heart of the water.

NQhkwe tudzeh

ts'~

gore?ee gha.

The loche will lead us to the hean of
the water.

NQhkwe bedaghare lue lenahde gha.
Because of the loche, all the fish will
gather again.
By Fihbie "rani and Albertine Ayha/1997

D~l1e
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Language Use
b) Produce

Using me fish poem
as a model, students
are asked to write
their own poem, song
or chant. It can be
about other animals or
people leading others
to a place.

Language Sample

Amll dechltah deda gha?

Language Practice
•

Have students review

their written poems,
paying special attention
to the words wi th
glottals. Make any
required corrections.

Who is going into the bush?

Sechile dechl tah deda gha.
My younger brother will be going to
the bush.

~'hen

Who is going into the bush?

reading their
poems aloud, ask them
to try to pronounce the

Have students read

Se?e dechltah deda gha.

words as correctly as

one another's poems

M)' uncle will be going to the bush.

possible, paying
particular attention to
the words with glottals.

in class, providing
actions or illustrations
to give me listeners
clues for understanding.
c) Understand

To ensure students
understand the other
poems, ask questions:
"Vho is the poem
about? \Vhere does
the story in the poem
take place? What
happens?

Amll dechltah deda gha?

Amll dechltah deda gha?

•

\l\Iho is going into the bush?

Seta dechltah deda gha.
'\1y father will be going to the bush.

Am!l dahghare dechltah ts'ereda
gha?
Under whose guidance are we going
into the bush?

?ehtsaa dahghare dechltah
nats'ereda gha.
It is under grandfather's guidance that
we will retum to the bush.
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Activity #4: Outcomes
Cultural Skills

Land
•

identify locally important fish

One Another
•

understand that fish are considered people, like us

Spirit
•

identify the most spiritually strong fish

•

wlderstand the concept of "the heart of the water"

•

understand that fish, like people have leaders and are
considered spiritual

•

identity where the "heart" of people resides

•

identity one's spiritually important leader

Self

Communication
Skills

Interact

•

in groups of twO or three, read the poem aloud or act it out
as a play

Understand
•

Linguistic Skills

De-ne Kede. lntroouccion
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Grade 7

the main characters, the setting, sequence of events in the
poem/chant in both oral and \I ritten form

Produce
•

a written poem or chant which uses the idea of a leader and
contains main characters, a setting and a sequence of events

•

vocabulary: names of local fish

•

dialogue: reasons for the names of the fish

•

patterns in sentences: sentences with "travelling to" a place
and sentences with future tense

•

spelling: focus on simple consonants and vowels with nasal
and tone in produced poem

87

Suggestions for
Evafuation

88

•

Orally question srudents to evaluate their understanding of
the poem: about the characters, setting, sequence of events
and concepts about "the heart" of things or "leaders".

•

Give srudents phrases from the poem and ask them to put
them into the correct sequence and order.

•

Evaluate a poem created by srudents.

•

Evaluate the meaningfulness of the poem.

•

Evaluate the word order within sentences.

•

Evaluate the correct use of the furure tense.

•

Evaluate the spelling of simple words which students are
able to pronounce.
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Dene Second Language Activities and Outcomes
Sample - Module Two: Fish Camp (North Siavey)

Activity #5: Participate in fish camp.
Language Sample

Language Use
a) Interact

I-lave studen ts
introduce themselves
when with 'lJ1 Elder, if
asked.

Amll miot'lne Qt'e?
'Vho are your parents?

Language Practice

•

Have students practice
this dialogue in North
Slavey by role playing
with one another.

•

Act out each of the
offerings using props
such as tobacco, pictures,
etc., willie saying the
appropriate words in
North Siavey. Show with
actions, tl,e expected
behaviour of students
during these offerings.

Ama _ _ Qt'e.
•\1 Y mother is
Aba _ _ Qt'e.
My father is
Nezi daredl?
\I\'hat is your name?
seredl.
i\ly name is
Dene k'E!t;: ew~kw't;:?
Do you understand Siavey?
Daudi.
No.
Yazea ewehkw't;:.
I understand a little.
Dene k'E!t;: gohdele.
I cannot speak Siavey.

b) Understand
Have students
participate in practises
for honouring the
land/fire/waters.

KQ gha?erehdl gha.
I am going to offer respect to the
fire.

Nt;: ts'E! na?ehdi gha.
I am going to offer respect to the
land.
Tu ts'E! na?ehdi gha.
I am going to offer respect to the
water.

c) Interact

Encourage studen ts to
ask for help and to
help others.
d) Interact

Encourage students to
follow requests and
instructions from

•

Have students study tl,e
sentences in written
form. Have tl,em try to

translate each word on
the hlaekboard.

C3111p

leaders.
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Activity #5: Outcomes

Cultural Skills

Land

•

identify traditional landmarks

•

wlderstand traditional navigation techniques

One Another
•

demonstrate support for leaders

•

demonstrate leadership and cooperation

Spirit
•

follo\\ cultural rules for the land and water

•

participate respectfully in spiritual activities or rituals

•

show self-respect in areas such as personal hygiene, health, etc.

Self

Communication
Skills

Interact

•

appropriately and respectfully with Elders and group leaders

•

appropriately and respectfully with other fish camp participants

Understand

Linguistic Skills

Suggestions for
Eviluation

'10

•

the need for cooperation and fulfilling one's roles and
responsibilities

•

the traditional importance of fish camp activities

Produce
•

vocabulary: list rolc and responsibilities of participants

•

dialogue: for getting and giving insm.ctions

•

patterns in sentences: that have subject, verb and object

•

give students opportunities to participate in fish camp activities
to demonstrate what they learned from their elders' teachings
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Dene Second Language Concepts and
Outcomes
The following section reviews the concepts that are being taught in
the Grade 7 modules, along with their outcomes. These concepts are
demonstrated to students through the suggested cultural experiences,
as well as language use and interaction.
This section is divided into the five Dene language groups:
Chipewyan, Dogrib, Gwich'in, North Siavey and South Siavey.
Each language section has the following categories:
1. Cultural Experiences and Understandings

•

lists the cultural experiences offered ill each of the five modules

•

lists examples of each culnlral experience

2. Language for Interaction
•

lists specific language outcomes

•

lists key language words and phrases in Dene language as well
as English

•

shnws examples of the key language used in sentences

3. Understanding Text
•

identifies the kinds of text that students should be able to
understand at the end of the program

4. Language for Production of Text
•

identifies activities snldents should be ahle
Dene language at the end of the program

to

do using the

5. Linguistic Elements

Denc Kcde. Intro<.!u(:llOn
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•

shows Dene bnguage alphabet

•

lists grammatical concepts students should be able
understand at the end of the program

to

'II

Chipewyan - Dene Second Language Concepts and Outcomes
1. Cultural Experiences and Understandings
Students will use the Chipewyan language to participate in cultunll experiences which should help
them learn the cultural understandings.

Module .: Passage to Womanhood
Cultural experiences

Examples of understandings

•

experience camp with
other girls and women

•

camp routines and activities; practices regarding respect for
naturc; protocols and interactions with Elders

•

reflect on changes to
their bodies and what
the changes mean

•

bodily changes; hcalthful practices; personal hygiene; social
pressures that dishonour our bodies; choices that reflect respect
for ourselves; modesty; womcn's gifts to famil}' and conuTIunity;
narratives auout womanhood

•

learn about passages to
womanhood practiced
in the past

•

menses and spirituality; women mentors; puberty camp rules;
physical and mental challenges; counselling; habits; becoming
independent

•

reflect on goals, good
habits and romines for
growth and development

•

helping at home; helping Elders; helping younger people;
arising, eating and sleeping healthfully; exercising; school
learning; cultural learning

Module 2: Fish Camp

C'\ote: if fish are not an important part of the culture, substitute
with land camp.)
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences
•

learn .lbollt wnter

•

fish names; fish qnalities; habitat; seasons; fishing practices;
narratives about fish/fishing

•

forms of travel; land and water forms; place names; honouring

creanlres

•

explore/tra,-el waterways

•

cxperience fish camp

•

Q'

reflect on valued
behaviours while on
land

land and water; weather conditions; water safety

•

equipment and supplies, camp behaviour and attitudes; camp
routincs; fishing activity; numbers; handling and preparing fish

•

camp routines; rules; learning beha,oours; respectful beha,-iour
at camp
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Module 3: Oral Tradition
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

hear Elder's stories

•

traditional narratives; characters in narratives; sequence of

events; moral lessons; humour; behavioural rules with Elders

•

reflect on personal role
in oral u·adition

•

listen; recall; historical knowledge; Dene values; Dene
knowledge

Module 4: My People, My Identity
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

research oral
traditional knowledge

•

family history; community histoty; relationship with other
peoples; values of my people

•

experience ancestral trails

•

traditional hunting territory; resources used to survive

•

give back to the

•

sharing and caring in the commwljty; roles and relationships in
eomlTIunity; needs in the community
protocol for interacting wjth Elders, leaders, adults; learning
from members of the community; helping Elders and young
children; supporting community helpers and leaders

community

•

participate in
community culture

•

•

connect with relatives

•

relationship terms; places of origin; special family talents Hnd
abilities; sharing stories; gifts

Module 5: Developing Dene Skills
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

leHrn Hvariety of basic
culUtrHI skills

•

knowledge relating to basic culutral skills; manipulation or
processes involved in skills

•

reflect on personal
effort and behaviour
while learning cultural
skills

•

value of basic Dene skills; ,·alued leHrning behaviour;
talenthbility

Dene Kedt'. Inrroductlon to Gr;,ulc .,
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Chipewyan - Dene Second Language
2. Language for Interaction

Concepts and Outcomes

a) Students will use the language to do things with others.

Key Language

Outcomes
•

routine instructions,

k'ejene thida

commands and
directions

keep to yourself

hanele
do

Use of Key Language

?Ellneth shelYI t'a, k'ejE!n
thida.
Keep to yourself around Elders
who are eating.

seba, hant:le
do it for me

hanene srini\
don't do thar

•

•

get permission or ask
for help

cautionary expressions

nadesde

Nadesde. sets'Qnf.

afterwards

Afterwards could you help me?

sQghaltha?azede

Thilede senristhE!r.

in a lirtle while

In a little while can I play?

ja;
attention (I)

la;, Horlhth'C1.

?ake ?edQlni

TS'I ye ?ake ?edQlnJ.

warch yourself

I,,\'arch yourself in a boar.

Attention! Listen'

tS'ethle
caution (it doesn't appear right)

?ake tS'ethle
with extreme care

9-1
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b) Srudents will use the language to gi,·e and get personal infomlation.

Outcomes
•

ability with Dene
language

Key Language

Use of Key Language

DenesQhne, t'a yasu ..He.
I don't speak "tbe language of
the people".

Yazl hQll denesQhne t'a
yastl.
I speak only a little of the
language,

DenesQhne yatu!,
beneresnHe.
Tdon't understand the
"language of the people".

Yazl hQll denesQhne yatie,
beneresni.
I understand only a little of the
language.
•

family, community,

Nezi ..ed161ye t'a.

John, sulYI ..at'e.

age and phone
number

\\nat is your name?

.\1)' name is John.

Nli bezl ..edl61ye t'a.

?ene Mari htilye.
.\ly mother's name is .\ la".

\ \ nat is your mother's name?
\\'hat is your father's name?

Set'a bezi, John htilyl.
.\ly father' name i'John.

?edlizl tS'l, ..anet'e t'a.

Lutselk'e tS'l, ..ast'l.

\\'here are you from'

I am from Lutselk'e.

Net'a bezi, ..edl6lye t'a.

Dlanelte negha!ye t'a.

Dl7adhel segha!ye nt'e.

\\'hat age are you'

I am H years old.

?erehU'is
nlya t'a.

ku~

dlanelte ghll,

\\nat grade are you in'

Nets'l beye yatl, bek'elm
..edlllnelte t'a.

?elk'edlghl ghll niya.
I am in Grade B.

Sets'l beye yat! si-_ ..at'e.
'\ly phone number is

_

\\1,at is your phone number?
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Outcomes
•

personal likes and
dislikes including
school or cultural
expenences

Key Language

Use of Key Language

___ si nezQ.
T like YOllr

Ne71ye seba nezQ.
_

I like your jacket.

_ _ _ seba nezQle.

Ne ke seba nezQ.

1 don't like YOllr

I like YOllr shoes.

_

l.ekl!n-ti.

Nets'l nadatselya seba nezQ.

Is it tasty/sweet?

I like YOllr glasses (or other
clothing items).

l.ekl!n due.

?erehd'!s nada neba nezQ-ti.

It is tasty/sweet.

Did yOll enjoy the show'

Dits'a leni.
Tt is sour.

Dats'edlI neba horely<l-ti.
Are you enjoying the dance?

Mil leni.
It is awful tasting/smelly.

Seba, darid'l!th due.
It was loud for me.

Natsl!r, leni.
It is very strong
(tasting/smelling).

Seba nezQ.
I liked it.

Seba nezQ due.
I really enjoyed it.

NezQ due.
It is very good.

____ neba nezQ-u.
Did yOll enjoy the

?

___ neba horelYIl-ti.
Are you enjoying
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c) Students will use the language to give and get information about tltings, people and events using
the following notions.

Key Language

Outcomes
•

simple questions
(what, who, wbich,
when)

Use of Key Language

?edlc{ghe

7edlaghe.

who

Who clo you mean?

?edhighe

7edliighe ?allni t'a.

what

\"hat do you mean'

?edhighe t'a

7edliighe t'a hOll!?l t'a.

which

vVh ich do you want?

?edlo

7edlo, ?eritl'is
nalja t'a.

when

ku~

ts'en

\"hen did you go to school'

•
•

numbers 1-20
quantities

hulta

Sqladhel tsa, laUde.

number

He gOt fi fteen beaver.

?edlaneh'l

lue lajle

amount

few fish

I"
lots

cheth la
101' of ducks

I" ch6fle
not lots at all

•
•

colours

dlths

Tth'af kel delk'os, kOsnJq.

colour

Bring me the red plate.

shapes

7edhi borel?l t'a.
dlch'u
pointed

dekar
tla t

Dene Kcdc, Imrodunion ro Grode 7

lIow does it look
(what is its shape)?

7egheze laborel?l ke
ha{h'eth.
He cut out oval mocassins.
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Key Language

Outcomes

• possessIon

•

weather

Use of Key Language

sets'l
my

seg6ne
my anTI

nets'l

negane

your

your arm

be tS'1
i ts/hislher

bets'l ?ama
his mother

Bit'as, horelYll-ti.
Is it nice outside?

Blt'as k'oth yaghe ?at'e.
There are clouds out.
Nal?ll tl'llghe humk'ath de
horelYll.
The coolness in the evening is nice.

•

time

7edlalh'e m?ll t'a.
What time is it'

Nake, nj?ll.
It is two o'clock.

7edlaghli dZlne ?at'e t'a.
What day is it'

Hanodhi ha nake sadzle de.
It will happen in two hours.

Hanodhi ha
It will happen in

\ \Te can see the stars at night.

m'll de.
hours.

dQ dldzlne
today

DZI k'are taghe dzme de tSllnke
t'a senalde ha.
On Wednesday, we will be playing
hockey.

kl!dhe
night

Yunixaye, ?edu hlle.

DZlk'e
Sunday
tonlorro\V

yunexaye, de
next year

yunixay
last year

xaye

za
month

thile ts'en, xa
for awhile
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It sure was warm last year.

yunidzlk'e
yesterday

winter

Kedhe de tthen horet'l.

k'ab{

Yunidzlk'e, nesja.
I came back yesterday.
Dtri za k'e hIe hel?as ?at'e.
This is the month of the fish run.

dQ
no\\
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Key Language

Outcomes

Use of Key Language

tth'u

Thile ts'en see! thida.

soon

Sit with me for awhile.

?enahqt'e

DQ, senode.

done

Let's play now.

Nayati ?enohQt'e.
The meeting is finished.

•

cost

?edhirllki, 1'a.

5Qhighe tsamba, haqhlki.

I [ow much does it cost?

It cost five dollars.

?erehd'is jllne, deki due.
The record is very expensive.

•

SIzes

?edhll

y~,

t'a.

Be nlze necha.

\Vhat size is it>fHow big is it?

He has a large waist.

lek'a

dek6th

Nesdath ?at'e:

fat

wide

I am heavy.

nech'ile

nedare

small

narrow

nedath
heavy

•

location

yuwe

Yuwe ts'en, seba tSI njtj.

lhere

Place the boat up over there
(specifically) for me.

yuwe ts'en
over there
(specifically)
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nj k'e

ja

j~

right here
(specifically)

over here

(generally)

bek'e

bedaghe

on

above

bet'azl

kanizj

behind

in berween

dezl

on the ground

hditth'Bf t'azi
behind the cup
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d) Students wiU give and get information abour action.

Key Language

Outcomes
•

ability

Use of Key Language

Hanille xa, t'asat'i1e-u.

Hasle xa, 7asat'i1e.

Can you do it'

I can do it.

Due 7i1e (sQnQ).

Hasle xa, due.

It is possible.

1 can't do it.

Sets'enllnl.

Bets'akl yexufle.

Help me.

It is hopeless talking

to

him.

Yexufle.
It is hopeless.
•

d.istance

nldhile

Nldha ts'en, hedeI.

near

They walked far.

n'Qbah, nithile sega,
na:itthL
lIe set the tent near me.

•

sequence

tl'l\ghe

d'l\ghe de

after

afterwards

7eyl

tl'~ghe

after that

7etk'em
after each other

Yatl ku~
sheq.

d'~ghe

nlja-u,

S/he ate after she returned from
church.

Dazidil

d'~ghe,

neq.

S/he went to bed after the dance.

Dene
hlle.

l~

shelyi ha 7elnadel

The groups of people took turns
eating.
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Key Language

Outcomes

•

duration, frequency

ncik'e

halil

sOllletinles

nlany tilnes

Use of Key Language

Ncik'e seghil, naida.
S/he sometimes visits me.

thaze
after awhile

Thile ts'en hlda-u, nahja.
He left after visting awhile.

t'ats'en
always

Thaile ts'en, hlda.
S/he came to visit for a short
time.

?eyer ku
while or during

?aXil
suddenly

?Ila

?axil ts'etsa, ts'itth'a.
Suddenly they heard a cry.

once

tha ?ile ts'en
short time

•

nlanner of action

• manner of being

tha ts'en
long time

nezQ yjla?ile
done miserably

K'ejen shenetl.
Eat quietly.

k'ejen
quietly

David hud'l!th, ?aghalana.
David is working hard.

naltWe-u
slowly

?Ighil
quickly

deyl!r
hard

hayje-u
carelessly

yu k'izl, lat'e
being cloth-like
thehil
being conrainedliquid
thedza
being loose
thela
being contained objects

J)cnc Kcdc, Imruducrion
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Denek'cidhe nare hekheth,
dech'lkel k'e, thekhuth.
The scarf is on the floor.
Dechen dech'lkel k'e, thela.
The logs are on the floor.
Bek'eshets'elYI k'e, IIdi kll,
thetil.
The tea pot is on the table.
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Key Language

Outcomes
•

Use of Key Language

ma terial of

lukil t'a

Tthll.dhl!th t' a nhdu theHsl.

construction

of glass

She made a jacket of hide.

yak'egole t'a

7ejl!re dhl!th t'a d'ule,
theHsl.

of plastic

libarla t'll.
of canvas

7elkl!le

He made strings of cow rude.

Kelkl!1 t'll. jls theHs'1.
She made mitts of duffel.

of stroud

tthtldhl!th t'll.
of hide

7ejl!re dhl!th t'a
of cow hide

dechl!n t'a
of wood

e) Students will engage in language formalities.

Key Language

Outcomes
•

introductions

Use of Key Language

Slnie, neS71.

Nelauskun.

I'm glad to see you.

I'll shake )'our hand.

7edianElt'e 7a.

Seba

How are you'

[ feel good.

Bit'as

horely~.

It is nice out.

Seba

horely~.

horely~

7ile.

I don't feel too good.
7~h.

Yes.
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3. Understanding Text*
Students will understand
simplified oral text.

Students will understand
the following kinds of text.

Concepts and Outcomes

•

which is dramatized

•

which is accompanied with effective illustrations

•

which contains familiar ideas and concepts

Legends
• First Arrival of Animals on Earth
•

Yamoria (One Who Circled the Earth)

Songs and poems
•

Created by Chipewyan developers and teachers

Personal stories and history (translated into Chipewyan)
• Jean Marie Sa bourin
• Adeline Vi tal
•

Rosa Mantia

•

Adele Hardisty

•

Rosie Firth

•

Philip Simba

Cultural information (translated into Chipewyan)
• Margaret Vandell
• Elijah Andrew

Students will understand
simplified oral text.

Students will understand
the following kinds of text.

•

Dehcho Elders

•

Cecile Modeste

•
•
•
•

Lutse!k'e Elders

•
•
•

Louis Taruton

Gwich'in Elders
Isadore Modeste

J.B. Rabesca
Lucy Vaneltsi

Christine Thompson

Student anecdotes
• told by students for other students to hear

•

identify main characters, settings and events

•

understand simple sequence of events in narrative

•

understand simple cause and effect in narrative, especially
moral lessons

•

identify details important to the text

•

labels

•

simple captions and sentences

•

visual materials (picrures, real objects, displays)

• Tt=xr is any set of sentences \\hich communicate<; an idea. It can be oral or written or audiO\"isual. There is a communicator and a
receiver or audience.
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Chipewyan - Dene Second Language Concepts
4. Language for Production of Text
Students will produce text

and Outcomes

•

visual aids

•

simple oral statements in logical or sequenced order

•

written labels and captions

•

written words in fill in the blank sentences

•

using templates or models for substitution with own words

•

a simple anecdote with a topic or theme

•

a simple story based on other stories known or heard, using
characters and sequence of actions

Students will use techniques!

•

use tbe voice of the character(s)

aids to make their oral
presentations effective.

•

use gesture and body language

•

use dramatization or role play

•

use illustrations

•

use electronic technology (e.g. video, computer, audio)

•

single words and phrases

•

shorr simple sentences

•

words using accurate spelling, with the exception of tone,
vowel length and glottals

•

classmates

•

other school classes

•

school assembly

•

parent-teacher meetings

•

family

using various mediums.

Students will create and
present a simple song or poem.

Students will be able to orally
produce text.

Students will write text.

Students will present text to
audiences.

1(}I
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5. Linguistic Elements
1.

Phonology
Students will:

Language Concepts and Outcomes

Recognize all letters of the alphabet (introduced in order of
alphabet).
? a b ch ch' d dh ddh dl dz e e g gh h 1 j k k' I
sh t t' th d d' ts ts' tth tth' u w x y z

~

m nor

5

Distinguish effect of tone, nasalization, and final "h" in
meaning of words.
Examples:
tone effect:

nasal effect:

final "h" effect:

sela (cousin)

sela (hand)

bini (is happy)

beni (his face)

ts<\ (poop)

tsa (beaver)

nl\h (your mom)

nah (twice)

Sl\ (game)

sa (sun)

?ehkedhl!th (mattress) ?ehke (bed)
sa (sun)

2.

Syntax
Students will:

sah (clock)

Put together one verb sentences with:
•

words describing things or people

•

location words, number words

•

time words

•

words describing action

•

objects

Examples:

Dcne Kede,lntroduction to Grade 7

•

Nikath k'e, dath st'ettht:le hlle.
Last night she danced vigorously.

•

7aba kun ga shetl.
Father is eating at the campfire.

•

Seku?aze bl!schel!ne heluth.
The little boy is pulling the sled.
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Put together simple sentences with:
•

and

tth'l

•

so

t'a

•

but

kuhi

•

because

7eYlt'a

Examples: (with intransitive verbs)

•

Nfketh k'e, hejen-u, tth'f, dad!, ts'etthile hile.
S/he sang and danced vigorously last night.

•

Ts'eku7aze bela 7eya t'a hetsa.
The girl is crying because her hand is hurting.

3.

Morphology
Students will:

Be familiar with how the first person, third person singular and
third person plural are indicated in common mtransitive verbs.
Examples:

•

Nfketh k'e, hfjen.
I sang last night.

•

Nfketh k'e, hljen.
S/he sang last night.

•

Nfketh k'e, dahljen.
They sang last night.

Be aware of how person is indicated in some handling verbs.
Examples:

•

Ts'ere hfschu.
I am taking a blanket (pliable thing).

•

Ts'ere hjlchu.
You (first person) take a blanket (pliable thing).

•

Ts'ere hulchu.
You (all) take a blanket (pliable thing).
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Distinguish between one person command and plural person
command in intransitive verbs.
Examples:

•

Nihkf.
You (one person) go

•

to

bed I

Nuhkes.
Go (all of you) to bed'

Distinguish between one person command and plural person
comnland in transitive verbs.
Examples:

•

Tth'al kill ninkl.
You (first person) pick up the plate.

•

Tth'al kill nurul!!.
You (all) pick up the plates.
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Dogrib - Dene Second Language Concepts and Outcomes
1. Cultural Experiences and Understandings
Students will use the Dogrib language to participate in cultural experiences which should help
them learn the cultural understandings.
Module 1: Passage to Womanhood
Cultural experiences

Examples of understandings

•

experience camp with
other girls and women

•

camp routines and activities; practices regarding respect for
nature; protocols and interactions with Elders

•

reflect on changes to
their bodies and what
the changes mean

•

bodily changes; healthful practices; personal hygiene; social
pressures that dishonour our bodies; choices that reflect respect
for ourselves; modesty; women's gifts to family and commwli ty;
narratives about womanhood

•

learn about passages to
womanhood practiced
in the past

•

menses and spirituality; women mentors; puberty camp rules;
physical and mental challenges; counselling; habits; becoming
independent

•

reflect on goals, good
habits and routines for
growth and
development

•

helping at home; helping Elders; helping younger people;
arising, eating anel sleeping healthfully; exercising; school
learning; cultural learning

Module 2: Fish Camp

(Note: if fish are not an important part of the culture, substitute
with land camp.)
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

learn about water

•

fish names; fish qualities; habitat; seasons; fishing practices;
narratives about fish/fislling

creatures

•

explore/travel
waterways

•

forms of travel; land and water forms; place names; honouring
land and water; weather conditions; water safety

•

experience fish camp

•

equipment and suppljes, camp behaviour and attitudes; camp
routines; fishing activity; numbers; handling and preparing fish

•

reflect on valued
behaviours while on
land

•

camp routines; rules; learning behaviours; respectful behaviour
at camp
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Module 3: Oral Tradition
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

hear Elder's stories

•

traditional narratives; characters in narratives; sequence of
events; moral lessons; humour; behavioural rules with Elders

•

reflect on personal role
in oral tradition

•

listen; recall; historical knowledge; Dene values; Dene
knowledge

Module 4: My People, My Identity
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

research oral
traditional knowledge

•

family history; community history; relationship with other
peoples; values of my people

•

experience ancestral trails

•

traditional hunting territory; resources used to survive

•

give back to the
community

•

sharing and caring in the commW1ity; roles and relationships in
community; needs in the commwlity

•

participate in
community culture

•

protocol for interacting with Elders, leaders, adults; learning
from members of the community; helping Elders and young
children; supporting conununity helpers and leaders

•

connect with relatives

•

relationship terms; places of origin; special family talents and
abilities; sharing stories; gifts

Module 5: Developing Dene Skills
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

learn a variety of basic
cultural skills

•

knowledge relating to basic cultural skills; manipulation or
processes involved in skills

•

reflect on personal
effort and behaviour
while learning cultural
skills

•

value of basic Dene skills; valued learning behaviour;
talent/ability
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Dogrib - Dene Second Language Concepts
2. Language for Interaction

and Outcomes

a) Students will use the language to do things with others.

Key Language

Outcomes
•

Use of Key Language

routine instructions,

edehonehdi

commands and
directions

keep to yourself

Qhda shezhe nIde
edehonehdi.

hanele

Keep to yourself around Elders
who are eating.

do

segha hanele
do it for me

hanele-le
don't do that
•

get permission or ask
for help

ek'eU'a nIde
afterwards

slghalwa nIde
in a little while

Ek'ed'a nIde asH sets'anedl
ha dii-le?
Afterwards could you help me?

SlghalW'l nlde, sqnahwho
ha dii-le?
In a little while can I play?

•

cautionary expressions

k'ah

K'ah, aahkw'q.

attention(!)

Attention! Listen!

edehonehdi

Ela yli edehonehdl.

watch yourself

Watch yourself in a boat.

ts'ewhlllhoUl
caution (it doesn't appear right)

houl
with extreme care
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b) Students will use the language to give and get personal information.

Outcomes
•

ability with Dene
language

Key Language

Use of Key Language

DQ k'ee gohde-le.
I don't speak "the language of
the people".

Yaazea ZQ dQ k'ee gohde.
I speak only a little of the
language.

DQ k'ee eehkw'o-le.
I don't understand the
"language of the people".

Yaazea ZQ dQ k'ee eehkw'Q.
I understand only a little of the
language.
•

family, community,
age and phone
nUll1ber

Daniyeh?

John siyeh.

"\Vhat is your name?

My name is John.

NemQ dawiyeh?

SemQ Mary wiyeh.

"Vhat is your Blother's naille?

My mother's name is Mary.

Neta dawiyeh?

Seta John wiyeh.

"\Vhat is your father's name?

My father's name is John.

Edll gots'Q anet'e?

SemQ I:.utselk'e gots'Q hQt'e.

"\Vhere are you hom?

My mother is from Lutselk'e.

DadQ neghoo?

HoonQ daats'Q dl seghoo

"\Vhat age are you?

I am 14 years old.

Enlhd'e dadQ aneh?l?

Enlhtl'e ek'edl ah?l.

"\Vhat grade are you in?

I am in Grade 8.

Nets'Q wet'a gots'edee
datlQ wek'e dek'eehtl'e?

My phone number is

Sets'Q wet'a gots'edee

_
'

"\Vhat is your phone number'
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Key Language

Outcomes
•

personal likes and
dislikes including
school or cultural
experiences

Use of Key Language

I like your

_ _ _ segha nez\.
_

I like yom jacket.

_ _ _ segha nez\-le.

Neke segha nez\.

I don't like your

I like your shoes.

Ne7ehdla segha nez\.

_

tekQ nl?

Nets'Q daats'ezaa segha nez!.

Is it tasty/sweet?

I like your glasses (or other
clothing items).

tekQ dll.

Show negha nez\ nl?

It is tasty/sweet.

Did you enjoy the show?

Duts'a.
It is sour.

tekQ

ledl-le/m~~

Dagowo negha dagqht'e?
Are you enjoying the dance?

dll.

It is awful tasting/smelly.

Segha hod'o agod!.
It was loud for me.

SII natso ledllSlj
wetsjmHaso.
It is very sU'ong
(tasting/smell ing).

Segha nez\.
I liked it.

Segha nez\ dll.
I really enjoyed it.

Nez\ dll.
It is very good.

___ negha nez\ nl?
Did you enjoy the
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c) Students will use the language to give and get information about things, people and events using
the following notions.

Key Language

Outcomes
•

•
•

•

•

simple questions
(what, who, which,
when)

numbers 1-20
quantities

colours

amee

Amee awejdl?

who

\Vho do you mean?

ayiJ

Ayl1 awejdl?

what

What do you mean'

dahdt'j

Dahdt'j neewq?

which

Which do you want?

daht'e

Daht'e enjhd'e kQ aneet'l?

when

\Vhen did you go to school?

ets'uhta

Tsa hodnq daats'Q sjhil wets'q.

number

He got fifteen beaver.

dadq

lq

h nehttq-Ie

amount

lots

few fish

lq-Ie

lq-lla

det'q nehdq

not lots

a little bit

lots of ducks

wek'aatsj

dek'o

Kw'a dek'o seghajchl.

colour

red

Bting me the red plate.

ets'aehmQq

shapes

Use of Key Language

Ke ets'aehmQq nede
ka?eht'aha{h'eth.

circle/round

wedziJ tal tS'Q gQhlll
triangle

He cut out oval mocassins.

Lada lage nede yehtsj.
He made a rectangular table.

lage

lage nede

square

rectangle

Ehdanj weghat'l?

1Jga

wedzJi tal

diamond

triangle

How does it look (what is its
shape)?

ets'aehmQq nede
oval
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Key Language

Outcomes
•

weather

Use of Key Language

Mcjht'a hOlZI nil

Mcjht'a k'oh gcjhll.

Is it nice outside?

There are clouds out.

Xehts'Q gdk'od t'a hOlzl.
The coolness in the evening is
nlce.
•

tiIne

Nake nil7Q.

DadQ nil7Q?

lt is two o'clock.

What time is it?

Ayil

dZll~

Nake sadzee mde wexehoiwl
ha.

ne?

What day is it?

lt will happen in two hours.

_ _ _ sadzee mde
wexeholwl ha.
lt will happen in

To nlde whcj wegaat'l.
hours.

Taldzll~

_ _ _ niI7Q.
lt is

dll

We can see the stars at night.

o'clock.

k'e, satsqke t'a
nagots'eze ha.

On Wednesday, we will be
playing hockey.

dZll~

today

ldll xo gdkcj lie.
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dZllll

to

day

night

It sure was warm last year.
IX~1l

neehda.

Taldzll~

Edaldzlle

Wednesday

Sunday

IX~1l

satsQ

That is the month of the fish

yesterday

tomorrow

run.

I came back yesterday.

Eyl sa k'e hwe de?e.

Idae xo

Idil xo

l.atsaa sega wheneda.

next year

last year

Sit with me for awhile.

xok'e

sa

Dli nagodlize.

winter

month

Let's play now.

latsaa

dli

for awhile

now

whaa-Ie

hdt'a

soon

done
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Key Language

Outcomes
•

DadQ sQQmba ell?
How much does it cost?

cost

Use of Key Language
Sllal sQQmba ell.
It cost five dollars.
Enlhtl'eejll kw'a detl dli.
The record is very expensive.

•

•

SIzes

location

Dalhtso ne?
What size is it? How big is it?

Wen! gOlcha.
He has a large waist.

necha/golcha
big

Neda dil.
I am heavy.

necha-lea
sIllall

Dave necha-lea/Dawia
little Dave

neda
heavy

mQlanQda necha-lea
small cat

necha
large

tl necha
large lake

ekQ
there

Ela yah?!} segha dalChl.
Place the boat up over there
(specifically) for me.

yah?Q
over there (specifically)
ekQQ/yee
over there (generally)

de k'e
on the ground
hbd we?ll
behind the cup

jQ IghQ
right here (specifically)

jQ/dzQ
over here (generally)
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k'e
on

wedool godoci
above

we?ll
behind

wegee/gogee
in between

wezhu
below it

wed'a
under it
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d) Students will give and get information about action.

Key Language

Outcomes

•

ability

Use of Key Language

Ekanele ha dll-le nl7

Ekahle ha dll-le.

Can you do it?

I can do it.

dli-le

ha dll

Ekahle ha dll.

can

can't

I can't do it.

Sets'anedl.

NetsQ gotse de enlka'.

Help me.

It is hopeless talking to him.

lka while.
It is hopeless.

•

•

distance

sequence

nJwa

Nlwa legeehUa.

far

They walked far.

nJwa-le

Sega nIwa-le nQhbaa nalhge.

near

He set the tent near me.

U'axQQ

Yatlkej nahUa U'axQQ sheetl.

after

Slhe ate after she returned from
church.

elek'eawoo/elek'edaa
after each other

U'~ghe, mit!.
went to bed after the

Dazldil
Slhe

Demi

l~

dance.

shelyi hci ?elnadl!l

hlIE!.
The groups of people took turns
eating.
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Key Language

Outcomes

• duration, frequency

Use of Key Language
Qhk'e sets'QQda.
S/he sometimes visits me.

Qhk'e/lhk'e
sometin1es

Slghalwaa segalda d'axQQ
naehda.
He left after visting awhile.

slghalwaa
after awhile
hats'QQ
always
eklyee hQtsaa/xQtsaa
while or during/suddenly

Whaa-lea gots'Q jQ nahda.
S/he came to visit for a short
time.
HQtsa tsedeedlah.
Suddenly he cried out.

llaa
once

whaa-lea gots'Q/whaa
short time/long time

• manner of action

• manner of being

gots'eedl adla
done miserably

Ts'ewhl shenetl.
Eat quietly.

tS'ewhl
quietly

David had'a eghalaeda.
David is working hard.
lwh~l\

nada lea
slowly

quickly

kehoehdl-le
carelessly

had'a
hard

whehchl
being cloth-like

Koachl dechlte k'e whehchl.
The scarf is on the floor.

whehtQ
being contained liquid

Tsoh dechlte k'e whela.
The logs are on the floor.

whela/whed'f
being loose

LIlhtQ lada k'e whehtQ.
The tea pot is on the table.

whekQ
being contained objects
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Key Language

Outcomes
•

material of
construction

Use of Key Language

ejaa t'/{

Ewo t'li ?eh whehts\.

of glass

She made a jacket of hide.

daht'Qlj t'li

Ejlewo t'li d'i whehtsl.

of plastic

He made strings of cow hide.

llballi t'a

Ts'o t'li jlhcho whehtsl.

of canvas

She made mitts of duffel.

?ehd'ICho t'li
of stroud

ewo t'li
of hide

ejlewo t'li
of cow hide

dechl t'li
of wood

ts'o t'li/ts'oa
of duffel

e) Students will engage in language formalities.

Outcomes
•

inrroductions

Key Language

Use of Key Language

Mahsl neeh?l.

N\lli wehtlj.

I'm glad to see you.

I'll shake your hand.

Negha dligljht'e?

Segha ho\z\.

How are you?

I feel good.

Mljht'a ho\z\.

Ho\z\-le.

It is nice out.

I don't feel too good.

Hli:?li:.
Yes.
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3. Understanding Text*
Students will understand

Concepts and Outcomes

•

which is dramatized

•

which is accompanied with effective illustrations

•

which contains familiar ideas and concepts

simplified oral text.

Students will understand

the following kinds of text.

Legends
• First Arrival of Animals on Earth
•

Yamoria (One Who Circled the Earth)

Songs and poems
•

Created by Dogrib developers and teachers

Personal stories and history (translated into Dogrib)
• Adeline Vital
• Jean Marie Sabourin
•

Rosa Mantla

•

Adele Hardisty

•

Rosie Firth

•

Philip Simba

Cultural information (translated into Dogrib)
• Margaret Yandell
• Elijah Andrew

Students will understand
simplified oral text.

Students will understand

the following kinds of text.

•

Dehcho Elders

•

Cecile Modeste

•
•

Lutselk'e Elders

Louis Taniton

Gwich'in Elders

•
•

].B. Rabesca

•

Isadore Modeste

•

Lucy Vaneltsi

•

Christine Thompson

Student anecdotes
• told by students for other students to hear

•
•
•

identify main characters, settings and events

•

identify details important to the text

•
•

labels
simple captions and sentences

•

visual materials (pictures, real objects, displays)

understand simple sequence of events in narrative
understand simple cause and effect in narrative, especially
moral lessons

* Text is any set of sentences which communicates an idea. It can be oral or written or audiovisual.
There is a communicator and a receiver or audience.
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Dogrib - Dene Second Language Concepts and
4. Language for Production of Text
Students will produce text
using various mediums.

Students will create and
present a simple song or poem.

Students will be able to orally
produce text.

Students will use technlques/
aids to make their oral
presentations effective.

Students will write text.

Students will present text to
audiences.
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Outcomes

•

visual aids

•

simple oral statements in logical or sequenced order

•

written labels and captions

•

written words in fill in the blank sentences.

•

using templates or models for substitution with own words

•

a simple anecdote with a topic or theme

•

a simple story based on other stories known or heard, using
characters and sequence of actions

•

use the voice of the character(s)

•

use gesture and body language

•

use dramatization or role play

•

use illustrations

•

use electronic technology (e.g. video, computer, audio)

•

single words and phrases

•

short simple sentences

•

words using accurate spelling, with the exception of tone,
vowel length and glottals

•

classmates

•

other school classes

•

school assembly

•

parent-teacher meetings

•

family
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5. Linguistic Elements
,.

Phonology
Students will:

Concepts and Outcomes

Recognize all letters of the alphabet (inttoduced in order of
alphabet).
7 a b ch ch' d dl dz e g gh gw h 1 j k k' kw kw' II m mb n
nd 0 r s sh t t' d d' ts ts' w wh x y z zh
Distinguish effect of tone, nasalization, and final "h" in meaning
ofworlls.
Examples:
tone effect

nasal effect

fmal "h" effect

2.

Syntax
Students will:

laj lh (mittens)

jih (hook for fishing)

gah (rabbit)

wega (beside)

wezhl (under)

wezhiI (inside)

whe (belt)

who (star)

eehd'e (I wrote)

Ylld'e (he/she wrote)

sahcho (grizzly bear)

sachQ (tomorrow)

sa (sun)

sah (bear)

dl (island)

tljh (cane)

7ah (fog)

7ah (snowshoe)

Put together one verb sentences with:
•

words describing things or people

•

location words, number words

•

time words

•

words describing action

•

objects

Examples:
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•

Idli too hOd'o daedo.
Last night she danced vigorously.

•

Eta kQ ga shet\.
Father is eating at the campfire.

•

Bebla dahbo yiI whet\.
The baby is sleeping in the swing.
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Put together simple sentences with:
•

and

xe/eylts'q

•

so

eYlt'a

•

but

hanlko

•

because

t'a

Examples: (with intransitive verbs)

•

Idll too hoU'o ajl xe hliU'o daeUo.
S/he sang and danced vigorously last night.

•

T'eekoa wela eya t'a etse.
The girl is crying because her hand is hurting.

3.

Morphology
Students will:

Be familiar with how the first person, third person singular and
third person plural are indicated in common intransitive verbs.
Examples:

•

IxEjEj to ehjl lie.
I sang last night.

•

IxEjEj to ejj lie.
S!he sang last night.

•

IxEjEj to gejl lie.
They sang last night.

•

lhte
I slept

•

ute
s!he slept

•

gU te
they slept

Be aware of how person is indicated in some handling verbs.
Examples:

•

Ts'o k'ehchl ha.
I am taking a blanket (pliable thing).
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o

Ts' Q k' enehchl.
You (first person) take a blanket (pliable thing).

o

Ts'cj k'eahchl.
You (all) take a blanket (pliable thing).

o

Ts'cj keyehchl ha.
She is taking a blanket along (pliable thing).

Distinguish between one person command and plural person
command in intransitive verbs.
Examples:
o

Nite.
You (one person) go to bed l

o

Date.
Go (all of you) to bed!

Distinguish between one person command and plural person
command in transitive verbs.
Examples:
o

Kw'a nil chI.
You (first person) pick up the plate.

o

Kw'a nIahwha.
You (all) pick up the plates.
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Gwich'in - Dene Second Language Concepts and Outcomes
1. Cultural Experiences and Understandings
Students will use the Gwich'in language to participate in cultural experiences which should help
them learn the cultural understandings.
Module 1: Passage to Womanhood
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

experience camp with
other girls and women

•

camp routines and activities; practices regarding respect for
nature; protocols and interactions with Elders

•

reflect on changes to
their bodies and what
the changes mean

•

bodily changes; healthful practices; personal hygiene; social
pressures that dishonour our bodies; choices that reflect respect
for ourselves; modesty; women's gifts to family and community;
narratives about womanhood

•

learn about passages to
womanhood practiced
in the past

•

menses and spirituality; women mentors; puberty camp rules;
physical and mental challenges; counselling; habits; becoming
independent

•

reflect on goals, good
habits and routines for
growth and
development

•

helping at home; helping Elders; helping younger people;
arising, eating and sleeping healthfully; exercising; school
learning; cultural learning

Module 2: Fish Camp

(Note: if fish are not an important part of the culture, substitute
with land camp.)
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

learn about water

•

fish names; fish qualities; habitat; seasons; fishing practices;
narratives about fish/fishing

creatures

•

explore/travel
waterways

•

forms of travel; land and water forms; place names; honouring
land and water; weather conditions; water safety

•

experience fish camp

•

equipment and supplies, camp behaviour and attitudes; camp
routines; fishing activity; numbers; handling and preparing fish

•

reflect on valued
behaviours while on
land

•

camp routines; rules; learning behaviours; respectful behaviour
at camp
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Module 3: Oral Tradition
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

hear Elder's stories

•

traditional narratives; characters in narratives; sequence of
events; moral lessons; humour; behavioural rules with Elders

•

reflect on personal role
in oral tradition

•

listen; recall; historical knowledge; Dene values; Dene
knowledge

Module 4: My People, My Identity
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

research oral
traditional knowledge

•

family history; community history; relationship with other
peoples; values of my people

•

experience ancestral trails

•

traditional hunting territory; resources used to survive

•

sharing and caring in the community; roles and relationships in
community; needs in the community

• give back to

the

community

•

participate in
community culture

•

protocol for interacting with Elders, leaders, adults; learning
from members of the community; helping Elders and young
children; supporting community helpers and leaders

•

connect with relatives

•

relationship terms; places of origin; special family talents and
abiljties; sharing stories; gifts

Module 5: Developing Dene Skills
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

learn a variety of basic
cultura I shlls

•

knowledge relating to basic cultural shlls; manipulation or
processes involved in shlls

•

reflect on personal
effort and behaviour
whjle learning cultural
shlls

•

value of basic Dene shlls; valued learning behaviour;
talent/ability
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Gwich'in - Dene Second Language
2. Language for Interaction

Concepts and Outcomes

a) Students will use the language to do things with others.

Key Language

Outcomes
•

routine instructions,
commands and
directions

thok hee llnhh

Use of Key Language

keep to yourself

Anjoo kat a'aa eh'ok than'
llnhh.

anan

Keep to yourself around Elders
who are eating.

don't

sheenjlt akoo dmdl'lh
do it for me

akoo dmdl'lh kwah
don't do that

•

permission or ask for
help

all d'ee
afterwards

srut'<\.hshuk d'ee
in a little while

All d'ee duuleh lee shlts'at
tr'mllnjll?
Afterwards could you help me?

Srut'<\.hshuk d'ee duuleh lee
tSllshl'lh?
In a little while can I play?

•

cautionary expressions

gwmoh'inh'

Ndohjahl Oodhadhohch'elhl

attention(')

Attention! Listen'

adlk'anyaanUh

Tr'lh zhit adlk'anyaantlh.

watch yourself

Watch yourself in a boat.

tseenjaa
caution (it doesn't appear right)

tseenjaa ts'at
with extreme care
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b) Students will use the language to give and get personal information.

•

Outcomes

Key Language

ability with Dene
language

Dmjll zhuh k'yuu gmlhkhlh
kwah.

Use of Key Language

I don't speak "the language of
the people".

GWlltsal gWlzrIh gmlhkhll.
I speak only a little of the
language.

Guugmjlk jlhtth'ak kwah.
I don't understand the "language
of the people".

GWlltsal gWlzrIh
guujlhtth'ak.
I understand only a little of the
language.
•

family, corrununity,
age and phone
number

Daonyaazhll?

John vilzhlh.

What is your name?

My name is John.

Nahanh davaazhll?

Shahanh Mary vaazhll.

What is your mother's name?

My mother's name is Mary.

NIt!' davaazhll?

Shltl' John vaazhlh.

What is your father's name?

My father's name is John.

Nmm gwats'at dee
t'mch'uu?

Shahanh Teed'it Zheh
gWlts'at t'llnch'uu.

Where are you from?

My mother is from Fort
McPherson.

Nighall dmyaanch'uu?
What age are you?

Jldll grade dee IlnlIq?
What grade are you in?

Tl'yah vlzhlt tr'lgllkhll lee
nIdl'll?
Do you have a phone?

Shaghall' Ihlok juutm ts'at
daan gwldilih.
I am 14 years old.

Grade 8 Ihhh.
I am in Grade 8.

Tl'yah vlzhlt tr'lgllkhll
Shl'lhdlChll' ZrIt jll
_
My phone number is

Dene Kede, Jntroduction to Grade 7
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Outcomes
•

personal likes and
dislikes including
school or cultural
experiences

Key Language

Use of Key Language

_ _ _at'unIhthan.

Nl-jacket at'llDlhthan.

I like your

I like your jacket.

_

___ at'unIhthan kwaa.

Nlkautru at'uDlhthan.

I don't like your

I like your shoes.

_

Gwaandalhldhandau?

At'unIhthan.

Is it tasty/sweet?

I like your glasses (or othet
clothing items).

Gwaanda lh/dhandau.
It is tasty/sweet.

Atr'aadzoo lee nyah
sngoonch'uh?

Tadats'ak.

Are you enjoying the dance?

It is sour.

Tr'aakau/Vlgwaatsanh.
It is awful tasting/smelly.

Sheenjlt gwunU'oh
khadhah'chlk.
It was loud for me.

vlgwaandau
strong tasting

vlgwaatsan
strong smelling

Vat'llnIhthan.
I liked it.

l.oohah shah sngwllnch'u'.
I really enjoyed it.

l.oohah Dlzlh.
It is very good.

_ _ lee nyah sngoonch'uh?
Are you enjoying
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c) Students will use the language to give and get information about things, people and events using
the following notions.

Outcomes

•

simple questions
(what, who, which,
when)

Key Language

Use of Key Language

juudm dee

Juudm dee t'lgwahnuh?

who

Who do you mean?

jldll dee

JIdll dee t'lgwahnuh?

what

What do you mean?

jldll srlt dee

Jldll sntdee nllndhan?

which

Which do you want?

nIjuk dee

Nljuk dee ge'tr'oonahtan
gWlts'at chldhllnzhlh?

when

When did you go to school?

•

•

numbers 1-20

quantities

ehdlchlh Ihlak, neekall, tlk,
daankat, Ihloo gwmh'

Tsee Ihlok juutm ts'iH Ihlok
gwmh' dhalkhalh.

number 1, 2, 3, 4, 5

He got fifteen beaver.

d~hlell

luk srllt'myaanch'uu

amount

few fisb

lell

Jak lell dl'lh.

lots

He has lots of berries.

lelh kwah
not lots

loa znt lelh kwah
not lots at all
•

•

colours

shapes

gWldl'eh

Ch'ik daatslk huu'ah.

colour

Bring me the red plate.

tadhl'ee

Ch'ik tyah hgls k'it
gWlch'in.

shape

jldll vyuh
circle

jldll ch'ok
pointed

jldll chyah
flat

The grub box looks square.

Shuh jldll ghoo nilll.
The drum is round.

Key Language

Outcomes

•

•

posseSSIOn

weather

Use of Key Language

Shl

nl'

shlgym

nr'gym

my

your

my arm

your arm

VI

vahanh

its/hislher

his mother

Chutau dagoonch'uh?

K'oh goonllh.

What is the weather outside?

There are clouds out.

Khahts'at gwutsal gwmuk'oo
gwunzlh.
The coolness in the evening is nice.

•

time

Oahthee gweedhah?

At'at neekau neegwldadhat.

What time is it?

It is two o'clock.

Jukdrm?

Too hee san' naa'mh.

What day is it?

We can see the stars at night.

Nahgwan
It will happen in

gWlheelyaa. Orm Tlk zhlt k'adzlhchl' hah
hours. tsuhudl'yaa.
On Wednesday, we will be playing
hockey.

juk drm
today

too

drm

night

day

Orm Zhlt

It sure was warm last year.

K'eedal' k'analhdlk.

Sunday

I came back yesterday.

k'eedal'

nrhkaa

yesterday

tOlnorrow

yeendoo nagwldadhat
next year

Au sru nanh' luk nahdljah.
That is the month of the fish run.

Ihleh shah dhlmdlh.
Sit with me for awhile.

yeenoo nagwldadhat
last year

no

Yeenoo nagwldadhat zhlt
gwmudha'.

Jtik tsuhudya'ah.
Let's play now.

khari

sru

winter

month

lhleh

jtik

for awhile

now

nyahgwan

at'azrah

soon

done
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Key Language

Outcomes
•

cost

Dagw~htshu dlhh?

How much does j t cost?

Use of Key Language

Tseedhoh Ihloo gwmh'
agwahtshu dllih.
It cost five dollars.

Au CD gwund'oh daad'oo.
The CD is very expensive.

•

Sizes

D~hchu

dee mlih?

What size is it?/How big is it?

Vld'eetoh gwunchlh.
He has a large waist.

jldu doh

jldu tsal.

Dmjll doh mhh.

fat

small

He is a fat man.

jldu ts'lk

mdlh

Au David tsal t'unch'uh.

heavy

That is small David.

narrow

Au ligls mdlh.
That is a heavy box.
•

location

there

Ezhlk danh au tr'lh sheenjlt
nmunchlh.

ezhlk danh

Place the boat up over there
(specifically) for me.

ezhlk danh

over there (specifically)

uu'at danh

Au tr'lh nan kak
nmllnchlh.

over there (generally)

Put the canoe on the ground.

zhat danh
right here (specificaIJy)

Zheh gwmtu tr'lh
nmunchlh.

yaagha' danh

Put the canoe behind the house.

over here (generally)

Tshuu tyah nt'li dmehd'eh
tal' dhltmh'.

gwakak

gWlyeedak

on

above

The pencil is behind the cup.

gwmt'u
behind

gWlk'ldeetak
in between
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d) Srudents will give and get information about action.

Key Language

Outcomes
•

ability

Use of Key Language

Duuleh lee akoo dmdl'll?

Akoo dlhlhsha'yaa.

Can you do it?

I can do it.

duuleh

duuyeh

Duuyeh akoo dlhlhsha'yaa.

can

can't

I can't do it.

GWlk'lgoonlIh.
It is possible.

Shlts'at tr'mllnjlh.
Help me.

GWlk'lgoonlIh kwah.
It is hopeless.
•

distance

nllzhlt

yaagha'

Nllnzhlt nagahdadal.

far

near

They walked far.

Shehkheh nllvyaa
gwmllntthall.
He set the tent near me.

•

sequence

gWld'ee

Tr'llgllkhll tl'ee ll'aa.

after

Slhe ate after she rerumed from
church.

all d'ee
afterwards

all tl'ee
after that

mhk'ih
after each other

III

Atr'aadzoo tl'ee nadhlchlh.
Slhe went to bed after the dance.

Dmjll khehlok mhjeh
nagahdadal.
The groups of people took rums
eating.
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Key Language

Outcomes

•

duration, frequency

geetak
sOlnetimes

gwunht
many times

gWId'ee gwmddo'
after awhile
Shik
always
gUUZhik
while or during

khanh ts'at
suddenly

Ihlat
once
nuzhuk kwaa
short time

• manner of action

nuzhuk
long time

Use of Key Language
Geetak sheenadik.
S/he sometimes visits me.
Ihleh shah undl' d' ee
cheedlZhlh.
He left after visting awhile.
Gwungwan geenjit
sheemdhizhih.
S/he came to visit for a short
tilne.

Khanh' ts'at tr'ltree
gugwIjuuch'l!Ih.
Suddenly they heard a cry.

vuch'oo hah
done miserably

Dagwidohnuu ts'at oh'ah.
Eat quietly.

dagwidohnuu
quietly

DaVId gwmunt'au gWItr'lt
t'agwah'lh.
David is working hard.

neenjik
slowly

khanh
quickly

jIdu lu'
hard
zhuu vIk'anahtu k'it
carelessly
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Key Language

Outcomes
•

material of
construction

adhoh hah
of hide

aak'll dhoh hah
of cow hide

dachan hah
of wood

ts'at hah
of duffel

Use of Key Language

Adhoh hah lyehdak lk
ahsalh.
She made a jacket of hide.

Aak'll dhoh hah d'yah
ahsalh.
He made strings of cow hide.

Ts'at hah dzhlrh ahsalh.
She made mitts of duffel.

dohsroo hah
of canvas

ts'atdnl hah
of stroud

e) Students will engage in language formalities.

Outcomes
•

introductions

Key Language

Use of Key Language

NlnJt'm gah shoh lhhh.

Nmh' uuhlhndal.

I'm glad to see you.

I'll shake your hand.

Danch'uh?

Shltthall' gWllnzlhl
sheenjltgwllZll.

How are you?

GWllZll nagwll'eh.
It is nice out.

I feel good.

GWllyeendoo gWllnzlh kwah.
I don't feel too good.

Aha'.
Yes.
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3. Understanding Text*
Students will understand

Concepts and Outcomes

•

which is dramatized

•

which is accompanied with effective illustrations

•

which contains familiar ideas and concepts

simplified oral text.

Students will understand

the following kinds of text.

Legends
• First Arrival of Animals on Earth
•

Yamoria (One Who Circled the Earth)

Songs and poems
•

Created by Gwich'in developers and teachers

Personal stories and history (translated into Gwich'in)
• Adeline Vital
• Jean Marie Sabourin
•

Rosa Mantia

•

Adele Hardisty

•

Rosie Firth

•

Philip Simba

Cultural information (translated into Gwich'in)
• Margaret Yandell
• Elijah Andrew

Students will understand
simplified oral text.

Students will understand
the following kinds of text.

•

Dehcho Elders

•

Cecile Modeste

•

Lutselk'e Elders

•

Louis Tan iton

•

Gwich'in Elders

• lB. Rabesca

•

Isadore Modeste

•

•

Christine Thompson

Lucy Vaneltsi

Student anecdotes
• told by students for other students to hear

•

identify main characters, settings and events

•

understand simple sequence of events in narrative

•

understand simple cause and effect in narrative, especially
moral lessons

•

identify details important to the text

•

labels

•

simple captions and sentences

•

visual materials (pictures, real objects, displays)

• Te;'(t is any set of sentences which communicates an idea. It can be oral or written or audiovisual. There is a communicator and a
receiver or audience.
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Gwich'in - Dene Second Language Concepts and
4. Language for Production of Text
Students will produce text

Outcomes

•

visual aids

•

simple oral statements in logical or sequenced order

•

written labels and captions

•

written words in fill in the blank sentences.

Students will create and
present a simple song or poem.

•

using templates or models for substitution with own words

Students will be able to orally

•

a simple anecdote with a topic or theme

•

a simple story based on other stories known or heard, using
characters and sequence of actions

Students will use techniques/

•

use the voice of the character(s)

aids to make their oral
presentations effective.

•

use gesture and body language

•

use dramatization or role play

•

use illustrations

•

use electronic technology (e.g. video, computer, audio)

•

single words and phrases

•

short simple sentences

•

words using accurate spelling, with the exception of tone,
vowel length and glottals

•

classmates

•

other school classes

•

school assembly

•

parent-teacher meetings

•

family

using various mediums.

produce text.

Students will write text.

Students will present text to
audiences.
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5. Linguistic Elements

Concepts and Outcomes

Recognize all letters of the alphabet (introduced in order of
alphabet).
a b ch ch' d dl dz e a f g gh gw h I j k kw k' kw' II m n
p p' r s sh t t' d d' ts ts' u v w wh w' x Y z zh

?

0

Distinguish effect of tone, nasalization, and final "h" in meaning
of words.
Examples:
tone effect:

nasal effect:

final "h" effect:

shldaazhu (cousin)

dmlJ' (hand)

shoh mIll (is happy)

vmm' (h;s face)

trm' (poop)

tsee' (beaver)

nahanh (your mom)

neetok (twice)

tsu'm (game)

sru (sun)

dehk'lt (bed)
vak'atr'aajaa (clock)

Put together one verb sentences with:
•

words describing tilings or people

•

location words, number words

•

time words

•

words describ;ng action

•

objects

Examples:
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K'ehdal' khahts'at ts'at gWllntJ'oh aadzo'.
Last illght she danced yjgorously.

•

Shltl' kwandeek'lt danh a'ah.
Father is eating at the campfire.

•

Beebu tJ'yah IIval zhlt dhlChlh.
The baby is sleeping in the swing.
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Put together simple sentences with:
•

and

chan ts'at

•

so

au geenjlt

•

but

gwat

•

because

au gWlk'lIghe'

Examples: (with intransitive verbs)

•

K'ehdal' khahts'at gwuntl'oh agaadzo' tsat IgadiIh.
S/he sang and danced vigorously last night.

•

NICh'lt vmiI' avaa' eenjlt tree.
The girl is crying because her hand is hurting.

3.

Morphology
Students will:

Be familiar with how the first person, third person singular and
third person plural are indicated in corrunon rntransitive verbs.
Examples:

•

ldlhh'
I sang

•

IduniI'
s/he sang

•

IglduniI'
they sang

Be aware of how person is indicated in some handling verbs.
Examples:

•

Tsat uunmhjl'.
I am taking a blanket (pliable thing),

•

Tsat uunmjl'.
You (first person) take a blanket (pliable thing).

•

Tsat oononhjl'.
You (two people) take a blanket (pliable thing),

•

Tsat uunjl'.
She is taking a blanket (pliable thing).
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Distinguish between one person command and plural person
command in intransitive verbs.
Examples:

•

Ako' dhllnchlh.
You (one person) go to bed!

•

Ako' dhoochlh.
Go (all of you) to bed!

Distinguish between one person command and plural person
command in transitive verbs.
Examples:

•

Ch'lk uunmjl'.
You (first person) pick up the plate.

•

Ch'lk uunohnjll.
You (all) pick up the plates.
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North Siavey - Dene Second Language Concepts and Outcomes
1. Cultural Experiences and Understandings
Students will use the North Slavey language to participate in cultural experiences which should
help them learn the cultural understandings.
Module 1: Passage to Womanhood
Cultural experiences

Examples of understandings

•

experience camp with
other girls and women

•

camp routines and activities; practices regarding respect for
nature; protocols and interactions with Elders

•

reflect on changes to
their bodies and what
the changes mean

•

bodily changes; healthful practices; personal hygiene; social
pressures that dishonour our bodies; choices that reflect respect
for ourselves; modesty; women's gifts to family and community;
narratives about womanhood

•

learn about passages to
womanhood practiced
in the past

•

menses and spirituality; women mentors; puberty camp rules;
physical and mental challenges; counselling; habits; becoming
independent

•

reflect on goals, good
habits and routines for
growth and
development

•

helping at home; helping Elders; helping younger people;
arising, eating and sleeping healthfully; exercising; school
learning; cultural learning

Module 2: Fish Camp

(Note: if fish are not an important part of the culture, substitute
with land camp.)
Examples of understandings

CUffuralexperiences

•

learn about water

•

fish names; fish qualities; habitat; seasons; fishing practices;
narratives about fish/fishing

creatures

•

explore/travel
waterways

•

forms of travel; land and water forms; place names; honouring
land and water; weather conditions; water safety

•

experience fish camp

•

equipment and supplies, camp behaviour and attitudes; camp
routines; fishing activity; numbers; handling and preparing fish

•

reflect on valued
behaviours while on
land

•

camp routines; rules; learning behaviours; respectful behaviour
at camp
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Module 3: Oral Tradition
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

hear Elder's stories

•

traditional narratives; characters in narratives; sequence of
events; moral lessons; humour; behavioural rules with Elders

•

reflect on personal role
in oral tradition

•

listen; recall; historical knowledge; Dene values; Dene
knowledge

Module 4: My People, My Identity
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

research oral
traditional knowledge

•

family history; community history; relationship with other
peoples; values of my people

•

experience ancestral trails

•

traditional hunting territory; resources used to survive

•

give back to the
community

•

sharing and caring in the community; roles and relationships in
community; needs in the community

•

participate in
community culture

•

protocol for interacting with Elders, leaders, adults; learning
from members of the community; helping Elders and young
children; supporting community helpers and leaders

•

connect with relatives

•

relationship terms; places of origin; special family talents and
abilities; sharing stories; gifts

Module 5: Developing Dene Skills
Examples of understanding;;,s

Cultural experiences

_

•

learn a variety of basic
cultural skills

•

knowledge relating to basic cultural skills; manipulation or
processes involved in skills

•

reflect on personal
effort and behaviour
while learning cultural
skills

•

value of basic Dene skills; valued learning behaviour;
talent/ability
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North Siavey - Dene Second Language
2. Language for Interaction

Concepts and Outcomes

a) Students will use the language to do things with others.

Key Language

Outcomes
•

Use of Key Language

routine instructions,

edesenenet'e/edets'linaidle

commands, directions

keep to yourself

7Qhda ka sheye ga
edesenenet'e.

ekanele

Keep to yourself around Elders
who are eating.

do

segha ekanele
do it for me

ekanet'{le
don't do that
•

permission or ask for
help

goU'<i'l nlde

GoU'<i'l nlde sets'li miQdl?

afterwards

Could you help me afterwards?

saarehwha nlde

Saarehwha nlde nagohshe
gha dtile?

in a Ettie while

In a Ettie while can I play?

•

cautionary expressions

k'ah

K'ah. ewahkw'!l.

attention(!)

Stop' Listen'

edexQldl

7ela k<i edexoldl.

watch yourself

Watch yourself in a boat.

?ehkw'ile
caution (it doesn't appear right)

got!
with extreme care
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b) Students will use the language to give and get personal information.

Outcomes
•

ability with Dene
language

Key Language

Use of Key Language

Dene k'l!t: gohdele.
I don't speak "the language of
the people".

Yaazea ZQ Dene k'l!t: gohde.
I speak only a little of the
language.

Dene k'l!t: gots'ede njde
gowehkw'l!le.
I don't understand the "language
of the people".

Yaazea ZQ Dene k'l!t:
ewehkwll.
I understand only a little of the
language.
•

family, community,
age and phone
number
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Nezf daredl?

Sezi John heredl.

What is your name?

My name isJohn

NenQ daredl?

SenQ Mary heredl.

What is your mother's name?

My mother's name is Mary.

Neta dared!?

Seta John heredl.

What is your father's name?

My father's name is John.

Qde gots't: anet'e?

l.utselk'e gots't: aht'e.

Where are you from?

I am from Lutselk'e.

Neghai daneht'e?

Seghai honeno?ljdll.

What age are you?

I am 14 years old.

?erjhtl'e danet'e aneh?l?

?erjhtl'e lahdll ?ah?j.

What grade are you in?

I am in Grade 7,

Nets'l! ?ets'erlhi erata
dajt'e?

Sets'l! ets'erehi be?erata

What is your phone number?

My phone number is

Sjl

,

'
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Key Language

Outcomes
•

personal likes and
dislikes including
school or culmral
expenences

Use of Key Language

_ _ _segha nezQ.

Negok'ereh?e segha nezQ.

I like your

I like your jacket.

_

_ _ _,segha nezQle.

Neka segha nezQ.

I don't like your

I like your shoes.

_

tekQ?

NesQda segha nezQ.

Is it tasty/sweet?

I like your glasses (or other
clothing items).

tekQ dliwa.

Show negha n\zQ?

It is tasty/sweet.

Did you enjoy the show?

Den\ts'a.
It is sour.

Dagowe negha sud 1 gohwhl;l?
Are you enjoying the dance?

Dehts'l.
It is awful tasting/smelly.

Segha gucha agor\dL
It was loud for me.

Natse duwa.
It is very strong tasting/smelling.

Segha nezQ.
I liked it.

Segha n\zQ.
I really enjoyed it.

GonezQ duwa.
It is very good.

_ _ _negha gon{zo?
Did you enjoy the

?

_ _.negha SUdl gohwhl;l?
Are you enjoying
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c) Students will use the language to give and get information about things, people and events using
the following notions.

Key Language

Outcomes
•

•

•

•

•

simple questions
(what, who, which,
when)

numbers 1-20
quantities

colours

shapes

amh

Ami! arldl?

who

Who do you mean?

ayil

Ayil arldl?

what

What do you mean?

dalt'e

Dalt'e nenewE:?

which

Which do you want?

Qdene

Qdene ekliu ?erlhd'ekQ anet'!?

when

When did you go to school?

herata

Tsil. honenQ?Qsolal bets'E:.

number

He got fifteen beaver.

daneht'e

lQ

rue lQle

amount

lots

few fish

lqiJa

lqle

turf lQ

not lots at all

not lots

lots of ducks

denidi

Kw'il. dekots'e sets'lj rlchu.

colour

Bring me the red plate.

dek'odze

dehd'ee

red

blue

benene

Ke hlglile ka?(ht'a.

shape

He cut out oval mocassins.

hlglile

Kw'a tene gare lalt'e.

round

oval

The grub box looks square.

gare

gare neda

Leda gare nada

rectangle

He made the table rectangular.

?ets'arehmQne

square
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badzi tal

garli

triangle

diamond

k'~

wehtsl.
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Key Language

Outcomes

•

•

possesslOn

weather

Use of Key Language

se

segqne

my

my arm

ne

negqne

your

your arm

be

benQ

its/his/her

his mother

Kare gonezQ nl?

Kare k'oh gqhlt.

Is it nice outside?

There are clouds out.
Xets'~

gok'a t'a gonezQ.

The coolness in the evening is
ruce.

•

time

Daneht'e sadza?

Naka sadza.

What ti me is it?

It is two o'clock.

AyiI dzene agoht'e?

Naka sadza ekagode gha.

What day is it?

It will happen in two hours.

sadza ekagode gha.
lt will happen in

hours.

We can see the stars at night.
TaldzE:n~ k'e satsqka
nagots'eya gha.

htdtihdzE:nE:
today

toe

dZE:ne

night

day

On Wednesday, we will be
playing hockey.

HtdiI xal surf gOtkq.

EdaidzE:nE:

It sure was warm last year.

Sunday
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Toe ntde wM heorat'l.

htdiJdzene

sacho

yesterday

tomorrow

hldoo xai

hldil xal

next year

last year

xal

za

winter

month

sarehwha

htdti

for awhile

now

EdiIdzE:nE: naanehd'a.
I came back yesterday.

lyu za k'e rue dede.
That is the month of the fish
fUll.
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Key Language

Outcomes

Use of Key Language

kawhale

Wha.le gots'll segha. weneda.

soon

Sit with me for awhile.

klit'a

Hldli naguye.

done

Let's play now.

ElegenE!hdi enaglt'e.
The meeting is finished.
•

cost

Dareti Qt'e?

SQlal sQba arl!hti.

How much does it cost?

It cost five dollars.

CD deti dliwe.
The CD is very expensive.
•

sizes

Darehcho Qt'e?

Betl'ere gonlcha dliwe.

What size is it?lHow big is it?

Slhe has a large waist.

lek'a

neka

Nehda.

fat

wide

I am heavy.

netsele

neghale

small

narrow

neda
heavy
•

location

aYII

Ela yah?Qne segha daachu.

there

Place the boat up over there
(specifically) for me.

yah?Qne
over there (specifically)

nil k'a

yaa

on the ground

over there (generally)

libo ?l
behind the cup

ejQ t'l
right here (specifically)

ejQ
over bere (generally)

bek'e

beka

on

above

be?l

gok'enlge
in between

behind
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d) Students will give and get information about action.

Key Language

Outcomes

•

ability

Use of Key Language

:Ekanele gha dtile 7

Ekahle gha dtile.

Can you do it?

I can do it.

Dtile nl.

Ekahle gha dtiwe.

It is possible.

I can't do it.

Sets' I! mined!.

Bets'l! gots'ede Qkale.

Help me.

It is hopeless talking to him.

Qkale
hopeless

•

•

distance

sequence

gon\wa

Gon\wa legerehda.

far

They walked far.

gon\wale

Sets'l! nQwale nQhbale na\ge.

near

He set the tent near me.

god'<\l\

Yaht\ nahda d'<\l\ shaat!.

after

S/he ate after she rerurned from
church.

god'<\l\xQ
afterwards

ayu k'a

Dagowe d'<\l\xQ net!.
Slhe went to bed after the dance.

after that

Deneka ek'awere shegaye.

elek'awere

The groups of people took turns
eating.

after each other
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Key Language

Outcomes

• duration, frequency

highQnli
many times

lahtare
sometimes

saarehwha
after awhile
ekan~

(tl'«~)

ZQ

always
gok'enahta
while or during

be/gozarE:
suddenly

Use of Key Language
l.ahtare sets'!! nanada.
S/he sometimes visits me.
Saarehwha gots'~ segha~da.
S/he came to visit for a short
time.
Gozare tsedets'eredla.
Suddenly they heard a cry.

la
once

whaha (tl'll~)
short time

• manner of action

whaa (tl'll~)
long time
Tsin~~ shenet~.

beghare te?etsl
done miserably

Eat quietly.
DavId gucha eghalaeda.
David is working hard.

tsin~~

quietly

• manner of being

wh{
slowly

whIrl;:
quickly

deyi
hard

gqhts{
carelessly

wehchu
being cloth-like

K'uchu d~te k'a wehchu.
The scarf is on the floor.

wehtQ
being contained liquid

Tse d~te k'" wela.
The logs are on the floor.

wela
being loose

LidIhtenE: leda k'" wekQ.
The tea pot is on the table.

wekQ
being contained objects
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Key Language

Outcomes

• material of construction leja t'a

Use of Key Language

of glass

?ewe t'a gok'ereh?e wehtsj .
She made a jacket of hide.

plastic t'a
of plastic

?ejlrewe t'a d'u wehtsj.
He made strings of cow hide.

IIbala t'a
of canvas

Ts'ere bat'are t'a ba wehtsj.
She made mitts of duffel.

?ehd'jnecho t'a
of stroud
?ewe t'a
of hide
ejlrewe t'a
of cow hide
dechj t'a
of wood
ts'ere bat'are t'a
made with duffel
e) Students will engage in language formalities.

Outcomes
•

introductions

Key Language

Use of Key Language

Mahsi neghaehda.
I'm glad to see you.

Nela hlihchu!nelautQ.
I'll shake your hand.

Negha dagQht'e?
How are you?

Segha gonezo.
I feel good.

Kare gonezQ nj.
It is nice out.

GonezQle.
I don't feel too good.
HE:?E:.

Yes.
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3. Understanding Text*
Students will understand
simplified oral text.

Students will understand
the following kinds of text.

Language Concepts and Outcomes

•

which is dramatized

•

which is accompanied with effective illustrations

•

which contains familiar ideas and concepts

Legends
• First Arrival of Animals on Earth
•

Yamoria (One \\Tho Circled the Earth)

Songs and poems
•

Created by North Slavey developers and teachers

Personal stories and history (translated into North Slavey)
• Adeline Vital
• Jean Marie Sabourin
•

Rosa Mantia

•

Adele Hardisty

•

Rosie Firth

•

Philip Simba

Cultural infonnation (translated into North Slavey)
• Margaret Vandell
• Elijah Andrew

Students will understand
simplified oral text.

•

Dehcho Elders

•

Cecile Modeste

•

Lurselk'e Elders

•

Louis Taniton

•

Gwich'in Elders

•

].B. Rabesca

•

Isadore Modeste

•

Lucy Vaneltsi

•

Christine Thompson

Student anecdotes
• told by students for other students to hear

•
•
•

Students will understand
the following kinds of text.

identify main characters, settings and events
understand simple sequence of events in narrative
understand simple cause and effect in narrative, especially
moral lessons

•

identify details important to the text

•

labels

•

simple captions and sentences

•

visual materials (pictures, real objects, displays)

* Text is any set of sentences which communicates an idea. It can be oral or written or audiovisual. There is 3 communicator and a
receiver or audience.
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North Siavey - Dene Second Language Concepts and
4. Language for Production of Text
Students will produce text

Outcomes

•

visual aids

•

simple oral statements in logical or sequenced order

•

written labels and captions

•

written words in fill in the blank sentences.

•

using templates or models for substitution with own words

•

a simple anecdote with a topic or theme

•

a simple story based on other stories koown or heard, using
characters and sequence of actions

•

use the voice of the character(s)

•

use gesture and body language

•

use dramatization or role play

•

use illustrations

•

use electronic technology (e.g. video, computer, audio)

•

single words and phrases

•

short simple sentences

•

words using accurate spelling, with the exception of tone,
vowellengtb and glottals

•

classmates

•

other school classes

•

school assembly

•

parent-teacher meetings

•

family

using various mediums.

Students will create and
present a simple song or poem.

Students will be able to orally
produce text.

Students will use techniques/
aids to make their oral
presentations effective.

Students will write text.

Students will present text to
audiences.
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5. Linguistic Elements
1.

Phonology

Students will:

Language Concepts and Outcomes

Recognize all letters of the alphabet (introduced in order of
alphabet).
? a b ch ch' d dl dz e a f g gh gw h I i k kw k' kw' I I m n
p p' r s sh t t' d d' ts ts' U v w wh w' x Y z zh

0

Distinguish effect of tone, nasalization, and final "h" in meaning
ofworiis.
Examples:
tone effect:

nasal effect:

final "h" effect:
2.

Syntax
Students will:

shldaazhu (cousin)

denela (hand)

SUdl hili (is happy)

beni (his face)

tsq (poop)

tsa (beaver)

nenq (your mom)

nake (twice)

naots'eye (game)

sa (sun)

daehte (bed)

sadze (clock)

Put together one verb sentences with:
•

words describing things or people

•

location words, number words

•

time words

•

words describing action

•

objects

Examples:
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•

Hldi toe suri eyinedll.
Last night she danced vigorously.

•

Aba kQwa gha sheq.
Father is eating at the campfire.

•

Bebi dahbfle ke weq.
The baby is sleeping in the swing.
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Put together simple sentences with:
•

and

he

•

so

eyu t'a

•

but

klilli

•

because

t's.

Examples: (with intransitive verbs)

•

Hldi toe hahjl he surf daltle.
S/he sang and danced vigorously last night.

•

T'ere bela eyaa t'a hetse.
The girl is crying because her hand is hurting.

3.

Morphology
Students will:

Be familiar with how the first person, third person singular and
third person plural are indicated in common mtransitive verbs.
Examples:

•

Hldi toe hlhjl.
I sang last night.

•

HIdi toe hahi\.
Slhe sang last night.

•

Hldj toe gaajl.
They sang last night.

Be aware of how person is indicated in some handling verbs.
Examples:

•

Ts'ere nereh?a.
I am taking a blanket (pliable thing).

•

Ts'ere neri?a.
You (first person), take a blanket (pliable thing).

•

Ts'ere nerawha.
You (all) take a blanket (pliable thing).
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Distinguish between one person command and plural person
command in intransitive verbs.
Examples:
o

Nlte.
You (one person) go to bed!

o

Nahte.
Go (all of you) to bed'

Distinguish between one person command and plural person
command in transitive verbs.
Examples:
o

Kw'a nenchu.
You (first person) pick up the plate.

o

Kw'a narahwha.
You (all) pick up the plates.
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South Siavey - Dene Second Language Concepts and Outcomes
1. Cultural Experiences and Understandings
Students will use the South Slavey language to participate in cultural experiences which should help
them learn the cultural understandings.
Module 1: Passage to Womanhood
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

experience camp with
other girls and women

•

camp routines and activities; practices regarding respect for
nature; protocols and interactions with Elders

•

reflect on changes to
their bodies and what
the changes mean

•

bodily changes; healthful practices; personal hygiene; social
pressures that dishonour our bodies; choices that reflect respect
for ourselves; modesty; women's gifts to family and community;
narratives about womanhood

•

learn about passages to
womanhood practiced
in the past

•

menses and spirituality; women mentors; puberty camp rules;
physical and mental challenges; counselling; habits; becoming
independent

•

reflect on goals, good
habits and routines for
growth and
development

•

helping at home; helping Elders; helping younger people;
arising, eating and sleeping healthfully; exercising; school
learning; cultural learning

Module 2: Fish Camp

(N"ote: if fish are not an important part of the culture, substitute
with land camp.)
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences

•

learn about water

•

fish names; fish qualities; habitat; seasons; fishing practices;
narratives about fish/fishing

creatures

•

explore/travel
waterways

•

forms of travel; land and water forms; place names; honouring
land and water; weather conditions; water safety

•

experience fish camp

•

equipment and supplies, camp behaviour and attitudes; camp
routines; fishing activity; numbers; handling and preparing fish

•

reflect on valued
behaviours while on
land

•

camp routines; rules; learning behaviours; respectful behaviour
at camp
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Module 3: Oral Tradition
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences
o

hear Elder's stories

o

traditional narratives; characters in narratives; sequence of
events; moral lessons; humour; behavioural rules with Elders

o

reflect on personal role
in oral tradition

o

listen; recall; historical knowledge; Dene values; Dene
knowledge

Module 4: My People, My Identity
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences
o

research oral
traditional knowledge

o

family history; community history; relationship with other
peoples; values of my people

o

experience ancestral trails

o

traditional hunting territory; resources used to survive

o

give back to the
community

o

sharing and caring in the community; roles and relationships in
commwlity; needs in the community

o

participate in
community culture

o

protocol for interacting with Elders, leaders, adults; learning
from members of the community; helping Elders and young
children; supporting community helpers and leaders

o

connect with relatives

o

relationship terms; places of origin; special family talents and
abilities; sharing stories; gifts

Module 5: Developing Dene Skills
Examples of understandings

Cultural experiences
0

learn a variety of basic
cultural skills

0

knowledge relating to basic cultural skills; manipulation or
processes involved in skills

0

reflect on personal
effort and behaviour
while learning cultural
skills

0

value of basic Dene skills; valued learning behaviour;
talent/ability
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South Siavey - Dene Second Language
2. Language for Interaction

Concepts and Outcomes

a) Students will use the language to do things with others.

Key Language

Outcomes
•

Use of Key Language

routine instructions,

edek'enedih

commands and
directions

keep to you rself

Qhndah shezheh enlde
edek'enedih.

kanet'i

Keep to yourself around Elders
who are eating.

do

segha kaneleh
do it for me

kanet'!le
don't
•

get permission or ask
for help

god'llll nlde
afterwards

k'aah

Gotl'llll nide sil dJile
sets'anendJ?
Afterwards could you help me?

in a little while
eh~~ Ql~e

yes but later
•

cautionary expressions

edexQnendlh

K'ah, ed{tth'e.

watch yourself(!)

Stop' Listen!

ehtth'lle

Ela t'ah anet'! nlde
edexonendlh.

caution (it doesn't appear right)

hotu

Watch yourself in a boat.

with extreme care

ehtth'lle
not right

ezhao
harmful
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b) Students will use the language to give and get personal information.

Outcomes
•

ability with Dene
language

Key Language

Use of Key Language

Dene k'llll gQhndeh He.
I don't speak Slavey.

taah zQh Dene k'llll
gQhndeh.
I speak only a little Slavey.

Dene k'llll gots'endeh nIde
godehtth'e He.
I don' t understand the
"language of the people".

taa zQh Dene edehtth'e.
I understand only a little of the
language.
•

family, community,
age and phone
number

Damizhe?

John suzhe.

What is your name?

My name is John.

NemQ/Neta dauzhe?

SemQ uzhe.

What is your mother's name?

My mother's name is Mary.

Godl gots't:h anet'ee?

Seta Henry uzhe.

Where are you from?

My father's name is Henry.

Daneht'ee neghaye anet'ee?

_ _ _ gots't:h aht'e.

What age are you?

I am from

Grade daneht'ee anet'ee?

_ _ _ seghaye aht'e.

What grade are you in?

I am

years old.

Nets'll ets'edeh~i gha nIde
ets'edehta daQndih.

Grade

aht'e.

What is your phone number?

'

I am in grade

___ sets'll ets'edehli gha
dule.
My phone number is
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Key Language

Outcomes
•

personal likes and
dislikes including
school or cultural
experIences

Use of Key Language

_ _ _ segha nezu.

Nets'ahe segha nezq.

I like your

I like your hat.

_

_ _ _ segha dzQQt'e.

Neke segha nezq.

I don't like your

I like your shoes.

_

tekQ?

Nendaats'ehzhaa segha
nezq.

Is it tasty/sweet?

I like your glasses (or other
clothing items).

Nezq lendih.
It is tasty/sweet.

Sil dahgodhe negha
saagot'l?

Denlts'a.
It is sour.

Are you enjoying the dance?

Dehts'!.

Segha hud'ie agod!.

It is awful tasting/smelly.

I am finding it loud.

Natse duye.
It is very strong tasting/smelling.

Kaa gonezu.
I liked it.

Nezq agoat'!.
I really enjoyed it.

Gonezq duye.
It is very good.

____ negha dagolt'e?
Did you enjoy the

?

Negha gonezq t'iih
Are you enjoying
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c) Students will use the language to give and get information about things, people and events using
the following notions.

Key Language

Outcomes
•

simple questions
(what, who, which,
when)

Use of Key Language

amli

Amli 7ahdlndl?

who

Who do you mean?

azhir

Azhil 7ahdlndl?

what

What do you mean?

godlnI

Godlnl 7ahdlndl?

which one

Which do you want?

godo

GodQ edlhd'eh ktjl! gots'l!
dlda gha?

when

When did you go to school?
•

numbers 1-20

he-he latthqne

Tsa honQ 7qq sqlal Qla.

1 to 100

He got fifteen beaver.

Danl!ht'ee?
How many/how much?

•

quantities

ehsaaneht'e

rue ehsaanl!ht'e

several

few fish

see lQle

Ie lQ

not lots at all

lots of flour

lQle
not lots
•

colours

denidi

Tth'a detslh sets'l! edlchu.

colour

Bring me the red plate.

detslh, did'ee, denide
red, blue, black
•

shapes
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lajeh laQndih

medzle tal

Ke dendah kalhthe.

square

triangle

He cut out several mocassins.

dendah

n!htsol

round

oval
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Key Language

Outcomes

• possession

Use of Key Language

se
my

segQ
my arm

ne
your

memQ
his mother

me
its/his/her
•

•

weather

tilne

Kadl gonez~ hIBI?
Is it nice outside?

K'oh gtUI.
It's cloudy.

Ehtl'QQ gonez~ hell?
Do you agree it is nice out?

Ehxee gok'a gonez~.
It's a cool evening.

_ _ _ sadzee.
It is
o'clock.

Hanodhi ha nake sadZle de.
It will happen in two hours.

sachQh gondah
day after tomorrow

Kadhe de tthl!n horet'l.
We can see the stars at night.

Ehxee gots'!! nadooh?j.
I'll wait until evening.

DZI k'are taghe dzme de
tsanke t'a senalde ha.
On Wednesday, we will be
playing hockey.

ekuh rude
then

Yundil xaye gOlklj duye.
It sure was warm last year.

goteh godedhe
past that time
ekuh nigomdhe mde
when that time arrives

IhxQQ nianehtlah.
I came back yesterday.
Ezhll sa k'eh a rue dedeh.
That is the month of the fish run.

k'aah
Walt
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dZllh
day

tedhe

dZllh tam
noon

ehxee
evening

eht' QQ
morrung

duh dZllh
today

(hxQQ
yesterday

sachQh
tomorrow

night
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Key Language

Outcomes

Use of Key Language

EdaldzE:

Edaldze ndah

Gozhaa h segah theneda.

Sunday

Monday

Sit with me for awhile.

TanldzE: t'l\l\

TanldzE:

Duh naguzheh.

Tuesday

Wednesday

Let's play now.

TanldzE: ndah Ludidze

Nayati ?enohQt'e.

Thursday

The meeting is finished.

Friday

Edaldze t'l\a
Saturday

yundah xaye

yundu xaye

next year

last year

xaye

Iuk'eh

winter

sprIng

1mbeh

xat'l\l\
fall

summer

•

cost

gozhaah

duh

for awhile

now

thaale

kaa

soon

done

DadehU Qt'e?

SQlaghe tsamba, harlhlki.

How much does it cost?

It cost five dollars.

Det!.

?erehd'is jElneh, deki due.

It is expensive.

The record is very expensive.

DeUle.
It is inexpensive.

DadehtiI?
What is the cost?

Deti duye.
It is very expensive.
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Key Language

Outcomes
•

•

SIZes

location

Use of Key Language

lek'a

Medhe k'e godlcha.

fat

He has a large waist.

aets'ele

Dave aetseha/Davela.

small

little Dave

nekeh

MehchlE: nekeh.

heavy

The sled is heavy.

yundaa

Zhee segha era nimchu.

up ahead/future

Place the boat up over there
(specifically) for me.

gah

zhihe

beside

inside

zhee

ekQQ

there

over there

yundee

yunahnee

back

across

Elaa ndeh gok'eh ninlchu.
Place the canoe on the ground.

Elaa ktL!!

got'~h

ninlchu.

Place the canoe behind the house.

goch(e

t'~h

behind one's back

ezhl1

Edlhtl'eh chi!! hbci

there

t'~h

thetQ.

The pencil is behind the cup.

see ezhl1
over there (specifically)

ezhl1
over there (generally)

see ejQ
right here (specifically)

ejQ
over here (generally)
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k'eh

t'~h

on

behind

gogee

dah

in between

above
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d) Srudents will give and get information about action.

Key Language

Outcomes

•

indicates negative

Ie

Use of Key Language

Thetl He.
Slhe is not sleeping.

•

st dule kaneleh7

ability

Can you do it?

Kaa dule kahleh.
I can do it.

Oule ndl.

Ouwe kahleh.

He said it's possible.

I can't do it.

kaleh gha

Kahleh gha.

can

I will do that.

Sets'anendl.
Help me.

Oaqka.
The siruation is hopeless!
•

•

distance

sequence

mdhllll

Nldhllll legedehthe.

far

They walked far.

xQh

Sets'l! xQh mmbaa nalhge.

near

He set the tent near me.

d'lIh

Alaa zhqkue nahdah.

after

He first went to the store.

god'lI h

Zhatl ts'~h manodah d'lIh
sheetlh.
Slhe ate after she returned from

afterwards

ezhu god'lIn
after that

elek'eh
after each other
gots'~

church.

Qhndah gots'~h dezQII eledllh
shegazheh.
The children and adults ate after
each other.

while or during
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Key Language

Outcomes

• duration, frequency

hladl
often

hiah thaa
once

Use of Key Language
qk'eh sets'Qde.
S/he sometimes visits me.
Gozhaah segah ida d'lIh
Qdehdah.
He left after visting awhile.

lam
always/all the time
Qk'eh
sometimes

Gozhaah sets'ahdah.
S/he came to visit for a short time.

saodehthaa
for awhile

XQhm ts'etse geditth'e.
Suddenly they heard a cry.

gozhaah
after awhile
gozhaah
for a short time

• manner of action

• manner of being

dedzee t'ah etse
done miserably

Ts!ne shenetjh.
Eat quietly.

ts!ne
quietly

xQhm
suddenly

DaVId hud'ie eghalaenda.
David is working hard.

th!aa
slowly

XI4
quickly

Dedzee t'ah etse.
He is crying from the heart.

hud'ie
hard

gotsje
carelessly

thehchu
being cloth-like
thehtQ
being conta;ned liqu;d
thed'i
being loose
thehtQ
being contained objects
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Gok'o enehchuu dechite k'eh
thehchu.
The scarf is on the floor.
Tse dechite k'eh thetQ.
The logs are on the floor.
Lidi tehni lada k'eh thehtQ.
The tea pot is on the table.
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Outcomes
•

Key Language

Use of Key Language

material of

eja t'ah holl

eja lIbo

construction

made wi th glass

glass cup

edlhd'eh t'ah holl

edlhd'eh lIbo

made with paper

paper cup

satsq t'ah holl

satsq lIbo

made with tin

tin cup

k'i t'ah holl

k'i lIbo

made with birch

birch cup

edheh t'ah holl
made with hide

ejle-dheh t'ah holl
made with cow hide

ke chlhathet'l t'ah holl
made with stroud

duffel t'ah holl
made with duffel
e) Students will engage in language formalities.

Outcomes
•

introductions

Key Language

Use of Key Language

Senle neghaehnda.

Niia ohtqh.

I'm glad to see you.

I'll shake your hand.

Negha dagqndih?

Kadl gonezq hell.

How are you?

I feel good.

Kadl gonezq.

Seba horelYll ?ile.

It is nice out.

I don't feel too good.
EM~.

Yes.
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South Siavey - Dene Second
3. Understanding Text*
Students will understand
simplified oral text.

Students will understand
the following kinds of text.

Language Concepts and Outcomes

•

which is dramatized

•

which is accompanied with effective illustrations

•

which contains familiar ideas and concepts

Legends
• First Arrival of Animals on Earth
•

Yarnoria (One Who Circled the Earth)

Songs and poems
•

Created by South Slavey developers and teachers

Personal stories and history (translated into South Slavey)
• Adeline Vital
• Jean Marie Sabourin
•

Rosa Mantla

•

Adele Hardisty

•

Rosie Firth

•

Philip Simba

Cultural information (translated into South Slavey)
• Margaret Vandell
• Elijah Andrew

Students will understand
simplified oral text.

•

Dehcho Elders

•

•
•
•

Lutselk'e Elders

Isadore Modeste

• Louis Taniton
• J.B. Rabesca
• Lucy Vaneltsi

•

Christine Thompson

Student anecdotes
• told by students for other students to hear

•
•

Students will understand
the following kinds of text.

Gwich'in Elders

Cecile Modeste

identify main characters, settings and events
understand simple sequence of events in narrative

•

understand simple cause and effect in narrative, especially
moral lessons

•

identify details important to the text

•

labels

•

simple captions and sentences

•

visual materials (pictures, real objects, displays)

.. Text is any set of sentences which communicates an idea. It can be oral or written or audiovisual. There is a communicator and a
receiver or audience.
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South Siavey - Dene Second Language Concepts and
4. Language for Production of Text
Students will produce text
using various mediums.

Outcomes

•

visual aids

•

simple oral statements in logical or sequenced order

•

written labels and captions

•

written words in fill in the blank sentences.

Students will create and
present a simple song or poem.

•

using templates or models for substitution with own words

Students will be able to orally
produce text.

•

a simple anecdote with a topic or theme

•

a simple story based on other stories known or heard, using
characters and sequence of actions

•

use the voice of the character(s)

•

use gesture and body language

•

use dramatization or role play

•

use illustrations

•

use electronic technology (e.g. video, computer, audio)

•

single words and phrases

•

shon simple sentences

•

words using accurate spelling, with the exception of tone,
vowel length and glottals

•

classmates

•

other school classes

•

school assembly

•

parent-teacher meetings

•

family

Students will use techniques!
aids to make their oral
presentations effective.

Students will write text.

Students will present text to
audiences.
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South Siavey - Dene Second
5. Linguistic Elements
1.

Phonology
Students will:

Language Concepts and Outcomes

Recognize all letters of the alphabet (introduced in order of
alphabet).
7 a b ch ch' d dh ddh dl dz e f g gh h 1 j k k' I ~ m mb n nd
o p p' r 5 sh t t' th tth tth' d d' ts ts' u v w x y z zh
Distinguish effect of tone, nasalization, and final "h" in meaning
of words.
Examples:
tone effect:

nasal effect:

final "h" effect:

2.

Syntax
Students will:

j Ih (mittens)

jih (hook with bait)

gah (rabbit)

gah (beside)

Zhlh (under)

zhih (inside)

the (belt)

thE! (star)

edud'eh (l wrote)

edlld'eh (sfhe wrote)

sahcho (grizzly)

sahchqq (bear ribs)

zha (lice)

zhah (snow)

sa (sun)

sah (bear)

te (mattress)

teh (cane)

7a (fog)

7ah (snowshoe)

Put together one verb sentences with:
•

words describing things or people

•

location words, number words

•

tilne words

•

words describing action

•

objects

Examples:
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•

Ihxqq hud'ie dahede.
Last night she danced vigorously.

•

Aba klj k'e shetlh.
Father is eating at the campfire.

•

Bebiah mbelih k'eh thetl.
The baby is sleeping in the swing.
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Put together simple sentences with:
•

and

gots'!lh

• so

kaQndfh t'ah

•

kaQndfh g6h

but

• because

ezhl t'ah

Examples: (with intransitive verbs)

3.

Morphology
Students will:

•

IhxQQ hlitl'ie ejl gots'!lh dahetle.
S/he sang and danced vigorously last night.

•

Ts'ellah melli elie t'lih etse.
The girl is crying because her hand is hurting.

Be familiar with how the first person, third person singular and
third person plural are indicateo in common mtransitive verbs.
Examples:

• ehjl

•

I sang

• ejl

•

Thenetl.
You are sleeping.

•

Thetl.
He/she/it is sleeping.

s/he sang

• gejl
they sang

Thltl.
I am sleeping.

Be aware of how person is indicated in some handling verbs.
Examples:
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•

Ts'eede k'ehchuh.
I am taking a blanket (pliable thing).

•

Ts'eede k'ehchuh.
You (first person), take a blanket (pliable thing).

•

Ts'eede k'eahchuh.
You (two people) take a blanket (pliable thing).

•

Ts'eede k'ehchuh.
She is taking a blanket (pliable thing).
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Distinguish between one person command and plural person
command in transitive verbs.
Examples:

•

Tth'a md{thah.
You (first person) pick up the plate.

•

Tth'a mdahthah.
You (all) pick up the plates.
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Passage to Womanhood
Whatever trail they took at this time would be the trail they would
follow in their life.
- Adele Hardisty, Wrigley

The Legend of Shiltee Rock
This legend has many variations. The one below was told by Mrs. Annie G.
Robert, a Gwich'in Elder, who at the time ofits telling, was 103 years old.
When she first heard the story, the Rock Pillars we,-e still standing and
contact with the non-Dene was few and fm' between. The following is a
translation into English fi-om Gwich'in.
There was an old lady that was living at Scraper Hill, along with her
two sons and one young daughter. They didn't have a boat, and at
this particular time, they had made a boat out of birch and
moosehide. This is the way they would travel around in those days.
The two boys had gone across the river and downstream a ways to
travel to the mountains to go hunting. While hunting, seeing that
their only way to transport their belongings was by dog pack, the
boys had taken along a dog.
During the time the boys were away, the young girl began her first
menstruation. In those days, when a girl was going through her
puberty rites, she was kept away from the rest of the family in a
secluded tent fashioned with spruce boughs and spruce poles. This
is where she slept and ate her food, which was brought to her by her
mother. This was done as a precautionary measure, since the young
girls who were experiencing this period in their lives possessed
medicinal powers which were known only to the person themselves.
The girl was also required to wear a long fringed hood which
drooped down over her eyes and her shoulders. This hood was worn
during the time that the girl was experiencing her menstruation
period. She was not allowed to look at anyone during the time that
she was going through this stage, and if so, would surely bring bad
luck to the person she looked at.
The brothers were gone for a long time and were finally returning
horne with their kill. It was at this time that the girl, being anxious to
see her brothers, kept checking the hill on which they would appear.
Meanwhile, she was made to tan hides, which she was busy doing. It
was about this time that she glanced down the river towards the hill
and saw her brothers descending with their packs on their back and
the dog with its pack on its back in the middle of them. She shouted
in excitement to her mother, "Mother! My brothers are returning!"
At that moment the two brothers, along with the dog and their
packs, all turned into stone. No one knows to this day what befell the
old lady and her daughter.
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Since that time, the rocks have been standing, and even though they
have changed somewhat in the last few hundred years, the story still
exists today. One of the rocks has fallen, but there is still one
standing and the dog's rock is still visible, but not as much as in
earlier years.
Years ago, when one of the rocks fell, many people perished in a flu
epidemic. No one knows for sure what the fate of the people would
be if the remaining rock were to fall too. It is considered very sacred
to the first peoples of this country, especially dle Gwich'in, and the
lesson of the rocks still prevails to dlis day.

2
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Grad
Projects for Experience
and Reflection
1.

Girls' Camp (2-3 days)

Module Overview

The purpose of this module is to help girls make the transition
into womanhood. It is also hoped that the camp experience in
this module will help the young women feel connected to all
Dene women before them.
Note: This module is to be used only with the female students.

Major Cultural Understandings
• With the onset of menstruation, girls were often
put through special "rites of passage".
• In times past, the Dene believed that young people
gained spiritual power as they became adolescents.
• The purpose of the rites of passage was to make
it known to the girl and to the community that
the girl had come into the age of womanhood .
• Adolescence was a time of intense training
for adulthood.
• The basic traditional Dene methods and
values of dealing with adolescents can be useful
in preparing young girls to become women, even
today.
• To know and understand about past ways and to
experience tbem, even in a small way, helps one to feel
a part of one's culture.
Resources

Proposed
Activities for
Developing
Language Skills
and Cultural
Understanding
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1.

Adeline Vital, North Slavey

2.

Gwich'in Elders, Beaufort
Delta

3.

Chipewyan Elders, South
Slave

4.

Rosa Mantia, Dogrib

5.

Isadore Modeste, North
Siavey

6.

South Siavey Elders, South
Slave

7.

Liza Blondin, North Siavey

8.

Margaret Vandell, South
Siavey

~

J
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Major Cultural Understandings

Major Cultural
Understandings

Knowledge

1.

What the rites of passage for girls consisted of:

2.

With the onset of
menstruation, girls were
often put through special
"rites of passage".

In times past, the Dene
believed that young

people gained spiritual

Note: Teachers should validate the accuracy and acceptability of
the following information in their own communities.

o

Once menstruation began for a girl, she would be separated
from others, especially from men and boys.

o

Most Dene tribes practiced rites of passage where, once the
girl began her menstruation, she would be set out in a
shelter to live alone in the bush, away from her family.

o

The time spent away from others varied from a few weeks to
a few months.

o

During this time, the girl was given challenges. The
challenges, which were different from tribe to tribe,
included meagre food and water, the tying of fingers
together and being lefr alone for long periods of time to
survive on her own.

Ways in which spirituality was experienced by adolescents:
o

Adolescent girls and boys were seen to be ready to receive
spiritual powers and were prepared for that.

o

Girls who had begun menstruating were seen to have
powers that could negatively affect the power of men,
especially their hunting activities.

o

During adolescence, boys often experienced dreams which
gave them an understanding of their own personal medicine
powers.

o

During adolescence, girls could also receive messages about
their medicine powers.

o

Though it was at this age that people began having spiritual
experiences, not all young people were able to have them. It
was believed that special powers were given only to those
who were especially good.

power as they became

adolescents.
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Major Cultural Understandings

3.

The purpose of the rites of

passage was to make it
known to the girl and the
community that the girl
had come into the age of
womanhood.

4.

Adolescence was a time of
intense training for
adulthood.

The purpose of the rites:
•

During this time, the girl would receive counselling and
training from her mother, aunts and women Elders.

•

She would be told about how to care for her things and
how to behave around others, now that she had the special
powers that came to women who were menstruating. There
were rules such as keeping your things organized and
together, not walking over the legs of men or their hWlting
equipment, and not talking to men.

•

The challenges were meant to develop and test her stamina,
strength, courage, resourcefulness and other character traits
needed to be an adult woman, upon whom others could
depend.

•

She learned the homemaking and caretaking skills which
were considered crucial to the well-being of families.

•

It was believed that how a young person dealt with this time
was an indication of how he or she would be in the future.
This was the time when young men and women acquired
new characters.

•

For this reason, the young women were strictly controlled
and carefully scrutinized, not only during their time alone,
but also when they returned to their families and until they
were wed.

The kind of training that the young women would receive:
•

preparing hides for various uses

•

sewing functional hide clothing that was warm, long-lasting
and beautiful

•

preparing food - butchering, cleaning, drying, cooking meat
and fish, and gathering edible roots and berries

•

packing loads and travelling, finding their way on the land
and setting camp

•

caring for young children

•

hunting and snaring small game
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5.

The basic traditional Dene
methods and values of
dealing with adolescents
can be useful in preparing
young girls to become
women, even today.

How and why rites of passage can be a useful experience to
young women today:
•

Rites of passage provide a time to learn about and reflect on
what it means to be a woman:
- experiencing bodily changes
- dealing with feelings of fear and inadequacy
-

developing attitudes of courage, patience, humility and
determination

- developing a new role and learning new responsibilities
- becoming aware of her choices as she develops.

6.

6

To know and understand
about past ways and to
experience them, even in a
small way, helps one to
feel a part of one's culture.

•

Having the attention and guidance of caring adult women
during this time can help young women to deal with issues
concerning their development.

•

The rites can be an opportunity for girls to focus on how
their bodies and roles are changing. They are away from
other people and distractions of the community.

How the experience will create a sense of identity:
•

To actually experience something that was experienced by
our Dene women ancestors may help one to accept the value
of the way things were done in the past.

•

Such an experience may help young girls to understand the
feelings of the Elders.

•

Knowing about one's culture and understanding it enables
young people to choose the things they feel are important to
carry on with as Dene.
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Proposed Activities Chart

Overview and
Introduction
Have students share personal experiences
or understandings about "Ts'aht'ine"
(passage for women), either in the past or
today (see Activity #1).

Have students discuss what
we can value today from rites
of the past (see Activity #10).

Have students pair up and read together,
passages about "Ts'aht'ine" from
Sahtuotine Long Ago: Book Two, pages
22-26 (see Activity #2).
Teacher orally describes rites as they
were practiced in the past, using concrete
materials to aid in the explanation (see
Activity #3).

Passage
Camp

The Value of
Rites in Our
Lives Today

Use overhead visual to talk
about proposed camp and
what will be expected from
young women (see Activity #11).

Stories
from the Past

Read Adeline Vital's story (Resource #1) and write
dialogue between mother and daughter (see Activity #4).
Read rites stories from other Dene tribes and make a
list of the kinds of challenges that were given young
women during their rites (see Activity #5).
Identify what rites different Dene tribes had in common
(see Activity #6).
Listen to the rites story of an Elder from the community
who speaks a slightly different dialect and have students
try to understand what she is saying (see Activity #7).
Students read legend Tanning Hides which is written in
North Slavey (Resource 7). Do activities to develop first
language skills (see Activity #8).

Experience
Camp
(see Project: Girls' Camp - The
Camp)
Take girls on 2-3 day camp away
from community.
Involve respected Dene women
in the camp.

Retelling
Stories from
the Past
Students imagine
themselves in the past,
experiencing the rites
of passage. They write
a diary describing their
experiences, thoughts
and feelings. Use
learned vocabulary and
descriptive language
(see Activity #9).

Keep camp sparse and involve
young women in some of the
challenges of the past.

Prepare
(see Project: Girls' Camp Preparation)
Meet with parents to
inform.
Establish camp rules.
Review student evaluation
process that will be used.
Accompany teacher to
request aid of Elders for
camp.

Have older women counsel the
younger women on a number
of subjects that are important to
becoming a woman.
Young women take on sewing
projects or make puberty
bonnets.
Encourage supportive behaviour
among the young women.
Be involved in daily survival
chores to learn responsibility
and group work.
Involve students in group
offerings.

Reflection
(see Project; Girls'
Camp - Reflection)
After camp, girls reflect
on their experience:
in class discussion
form

in written form

in the form of a song,
poem, art, story.
Students evaluate their
own growth using the
Personal Development
chart on p.30.
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Proposed Activities in Detail

Note: The language development activities for this module are
based on North Siavey as the first language of the classroom.
Teachers of other Dene languages are encouraged to use these
examples to develop similar activities and texts for their own
languages.

1. Have students share personal w1derstanclings and experiences
about "Ts'aht'ine" (passage for women), either in the past or as
it is practiced today.

_

2. Have students do a think, pair & share activity in reading
"Ts'aht'ine" in Sahtuotine Long Ago: Book 7ivo, pages 22-26'.

_

Pre-talk
•

Ask the students to think about how their discussions in
Activity #1 above relate to what they will be reading.
Encourage students to pay particular attention to the kinds
of things that the girls did while away in their camps.

flit

Comprehension
•

Students reflect on their reading, share their thoughts with
their partner and then share their responses with the whole
class. Teacher clarifies questions where necessary.

_

3. The teacher, after doing research as to how puberty rites were
practiced by the Dene people of the community in the past, will
describe those rites to the students, explaining the reasons
behind the various parts of the rites (see Major Cultural
Understandings #1, 2, 3,4). Use concrete materials to
demonstrate the various practices. Give students time and an
opportunity to ask questions. If the teacher is not able to answer
the questions, they should be written down to ask Elders when
they come to class to tell their stories.
4. Have students read the words of Adeline Vital (Resource I). For
each paragraph, have the students write a question they think
the girls of the past might have asked as they were experiencing
the rite. Then have the students answer the questions as their
mothers, aunts or Elders might have answered them. Have the
students use the drawing on the next page for their questions
and answers.

I

Vandermeer, Jane M., M. Oishi and F: latti, Saht71otil1e Long Ago: Book Two, Dept. of Education, Govemmellt of the N\NT, 1991.
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_

_

•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••

Q. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A.

_

Q. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A.

_

Q. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A.

_

Q. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

A. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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Proposed Activities in Detail

5. After reading the Elders' descriptions of the "transition time"
(Resources 1-6), have students recall the kinds of challenges that
young girls were given in the different Dene tribes (e.g. binding
of hands, restrictions on the amount of water, etc.). Have
students discuss what the purpose of each challenge must have
been in developing the character of the young girl.
6. After reading the Elders' descriptions of the "transition time" in
different tribes (Resources 1-6), have students identify in what
important way these different Dene tribes were all alike.
7. After students have studied the rites of passage fully, have them
listen to an Elder from the community who speaks another dialect
(close to the community dialect). Have the Elder tell her story
about her experience with the rites of passage. Students may not
understand fully, but encourage them to try to understand the
main words and phrases of the communication. The teacher
provides a full translation after the discussion to ensure everyone
has a good understanding of the Elder's dialogue.
8. The teacher reads the legend Tanning Hides told by Liza Blondin
(Resource 7) to the students (in North Slavey). Students may
follow along with their own copies of the text.
Pre-talk
• Before reading the legend to the students, tell them the
reason you will be sharing this legend with them: it's a story
about how women's work was made harder.
Comprehension
• After reading the legend to the students, ask them to think
about what they heard and share their thoughts with a
partner, discussing what they feel the message of the legend
might be. Afterwards, share the responses with the whole
class. The teacher clarifies questions where necessary.
Understanding words and pln'ases
• Have the students identify what phrases the storyteller uses
that are not familiar to them. Here are some examples:
yeghQ nedar~?a
naxerehchti
yidanakwi
deyare

Dene Kcdc, Grade 7 ModuJe One: Passage to Womanhood
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_

_
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_

_
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to give discreet messages
to pack
a moosehide that has been smoked
a young moose

II

•

Have students guess the meaning of the words, then help
them to guess more accurarely by looking at the context of
the words in the story.

•

Have the students construct new sentences using these
words as they would use them in today's world.

Recognizing descriptive language
• Have students identify the words used by the storyteller to
indicate the "largeness" or "bigness" of a subject or
situation. Allow them to listen to a tape recording of the
story to find these examples.
•

Ask students to use these words in different sentences.

Practicing literacy skills
• Write the following sentence from the legend on the board
without punctuation:

eyu denezhu kola ohda ta au no redi
- Ask students to read the sentence as it is.
- Ask students to identify and correct words that require
capitalization.
- Ask students to correctly place commas and periods into
the sentence.
- Ask students to identify and correct words tllat require
glottals.
- Ask students to correctly place nasals, tones and clicks
where required.
- Erase the example on the blackboard and have students
rewrite the sentence with all the corrections.

•

Give students, or pairs of students, copies of the following
paragraph (expect 80% accuracy).

godudzene ekwe wehke hatle kachu kone
areyone tseku ghakayLhwhe no kane ewe
kaeja dawela red! ha..L1eltse lode ha..L1e xe tse
aguja kadi redi kachu dasu la.J1a.J1ehwhe ill
denezhu hehdi red!

12
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Proposed Activities in Detail

- Ask students to identify and correct words that require
capitalization.
- Ask students to correctly place commas and periods into
the sentence.
- Ask students to identify and correct words that require
glottals.
- Ask students to correctly place nasals, tones and clicks
where required.
9. Have the students imagine themselves in traditional times.
Have them write a diary of their thoughts as they experienced
the rites of passage. In their diaries they should mention what
experiences they are having, including the chalJenges and
spiritual experiences, as well as the feelings and questions they
have. Encourage students to use vocabulary learned about rites
and to also describe, as visually as possible, their experiences.
10. Once the students are familiar with the ways of the past for
young women, ask them to discuss why they should learn about
these rites as they were practiced (see Major Cultural
Understandings #4, 5).
Have the students do a think, pair & share activity with these
questions:
• Why are we learning about rites of passage for young women
as practiced by the Dene?
•

How could this be important for us today?
Students reflect on the questions, share their thoughts with
their partner, and then share their responses with the whole
class. The teacher clarifies questions when necessary.

II. Discuss with the students the girls' camp they will be going on.
Describe the purpose of the camp and the kinds of things they
will be experiencing by referring to the purpose of the camp in
the past. Use the illustration "Our Dene Women Ancestors"
(on p.IS) on overhead projector. Ask how their camp experience
will be similiar or different from rites as practiced in some places
in the past. This could be a think, pair & share activity.

Dene Kede, Grade 7 Module One: Passage to Womanhood
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Evaluation
Evaluation of the students' understandings and extent of knowledge
on the topic of rites of passage can consist of a written exam based
on the Major Cultural Understandings or you can also evaluate
students using one of the follow-up activities such as Activity #9.
Evaluate students' literacy skills based on the accuracy and fluency
of their reading and writing in any of the above exercises or any
special exercises. Any testing of their literacy skills should be based
on words and text related to the topic of rites of passage.
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Our Dene Women Ancestors
Dene women were given special counselling and training during
their "transition" time to prepare them for womanhood.

Spiritual Development
•

During the transition time, young
women were made ready
to receive medicine powers.

•
•
•

Relationships
with Others

Self-Development

•

During adolescence,
young women were
counselled on how to
behave respectfully
arOlmd others.

•

•

During adolescence,
young women were
taught to be reliable
members of family
and community.

During transition tilne,
challenges helped to
develop courage, stamina
and self-reliance.

•

•

Relationship with the Land

•

During the transition time, young women
learned skills to survive on the land.

•

During adolescence, young women
learned all the skills required to be a
contributing member of a community.

Dene Kede, Grade 7 Module One; Passage

to

Womanhood
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Passage to Womanhood

Resources

Resource 1:
Adeline Vital, North Siavey, 1995

During the transition time,
young women were given
challenges to test and to
develop their character.

In the olden days when a girl began menstruating, her mother
would make a hat for her and make her sit on a cache. They did this
so the girl would learn to stand quickly, rather than be a person who
was slow at getting up to start work. A small spruce tipi would be
made for her some distance from the camp. From there she could
not hear the sounds of her people and her home.

Left alone at this site, the girl would gather spruce branches and
wood to fix her tipi. Only her mother would be allowed to go to her.
She was not allowed hot water or food at this time. She could drink
no tea, only cold broth, and she made sure that whatever food she
ate was cooled. Later, with the permission of an Elder, the girl
would be allowed hot food and drink.
Once the girl was settled into her tipi, her mother would bring an
Elder from the community to start the girl sewing. Most of the time
she would be left alone to sew and to care for herself. Her fingers
would be wrapped together to prevent them from having gaps
between them as they grew. Working in this way, with her fingers
tied together, the girl would learn to work quickly \vith her hands.

They were given rules of
conduct for women.

They were given preparation
to receive medicine powers.

When the people of her camp migrated to a new hunting area, the
young girl was told to make a path by herself alongside the path of
the camp people. She was told that she was not to set foot on the
main pathway, out of respect for the medicine powers of others who
might be harmed by her.
The girl would be told not to be afraid willie left alone. She would
be told that if she felt something strange happening, it was probably
a good sign - a sign that medicine power was being passed on to her.
She was advised that she could refuse the power if she felt it was bad
for her. It is said that there are two forms of medicine power: one to
help people and the other to do evil. People receiving medicine power
should remember that the Creator meant for the power to be used
to help other people, not simply to be used for oneself or one's family.
For up to three years, the girls would be left alone in this way, living
away from the camp with only their mother visiting and giving
advice on what was expected of them. It was with this ceremony that
skills and proper attitudes were passed down to the young girls.
When the mother felt that the girl was ready to return to camp to
live among the people, the girl would return home, but was not

16
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Resources

They were carefully
controlled and constantly
scrutinized.

allowed to walk freely around the camp. She was allowed to go
outside only to use the outhouse or to gather spruce boughs. When
she went out she was required to hide her face and was told not to
look around. If she had younger or older brothers, they were not
allowed to look at her or even talk to her.

They were thoroughly
trained in the skills of
survival.

The mother and daughter would work closely together in this way
for a few more years, preparing the daughter for womanhood.
During these years, the girl would be required to learn the most
complex sewing, to tan caribou hides, prepare food for storage and
make bone grease. At all times she wore the hat and never was she
allowed to walk around.

At the end of their rites, the
young women were
considered ready for
marriage and children.

When the girl did the best she could and did good work, she
was considered a woman and able to carry out all the skills and
responsibilities of womanhood, including marriage and children.

Resource 2:
Gwich'in Elders, Beaufort-Delta, 1995

Gwich'in adolescent rites of
passage.

Boys and girls were cared for separately during their adolescent rites
of passage. Boys were kept together, along with other boys in a
lodge during this time. Each girl however, was kept segregated from
all others in a lodge by herself during her menstruation. The youth
generally were considered sacred during this time because of the
medicine powers they were believed to have.

Resource 3:
Chipewyan Elders, South Slave, 1995

Chipewyan rites of passage
for girls.

When a girl began her menstruation, others in the community were
notified and the girl was kept home for a month. During this time
she would work for her family and the community making sinew,
children's slippers, and in time, adult slippers. To perfect her
workmanship, she would be asked to redo her sewing many times.
The girl would sit on hides and was given only small portions of
solid meat during this time. There were many rules or "laws" which
she became familiar with and obeyed. These rules included being
forbidden to eat caribou head and not walking over blood. After this
time, it was expected that she would no longer behave as a child, but
rather as a young woman. From this time on, she kept her things
separate from her family and ate only from her own dishes.

Dene Kede, Grade 7 Module One; Passage to Womanhood
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Resource 4:
Rosa Mantia, Dogrib, 1997
Rosa was born on the land in 1951, up the Marion River area.
Her mother and father are Paul Rabesca and Elizabeth Gon. She
is presently the Vice-Principal at the Elizabeth Mackenzie School in
Rae-Edzo.
Rosa's experiences were not
very different from those of

her Elders.

She began her passage after
returning from residential
school in February.

Her mother rushed her into

the bush and made her a tipi
away from the others.

It was difficult because she
was not used to doing hard
work while away in
residence.

Some of the traditions that we Dogrib have are different from other
Dene tribes. And also, the way things were in my time was different
from the way things were in the past. The stories and experiences of
the Elders are different from mine, but not a lot.
When I experienced that stage, it was early in the morning during
winter, in February. I was twelve years old, just out of school. I had
been in residence in Fort Smith since I was eight, but I was now on
the land with my family.
When I woke up, I knew something was different. When I told my
mother, she rushed me out. It was still dark, but she gave me an axe
and told me to follow her through the woods. She asked ifI had
begun my stage while I was at residential school and I told her I had
not. After we had gone some distance, we stopped and she told me to
dig into the snow and clear the willows so that we could set up a tipi.
While I was digging, she went to get some wood. She then set up the
tipi poles and before daylight, went back to our camp to ask other
women to come help set up the tipi.
My aunt and some other Elders came out and made me a fire in the
center of the tipi, and then told me to go and gather some more
wood. I wasn't active at school and I didn't have experience with bush
work, so it was difficult for me. It was really hard for me walking
through the deep snow. We were far from the lake and there was no
water. I became really thirsty, so I went back to my tipi. The others
were gone. I melted some snow and drank a lot of water. When my
mother came back from gathering wood, she was upset. She told me
I shouldn't drink water. I was to keep busy.
For two days and two nights I stayed in the tipi. I had to keep my eyes
closed the whole time because the smoke was really hurting my eyes.

She was left alone and given

many challenges to develop
her mind and body.
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A few days later, the women came out and set up a big tent with a stove.
It was well set up. I was told to get more fire wood and spruce boughs
for the tent floor. I mended moccasins and mitts, and did embroidery.
I was told to keep working, because whatever a woman does at this time
wouJd become habit. I wasn't to eat much either. We were to challenge
ourselves as a way of training for a rime that food might be scarce.
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It was really a scary experience. Up until this time, I had never been
away from people, especially in winter. At times, I didn't think I
could do it. The first couple of weeks I was really afraid at night,
being all alone in that tent. I was so isolated. I asked other girls to
come around for their company and they did. When older women
came around I kuew they would be watching me to see that I
followed the rules. For three months, all I saw were my girlfriends,
because I was not to expose myself to the people of the camp.
I had a boundary around me made by hunting trails, and I was not
allowed to cross those trails as I went out to gather wood and spruce
boughs. I was not allowed on the lake. I collected spruce gum, but I
wasn't allowed to chew it. I spent my time making fire pokers. I
would take branches from a small spruce tree, take off the bark and
dry them. The Elders would come to get them. They also instructed
me to collect spruce cones as fast as I could, so that I would learn to
become fast with my hands. This would be important during berry
picking season.

As the days went by, my mother visited me less and less often. She
told me I had to get used to not relying on her.
May, she moved back to
her family, but was still faced

In

with many rules and
restrictions.

In the first week of May, the main camp was going to move on and
my Dad said I could move back to their tent. I went back, but I was
not allowed to talk to my brothers or any young men. I was not to
look at men leaving for or returning from hunting with their dog
teams. I was still not allowed to eat fresh meat. I was not allowed to
use the main entrance. I had my own area and I went in and out at
the side of the tent.

I was to keep myself busy. I was not to be talkative or loud. Then
everyone began to leave this camp and my family was the last to
leave. My Dad told me that I had to use a different trail to the side
of the main trail, using snowshoes. I was not to walk on the main
trail, but my Mom said that since everyone was gone, I should be
able to use the main trail.

As we began our travel, I was told to make an offering to the lake.
I gathered little willows and other things from the land and offered
them to the lake. I made a request for a good year.
VVhen my parents stopped at someone's camp to eat, I wasn't allowed
to join. I went on ahead. Even in the new camp site, I was not allowed
to visit. I began to feel more free in the bush. I felt more free when
my father and brothers weren't home because I could play with my
little brothers and sisters in the tent.
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When spring came, we moved again to the Rae Lakes area. It was
beaver hunting time. My Dad watched over me to make sure that I
followed the rules, so they would have a good beaver hunt.
I wasn't allowed to be free on the island we were camped on. I still
couldn't eat fresh food and there were special things I wasn't allowed
to eat such as bear meat or caribou head. I was told not to look far
into the distance. My parents never told me why, but other people in
the camp told me it was because I could lose my eyesight early.
She feels the rules are
important to follow, but it is
best to understand the rules
so that one will know why
they are important to follow.

There were lots of rules like this. If I chewed spruce gum during the
first year of my stage, I would loose my teeth early. If I drank lots of
water, I would become heavy. All of the rules were given to me but
nobody told me why, so I didn't follow all of them. I regretted that
later. One should follow the rules but ask questions so that you can
understand why. It would be all right to ask questions of some
women you feel comfortable with.

She feels she was given

I lived with these very strict rules for a year and a half. Throughout
all of this, people never said I was dirty. One thing I was given by
the people was respect. They didn't tease me or put me down. The
experience has helped me through my years as a Dene woman. It
gave me the skills and attitudes to survive, to do things on my own,
and to not fear challenges or taking risks.

respect as a young woman

throughout the time of her
rites. and she learned the

skills and attitudes to
survive on her own.

Resource 5:
Isadore Modeste2 , North Siavey, 1995
Medicine powers and

spirituality played a large
role in the way adolescents
were dealt with long ago.

In the old days, people depended on and believed in Indian
medicine. That is what they lived by. When boys became men, they
built them a hut on the outskirts of camp. They did the same with
the girls. The girl would live with her mother in the inside corner of
their tent, behind a curtain partition so she couldn't see any boys or
be seen by boys. This was a way of bringing them up separately.
The boys had to prove that they could hunt very well and that they
could survive in the bush. The girls had to know how to sew and be
good housewives. The boy and girl would be watched by both
parents to ensure they were doing things right.
In the bush by themselves, the boys and girls learned about
medicine which they could use in the future. Once they learned
about medicine and learned how to help one another in their work,
they could marry.

1

Taken from The Dm/! Valfles Project, a series of interviews done with Elders in Fort Franklin (Deline), N\Vf, June 1984.
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Resource 6:
South Siavey Elders 3 , South Slave, 1995

Whatever trail they took at
this time would be the trail
they would follow in their
life.

When a girl became a woman, certain customs were practiced. The
young girl was required to live off by herself. During her time alone,
the girl was taught many things. It was important for her to learn
well, for if things were learned the wrong way, there would be a
tendency to continue doing it the wrong way. Whatever trail they
took at this time would be the trail they would follow in their life.
Thus, much guidance was given to the young girls to help them stay
on the right trail. They were encouraged to complete their tasks the
correct way and with accuracy. This practice taught young girls
discipline, how to stay quiet and work on things, and to take on
responsibility.

Girls were counselled.

Prior to their time alone, girls were counselled as to what would
happen and they were prepared for this experience. When the time
came, they would run from town and mark their path with moss.
The mother would follow and help her daughter set up a tent
several kilometres from the home community. After a month, the
young woman would move closer to town, and after a another
month closer to town until finally her tent would be set just behind
the family's dwelling.

Very long ago, this period of
time for the young woman
was much more rigorous.

Very long ago, this period of time for the young woman was much
more rigorous. She would be required to gain strength by packing
rocks. She was required to wear a special head covering so that her
view would be limited to her immediate surroundings. It was
believed that it was not good for her to drink a lot of water. In Fort
Liard, water was put in a pan. The ends of loon bone were cut off
and used as a straw to sip little bits of water.
Girls were encouraged to visit their grandmother, who would
instruct them and tell them about ways women should behave and
carry on with their work. The things that women should and should
not do are different for men and women, and it is important to make
these things clear to girls.

When the young woman
returned from her time
alone, she was treated as an
adult.

When the young woman returned from her time alone, she was
treated as an adult. When she returned to her family's home, she
was much more disciplined and mature. She would stay around the
home and help her mother.

I Based on interviews done with Adele Hardisty and]oseph BOllllctrouge in Fort Simpson.
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Resource 7:
Liza Blondin, North Siavey, 1997
A woman was matched with
a man who it was thought
would provide very well for
her. It was said that he was
a very good hunter. When
he said he would go
hunting, she warned him to
be very careful when
skinning whatever he killed.

He returned with a heavy
load of whitened fat. His
wife called out to the
community and she cooked
for them. He had killed two
moose.
The next morning he again
went hunting and was
surprised, when he came
home with a caribou, to see
that the two moose hides
were completely tanned and
placed to dry.

Seeing she was very
capable, he planned to
challenge her by killing as
many animals as he could.

Again he went hunting. It is
said he used his whiskey
jack medicine powers to kill
and bring back five moose.

When he returned, again she
had already tanned the
caribou hide of the day
before.
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Yahnj) ts'~ dene dille duwe rew. Beghauhilli ts'enlwE; rew, ededrne
ekaa laanj ts'ew, eYII ts'ekll. Denezhu dasj)llihde duwe rew, Il'a yegha
nitla. Yegha nitla haM yegha weda ekall'e Ie, negha naohze hayehdl
redl. !t'a dedenelj ghQ nedaarj7a redl. "dasj)lanenehwhe lIJde 7ewe
ehQQt'a sejn~ yehdl, Il'a "hE;7E;" yehdl. !l'a yeghQ nedadenpQ l'a
bedenelj naze rezha. To aguja, haM tehmj gOYI naxeerehehu rew, Il'a
begha nats'atla t'i tehmj nets'erilehu, ghlire tehmj hide nets'Ijchu. !t'a
tehmida tl'u heemts'lge Ie s<j goti ek'a got'a r~kai redl, It'a suw ts'ele
duwe redl. !t'a kats'erehtla ekaa kejtli ts'eze rew," ejQ asj rehtla haM
eYII Ql'e sejQnl 71ts'e Ql'e 7ekw~ Ql'e ayil Ql'e sejQnl tehmj l'a ek'a
danehh7ej duwe, zhQtegorahwhie " haw redl. !l'a hldowe ekuu Qde
tE;nE; ekll xaetE;nE;, tu wek'a tah be tegehwhe ghlire mdoo kweh wekej
kwinagerehde mdoo tene tanagewe ghlire ZQ dasj) heche rew. !l'a
gogha shegazhe rew. ?Its'e Ql'e nej t'a 71ts'ewe beghQ nenQzha redl.
Bedenelj k'aehu saehQ dasj) naruhtla hadl sejQnl l'a asjl narehtla sejQnl
!t'a k'ale dzen~ t'i k'aehu 7ekw~ lanlhwhe sejQlIJ l'a kanj t'i narehtla.
Naetle Ie s<j ejQ ffiejhl'anE; whaa npa gha s<j k'ejnE; 71ts'awa yil
daanakwj s<j 71ts'ewe denjkwi s<j kare dawela rew. !l'a dille nej l'a s<j
segha nitla nej, Il'a beghQ nuuhn~ ghQ aohle ts'eruwe redl. !l'a saehQ
nahkale t'i k'aehu naze narehtla redl. K'j l'a dasjl ghaagehwhi l'a ZQ
agel'I. Dekj nezQ anQdla ekaa dasj) narehtla redl. !l'a eYII ts'eku 7<lWa
goyinarewa ghare nezQ leYlwa ekaa asjl t'a Ylwa ekaa, yahcte ffiejtl'a
Ylhk'a redl. M~hkej gOYII nagede s<jq. EYII denezhu k'ola 7ejhk'aa fa
at'l nej rew, Il'a dasj) yech'a ejeretlale rew. RaPe nederiwe halie s<j ejQ
s<j dezhareho, 71ts'eo nl s<j areYQne ruigede nej. !t'a dene nahdle t'i
ekanj areYQne k'j l'a areYQne gotli 7ehwhi redl. !t'a 71ts'e sQlae
wehwhi redl. !t'a neayeliwhe ekaa zha yek'eereta nagoel'e t'j ekaa
narehtla redl. Godildzene 7ekw~ wehk'e haPe k'achu k'ejne areYQne
ts'eku ghlikayjhwhe nej k'ejnE; 7ewe e dawela rew. RaPe 71ts'e lejde,
halie x~ ts'~ aguja Ie ekaw rew," k'aehu dasillananehwhe nl, denezhu
hehw rew. RE;7E; eYII dechl gol'a wela ghliJda ni ghQ arlW denezhu
yehw rew. Deeh)kaeja karl kale deehl kale, haM deem sQlae gots'~
kaE;la rew. ?Its'e kanehl'e wenehta nl yehdl, l'a hE;7E; hadl, Il'a ekanj
l'j denezhu heehQnade.
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Again the man went
hunting. The woman fleshed
the five moose hides before
sundown. It is said she was
tanning the hides with her
mouth when unexpectedly
her husband appeared and
saw her. Since that day,
tanning has required much
difficult work.

!t'a ekaa k'aehu to t'j edzawehbe narehsu red!. jt'a ekaa ?)ts'e areYQne
lenawehsu redl:iii" )ZhQ be k'ola keerat'jle duwe red!, negoen)d.l red!.
Kani kwu ekaa ts'eku dani ghQ at'), ahudlle aseh?llaani n)w~ t'a
k'aehu ?)ts'ewe ghanoetla red!. ?ewe nake godafjwa ekaa eY11
?ekwkw'~n~ t'a yetej ka?ehka red!, hlm)q eh11 nejnayehka duhm)q ehu
anaye?i, ?ewe nake t'a yeghQ tlahtanatle red! It'a yetQka?)hka redl,
h)?ej gots'~ yerewa t'l'aaxej k'aehu dezharewe he ?lts'eowe he anQdla
red!. EY11 k'ola k'ale sa na?Ei!e t'i yetejka?lhka red!. K'etl'aa nayidla t'a
?ezharewe nanayidla t'a ?ewe sQlae tej ka?)hka red!. Bedeneli asil
narehtla bewile red!. EY11 sQlae xaYlhja redl, xaYJhja goti edlaayedarale,
dewa ts'~ deyerale kUbye denezhu ye?ijllaetla red!. EY11 gots'~ denewe
h)gQn~ aja red!. AreYQne dewa naye?a xQy)?a n)de h)du dene ?ewe
hlgQn~ ghaele red!. H)du beya ehln~ eYla hlgQn~ at') red!.

Resource 8:
Margaret Vandell 4 , South Siavey, 1996
Ts'aht'ine: Becoming a Woman

Becoming a woman long ago was very special, according to our Elders,
especially when the Dene depended on the land and its animals for
survival.
Background information
about the way that rites of
passage were conducted in
the Fort Providence area.

Young women went through rituals and were taught all the
necessary skills to become good homemakers. It was believed that if
the young women did not go through the rituals, they would weaken
the powers of medicine men and hunters.
Once the young woman became of age, a home was built for her
near her family's home. Sbe was taught to maintain her home. The
spruce boughs in her home were to always be fresh, not dry. She was
to haul water and wood. She was to remain in ber home, not out
walking in pathways used by the people. Everyday ber mother would
bring her food. She would teach her daughter to tan hides and to
sew various pieces of clothing.
After two months, the young woman's grandmother would seek an
Elder, usually a healer from her family, to perform some rituals. The
young woman would dress modestly, wearing a hat.

Meat

The Elder would bring a piece of meat and hand it to her. Up to
that point, the young woman would not have been allowed to handle

~ This resource was created by Margaret Vandell, who t:l.ught at the Dch Gah School in Fon Providence. She taught the unit to a group
of Grade 7 girls.
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meat. The Elder would place the meat on the end of a cooking stick.
She would then take hold of the young girl's hand and together they
would erect the cooking stick beside the fire. While doing this, the
Elder would emphasize to the young girl the importance of wisely
and carefully harvesting, preparing and cooking foods for her family.
Berries

The Elder would place berries in the young woman's hand, saying
"You must respect plants and berries, for they someday will heal you.
Do not eat an abundance of cranberries, for you may hemorrhage in
childbirth. Seek a thank you from an Elder, give a cup of berries."

Water

The Elder would give a cup of water, whicb symbolized the yOWlg
girl's ability to cleanse and heal herself and her family. "Always
respect and give offerings to the rivers and lakes, for they give us
life. They will transport you safely in your journey."

Dance

The Elder would sing a song in the young woman's honour and lead
her into the dance circle. She would now be allowed to step into the
paths and footsteps of the people. She could now dance the drum
dances, but she was to refrain from dancing when menstruating.
Also, when menstruating, she was to take care to not walk or step
over hunting and fishing gear used by men.
The boys, on the other hand, were trained from an early age. They
would travel with their fathers while hunting, fishing and trapping,
learning about animal habitat, types of trees, birds and weather signs.
They were taught responsibility and had to own a home, a dog team
and a canoe before they could seek a young woman's hand in marriage.
Traditional Puberty Headband

After her coming of age, a young woman was taught to dress modestly.
She was taught to make her own clothing, beginning with a head cover.
Traditionally, girls wore

headbands as a sign of
modesty.

The hat was made from hide cut in a triangular shape. The triangle
was folded in half and sewn from folded point toward the corners,
leaving enough at ti,e points to tie under ti,e chin. The top edge of
the hat was beautifully decorated or sewn with porcupine quills in a
Aoral design.
The dress worn in public was also made of hide, ankle length with
long sleeves. She was not to expose too much of her flesh. To show
respect for the animals whose hides were used for clothing, she was
to step around, ratller than over clothing, and she was to look after
clothing properly.

Dcnc
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Point

Sewn

Tie

Wool Tufted Puberty Headband

Because we don't have an abundance of hides, as were used in the
past, other fabrics are acceptable. One of my classes of girls in Fort
Providence chose to made a headband of stroud.
Materials:
Girls today can sew

headbands for themselves
as a part of their passage to
womanhood.

Coloured stroud, coloured yarn, thread (size 10 and regular), pattern,
regular and darning needles, fabric renmants, head pins and scissors.
Instructions:
l. Make a pattern: Measure over the head, ear to ear, to just
below the ear. It should be 13-14 cm wide at the top of the

head, and tapered to the ear so that it is about 7-8

C111

wide.

2. Cut out: Place the pattern along the length grain of the
stroud. Pin, baste and cut out.
3. Floral design: Draw a floral design on half of the stroud. To
create a syrrunetrical design (equal sides), trace the design
with a pointed stick and diluted ink. Fold the stroud in half
and press until the imprint is visible. Trace over the whole
design again with ink if it is not visible. Let it dry.
4. Wool tuft: Medium shaped petals and leaves require only
two tufts. Mark stitches on petals and leaves. For stems,
twist like you would for moose hair.

Centre
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5. Wool cut: Wrap wool over two fingers 20 times. Remove
wool from fingers and cut into two bundles.
6. Thread loop: Thread needle, knot, insert needle through
stroud, stitch space, insert needle back into fabric, leaving
enough thread to form a loop.
7. Insert wool: Take a wool bundle, insert into the loop. Make
sure the thread is in the middle of the bundle. Pull thread
down firmly. Tills allows the wool to stand.
8. Trim: Push wool towards outline of tlle petal. With sharp
scissors, cut the wool in a curve following print line. Repeat
on all three sides of a petal. Trim flat on top, rowld off the
sides, taper toward the centre.
9. Twist stem: Measure two strands of wool, depending on the
length of stem. Make a small loop at the end of the stem.
Insert the ends of wool facing the stem. Pull downward and
knot. Make anotller stitch to stitch down the ends. Take tlle
needle back to the surface. Holding the thread upward, pass
the wool around the thread, stitch down, repeat tlrroughout
tlle stem.
10. Liner: Place tufted headband over fabric. Pin and baste.
Cut 1 cm larger tllan tlle headband.
11. Hem: Fold the edge of the fabric 1 cm down, pin, slip stitch
aU around headband.
12. Finish: Blanket stitch with matching wool around the
headband.
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Projects

Project 1: Girls' Camp (2-3 days)
a) Preparation for Camp

•

Before the camp organization occurs, ensure that the
students have completed the activities to develop
understandings abour the rites of passage.

•

In preparation for the camp, first have a meeting with the
parents to explain the purpose of the camp and what will be
done there. The girls can do a presentation to their parents
about the rites of passage to womanhood and the
importance of a camp experience. If possible, have the
resource people who will be helping you with the camp at
the meeting as well. Provide the parents with a list of things
the l'oung women are to bring to the camp. Have
permission slips available for parents to sign.

•

In preparation for the camp, go over the camp procedures
and rules with the students. Explain d,e importance of each
of the rules and the consequences for not respecting the
rules of conduct. The following are suggestions for the kinds
of rules you may want to establish:

Students are to bring only those things listed.
- Students are not to go away from d,e camp on their own
wid,out the knowledge of the leader.
Students are to follow the schedule given by the camp
leader for rising, sleeping and eating.
-

Students are to avoid stepping over the blood of animals.

- Smdents are to follow any instructions given by d,e camp
leaders.
•

Prior to camp, review wid1 d,e students the evaluation form
that you will be using after d,e camp experience. Ensure that
they understand d,e expectations and give examples of how
you will be evaluating them. (A sample evaluation form is
provided.)

•

Students accompany teachers to request the help of Elders
for this camp. Students pay particular attention to how the
request is phrased. After the request is made, review with
students how to make requests in this kind of situation.

Dcne Kede, Grade 7 Module One: Passage to'rVomanhood
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b) The Camp
• Young women can spend some time (2-3 days) away from
the community and away from males in a retreat or camp
situation in order to deal with women's issues in a focused
way without distractions.

•

The most respected Dene women in the community should
be asked to participate in the counselling and training of the
young women during this camp.

•

The retreat or camp can be intentionally sparse to recreate
some of the feel of traditional rites, and to give the young
women an idea of the way it used to be and why.

•

During this time, they may be cowlselled in these areas
(receive community approval):
- honouring of one's body
- the responsibilities of motherhood
- the effect of early motherhood on career and life goals
- the importance of abstinence and safe sex
- proper habits (according to community custom) and
behaviours during menstruation
- attitudes for survival and success
- the role of women in Dene culture today.

•

•

The young women can use the time while being counselled
to take on sewing projects where they will not only attempt
to improve their sewing, but also finish their project. A person
respected for their sewing abilities should be involved in this.
If they wish, the young women can try some of the
"challenges" that were presented to young wOlnen during

this time:
-

binding hands for an hour

- sitting in one position for a half hour
- drinking and eating very little for half a day.
•

28

Encourage students to provide support to one another when
difficulties arise for individual young women.
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•

In some tribes, the mothers of yOllilg women would make
special bonnets for them to wear during this time. Mothers
could be involved in the project by having them make a
bonnet for the young women, or having the yOlUlg women
make one for themselves prior to camp (see Resource 8:
Margaret Vandell).

•

The young wOmen should be responsible for the daily
chores and routines involved in the camp, including the
heavy work of gerting wood and water. This experience is
meant for the physical development of the individual.

•

Involve students in making offerings to the land and fire.

--

c) Reflection on Girls' Camp

•

After the camp, have young women reflect on the experience
by doing a think, pair and share activity. Open discussion
_
with questions such as:
- How do you feel today abom being a Dene woman? In
what ways do you feel different, if at all?
- What did you learn abom yourself and how will you
behave in different ways in the future?
- How do you feel about Dene women of the past?

•

Have students record their feelings and thoughts abom their
experience with poetry, songs, art, stories or essays.

•

Have each student reflect on the following Personal
Development chart and fiji it in according to how they feel
now that they have completed the module on puberty rites.

Dene Kede, Grade 7 Module One: Passage lO ',Vomanhood
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_

Personal Development
How do you plan to develop in these four areas through your
teenage years in order to become a successful Dene woman?

Spiritual Development

• Self-Development

Relationships
with Others

Relationship with the Land

30
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Girls' Camp: Student Evaluation
Circle the number that best reflects your camp experience.

5

4

excellent

3

2

average

o

1

poor

A. Relationship with counsellors

B.

5

4

3

2

1

0

behaved respectfully

5

4

3

2

1

0

level of understanding as indicated by
questions, comments and
general participation

5

4

3

2

1

0

effort or willingness

5

4

3

2

1

ability

5

4

3

2

1

o
o

willingness to take leadership,
if familiar with camping

5

4

3

2

1

0

willingness to learn, if unfamiliar
with camping

5

4

3

2

1

0

showed initiative in doing tasks

5

4

3

2

1

0

showed responsibility in following
schedule for sleeping, waking and eating

5

4

3

2

1

0

respect shown for the land and waters

5

4

3

2

1

0

Participation in cultural activities

•

c.

listened actively

Participation in camping activities

•
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Notes to the Teacher

Question:
•

Is there a place for this knowledge about rites of passage in
our schools today?

•

What can we learn from the traditional ways of dealing with
adolescents?

•

What can we take from the past and apply to today so that
our young people are better prepared to meet their future?

Answer:
Neil Colin (Gwich'in, 19951
Even though these rites are not practiced today, our young
people should know about them. At least the knowledge abour
them should be passed on. My Elders told me many things. I
just kept the knowledge in my head and later on I figured out
how to use the information. If I had not listened, if I had not
remembered, it would have been too late to try to get the
knowledge. All of my Elders, they are all gone now. \Vhen I was
young, I did not expect that. I can't count on my family or the
government now to help me get that knowledge. I can only
count on my memory and I have to pass on this knowledge.
George Blondin (North Siavey, 1995)
Medicine power has been at the base of our culmre. Young
people did not behave however they wanted because of their fear
of medicine power. As life went on, they began to understand
better the ways of medicine power. They shared their knowledge,
advising people to share, to use medicine power to help people,
to be good citizens. This education was a lifelong thing.

We talk about the puberty rites for young people. Maybe it is
impossible today. To start in the middle or to give it once in a while
is not good enough. The rites were strong traditionally because
they really began from birth. This would be hard to do today.
What do we have today to help us with the yOWlg people? First
we have to make the parents more responsible. As a people we
have to be very strong. And we have to change education. We
have to use our power to steer education in a way that will help
our people.

J2
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Dehcho Elders (South Slavey, 1995)
Today, this approach is not taken. The commitment is not as
strong. Things such as social assistance have interfered with this
process. The Elders do not approve of what happens today in
many instances. They would like to see some other methods tried.
lucy lafferty (Dogrib, 1995)
Our people do not practice these rites as they were done long
ago, but the idea still exists in some conununities and families do
things in their own way. For example in Rae and in Rae Lakes,
some parents keep their yOlU1g daughters at home when they
begin to menstruate, and all are made aware of it.

Question:
•

How will I go about teaching this module?

•

What about the young men?

Answer:
I. This module is meant only for the young women. While the

young women are engaged in this module, the young men
may work on a project from one of the other modules. The
young men wilJ have their "passage" camp at the beginning
of their Grade 9 year.
2. Before you begin the module, explain to the young men and
women together, the purpose and nature of the girls' camp.
Emphasize to the young men, that yOWlg women of this age
are to be respected. Teasing and rudeness are not acceptable
ways of behaving towards the young women. It may be
helpful to invite an Elder to talk to the young men and
women sep<lrately <lfter this initial meeting to de<ll with
more personal questions.
3. Teach the culmral wlderstandings and language skills using
the suggested activities or whatever activities you find
appropri<lte. Use the Resources included in this module to
help in your re<lching. Use Elders <lnd other Dene advisors
to spend time with the young women.
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4. Evaluate students' cultural wlderstandings and first language
skills based on the outline of understanding as listed in the
Introduction under Dene First Lnngllnge Outco"'es.
5. Some time before it gets cold, plan to take me young women
on a 2-3 day camp as outlined above. Fully inform me parents
as to me narure and purpose of me camp. Evaluate students'
growth and development during me camp experience.
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Fish Camp
The people would travel to the best places to fish. Everyone would
travel to go fishing, just like when you travel to go hunting. We ate
fish about once a week.
- Francois King, Fort Resolution'

The Fishes Treasures
Two yOWlg girls, unable to find their people, were wandering in the
bush when they came upon a hut belonging to an old, evil woman.
The old woman had some wood lying outside her hut. The older
sister did not want the old woman to become aware of their presence.
She told her younger sister to be careful not to step on the woodpile.
Although mindful of her older sister's words, the YOlUlger sister
accidently stepped on ti,e edge of the woodpile and ti,e wood made a
breaking sound. The old woman came nUllling out of her tent with a
bone axe in hand.
Upon seeing the two yOlUlg girls, the old woman insisted tI,at they
spend the night with her. The older sister told the old woman they
would like to accept her invitation, but they preferred to sleep on
their own. The YOWlger sister was very leery of strangers. The old
woman kept insisting that the girls spend the night with her, so
finally the older sister agreed.
They were preparing to go to sleep when the old woman became
insistent again. She wanted the younger sister to sleep inside the hut
with her. She said the hut was too small for all
of them, but the older sister could build her own hut next to them.
Again, ti,e older sister told the woman that her younger sister does
not sleep well without her and tlley usually share a bed. Once again
the old woman became so persistent tI,at the older sister agreed.
Reluctantly, the older sister wearily made her own hut and slept in it
alone.
The older sister woke up the next morning and immediately
wondered why her yowlger sister - an early riser - was still sleeping.
She walked over to the old woman's hut and asked
the old woman why her sister was still asleep. She said that
she never sleeps tlus long. The old woman said, "Your sister is facillg
the other way in a deep sleep because she was so tired."
To distract the older sister, the old woman began to feed her. She
took a piece of intestine from ti,e meat rack and gave it to her. The
young girl took the meat, but could not agree witll ti,e taste, so left
it. The old woman, in the meantime, busied herself with food
preparation.
Finally, after some time, ti,e old woman told the older sister to mind
ti,e hut wlule she stepped out. As soon as the old woman was gone,

From Tlmt'r rbr: WilY We LivnJ -1111 Oml Histfff)' oj tlJe P()1, Resolll1ion Elders, Gail Beaulieu (Editor), Dept. of Culture and
Communications, Government of the ~orth\Vcs[ -Ierritories, Outcrop I.rd., 1987, page 40.
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the older sister lifted the blanket covering her YOlmger sister. She was
dead. The older sister became very upset, knowing that the old
woman was responsible for her sister's death. She knew that she, too,
was now in danger.

She waited until the old woman returned and then asked if she could
borrow her bone axe. The older sister said, "My sister usually cries
upon rising. I will go out and make a birchbark basket to please her,
but I need to borrow your bone axe. Reluctantly, tlle old woman lent
her the bone axe. It is said that the bone axe was attached to a long
string, so the old woman could control tlle distance the girl ventured.
The older sister made her way into the bush and occasionally cried
out that she could not find appropriate birch, just to let the old
woman know that she was not far away. When the girl found herself
some distance from the hut, she cut the string attached to tlle bone
axe and ran with it.
Without any clear direction, she came upon an old giant called
Bets'erihdele. The young girl stopped in front of the old giant and
told him she was being chased by an evil, old woman who was trying
to kill her. She asked if he could extend his giant legs across the water
so she could run to safety. The giant told her tllat first she had to
taste his lice and tell him how it tasted. She took tlle giant lice and
put it to her lips. "Grandfather, you're lice tastes so good," she said.
He requested that she taste his lice a second time, and again she said
that his lice tasted good. The giant extended his legs for the girl to
cross the water. She asked if he would help her by folding his legs
when tlle old woman was halfway across his legs. The young girl then
crossed the water on the giant's legs and continued to run on the
other side.
The old woman was still in pursuit of the young girl. Her hail' was in
total disarray when she finally reached the giant. She asked him to
sU'etch his legs across the body of water so she could catch the young
girl. The giant said he would stretch his legs for the old woman, but
first she had to taste his lice and tell him how it tasted.
The old woman took the lice, put it to her lips and said that it tasted
awful. The giant asked her to taste tlle lice a second time, and she
repeated that his lice tasted awful. The giant extended his legs for the
old woman to cross the water. When she reached halfway, the giant
folded his legs and the old woman fell into the water.
It is said tllat tlle old woman was carrying all her tlungs in a packsack
on her back. When she fell into the water, she was afraid she would
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lose them all. At that moment, at the request of the young girl, the
giant threw the old woman's bone axe into the water. The old
woman's possessions began to fall out of her packsack into the water.
All the fish people gathered to take her belongings. There was a lot
of commotion as each fish tried to get its share.
The grayling took the tipi, hence the elaborate fins on its back to
demonstrate its catch. The losh fish took a piece of fat, hence it's
white, fatty liver to demonstrate its catch. The jack fish took the
spearhead used to spear fish, hence it's elongated body to
demonstrate its catch.
The trout deliberately stayed on the outskirts of the commotion and
gathered all the things that fell to the side. As a result, the trout got
the rock axe, the wolverine feet, the moose feet, the ice chisel, the
caribou antlers and a knife. Hence, when you take the trout head
apart, you can identify all these things that came from the old
woman's packsack.

It is said that the falling bone axe of the old woman can still be
heard as it laps in the waves of the water. In ti,e old days, ti,e
distinct sound of the old woman's bone axe, as it flowed in the water,
could be heard louder and more clearly.
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Projects for Experience
and Reflection
1. Fish Camp 12-3 days)

Module Overview

The purpose of this module is to give students the knowledge,
understandings and experience related to a fish camp and
basic bush survival.

2. Sharing the Catch
3. Entrepreneurship
4. Career and Technology
Studies ICTS)

Major Cultural Understandings
• Fishing locations.
• Fishing knowledge and skills.
• Required equipment and supplies.
• Canoe maintenance and handling.
• Handling fish.
• Camping skills and attitudes.
• Dene laws and spirituality.
• Land safety and survival.
• Economic value of fishing.

Proposed
Activities for
Developing
Language Skills
and Cultural
Understanding

4

Resources
1. Christine Thompson,
Gwich'in
2. Lucy Vaneltsi, Gwich'in
3. Elijah Andrew, Gwich'in
4. J.B. Rabesca. Chipewyan
5. Equipment Checklist
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Major Cultural Understandings

Knowledge

Major Cultural
Understandings

Note: Teachers should research and provide information specific to
the fish camps used by the community. Students are required to
learn the specific information.

1. Fishing locations

2. Fishing knowledge
and skills

•

fish species that are caught in the area

•

seasonal uses of fishing areas by community

•

familiarity with maps and finding popular fishing sites

•

distance from the community

•

route landmarks and Dene names

•

lakes, rivers, creeks and spiritual sites along the way

•

dangerous areas by season

•

historical land use information

•

locations of various species

•

life cycles, including spawning habits

•

where fish tend to be found at different times of the day and
seasons

3. Required equipment
and supplies

4. Canoe maintenance
and handling

Dene Keele, Grade 7 Module
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•

how best to catch fish, based on knowledge of their habits

•

fishing techniques: net with and without a canoe, rod,
poling, fish dam

•

fishing equipment

•

camping equipment

•

supplies and personal effects

•

mIXIng gas

•
•

starting an outboard

•

maneuvering in a storm

dealing with flooding and spark plugs

5

5.

Handling fish

6. Camping skills and attitudes

7. Dene laws and spirituality

6

•

dealing with overturned canoes

•

using life vests

•

maneuvering while net setting

•

landing a canoe

•

removing frotll a net

•

cleaning and preparing

•

making drying racks

•

making dryfish and split fish

•

making fish caches or stages in the fall

•

tent location: near wood and water

•

spruce bough floor

•

campfire: location, finding wood and starting fire quickly

•

cooking and washing facilities

•

bed rolls and personal hygiene areas

•

movement within the tent

•

mles for eating

•

doing chores and doing one's share

•

finding ways to be helpful

•

the need to listen to and obey instructors and Elders

•

honouring the water, land and fire

•

handling fish and equipment with respect

•

sharing with the comnnU1ity
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Major Cultural Understandings

8. Land safety and survival

9. Economic value of fishing

Dene Kede. Grade 7 Module lwQ: Fish Camp

•

caring for dangerous or hazardous items: guns, fuel, axes, etc.

•

water safety

•

starting a fire in the rain

•

first aid for burns, cuts and broken bones

•

bear hazards

•

appropriate dress

•

buddy system

•

distress calls

•

staying in one place when lost

•

temporary shelters

•

using smoke for repellent

•

drinking water safety: boiling and moving water

•

direction and orientation

•

fishing with wires and hooks

•

nutritional value compared to store bought foods

•

comparing cost of local fish to imported meats

7
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Proposed Activities Chart

landmarks

Fishing Sites

direction indicators

CTS Modules
Traveling and
Finding
Directions

Isee Project 4)

Students research fishing
sites in the tribal territory
Isee Activity #1).

maneuvering in wind or a
storm

Students research fishing
techniques used at site in
the past (see Activity #2).
Students prepare booklets
about the fishing site Isee
Activity #3).
Name and spell place
names of common fishing
sites and place on map (see
Activity #4).

Sharing
the Catch

while setting net

Camp
Rules

About
Camping

Discuss rules and
consequences for
camp behaviour
(see Activity #7).

Use overhead to show
arrangement of camp
(see Activity #6).

In-Class
Follow-Up

Isee Project 3)

Set up a small business
project.

Gwich'in students watch "Summer of the Loucheux" in
Gwich'in. Students find quotations that express pride or
beauty of land to use in making posters (see Activity #8).

handling fish with
respect
handling equipment
with respect

-----

Equipment
and Supplies

Make and set-up
miniature camp (see
Activity #6).

offerings to the
water

Dene Laws

Fishing
Techniques

Camp
Set-Up

Make feast for Elders
using the fish.

Study a local fishing lodge.

using life vests
landing

Deliver fish to Elders.

Study a local commercial
fishery.

overturned canoes

Canoe
Handling

Isee Project 2)

Entrepreneurship

using a map

Identify, gather
and learn to
pack equipment
and supplies
needed for camp
(see Activity #5).

Set-Up and
Upkeep
location

Students use information kept in journals from camp to
create a poster of a fish, identifying the different parts
(Activity #9).

tent

Students write and voice narrative to go with the video
footage taken at the camp (see Activity #10).

cooperation and
responsibility

Chipewyan students read text of J.B. Rabesca in
Chipewyan and do language development activities (see
Activity #11).

caring for hazardous
and dangerous items

wood and fire
water

Survival
Training

trolling and casting
poling
baits and lures
where and how to set nets

wire and hook
fishing
net without
canoe
distress signals
fish dam

Relaxation
and Stories

Handling Fish

Elders' stories
reflecting on day

removing from net

socializing

cleaning and preparing
drying racks
dryfish and split fish
fish caches or stages
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Proposed Activities in Detail

Note: The activities for this module are based on the culture of the
Gwich'in and the Chipewyan. Teachers of other Dene languages
are encouraged to adapt these activities to suit the languages and
fishing culture of their own communities.

1. Students will research fishing sites used by the people of their

community. Give each student a map of the traditional area of
the community, with the commonly used fishing sites marked on
the map. It can be obtained from the band office.
Allow each student to choo e which fishing site they will
research. Research sources will be people in their families or
familiar Elders. (Review the protocol for researching with
Elders, as outlined in Component #4: Researching Dene Culture . .
in the Language Expectations for Grade 7). Give students the
following questions to guide their re earch:

In the past
• VVho used this site (as far back as can be recalled)?
•

During what season was it used and for what?

•

VVhat methods were used to catch the fish?

•

VVhat kinds of fish were caught at this site?

10day
• VVho uses this site?

•
•

VVhat methods are used to catch the fish?

•

What kinds of fish are caught at this site?

During what season is it used and for what?

Fish life cycle and habitat
(Students can research this information using reference
material.)

Dene Kedc. Grade 7 Module Two: Fish Camp

•

Name one kind of fish that the people like to catch at each
site?

•

VVhere does each fish spawn and when?

•

VVhere are they found in each season?

•

VVhat are some other popular fishing sites for these fish?
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2. Gwich'in students can research past fishing techniques by
reading the words of Christine Thompson (Resource 1), Lucy
Vaneltsi (Resource 2) and Elijah Andrew (Resource 3). Students
can also interview family members and Elders from their
community, as outlined in Activity #1.
3. Have each student prepare a booklet about the fish;ng site he or
she researched. This booklet should contain a map, routes used
to go to the fishing site, historical information about the site
with illustrations, and information about a species of fish caught
at this site. Display these bookJets when Elders or parents are
invited to the school.
4. Using the information researched above, have students correcdy
name and spell the various place names of the important fishing
sites in their own aboriginal language and d,en place the
information on a map.
5. Equip,nent and Supply Lists
• Have the students brainstorm what equipment and supplies
they will need for d,e fish camp. Show them the list of
equipment (Resow-ce 4) to check if they have all d,e things
they will need on d,eir lists. Discuss why these items are
inlportant and needed for the fish camp.

6.

•

Have students make a list in the order of how the items
should be packed.

•

Have students assist in gathering the equipment.

Camp Set-Up
• Have smdents make a class list of dlings that are part of a
campsite. The smdents can then work in groups to make
miniamre models of these things (such as d,e tent, campfire,
fish drying racks, body of water, trees, etc.). The models
should be arranged to show how things in a campsite are
oriented to each other. Allow students to make various
arrangements using the same basic rules.
OR

•

12

Draw the camp layout on an overhead showing where things
would go and why.
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Proposed Activities in Detail

7. Have the students brainstorm appropriate behaviour and
conduct that will be expected of them at the fish camp and the
consequences for those who do not respect the rules of conduct.
Discuss what could happen if safety rules are not followed at the
fish camp.
8.

For students whose first language is Gwich'in, have them watch
the video "Summer of the Loucheux" in Gwich'in. Watch the
video again, this time allowing the students to stop the video
whenever they hear something that describes the beauty of the
land or that gives them a sense of pride. Replay these sentences,
allowing students time to write them down in Gwich'in. Have
students correct the spelling and punctuation on the quotations
and then make posters with these words to display in the hallway.

9. During the camp, students were asked to keep a journal of all
the new words or new information they were learning. When
the students return from camp, have them work with these
words and information. For example, they can make a poster of
the parts of a fish and the steps involved in preparing dryfish.
Use this oppornmity for spelling exercises and editing exercises
for pW1ctuation and capitalization.
10. It is suggested that a video be taken of various parts of the fish
camp experience. When students renun from the camp, allow
groups of students to use the same video to make smaller edited
videos on certain topics such as "the jomney to the fish camp"
or "setting up camp" or "setting the net". (If a video center is
created, one group of students can be working on the video,
while the others are working on another activity).

_
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Have students write the text to accompany the footage and then
dub their voices over the film they have edited. Show these mini
video programs to the younger students in the school.
11. For students whose first language is Chipewyan, have them read

..

J.R. Rabesca's words about his fishing experiences (Resource 4)
and follow-up with the following language development
activities. Another reference you may wish to use is Camping the
Five Seasons, published by Education, Culnue and Employment.
This resource focuses on oral use of the language.
•

Dcne Kede, Grade 7 Module 1\\0: Fish Camp

Have students identify and then discuss the main message of
Mr. Rabesca's words (can fishing provide a good living?).

IJ
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•

Have students underline words or phrases in the text that
they are not familiar with or unsure of. Make a list of all of
their words on the blackboard or on chart paper.
Examples:
lue lsI
ghare
tlest'othe
lue 1" hillde
nes?)

(fishing boat)
(on my own)
(outboard motor)
(I caught fish)
(through observation)

•

Based on context and through discussion, have students try
to identify the meaning of these words. Ask them to use the
words in sentences, as they would use them in their own lives
today.

•

Use the new vocabulary words that students identify from
above for practicing spelling and pronunciations, paying
particular attention to the vowels, syllabication, diphthongs,
glottals, clicks, tones and nasalization.

•

•

Have students focus on the word "lail-de" from Mr. Rabesca's
paragraph. Talk about how this word can be replaced by the
word "thJiu". Show how tlulu can only be used with fish,
whereas 1ail-de can be used in Chipewyan with any kind of
game. Give students words such as muskrat, beaver, lynx,
whitefish, rabbit, trout, caribou and jackfish, and have them
use the terms properly with the words 1ai1de and thllu.

- Ask students to change this sentence so it means that
"you" are doing it.
- Now change the sentence so that it means "he" is doing it.
Ask students to underline all other words spoken by the
Elder where he uses the "I" or first person form.
Ask students to change the following words into the first
person. Why does it not work?
ba
tiest'othe

14
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..

The Elder speaks this sentence: 51 gh<ire seyue t'ast').
- Ask students to underline the part of a word which
indicates he is talking about himself - "I" - doing
something.

•

..
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Proposed Activities in Detail

•

The teacher rewrites the Elder's paragraph, leaving out syllables
of words here and there (leave a line were syllables are missing).
This should be prepared in advance on a wall chart so all the
students can see it. Smdents read the sentences, filling in the
missing syllables.

Evaluation
Evaluate students' understandings in this module by the quality of
their research and presentation for Activities #1,2 and 3. Evaluate
their literacy, reading and writing skills, and their understandings by
the work they do for Activity #11. Written tests on fishing
equipment, parts of fish and place names can also be given.

Dene Kede, Grade 7 Module Two: Fish Camp
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Resources

Resource 1:
Christine Thompson, Gwich'in, 1997
Sometimes seven or eight nets are set. You cut holes in the ice in a
row, then you get the string. You string it under the ice, from the
first hole to the next hole. You use a "Y" shaped stick on which you
tie the string and you use it to pull the string under the ice. Before
that you tie on the sinkers and floats.
I remember setting net with my dad. The next morning when we
went to check the net, we would get lots of fish - all different kinds
of fish - whitefish and all the other ones. After we took all the fish
out, we would carry them up the bank in our packsacks. I would
hitch up three dogs and haul the fish up to where we were going to
keep dlem for the winter. We took all the guts out of the fish before
we froze d1em. ets were set for half a month or ometimes for a
whole month. Sometimes when the nets were set for a long tiIue
the ice would get very thick.
They also used sticks and hooks for fishing. I remember hooks being
made out of lynx bones. They used fish pipes for bait. They used
fresh caribou skin cut into strips for string.

Resource 2:
Lucy Vaneltsi, Gwich'in, 1997
A long time ago there were no nets. The men made fi h traps. In
the spring dley went after the herring runs. The fish travelled about
200 miles up the Peel. We are not talking about one herring. There
were lots. There were whitefish and coneys too. In the fall when it
started freezing, the fish would come back down the ri er. V\Then
they go up the Peel, they spawn up there and then they come back
down. The fish traps were used when the fish were going up river.
That's how our people got a lot of fish. They never caught just a few
fish. They got up to 100 fish.

Resource 3:
Elijah Andrew, Gwich'in, 1997
The first dung they did wa pick fresh spring willows, clean off the
bark and split the willow into small strands using dle ice pick. As soon
as they had enough, one or two of the men started to knit the net.

16
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As soon as the net was long enongh, approximately four feet or
longer, it was ready to set. When not in use, the net was kept in fish
oil. Tlus prevented the net from cracking and breaking. Fish oil kept
it nice and moist. This type of net was very good for fish. Fish
seemed to like it.
The fish trap was sometlling else our ancestors used a great deal and
perhaps it was tile best and easiest method for catching fish. First,
tlley chose a good eddy. Directly dow11Stream from tlus eddy is
where the trap was built. Poles with bark were driven into the
bottom witll an opening inbetween. Poles were then put
horizontally, like a fence. Next, a long basket was built. This was
made from tile clean wooden poles. The basket was set in the
opening a.nd the small end was closed.
Then tlley wa.ited. The fish would come along and swim straight
into the trap in great numbers. The fisb were then scooped into the
canoe with a large willow dipper with a long handle. A lot of fish
were caught this way.

I have fished for a long time.
I used small and big fishing
boats. I enjoyed fishing
because it was a good life.
There's lots to eat. There's
ducks, fish, rabbit and
moose.
Fishing was easy for me. For
over 10 years, I used a small
boat. I brought my wife and
my kids with me. I was my
own boss. In two days I
caught a lot of fish.

I had my own equipment
and I used two motors to
fish. I got my fishing licence
the following year and I got
a bigger boat.

Resource 4:
J.B. Rabesca (Ts'inah), Chipewyan, 1997
Tha lue ghq naidher. l.ue tS·1 njcha-u, njch'ile-u bet'ast'! hjle. I:.ue ghq
nasther seba harelyq, nezQ nasther ?a. 7asie beghq shets'elY1 lq,
cheth-u, lue-u, ga-u, derue-u. l.ue gha nats'ede si, hareru. Lana xaye
?liZI, tS'l ruchile t'ast'). 5etsqne-u, seskene-u, sel het'!. 51 gh<ire seyuwe
t'ast'!. Nake Uest'athe t'a, lue ghq nasther. 51 gh<ire k'asther. Nake
dzine lue ghq naidher-u, lue lq lailde. Ye xaye tlq, ?enld'is seU'a chLithu, ts'l n!cha, nailru. l.ue gh q nats·ede 51, ?ehizes hela shu, ?eleh'e, bet'a
samba ?ele. Dene nes?! ghare, lu ghq nasther, ghq niya.
Note: You may wish to reference "Xao Ghare Edinaots'erik'o'"
"Camping the Five Seasons", published by Education, Culture and
Employment. This resource focuses on oral use of the language.

Fishing is like trapping and
there is money to be made.
I started commercial fishing
by watching others.

Dcne Kcdc, Grade 7 _, lodule '1\1'0: Fish Camp
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Resource 5:
Equipment Checklist

_
_

candles
matches
mosquito coils

_rope

mosquito spray
sun block

_

_

first aid kit
bush radio
battery

_

tar
pots, pans, grills

dish towels
_ garbage bags
_ toilet paper
_soap
_gloves
_ proper footwear
_

18

sewing kit

snares

axe
knife/file
nails
fish net
floats
marker
net mender

_

_

float string
net sizer
fish hooks
fishing line

_pole
_
_

reel
net scoop
pliers
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Projects

Project 1: Fish Camp (2-3 days)
There should be a man and woman team to be resource
people/instructors at this camp. If they are not Elders themselves,
you should invite an EIder, especially to provide the spiritual and
storytelling elements wrule on the land. The following are suggested
areas of experience for students at a fish camp.
a) Preparation for Camp
• parental permission slips

•

letters to paren ts listing personal effects to pack

•

packing equipment and supplies

..
..

b) On Route to Camp
• being observant of landmarks and direction
c) Camping and Survival Training
• setting up camp

•

indicate personal hygiene areas and trails

•

caring for hazardous or dangerous items: gas lamps, gas
stoves, axes, knives, gun

•

finding water that is safe to drink and use in case of fire

•

finding wood and starting a fire: finding wood and
kindling quickly, making a fire in the rain

•
•

making temporary shelters; tarp lean-tos, using canoes

..
...
..

predicting weather

d) Stories and Relaxation
• Elders' stories; urvival stories and legends

•

offerings to the land, fire or water

•

reflecting on the day

tID

e) Fishing
• outboards: mixing gas, starting outboards, dealing with
flooding and spark plugs

•

Dene Kcde, Grade 7 Module 1\vo: Fish Camp

finding the fishing location using landmarks and
direction indicators
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•

where and how to set the net

•

using different fishing techniques: trolling, rod and casting,
poling, using different baits and lures, using wires and hooks
in emergencies, setting a net without a canoe, making a

fish dam
•

practicing spirituality: honouring the warer, handling
fish and fishing equipment with respecr

•

canoe handling: maneuvering in wind Or a storm, dealing
with overturned canoes, using life vests, maneuvering while

setting ner, landing a canoe
•

handling fish: removing from ner, cleaning and preparing
fish, making drying racks for fish, making dryfish and split
fish, making fish caches or srages in the fall

f) Reflection After Fish Camp

Afrer rhe tish camp, allow students time to reflecr on rhe experience.

20

•

"Vhar things did they like and nor like?

•

vVhar wenr well and whar did nor'

•

I-low do rhey feel abour being on rhe land?

•

How do they feel abour being Dene?

•

Mar was rhe purpose of the camp?

•

Vo'har could be done better to meer the purpose'

Dcnc Kcde. Gmde 7 Module 'I\m: Fish Camp
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Fish Camp: Student Evaluation
Circle the number that best reflects your camp experience.

5

4

excellent

A.

3

2

average

o

1

poor

Relationship with counsellors
willingness to take leadership in activities
which were familiar

5

4

3

2

1

0

behaved respectfully towards others

5

4

3

2

1

0

gave help freely

5

4

3

2

1

0

showed support for and cooperation
with the leadership of the counsellors/Elders

5

4

3

2

1

0

did one's part without being told; took
initiative in finding ways to help

5

4

3

2

1

0

practiced safety

5

4

3

2

1

0

learned new knowledge, skills or competency
in the area of land navigation and travel

5

4

3

2

1

0

learned new knowledge, skills or competency
in the area of fishing and canoe handling

5

4

3

2

1

0

learned new knowledge, skills or competency
in the area of the use and repair of fishing
equipment

5

4

3

2

1

0

learned new knowledge, skills or
competency in camping

5

4

3

2

1

0

B. Learning of land and fishing skills
•
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5

4

excellent

3

2

o

1

average

poor

C. Participation in spiritual activities
respect shown for the land and water

5

4

3

2

1

0

participated respectfully in spiritual
activities or rituals

5

4

3

2

1

0

5

4

3

2

1

0

showed responsibility in following schedules
for sleeping, waking and eating

5

4

3

2

1

0

showed willingness to learn if unfamiliar with
activity

5

4

3

2

1

0

•

showed determination in completing a difficult
task or in completing it well

5

4

3

2

1

0

•

showed self-respect in matters of
personal hygiene and health

5

4

3

2

1

0

•

D. Self-Development
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Project 2: Sharing the Catch
When students return from the camp, discuss wi th them the
importance of sharing what they have caught with Elders in the
community or with people who are needy.
The sharing can be done hy simply delivering the fish to certain
Elders, as determined by the teacher with the students, or the
students can prepare a lunch or dinner for the Elders and invite
them to share the catch in this way. The lunch would be a good
opportunity for the students to request stories from the Elders about
fishing in the past, and also for the students to show the Elders the
work they have done in this module.

Project 3: Entrepreneurship
Students should complete one of the following three projects.
a) Commercial Fishery

If there is a local fishery, arrange for students to study and visit it.
Focus the attention of the students on the management of the
fishery. Have the manager come to speak to the students about the
fishery. Questions they might ask are listed below. Afterwards,
students can individually prepare reports on the fishery.

•

Who owns the fishery?

•

How do they earn money?

•

What is the manager responsible for: hiring fishermen?
supervising the fish processing? supervising the
shipping of fish? identifying and establishing markets?

b) Fishing Lodge

If there is a fishing lodge in or near the community, have students
study and visit it if possible.
Focus the attention of the students on the management of the
fishing lodge. Have the manager come to speak to the students
about the lodge. Questions they might ask are listed below.
Afterwards, students can individually prepare reports on the lodge.

Dene Kede, Grade 7 1\~oduJc TIm: Fish Camp

•

Who owns it?

•

How does it earn money'
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•

What is the manager responsible for: finding guests and
sending them advertising/information? finding and
supervising guides? equipping and maintaining the lodge
(food, sanitation, housekeeping, outfitting, health and safety
guidelines)?

c) Business Project
Note: Discuss with the local Renewable Resource Officer prior to
beginning this project.

If ample fish are caught, students may wish to tty selling them to
earn money for the school. Discuss with students the concept of
"value added". V\lhat can they do with the fish to add value to it in
some way that people will want to buy it (pre-filleted, cleaned and
frozen, made into dlyfish, made into fish burgers, etc.) ?
Brainstorm with students how they can get the attention of buyers
to market their product (advertising in the media, advertising with
posters, selling at gatherings, selling through a distributor such as
the Co-op, etc.).
Brainstorm with students how they will price their product, taking
into account the cost of travel to and from camp, the time taken to
bring in a load of fish, the time taken to add value and the cost of
adding value.

Project 4: Career and Technology Studies
a) Career and Technology Studies (CTS)

Career and Technology Studies are made up of courses d1at each have
25 hours of instruction for one credit. They are offered in a variety
of subject areas, which are left up to d1e individual schools to decide
upon. Junior high schools can offer CTS courses and the credits can
be submitted to student records at the Department of Education
Culture and Employment. These credits will appear on the students
transcripts when they begin High School.

If teachers and d1e administration of the school are interested in
creating new courses that already exist in aCTS su·and, there is a
procedure to follow in the Senior Secondary School Administrator's
Handbook on locally developed courses.

2-1
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The following sections will apply:
Section 30-1

"Locally developed courses are approved by the Minister of
Education, Culrore and Employment in those siroations where
substantial alterations of authorized courses or new offerings are
required to more appropriately meet the educational needs of
srodents in the NWT
Requests to modifY or develop new courses/modules are subject to
departmental guidelines and procedures. Instruction of a locally
developed course shall not commence without prior approval of the
Minister. Requests must be received by October 1 for the spring
semester and April 1 for the fall semester."
Section 30-5

"A Strand Rationale and Philosophy already exists for each of the 22
CTS Strands. If you are applying for a module to be approved under
CTS, clearly articulate why the new module(s) is consistent with the
Strand Rationale and Philosophy. Also include a redrawn Scope and
Sequence Chart to show where the new module fits."
The Dene Kede teacher can suggest which courses that already exist
in the Career and Teclmology strands would be most relevant to the
Dene Kede program and can instruct parts of those courses. The
following CTS courses are suggested courses which would provide
strong background and/or additional skill areas for tius module:

•

Food: Fish and Pouluy Preparation

•

Food: Canadian Foods - Our Heritage

•

Renewable Resources: Issues in "Vildlife

•

\.Vildlife: Outdoor Experiences

•

Wildlife: \.Vildlife Spaces and Species

•

Cooperative Education Project: in parmersrup witi, fisheries
and fishing lodges

b) Skill Areas to Develop

The following skill areas would be useful to develop in conjunction
with tius module:

•

Denc Kede, Grade 7 Module 'Hvo: Fish Camp

m'lking and mending nets/tools for mending
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•

making a survival kit

•

gun maintenance and safety

•

basic first aid, including use of earth medicines

•

working with small engines: spark plugs and flooding,
mlxmg gas

•

fish preparation: cleaning and filleting, making pemmican,
cooking and freezing techniques

c) Home Economics and Shop Programs

The above skill areas can be incorporated into an existing shop or
home economics program.

20
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Grad

Notes to the Teacher

Question:
I low will I go about teaching this module?

Answer:
I. Teach understandings and Dene first language skills using the
"Before Camp" acti\~ties listed in the Proposed Activities Chart
(Activities # J -7). These are suggested activities only. Other
activities can be substituted to teach the understandings. Use the
resources included in this module to help you. Evaluate student
progress in terms of the understandings and the chosen language
skills.
2. If the teacher wishes to incorporate some of the skill and
knowledge expectations of this module into Career and
Technology Studies, they should be organized prior to the fish
camp experience (see Project -I: Career and Technology Studies).
3. At some time in the fall, after teaching the understandings, take
students on to the land to experience a fish camp. This does not
have to immediately follow #1 above. It can fit in anywhere
within a month or two. Use Project 1: Fish Camp as a guide in
plalUung the camp. Evaluate student participation aud learning
dming the fish camp.

+.
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After the students have eX'Perienced the fish camp, have them
work on Project 2: Sharing the Catch and Project 3: Entrepreneurship. Activities #8-1 I can be used to follow-up on the fish
camp experience as a way of reinforcing understandings and
developing language skills. Evaluate students.
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Question:
How do you deal with discipline whilc on the land? Often the
Elders do not feel comfortable telling young people how to behavc.

Answer:
The Elders or resource people should be accompanied by the
teacher, whose job it is to handle the discipline. The Elders
should not be expected to handle the discipline problems.
Ln the past, young people were advised once or twice and then
left on their own to face the consequences. The only concerns
were for safety. To a degree, this method can also be used today.
Discipline problems often arise when the students are not given
enough to do. They must be kept busy, challenged and moving.
Strenuous land camps will often manage bad behaviour just
because of the pressures of survival.

Prior to going out on the land, the teacher should spend tin,e
brainstorming and discussing the appropriatc behaviour
expectations of the students while ou the land (see Activity #7).
If the sUldents understand the appropriate behaviour expected
and the rules of conduct, and they decide beforehand what the
conscquences of not respecting thc rules of conduct will be,
they will pay more attention to their behaviour while at camp,
espccially in the presence of Elders.

28
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Second Language Sample Module
Chipewyan - Second Language Sample Module

Activity # 1: Discuss and research appropriate clothing and
personal items for fish camp_
Language Sample

Language Use

al Interact
Pair students to do
research. They will
approach family
members, Elders, etc.
to ask what clothing
and personal items
one should take when
going into the hush.
5UJdents will bring a
list of researched
items to class.

Dechenyaghe ts'en hesa ha.
I am going to the bush.
?edlaghli ha.
"'hat for?
TabU kasle ha.
I will set fish nets.
l.ue gh~ nasther ha.
I will fish for fish.
?edlfzj hlgha ha.
\Nhere will you go?
Nucho ts'en, hesa ha.
T will go to
_
?edh(ghe bexel ?anet'e ha.
~'ho will you go with?

Language Practice

•

Before sUJdents begin
their research, have
them practice asking
their questions in
Chipewyan. They
should also consider
what their responses
will be to questions they
may be asked, such as
why they are going to
the bush, where they are
going, etc. After the
teacher models the
questions and answers
in the second language
with one or two
individuals, the students
. .
.
can pracoce 1n pmrs.
(place more experienced
speakers with beginners.)

Seta behel ?ast'l ha.
T will go with
_
?edlaghe t'a horeS?l ha.
~nat do I need to take?
?mhtl'ls,hqlchu.
Take books.

Delle Kcde, Grade - \todllic '1'.1'0: Fish C:lInp
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Language Use

Language Sample

Language Practice

Dejul naidi,hJtlchu.
Take mosquito dope.

Ts'tlre, hJtlchu.
Take a blanket.

n'Qbah, hJtlchu.
Take a tent.

Bes, hJtlchu.
Take a knife.

D'ok'll, hJtlchu.
Take matches.

Ts'« tsil, hJtlcho.
Take toilet paper.

Yut'ar, hJtlchu.
Take wlderwear.

DaUa, hlUchu.
Take soap.

T'asda, hJtlchu.
Take a towel.

Bet'a denegu k'alts11, hJtlchu.
Take toothpaste.

Bet'a dene tthigha k'alts11,
hJtlchu.
lake shampoo.

Tthits'I, hJtlchu.
Take a comb.

71 t'a nethel 51, hlUchu.
T,1.ke a wa rm coat.

Libarla, hJtlchu.
Take a canvas/tarp.

Tthi?al, hJtlchu.
lake a pillow.

.10
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Second Language Sample Module

Language Use

bl Interact
Ask students to
present their lists of
appropriate clothing
and personal items for
fish camp to the class.
The students must act
out or have a picture
of the words on the
list as they say them in
Chipewyan.
The teacher can begin
another list of things
that should not be
taken. If students
suggest items which
are not appropriate for
fish camp, the teacher
can place them on this
list.

Language Sample

T'a ?asie, hischu hasi.
Things I will take.

Tudhele, hischu ha.
I will take rubber boots.
Dejtil naidie, hischu ha.
I will take mosquito dope.

Bes, hischu ha.
I will take a knife.

D'ok''1, hischu ha.

Language Practice
•

Have students practice
the vocabulary by
playing a game. Each
student draws a picture
of one thing they will
take on a fisbing trip.
They sit in a circle and
take turns saying what
they will take, but they
must include all the
things taken by the
students before them.

I will take matches.

TS''1tsil, hischu ha.
I will take toilet paper.

T'a ?asie, hlilchu haile s1.
What things should I not take?

n'lsjen th'aze, hischu haile.
I will not take CDs.

Bet'a dene tthigha k'al?(,
hischu haile.
I will not take bairspray.

Dene Keele, Grode 7 Module Two: Fish Camp
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Language Sample

Language Use
c) Interact

I-lave students work in
small groups to
combine their
individual lists of
clothing and personal
items to DIke to fish
camp so the)' have one
big list (delete
duplications).
Each group will then
present its list to the
class. On a flip chart,
create a master list by
combining each
group's items (delete
duplications).
lIave students copy
the information so
they have a checklist
when they pack for
the camp.

7edhit'a, bek'erjtl'ls ?a.
What do you have on your list'

Kli nen.
You?

7eyi, k'adene, nuetsT
\\le have that alread),.

7edlaghe t'a, benainile ?a.
\\'hat did we forget?

Lue Xli, nasther de, ?edlage
t'a hischu ha.

Language Practice

•

Speaking in Chipewyan,
the teacher and a group
of students (3) can
model the second
language as it would be
used when working in
the groups to make a
single list. Once the
students have observed,
break them into groups
to do the same with
their lists.

\ Vhen I go fishing, what should
I take?

TS'litsil, hischu ha.
1 will rake toilet paper.

Bet'a dene tthigha k'a171,
hischu haile.
I \\ ill not take hairspra)".
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Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module
Chipewyan - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #2: List and gather necessary equipment for fish camp_
Language Sample

Language Use

a) Produce
Have studen ts use a
dictionary to make a
list of equipment that
should be taken on a
fishing trip.

b) Interact

TSI?ye, dZlridii ha.
\Ve are going boating.

Language Practice

•

Before students begin
their research, have them
practice asking their
questions in Chipewyan.
They should also consider
what their responses will
be to questions they may
be asked, such as why they
are going to d,e bush,
where they are going, etc.
After the teacher models
the questions and answers
in the second language
wi th one or two
individuals, the students
can practice in pairs.
(Place more experienced
speakers with beginners.)

•

Chipew)'an vocabulary of
c<lmping equipment and
fishing gear may be
practiced with students
working in pairs playing <l
game of "Snap". E<lch
student m<lkes a set of
pictures of the items on
the list. To play the g<ll11e,
they e<lch put down one
c<lrd <It the S<lme time.
\\l1en both cards have the
same item in the picttlre,
the first person to c<lll
"Sn<lP'" gets the cards. The
person wid1 the most cards
<It the end is the winner.

•

The shorter words can be
used to practice spelling
CV syll<lbles, with proper
tone and nasal marks.

Lue Kil, naide ha.
We are going fishing.

?edhige t'a, dzerilye, hO?l\.
Vi'hat must we take'

Students will
approach family
mem bers, Elders, etc.
to ask what camping
equipment and fishing
gear will be needed
when going on a
fishing trip. Students
\\ ill prepare a list of
items and t<lke it to
class.

c) Interact
Students will work in
groups to make a
combined list of
equipment dlat will
have to be taken on a
fishing trip. They will
then present d,e list
to the rest of the
class. ,\s a class,
re,'iew the fin<lliist
for d1ings that m<lY
have been forgotten.

?edlaghe t'a bek'erjhd'!s?a.
\\11at do you h<lve on your list?
?eyl k'lidl!ne, nuets't.
\Ne h<lve that <llready.

Harelyo t'asie, nuets't-u.
Do we have e"erythillg?
?edllige t'a, benainile t'a.
\\l1<lt did we forget?
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Chipewyan - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #3: Map travel routes and fishing places.
Language Use
a) Interact

Have the smdents
work in pairs to mark
landmarks and fish
camps on a map. One
smdent has the
information and
conveys the
information to the
other smdent with
descriptions.

Language Sample

Language Practice
•

Desnethe Che ga, seta nathl!r.
My father's camp is at the mouth of
Lockhart River.

Tthe tsl{k'oth tSl, ?l(sk'l!th
?at'e.
It is across from the stone
chimneys.

Desnethe Che ts'l, tsinanlj
?at'e.

Have smdents practice
the postpositions and
descriptive words using
people or objects in the
room.

Luke sf.
""'here is Luke'

Bek'eshets'elylsf.
\Nhere is the table'

It is on the other side of the river.

H
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Second Language Sample Module
Chipewyan - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #4: Listen to a poem, song or chant about fish.
Language Sample

Language Use
a) Understand
Read the poem shown
on the right aloud to
the students. Use
illustrations or actions
with each sentence to
give students clues to
the meaning of the
poem.

Kajallhe Ts'en Hibel Ha
\\'e are going to swim to the heart of
the water.

I:.ue zane ?adl-ti, sltth'l hent.

?edlE{ghe tth'l, kajaghe ts'en
hebel ha.
Who also is going to swim to the
heart of the water'

?qtdal ?adl-ti, Sl tth'lheni.
Me too, said the jackfish.

?qtdal kajaghe ts'en hebel ha.
The jackfish is going to swim to the
heart of the water.

?edlE{ghe tth'f kajaghe ts'en
hebel ha.
\'\110 also is going to swim to the
heart of the water'

Tthltkele ?adl-ti, Slt'l hent.
Me too, said the loche.

Tthltkele kajaghe ts'en hebel ha.
The loche is going to swim to the
heart of the water.

Tthltkele kajaghe ts'en D{y(le ha.
The loche is going to swim them to
the heart of the water.

Tthltkele bedaghare, tue n{has
nadll ha.
Under the guidance of the loche the
fish will gather again.
By Fibbie Tam and Albertine yha I 1997
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•

Hav'e students practice
sa);ng the poem to each
other in pairs or in small
groups.

•

Designate one sentence
to each pair of students
and have them illustrate
the poem.

\ \'ho is going to swim to the heart of
the water'

The trOut is going to swim to the
heart of the water.

the concept of
"heart of the water"
the concept of
"leader".

Have students Jearn the
poem by practicing
reading it aloud together.

?ed1<{ghe kajaghe ts'en hebel ha.

I:.ue zane, kajaghe ts'en hebel ha.

event"! in poem

•

Kajaghe ts'en hi bel ha

Me toO, said the trout.

Ask questions about
the kinds of fish
in the poem
the setting of the
poem
the sequence of

Language Practice

Camp

Language Use
bl Produce
Using the fish poem as
a model, students are
asked to write their
own poeHl, song or
chant. It can be about
other animals or
people leading others
to a place.

Have students read
one another's poenls in

class, providing actions
or illustrations to give
the listeners clues for
understanding.
cl Understand
To ensure students
Wlderstand the otller
poems, ask questions:
v\Tho is the poem
about? V\'here does
the story in the poem
take place? Mat
happens'
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Language Sample

Language Practice

•

?edlijghe dechen yaghe ts'en
hegha ?a.
v\Tho is going into the bush?

Have students review
their written poems,

paying special attention
to the words with
glottals. Make any

Sunaghe, dechen yaghe ts'en
hegha ?at'e.

required corrections.

My brother will be going to the
bush.

•

Se?e, dechen yaghe ts'en
hegha ?at'e.
My uncle will be going to the bush.

Seta, dechen yaghe ts'en
hegha ?at'e.

'"'\Then reading their
poems aloud, ask them to
try to pronowlce the
words as correctly as
possible, paying
particular attention to
the words with glottals.

My father will be going to tile bush.

7edlijghe bedaghare, dechen
yaghe ts'en hidel ?a
Under whose guidance are we
going into the bush'

Sech'eyune, bedaghare, dechen
yaghe ts'en hidel ?at'e.
It is under grandfather's guidance
that we will reUJrll to the bush.
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Second Language Sample Module
Chipewyan - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #5: Participate in fish camp.
Language Use
a) Interact

Have srodents
introduce themselves
when \\~th an Elder, if
asked.

Language Sample

NlI, ?edlol ye 7a.

Language Practice

•

Have srodents practice
this dialogue in
Chipewyan by role
playing with one ,mother.

•

Act out each of the
offerings using props
such as tohacco, picntres,
etc., while saying the
appropriate words in
Chipewyan. Show with
actions, the expected
bchaviour of students
during these offerings.

•

Have students srody the
sentences in written
form. Have them try to
translate each word on
the blackboard.

\Nhat is your mother's name'

Neta, 7edlol yl

?a.

\Vhm is your father's name?

?ene bezi, Mari hulye 7at'e.
My mother's name is

Seta bezi, Samol hulye 7at'e.
My father's name is

Ku nl!n, 7edla nulye

?a.

Mat is your name?

Sezi, Jani sulye 7at'e.
My namc is

Dl!nesQllne, d(th'a-u.
Do you understand Chipewyan?

?l!e.
T

0. o.

b) Understand
Have students
participate in
practices for
honouring the
land/fire/waters.

Dl!nesQUne t'a yast! 711e.

c) Interact

I am going to pay the fire.

Encourage srodents to
ask for help and to
hclp others.
d) Interact

Encourage srodents to
follow requests and
instructions fron1
camp leaders.

Yaze distth'a, hut'a.
j

j

understand a little.
cannot speak Chipewyan.

Kun ts'en nasni ha.
Ni ts'en nasni ha.
j

am going to par the land.

Tu ts'en nasni ha.
I am going to pay the water.
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Dogrib - Second Language Sample Module

Activity # 1: Discuss and research appropriate clothing and
personal items for fish camp.
Language Sample

Language Use
a) Interact

Pair srodents to do
research. They will
approach family
members, Elders, etc.
to ask what clothing
and personal items
one shouJd take when
going into the bush.
Students will bring a
list of researched
items to class.

Dechlnl ts'Q ts'eede ha.
We are going to the bush.

AyiI gha?
What for?

I:.lwe gha dechlnl mihtla ha.
I am going to the bush to fish.

Edl( tS'Q?
\,yhere to'

Tsea/ Tawom(k'e ts'Q.
To 1sea/Mouth of Russell Lake.

Daht'e?
When?

SachQ-gosachQde.
Tbe day after tomorrow.

Language Practice
•

Before students begin
their research, have them
practice asking their
questions in Dogrib.
They showd also
consider what their
responses will be to
questions they may be
asked, such as why they
are going to the bush,
where they are going,
etc. After the teacher
models the questions and
answers in the second
language wi th one or two
individuals, the students
can practice in pairs.
(place more experienced
speakers with beginners.)

Ayll edexe k'ehle hal
What shouJd I take?

I:.lwe gha deChlnI nahtla ha,
ayll edexe k'ehle hal
When I go fishing, what should I
take?

Dege k'enele.
You shouJd take matches.

CDs k'enen-Ie.
You shouJd not take CDs.
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Language Use
bl Interact
Have studen ts work in
small groups to
combine their
individual lists of
clothing and personal
items to take to fish
camp so they have one
big list (delete
duplications).

Each group will then
present its list to the
class. On a flip chart,
create a master list by
combining each
group's items (delete
duplications).

Language Sample

AyiJ k'eahle ha dek'enlahtl'tl?
'"Vhat do you have on your list'
NI?
You?

Eyl, hdt'a gots'Q ne.
\,ye have that already.

AyiJ wedE:nats'edl?
',,\'hat did we forget'

Language Practice

•

Speaking in Dogrib, the
teacher and a group of
students (3) can model
the second language as it
would be used when
working in the groups to
make a single list. Once
the students have
observed, break them
into groups to do the
same with their lists.

tlwe gha dechlnJ nahtla ha
ayh edexe k'ehle hal
'Vhen I go fishing, what should I
take?

Have studen ts copy
the information so
they have a checklist
when they pack for
the camp.

Denc Kcde, (Trade" .\Iodule Two: Fish Camp
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Dogrib - Second language Sample Module

Activity #2: List and gather necessary equipment for fish camp_
Language Use

Language Sample

al Produce

Language Practice

•

Before students begin
their research, have
them practice asking
their questions in
Dogrib. They should
also consider Wh,lt their
responses will be to
questions they m<lY be
asked, such as why the)
are going to the busb,
where they are going,
etc. After the teacher
models the questions
and <lnswers in the
second language with
one or two individuals,
the students can
pr<lctice in pairs. (Pl<lce
more experienced
speakers with
beginners.)

•

Dugrib "ocabulary of
camping equipment and
fishing gear may be
practiced with students
working in pairs playing
<l g<lme of "Sn<lp". Eacb
student makes <l set of
pictures of the items on
the list. To phlY tbe
game, Lhey each put
down one card <It the
same time. \\1,en both
cards h,we the s<lme
irenl in the picture, the
first person to call
"Smp!" gets the cards.
The person with the
most cards <It the end is
the winner.

Have students use ,I
dictionary to make a
list of equipment that
should be taken on a
fishing trip.

bl Interact
Students will approach
family members,
Elders, etc. to ask
wh<lt camping
equipment and fishing
ge<lr will be needed
when going on a
fishing trip. Sn,dents
will prepare a list of
items <lncl mke it to
class.

cl Interact
Students will work in
groups to make a
combined list of
equipment that will
have to be t<lken on <l
fishing trip. They will
then present the list to
the rest of the class. As
a class, review the final
list for things that may
ha,'e been forgotten.
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I:.lwe gha mt dats'etl'\ ha.
Vie are going to set a net for fish.
I:.lwe hats'l\wQ ha.
\Ve are going to look for fish.

I:.lwe hats'eede gha.
\Ve <lre going fishing.

Ayl1 edexe k'ets'ele hal
"'hat must we take?

Ayil k'eahle ha dek'eniahtl'e?
H 'hat do you have on your list?

Eyl, hdt'a gots'Q ne.
\ \'e have that already.

AsH t'asl1 hazQQ k'ets'ele?
Do we have everything?

Ayil wedllnats'edi?
\,\'h<lt did we forget'

Ocnc Ked!':. Grade -; \I<>dule 1",0: Fish Camp

Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module

Language Use

Language Sample

Language Practice
Handling Verbs

Kw'at'e k'ets'eq ha.
'Ve must take a frying pan.

•

Have students notice
how the verb in each of
the sentences changes.
Ask if they can guess
why.

•

Explain how the Dene
words for handling
things changes,
depending on the kind
of thing that is being
handled.

•

Practice handling of
verbs by asking
individual students what
the item is that must be
taken.

•

Practice handling of
verbs on a worksheet
where students must fill
in the correct form of
the verb for each thing
taken to the fish camp.

Nlhmbaa k'ets'ehchl ha.
'Ve must take a tent.

Dah7ahchli k'ets'eq ha.
"Ve must take a fishing rod.

Tleh k'ets'ehq ha.
"'e must take fuel.

I:.et'e k'ets'e7a ha.
'Ve must take bannock.

Lldl whekQ k'ets'ehtl ha.
We must take a thermos of tea.

Bo dedoo k'ets'e7a ha.
We must take meat.

Tleh k'ets'ehq ha.
We must take gasoline.

Dogrib - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #3: Map travel routes and fishing places.
Language Use
a) Interact
I lave the students
work in pairs to mark
landmarks and fish
camps on a map. One
studen t has the
information and
cOlweys the
inforn1<\tion to the
other student with
descriptions.

Language Sample

Language Practice

•

My father's camp is along the
Mackenz.ie River.

Have students practice
the postpositions and
descriptive words using
people or objects in the

TSlghahtsl wegodo wekcl g07Q.

room.

Seta wekcl dehga g07Q.

It is upriver from Tsiigehtchic.

Luke laidl?
Deh te wekcl g07.o.

Where is Luke?

Tt is on the other side of the river.

Leda laid!?
Where is the lable?

+1

Dogrib - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #4: Listen to a poem, song or chant about fish.
Language Sample

Language Use
al Understand

Read the poem shown
on the right aloud to
the students. Use
illustrations or actions
with each sentence to
give students clues to
the meaning of the
poem.
Ask questions about
the kinds of fish in
the poem
the setting of the
poem
the sequence of
events in the poem
the concept of
"heart of the water"
the concept of
"leader".

Tl Wedzee Ts"

Language Practice

Nats'eebe Ha

•

Have sll,dents learn the
poem by practicing
reading it aloud together.

•

Have students practice
saying the poem to each
other in pairs or in small
groups.

•

Designate one sentence
to each pa ir of srudents
and have them illustrate
the poem.

Tl wedzee ts'q nats'eebe ha.
\lVe are going to swim to the heart of
the water.

Amee tl wedzee tS'Q debe hal
\lVho is going to swim to the heart of
the water'

51 SI, hwezQQ had!.
Me too, said the trout.

tlwezQQ SI

tl

wedzee ts'q debe ha.

The trout is going to s",-im to the
heart of the water.

Amee tl wedzee ts'q debe hal
\Nho also is going to swim to the

heart of the water?

51 SI, Ihdaa had!.
Me too, said the jackfish.

Ihdaa SI

tl

wedzee ts'q debe ha.

The jackfish is going to swim to the
heart of the water'

Amee tl wedzee ts'q debe hal
\Nbo also is going to swim to the
heart of the water.

51 SI, nQhkwee had!.
Me toO, said the loche.

Nohkwee

tl

wedzee tS'Q goeh?e ha.

The loche is going to swim them to
the heart of the water.

Nohkwee wedahxa hwe elenahde
ha.
Under the guidance of the loche the
fish will gather again.
By

+2
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Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module

Language Use
b) Interact

Language Sample

T'ash edexe k'ehle ha.

.\sk students to
present their lists of
appropriate clothing
and personal items for
fish camp to the class.

Things I will take.

The students must act
out or have a picture
of the words on the
list as they sa)' them in
Dogrib.

I will take mosquito dope.

The teacher can begin
another list of things
that should not be
taken. Lf students
suggest items which
arc not appropriate for
fish camp, the teacher
can place them on this
Jist.

TIWOO

k'ehle ha.

Twill take rubber boots.

Kw'lhtlee k'ehtl ha.
Beh k'eh?8 ha.
T will take a knife.

T'ash edexe k'ehle ha-le?

Language Practice
•

Have students practice
the vocabulary by playing
a game. Each student
dnlws a picture of one
thing they will take on a
fishing trip. Ther sit in a
circle and take turns
saying what they will
take, but the)' must
include all the things
taken by the students
before them.

"'hat things should T not take?

CDs k'eh?8 ha-le.
I will not take CDs.

Xats'eeda gha nIhtl'ewo
k'eh?8 ha.
T will take toilet paper.

Kwlgha k'e ats'eh711 k'ehtl
ha-le.
I \\ ill not take hairspray.

_ _ _ k'eh7a ha.
I will take

_

_ _ _ _ k'ehtl ha-le.
I will not take

Dene Kcdc. Grade i \Iodule 1,\'0; Fish Camp
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Language Use

c) Produce
Students write more
verses using these
Dogrib fish.
Using the fish poem as
a model, students are
asked to write their

Language Sample
ehch'~E:

pickeral

llh
whitefish

lweza
herring

kwlezhli
suckers

wodle/weele
coney

ts'at'la
grayling

own paeln, song or

chant. It can be about
other animals or people
leading others to a
place.
I lave students read one
another's pOCIUS in
class, providing actions

or illustrations to give
the listeners cines for
understanding.
d) Understand

To ensure students
understand the odler
poenls, ask questions:

\>\'ho is the poem
about' \Vhere does
the stOlY in the poem
take place? \;\1,at
happens'

Amee dechlta deda hal
\\'ho is going into the hush'
Sechl dechlta deda ha.
My brother will be going to the
bush.

Language Practice
•

Have studen ts review
their written poems,

paying special attention
to d,e words with
glottals. Make an)'
required corrections.
•

V\'hen reading their
poems aloud, ask them to
rry to pronounce the
words as eorreedy as
possihle, paying
particular attention to
the words wi th glotta Is.

se?eh
m)' uncle
seta
111)' father
Amee wedahxa dechlta tS'Q
ts'eede hal
Under whose guidance are we
going into the bush?
Ehtsee wedahxa dechlta tS'Q
ts'eede ha.
It is under grandfather's guidance
that we wilJ return to the bush.

Dene J...:.ede, (;radc
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Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module
Dogrib - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #5: Participate in fish camp.
Language Sample

Language Use
a) Interact

Have srodents
introduce themselves
when with an Elder, if
asked.

NemQ, Neta amee agllt'e?
\Vho are your parents?

SemQ

_

hQt'e.

My mother is

Seta

_

, hQt'e.

My father is

_

Nazi danlyeh?
\Vhat is your name'

_ _ _ _• haslyeh.
My name is

_

AsH Tl\chQQ yaul k'ee go\de?
Do you understand oogrib'

Tl\chQQ k'ee gohde-le.
Tdo not understand Dogrib.

Tl\chQQ wQhdaa ZQ wek'eehsQ.
I understand a little Dogrib.

Tl\chQQ yaul k'ee gohde ha dll.
I cannot speak oogrib.

Dcne Kedl'. (;nltk· - \Iodult: J"o: Fi<;h Camp

Language Practice
•

Have students practice
thi dialogue in Dogrib
by role playing with
one another.

Language Sample

Language Use
b) Understand
Have students
participate in practices
for honouring the
land/fire/waters.

Language Practice

Klj gha?eehdl ha.

•

Act out each of the
offerings using props
such as tobacco,
picUlres, etc., while
saying the appropriate
words in Dogrib. Show
with actions, the
eAlJected behaviour of
sUldeots during these
offerings.

•

Have students study the

r am going to offer respect to the fire.
De ts'a?eehdl ha.
r am going to offer respect to the
land.

TI ts'a?eehdl ha.

r am going to

pay respect to the

water.

klj gha ts' eehdl
feeding the fire

ti eyiitsQ de ts'ats'edl ha
to pay respect to the land and water

sentences in written
form. Have them try to

translate each word on
the blackboard.

c) Interact
Encourage students to
ask for help and to
help others.
d) Interact
Encourage sUldenrs to
foUow requests and
instructions from
camp leaders.

Delle Kede, Grade 7 \ ludutc '1"'0; Fish Camp

Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module
Gwich'in - Second Language Sample Module

Activity # 1: Discuss and research appropriate clothing and
personal items for fish camp.
Language Sample

Language Use

a) Interact
Pair students to do
research. They wi II
approach family
members, Elders, etc.
to ask whu t clothing
and personal items
one should take when
going into the bush.
Students will bring a
list of researched
items to class.

Dachan tat gWlts'at hlldldah.
We are going to the bush.

Jldll eenjlt?
Whut for'

l.uk kahllsha'ah eenjlt dachan
tat gWlts'at hlhshah
I am going to the bush to fish.

Nljin gWlts'at?
Where to?

Njuu Kak gWlts'at.
To the Island.

Nljlik jf?
When'

Nlhkaa gehndoo.
The day after tomorrow.

Language Practice
•

Before studen ts begin
their research, bave
them practice asking
their questions in
G,,~cb'in. They should
also consider what their
responses will be to
questions they may be
asked, such as why they
are going to the bush,
where they are going,
etc. After the teacher
models the questions
and answers in the
second language with
one or two individuals,
the students can
practice in pairs. (place
more experienced
speakers with begiJmers.)

Jldll dee uuhlhndlil?
"Vhat sbould I mke?

l.uk kahllsha'aa eenjlt jldll dee
uuhlhdal?
When 1 go fishing, what should I
take'

Kwan' ZrIt uuhllndat
You should take matches.

Duuyeh CDs uuhundat
You should not take CDs.

Dene Keele, Grade 7 J\lodule Two: Fish Camp
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Language Sample

Language Use
b) Interact
Ask students to present
their lists of
appropriate clothing
and personal items for
fish camp to the class.
The students must act
ou t or have a picture of
the words on the list as
they say them in
Gwich'in.
The te>1cher can begin
another list of things
that should not be
taken. If students
suggest items which
are not appropriate for
fish camp, the teacher
can place them on this
list.

Language Practice

Jldu uuhlhdal kat.
Things I will take.

•

Have students practice
the vocabulary by
playing a game. Each
student draws a picture
of one thing they will
take on a fishing trip.
They sit in a circle and
take turns saying what
they will take, hut they
must include all the
things taken by the
studen ts before them.

•

Speaking in Gwich'in,
the teacher and a group
of students (3) can
model the second
language as it would be
used when working in
the groups to make a
single list. Once the
students have observed,
break them into groups
to do the same with
their lists.

Tshuu kautrlh uuhlhdat
I will take ruhher hoots.
Ch'u agoondau uuhlhdat
I will take mosquito dope.
8m uuhihdat
1 will take a knife.

Kwan' uuhlhdat
I will t>1ke matches.
Yah tr'ldltslt uuhlhdat
I will take toilet paper.
Jldu Uuhlhdat Kwaa.
What things should I not take?
CD's uuhlhdat kwah.
I will not take CDs.
Halrspray uuhlhdat kwaa.
I will not take hairspray.

c) Interact
Have students work in

small groups to
combine their
individual lists of
clothing and personal
items to take to fish
camp so they have one
big list (delete
duplications).

48

Jldu kat dee dmldhund'oh?
What do you have on your list?
Nanh' ytlu'?
You?
Au adal' hee udl'inh'.
IVe have that already.
Jldu dee anadhaandeh?
~That did we forget?

Each group will then
present its list to the
class. On a flip chart,
create a master list by
combining each
group's items (delete
duplications).

tuk K'ahuda'aa eenjlt ju kat
uuhudmdat
These are things we will take when
we go fishing:
tshuu kautrlh
rubber boots

ch'u agoondau
mosqui to dope

Have students copy the
information so they
have a checklist when
they pack for the camp.

sru
knife

kwan'
matches

yah tr'ldltslt
toilet paper
Dcnc Kcdc. Gr3dc 7 \Iodulc r[\\o: Fish Camp

Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module
Gwich'in - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #2: list and gather necessary equipment for fish camp.
Language Use
al Produce
Have srudents use a
dictionary to make a
list of equipment that
should be taken on a
fishing u·ip.
bl Interact
Students will approach
famil), members,
Elders, etc. to ask
what camping
equipment and fishing
gear will be needed
when going on a
fishing trip. Srudents
will prepare a list of
items and take it to
class.
cl Interact
Srudents will work in
groups to make a
combined list of
equipment that will
have to be taken on n
fishing trip. They" iIJ
then present the list to
the rest of the class. As
n class, review the final
list for things thalmay
hnve been forgotten.

Language Sample

tuk kahilda'ah.

Language Practice

•

Before srudents begin their
research, have them
practice asking their
questions in Gwich'in.
They should nlso consider
what their responses will be
to questions they may be
asked, such as why they are
going to the bush, where
they are going, etc. After
the teacher models the
questions and answers in
the second Inngunge with
one or twO individuals, the
srudents can practice in
pairs. (Place more
experienced spenkers with
beginners.)

•

Gwich'in vocabulary of
camping equipment and
fishing gear may be
practiced with srudents
working in pairs plnying a
gnme of "Snnp". Each
srudent mnkes a set of
picrures of the items on the
list. To play the gnme, they
each put down one card at
the "tme time. \\'hen both
cards have the s>llne item in
the picrure, the first person
to call "Snap'" gets the
cards. The person with the
mOst cnrds nt the end is the

We are going fishing.

Jldu kat dee uuhudandat?
""hat must we wke?

Jldu kat dee dInldhund'oh?
,,yhat do you have on your list?

Au adal' hee vudl'in'.
'Ve have thnt alrendy.

Jldu tthak dee udl'in'?
Do we have everything?

Jldu dee anadhaandlih?
H'hat did we forget?

willner.

•

The shorrer words cnn be
used to practice spelling
C\' syllables, \\;th proper
tone nnd nasal marks.

Gwich'in - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #3: Map travel routes and fishing places.
Language Use
a) Interact
Have the srudents
work in pairs to mark
landmarks and fish
camps on a map. One
sruden t has the
information and
conveys the
information to the
other sruden t wi th
descri ptions.

;0

Language Sample

Nagwachonjlk gwmjlk shlt'eh
vlkuk'it gooalh.
My father's camp is along the
Mackenzie River.

Tsugehtchlc gehjlh gooalh.

Language Practice

•

Have srudents practice
the postpositions and
descriptive words using
people or objects in the
room.

It is up river from Tsiigehtchic.

Luke gweeju?

Han nduh tsu gooalh.

Where is Luke'

It is on the other side of the river.

Vakak u'aa gweeju?
Where is the table?

Dcnc Kedc, Gr-Jde 7 \lodulc Two: Fish Camp

Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module
Gwich'in - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #4: Listen to a poem, song or chant about fish.
Language Sample

Language Use
a) Understand
Read the poem shown
on the right aloud to
the sruden ts. Use
illustrations or actions
wi th each sentence to
give srudents clues to
the meaning of the
poem.

Ask questions about
the ki nds of fish in
the poem
the setting of the
poem
the sequence of
events in the poem
the concept of
"heart of the water"
the concept of
"leader".

Tshuu Oru Tsat K'aheedlvlk

Language Practice

•

Have students learn the
poem by practicing
reading it aloud together.

•

Have srudents practice
saying the poem to each
other in pairs or in small
groups.

•

Designate one sentence
to each pair of students
and have them illustrate
the poem.

Tshuu drl1 tsat k'aheedlvlk.
\,ve are going
the water.

to

swim to the heart of

Judm dee tshuu dru tsat
k'aheedlvlk7
\ Vho is going to swim to the heart of
the water?

Ohlkl1 shmt'eh nuu.
Me too, said the trout.

Ohlkl1 tshuu dm tsat k'aheedlvlk.
The trout is going to swim to the
heart of the water.

Judm dee chan tshuu dru tsat
teevlh7
\Vho also is going to swim to the
heart of the water?

Eltm shmt'eh nuu.
Me too, said the jackfish.

Eltm tshuu dru tsat k'aheedlvlk.
The jackfish is going to swim to the
heart of the water.

Judm dee chan tshuu dru tsat
teevlh7
\Vho also is going to swim to the
heart of the water'

Chehluk shmt'eh nuu.
Me too, said the loche.

Chehluk tshuu dm tsat
k'aheedlvlk.
The loche is going to swim to the
heart of the water.

Chehluk tshuu dm tsat guuveevah
k'aheedlvlk.
The loche is going to swim them to
the heart of the water.
By Fibbic 13[0 and A1bcrrulc Ayha / 1997
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Language Use

bl Produce
Using the fish poem as
a model, students are
asked to write their
own poem, song or
chant. It can be about
other aninlals or

people leading others
to a place.
Have students read one
another's poems in

class, providing actions
or illustrations to give
the listeners clues for
understanding.

el Understand
To ensure students
understand the other
poems, ask questions:
Who is the poem
about? Where does
the story in tile poem
take place? "'That
happens'

Language Sample

Language Practice

Juudm dee dachan tat gWlts'at
teehah?

•

Have sUldents review
their wri tten poelns,
paying special attention
to the words with
glottals. Make any
required corrections.

•

",rhen reading their
poems aloud, ask them
to try to pronounce the
words as correctly as
possible, paying
particular attention to
the words with glottals.

vVho is going into the bush?

Shuundee dachan tat gWlts'at
teehah.
My older brother will be going to the
bush.

JUUdlll dee dachan tat gWlts'at
teehah?
V\Tho is going into tile bush?

Shuu'u dachan tat gWlts'at
teehah.
My uncle is going to the bush.

Juudm vlyeezhak dee dachan tat
gWlts'at udidah?
Under whose guidance are we going
into the bush?

NlkhwltSll nrkhweevanhk'lt
dachan tat gWlts'at ahah.
It is under grandfather's guidance that
we will return to the bush.

Delle
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Second Language Sample Module
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Language Use

cl Interact
Encourage srudents to
ask for help and to
help others.

dl Interact
Encourage srudents to
follow requests and
instructions frOlll
camp leaders.

Language Sample

Language Practice

Dohshroo shiltsan natsll.

Handling Verbs

Bring me the towels.

•

Have srudents notice
how the verb in each of
the sentences changes.
Ask if they can guess
why.

•

Explain how the
Gwich'in words for
handling things change
depending on the kind
of thing that is being
handled.

Gas shlltsan natsll.
Bring me the gasoline.

Ligis shlltsan natsll.
Bring me the box.

Chlhvya'h dachan shiltsan
natsl!.
Bring me the fishing poles.

Practice the handling
verbs "to bring" and
"to put" by allowing
srudents to give
instructions to one
another.

Ligis zhlt dohshroo nahshuu.
Put the towels in the box.

Tr'lh zhlt gas nahk'alh.
Put the gaoline in the boat.

Ligis tnh zhlt nahalh.
Put the box in the boat.

Chlhvya'h dachan tr'lh nih!.
Put the fishing poles in boat.

•

Practice the handling
verbs with a worksheet,
where srudents must fill
in the correct form of
the verb for each thing
being put in a boat or
box.

Dulee shlts'at trmmljll.
Could you help me.

JII nltso dah'm.
Twonder how you do this?

Juu tsan'ts'at ta'm.
Do it like this.

Dene Kede, Grade 7 \ todule T.....o: Fish Camp

Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module
North Siavey - Second Language Sample Module

Activity # 1: Discuss and research appropriate clothing and
personal items for fish camp_
Language Sample

Language Use

a) Interact
Pair srudents to do
resea rch. They wi II
approach family
members, Elders, etc.
to ask what clothing
and personal items one
should take when
going into the bush.
Srudents will bring a
list of rese'lrched items
to class.

Dechltah lerihda gha.
YVe are going to the bush.

Ayil gha?
\"'hat for?

l.ue ka dechltah rehda gha.

r am going to the bush to fish.
Qde gots'E:?
\"'here to?

Tsea gots'E:.
To Russel Bay.

Qdene?
When?

Sachq godo.
The day after tomorrow.

Ayil k'ahla gha?
What should I rake?

l.ue ka dechltah rehda gha, ayil
k'ahla gha?
When I go fishing, wha t should I
take?

Kq k'anala.
You should take matches.

CDs k'analille.
You should not take CDs.

Dene Kede, Grade 7 Module ]\10: Fish Camp

Language Practice
•

Before srudents begin
their research, have
them practice asking
their questions in 1 orth
Siavey. They should also
consider what their
responses will be to
questions they may be
asked, such as why they
are going to the bush,
where they are going,
etc. After the teacher
models the questions
and answers in the
second language with
one or two individuals,
the srudems can
practice in pairs. (place
more e":perienced
speakers with beginners.)

Language Use
b) Interact

Ask students to
present their lists of
appropriate clothing
and personal items for
fish camp to the class.
The students must act
out or have a picture
of the words on the
list as they say them in
North Slavey.
The teacher can begin
another list of things
that should not be
taken. If students
suggest items which
are not appropriate for
fish camp, the teacher
can place them on this
list.

Language Sample

Language Practice
•

Ayil k'ilhlil gha.
Things I will take.

TugQhke k'ilhlil gha.
I will take rubber boots.

KW'lh naidi k'ilhlil gha.
I will take mosquito dope.

Beh k'ilh?a gha.
I will take a knife.
KQ k'ilhlil gha.
I will take matches.

I-lave students practice
the vocabulary by
playing a ganle. Each
student draws a picture
of one thing they will
take on a fishing trip.
They sit in a circle and
take turns saying what
they will take, but they
must include all the
things taken b) the
students before dlem.

TSQkQ gha ?erlhtl'Eiwe
k'ilhlil gha.
I will take toilet paper.

_ _ _ k'ilhlil gha.

r will

take

_

Ayil k'ilhlil ghlile?
\Vhat things should

r not take?

CDs k'ilhlil ghale.
I will not take CDs.

Kwiltle k'ilhlil ghale.

r will

not take hairspray.

_ _ _ k'ilhlil ghale.
1 will not take

56
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Second Language Sample Module

Language Use
c) Interact

Have students work in
small groups to
combine their
individual lists of
clothing and personal
items to rake to fish
camp so they have one
big list (delete
duplications).
Each group will then
present its list to the
class. On a flip chart,
create a master list by
combining each
group's items (delete
duplicatiun ).
HU\'e students copy
the information so

they haye 'I checklist
when they pack for
the camp.

Language Sample

Ayil edek';l k'tala gha
gok'anihtl'e gok'anidenahU'e?
\ \That do you have on your list'

Nine?
You?

K'Qne nehets't:.
\ Ve have that already.

AyiI hedets'erlshQ/henats'Idile?
What did we forget?

Language Practice
•

Speaking in 'orth
Siavey, the teacher and a
group of students (3)
can model the second
language as it would be
used when working in
the groups to make a
single list. Once the
students have observed,
break them into groups
to do the same with
their lists.

North Siavey - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #2: List and gather necessary equipment for fish camp.
Language Use

Language Sample

al Produce
Have students use a
dictionary to make a
list of equipment that
should he taken on <I
fishing trip.

Lue ka ts'ere?;l.
We are going fishing (by bO<lt).

bl Interact
Students will approach
family members,
Elders, etc. to <lsk
what camping
equipment and fishing
gear will be needed
when going on <I
fishing trip. Students
will prepare a list of
items and take it to
class.

\\'hat must we take?
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Lue ka ts'enjWll gha.
We are going fishing (on shore).

Ayil k'ats'ala gha?
AyiJ gok'arehd'el
gok'anidenahd'e?
What do you have on your list'

Language Practice
•

Before students begin
their research, have them
practice asking their
questions in North
Slavey. They should also
consider what their
responses will be to
questions they may be
asked, such as why they
are going to the bush,
where they are going, etc.
After the teacher models
the questions and answers
in the second language
with one or two
individuals, the sUldents
can practice in pairs.
(Place more experienced
speakers with beginners.)

Delle Kede, Grade 7\1ndule 1\\'0: Fish Camp

Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module

Language Sample

Language Use
c) Interact

Srudents will work in
groups [0 make a
combined list of
equipment that \\;11
have [0 be taken on a
fishing trip. The)' will
then present the list [0
the rest of the class. As
a class, re"iew the final
list for things that may
have been forgonen.

AyiJ edek'a k'anala gha
gok' erehtl' e; gok' eni denahtl' e.

Language Practice
•

~orth Sla"ey
vocabulary of camping
equipment and fishing
gear may be practiced
\\'ith srudents working
in pairs playing a game
of "Snap". Each srudent
ma kes a set of picrures
of the items on the list.
To play the game, they
each put down one card
at the same time. \\~,en
both cards have the
same item in the
picrure, the first person
to call "Snap!" gets the
cards. The person with
the most cards at the
end is the winner.

•

The shorter words can
be used [0 practice
spelling CV syllables
wi th proper tone and
nasal marks.

List the things )'ou/them are taking.

Eyll k'one nehets'E:.
'Ye have that already.

Eka ash areYQne k'lila?
Do we have everything'

AyiJ hederizho/henaidile?
What Jid we forget?
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Language Use

Language Sample
Llgwile edek';j dichu gha.
\\'e are taking a frying pan.

Language Practice
Handling \ 'crbs
•

llav'c student,; noticc
h(m the verb in cach of
thc sentenccs changes.
Ask if they C"an guess
why.

o

Explain hoVl the Dene
words for handling
things changes,
depending on the kind
of thing that is being
handlcd.

o

Practice handling of
vcrbs hl' asking
individual students VI hat
the item is that must bc
taken.

•

Practice handling of
verbs on a worksheet
wherc student,; must fill
in the correct form of
the v'erh for cach thing
taken to thc fish camp.

Llbala edek';j di7ah gha.
\ \'e are taking C"anvas.

Dah7a chine edek';j k'i!n gha.
\Ne arc taking a fishing rod.

neh edek';j k'iltl gha.
\ Ve are taking gasoline.

l.ilht';j edek';jriwa gha.
\\ c must takc bannock.

Lldl wekQ edek';j k'i!q gha.
We must take a thermos of tea.

Beh redo edek';j k'i!n gha.
\ \'e must take mcat.

neh edek';j rixil gha.
\\'e must take gasolinc.

Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module
North Siavey - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #3: Map travel routes and fishing places.
Language Use

Language Sample

a) Interact

DCI1~

Kctle, Grode 7 \lodule -JiAo;

•

My father's camp is along the
Mackenzie River.

Have students practice
the postpositions and
descriptive words using
people or objects in the

Tsugehtchlc tS'1l deh nlldl.

room.

Aba Dehga. kq g6h?6.

Have the students
work in pairs to mark
landmarks and fish
camps on a map. One
student has the
information and
conveys the
information to the
other student with
descriptions.

Language Practice

It is upriver from Tsiigehtchic.

Luke laidl?
Deh tana.

Where is Luke'

It is on the other side of the river.

Leda laidl?
""here is the table?

Fi~h

Camp
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North Siavey - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #4: Listen to a poem, song or chant about fish.
Language Sample

Language Use
al Understand

Read the poem shown
on the right aloud to
the students. Use
illustrations or actions
with each sentence to
give students clues to
the meaning of the
poem.
Ask questions about
- the kinds of fish in the
poem
- the setting of the
poem
- the sequence of events
III

poem

- the concept of ··heart

Language Practice

Tudzeh Ts'¢ Ts'erebe Gha
Tudzeh

ts'~

•

I lave students learn the
poem by practicing
reading it aloud
together.

•

Have students practice
sa)~ng the poem to each
other in pairs or in
small groups.

•

Designate one sentence
to each pair of students
and have them illustrate
the poem.

ts'erebe gha.

\Ve are going to swim to the heart of
the water.

Amll tudzeh

ts'~

rebe gha?

"'ho is going to swim to the heart of
the water?

Sahba

sln~

k'ola had!.

Me too, said the trout.

Sahba tudzeh

ts'~

rebe gha.

The trout is going to swim to the
heart of the W<lter.

Amll k'ola tudzeh

ts'~

rebe gha?

'Vho also is going to swim to the
heart of the water?

of the water"

?qhda

- the concept of
"leader".

Me too, said the j<lckfish.

Sln~

k'ola had!.

?qhda k'ola tudzeh

ts'~

rebe gha.

The jackfish is going to swim to the
heart of the water.

Ami! k'ola tudzeh

ts'~

rebe gha?

'Vho also is going to swim to the
heart of the water?

Nqhkwe

Sln~

k'ola had!.

Me too, said the loche.

Nqhkwe k'ola tudzeh

ts'~

The loche is going to
heart of the wa ter.

s\\~m

Nqhkwe tudzeh

ts'~

rebe gha.
to the

gore?ee gha.

The loche will lead us to the heart of
the water.

NQhkwe bedaghare Iue lenahde gha.
Because of the lache, all the fish will
gather again.
By Fibbie 'T..1[ti :lI1d Alhertine Ayha / 1997
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Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module

Language Use

b) Produce
Using the fish poem
as a model, sUidents
are asked to write
their own poem, song
or chanc. It can be
about other animals or
people leading others
to a place.
Have sUidents read
one another's poems
in class, providing
actions or illustrations
to give the listeners
clues for
understanding.

c) Understand
To ensure students
understand the other
poems, ask questions:
V\'ho is the poem
about' INhere does
the story in the poem
take place? \"'hat
happens'

Language Sample

Amll dechltah deda gha?

Language Practice

•

Have students review
their written poems,
paying special attention
to the words wi th
glottals. Make any
required corrections.

•

V\'hen reading their
poems aloud, ask them
to try to pronounce the
words as correctly as
possi ble, paying
particular attention to
the words wi th glotta Is.

\Vho is going inco the bush'

Sechlle dech\ tah deda gha.
My brother will be going to the bush.

Amli dechl tah deda gha?
·Who is going inco the bush'

Se?e dechltah deda gha.
My uncle will be going to the bush.

Amli dechl tah detla gha?
Who is going into the bush?

Seta dechltah deda gha.
;\1)' father will be going to the bush.

Amli dahghare dechltah ts'ereda
gha?
Under whose guidance are we going
inco the bush?

?ehtsaa dahghare dechltah
nats'ereda gha.
It is under grandfather's guidance that
we will reUlm to the bush.

Dcne Kedc, Grndc 7 .\todule 1\,'u: Fish C:Ullp
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North Siavey - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #5: Participate in fish camp.
Language Sample

Language Use
a) Interact
I-lave students
introduce themselves
when with an Elder, if
asked.

AmfI m!ot'!ne Qt'e?
\Vho are your parents'

Language Practice

•

Have students practice
this dialogue in North
Siavey by role playing
with one another.

•

Act out each of the
offerings using props
such as tobacco, pictures,
etc., while saying the
appropriate words in
North Siavey. Show with
actions, the expected
behaviour of students
during these offerings.

Ama _ _ Qt'e.
My mother is
Aba _ _ Qt'e.
My father is
Nezi daredl?
\Nhat is your name?
seredl.
My name is
Dene k'~ll ew~kw'll?
Do you understand Siavey?
Daudi.
No.
Vazea ewehkw'll.
I understand a little.
Dene k'~ll gohdile.
1 cannot speak Siavey.

b) Understand
Have students
participate in practices
for honouring the
land/fire/waters.

Klj gha?erehdl gha.
1 am going to offer respect to the
fire.
Nil ts'~ na?ehdi gha.
I am going to offer respect to the
1<1I1d.
Tu ts'~ na?ehdi gha.
I am going to offer respect to the

c) Interact
Encourage students to
ask for hel p and to
help others.
d) Interact
Encourage students to

water.

•

IIave students study the
sen tences in wri tten
form. Have them t1y to

translate each word on
the blackboard.

follow reg uests and
instructions frolll camp

leaders.
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Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module
South Siavey - Second Language Sample Module

Activity # 1: Discuss and research appropriate clothing and
personal items for fish camp.
Language Sample

Language Use
a) Interact

Pai r srodents to do
research. They will
approach family
members, Elders, etc.
to ask what clothing
and personal items one
should take when
going into the bush.
Srodents will bring a
list of researched items
to class.

Dechlt~~

ahndeh gha.

I am going to the bush.

Azhil gha?
\Nhat for?

Mjh dahehtl'u.
I will set fish nets.

Daeh?ah.
I will fish.
GOdl gats'!! anendeh gha?
\ Vhere \\ill you go'

_ _ _ gats'!! ahndeh gha.
1 ",ill go to

_

tue Tlifi
Fish Lake

Sambalia

Language Practice
•

Before sroden ts begin
their research, have
them practice asking
their questions in Sourh
Slavey. They should also
consider what their
responses will be to
questions they may be
asked, such as why they
are going to the bush,
where they are going,
etc. After ti,e teacher
models the questions
and answers in the
second language with
one or two individuals,
the srodents can
practice in pairs. (Place
more experienced
speakers with begiIUlers.)

Trout River

Ehdadliia
pence Creek

Amit heh anendeh gha?
\\ 110

will you go with'

_ _ _ _ _ heh ahndeh gha.
I will go with

_

ehtsie
grandfather

edlhtl'eh ghagonehtr:
teacher

dons
person 's naille

Dcnc Kcdc. Grade - \lodulc -1"0; Fish c..unp
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Language Use
b) Interact

Ask students to
present their lists of
appropriate clothing
and personal items for
fish camp to the class.
The students must act
out or have a picture
of the words on the
list as they say them in
South Siavey.
The teacher can begin
another list of things
that should not be
taken. If students
suggest items which
are not appropriate for
fish camp, the teacher
can place them on this
list.

Language Sample

Azhil enehthE:?
\Vhat do I need'

Azhil dehthah gha?
"Vhat do I need to take?

tuke dldhah
take hooks

tth'lh naidihe dlChu
take mosquito dope

ts'eede d\7a'

Language Practice
•

Have students practice
the vocabulary by
playing a game. Each
student draws a picture
of one thing they will
take on a fishing trip.
They sit in a circle and
take turns saying what
they will take, but dley
must include all the
dlings taken by the
students before them.

take a blanket

nJmbaa dl7a'
take a tent

mbeh dlChu
take a knife

kQ dldhah
take matches

tSQ edehd'ehe
take toilet paper

gat'ah daa7e
IJJ1derwear

daadeh
soap

leSlma
towel

gayli gha daadeh
toothpaste

gatthigha gha daadeh
shampoo

tthits'ii
comb
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Second Language Sample Module

Language Use

Language Sample

Language Practice

gok'eh 7e thekq
warm coat

libala
canvas/tarp

tthi7ah
pillow

Ahsa dehthah gha sll:
Things I will take:

Tuke dehthah gha.
T will take rubber hoots.

Tth'lh naidihe dehchu gha.
I will mke mosquito dope.

Mbeh dehchu gha.
T will take a knife.

Kqdehthah gha.
t will take matches.

Tsq edehd'ehe dehchu gha.
T will take toilet paper.

Ahsa dehthah gha He sll:
Things I will not take:

Satsq ejl tth'a dehthah gha He.
I will not take CDs.

Gotthigha k'eh ats'eh7l dehchu
gha He.
I will not take hairspray.

Dc.nc Kedc, Grade i \lodule ~Iwo: Fish C3mp
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Language Use

c) Interact
Have students work in
small groups to
combine their
individual lists of
clothing and personal
items to take to fish
camp so they have one
big list (delete
duplications).
Each group will then
present its list to the
class. On a flip chart,
create a master list by
combining each
group's items (delete
duplica tions).
llave studen ts copy the
information so they
have a checklist when
they pack for the
camp.

Language Sample

Language Practice

•

NI azhiJ dek'enidenE:tt'lih?
\Vhat do you have listed?
Hjh nl?
\ \'hat about you'

Ezhl1 kaa ?athidla.
We have that already.

Azhil enahthidihe?
\iVhat did we forget?

tue Tue gots'l! ahndeh gha.
Azhil dehthah gha?

Speaking in South
Siavey, the teacher and a
group of students (3)
can model the second
language as it would be
used when working in
the groups to make a
single list. Once the
students have observed,
break them into groups
to do the same with
their lists.

I am going to Fish Lake. \ \That do I
need to take'

tSQ edehtl'ehe
toilet paper

TSQ edehtl'ehe dehchu gha.

r will

take toilet paper.

gotthigha tah ats'eh?l
hairspray

Gotthigha tah ats'eh?1 dehxeh
gha ile.
I will not take hairspray.

6H
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Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module
South Siavey - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #2: List and gather necessary equipment for fish camp.

a) Produce

Have srudents use a
dictionary to make a
list of equipment that
should be taken on a
fishing trip.

b) Interact
Srudents will approach
family members,
Elders, etc. to ask
whnt cnmping
equipment and fishing
gear will be needed
when going on n
fishing trip. Students
will prepa re n list of
items nnd take it to
class.

Language Practice

Language Sample

Language Use

Ela t'ah lue ats'ediidleh gha
"'e are going to get fish by boat.

Azhil diidhaa gha?
What must we rake?

NI azhiJ

dek'eniden~d'eh?

What do you have listed?

Kaa ezhl nahets'e
We have that already.

Kaa ahsil azhq ell?
Do we have everything?

Azhil enahthidihe?
Whnt did we forget?

Dcne ":cde, Crndc ; \ lodule Two: Fi<;h Camp

•

Before srudents begin
their research, have them
practice asking their
questions in South Siavey.
They should also consider
what their responses will
be to questions they may
be asked, such as why
they are going to the
bush, where they are
goi ng, etc. After the
teachet models the
questions and answers in
the second Inngunge with
one or two individuals,
the students can practice
in pnirs. (Place more
experienced speakers with
beginners.)

Language Use
c) Interact
Students will work in
groups to make a
combined list of
equipment that will
have to be taken on a
fishing trip. They will
then present the list to
the rest of the class. As
a class, review the final
list for things that may
have been forgonen.

Language Sample

Language Practice

Azhil enahthidihe?

South Siavey vocabuhlry of
camping equipment and
fishing gear may be practiced
with students working in
pairs playing a game of
"Snap". Each student makes
a sct of pictures of the items
on the list. To play the game,
they each put down one card
at the same time. \ Vhen both
carels have the same item in
the picrw'e, dIe first person
to call "Snap'" gets dIe cards.
The person widl dIe most
cards at the end is dIe

What did we forget'

WInner.

Nl azhiI dek'enidem:thih?

•

What do you ha"e listed?

Hjh 0l?
How abour you?

AzhiI chu ellldhll?
\.\That else do we need?

Kaa ahsil azhQ ell?
Do we have everything'

Azhil htile?
\.\That is missing?

AzhiI met'aode7a htile?

•

\\fhat important thing is missing?

The shoner words can be
used to practice spelling CV
syllables, with proper tone
and nasal marks.

Handling Verbs:

Dah7ahchle didhah gha.
[plural] We will take fishing poles.

•

I-lave students notice how
the verb in each of the
sentences changes. Ask if
they can guess why.

•

Explain how the Dene words
for handling things change
depending on dIe kind of
thing that is being handled.

•

Practice handling verbs by
orally asking indi,;dual
students what must be taken.

•

Practice handling verbs with
a worksheet, where students
must fill in the correct form
of the verb for each thi ng
taken to a fish camp.

Nlmbaa di7a gha.
[pliable] \.\Te will take a tent.

Tthlk'ik k'ethiqh gha.
[oblong] \ Ve will take a gun.

Ejlet'oo diyeh gha.
[contained] \\le will take milk.
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Second Language Sample Module
South Siavey - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #3: Map travel routes and fishing places.
Language Sample

Language Use
a) Interact

Have the students
work in pairs to mark
landmarks and fish
camps on a map. One
student has the
information and
conveys the
information to the
other student with
descriptions.

Language Practice

Where is the table?

Have students practice
the postpositions and
descriptive words using
people or ohjects in the

Lada laedl7

rOOlll.

"nere is Luke?

Luke laedl7
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South Siavey - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #4: Listen to a poem, song or chant about fish.
Language Use
al Understand
Read the poem shown
on the right aloud to
the students. Use
illustrations or actions
with each sentence to
give students clues to
the meaning of the
poem.

Ask questions about
- the kinds of fish in
the poem
- the setting of the
poem
- the sequence of
even ts in poenl

bl Produce
Using the fish poem
as a model, students
are asked to write
their own poem, song
or chant. It can be
abour other animals or
people leading others
to a place.

Have students read one

Language Sample

Language Practice

tue gondl

•

nave students learn the
poem by practicing
reading it aloud
together.

•

nave students practice
saying the poem to each
other in pairs or in
small groups.

Fish Story

NQhtthie, hiha, ehch'llE!, ts'et'\a,
udaa, sambaa
Loche, white fish, pickerel, grayling,
pike, trout

Necha, aetsele II tledl , gQndih,
k'embeh

•

Big, sInall, smooth, alive, swimming

and have them illustrate
the poem.

Dah?ah, mih tah ts'i!uh
nooks, nets they are caught.

•

Laantdhe, dezhi, dethih,
sets'eh?\h

Have students review
their written poems,

paying special attention

Dies, hard, soft, one prepares

to the words with

glottals. Make any

Hldl tats'edehtheh, ts'ehcheh,
kq keh et'eh

required corrections.

Quickly one cuts it, boils it, cooks it

•

on fire

TS'let'aa dats'edhah
Dry fish, split fish one hangs

tue lekQ, met'ah gots'endih

Designate one sentence
to each pair of students

nez~

Fish tastes good, it is a good soutce of
sustenance.

When reading their
poems aloud, ask them
to try to pronounce the
words as correctly as
possible, paying
particular attention to
the words witll glottals.

another's poems in

class, providing actions
or illustrations to give
the listeners clues for
understanding.
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Fish Camp

Second Language Sample Module
South Siavey - Second Language Sample Module

Activity #5: Participate in fish camp.
Language Sample

Language Use
al Understand

Have students
introduce themselves
when with an Elder if
asked.

Nechoke amil aglt'ee?

Language Practice

•

Have students practice
this dialogue in South
Slavey by role playing
with one another.

•

Act out each of the
offerings using props
such as tobacco,
picnJres, etc., while
saying the appropriate
words in South Siavey.
Show with actions, the
e"..p ected behaviour of
students during these
offerings.

•

Have students study the
sentences in written
form. Have them try to
translate each word on
ti,e blackboard.

Who are your parents?

Semq

ljt'e.

My mother is

ljt'e.

Seta
My father is

Danuzhe?
~That is

b) Produce
Have students follow
instructions of Elders
while on the land in
situations where the
land, fire or water are
being bonoured.

your name?

suzhe.
My name is
Sj dene djtth'e?
Do you understand Slavey?

(le.
I do not.

l.aah zqh dene dehtth'e.
I understand a little.

Dene

k'~~

gohndeh ile.

I cannot speak Slavey.
c) Interact

Klj ghaedehndlh gha.

Encourage students to
ask for help and to
help others.

I am going to offer respect to the
land.

dl Interact
Encourage students to

Tu ts'~ nae?ehdl gha.
Tam going to offer respect to ti,e
water.

follow requests and
instructions from
camp leaders.
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Oral Tradition
When I was a child, I was always eager to listen to the Elders' stories. They were so happy to see
us learn from them. They gave us good counsel and told us of our peoples' past. It was important
to listen to them and obey. It was the only way to learn how to live.
- Margaret Sabourin, Sr.

The Making of a Prophet
When the World was New
There was a man whose name was Louis Ayah. His regional village
was Fon Franklin (Deline) in rhe Northwest Territories. He died in
September of 19+0. Ayah was one of the greatest men who preached
about rhe true church. He helped the early missionary <l great deal
wirh his preaching. Ayah was also responsible for helping the Dene
people to be good citizens and to be religious. The people behaved
because of Ayah's teachings.
Even in his old age, AY<lh continued to teach and preach every day.
Parents and Elders went to his tent continually. The parents brought
rheir children so rhey could listen to Ayah preaching. The children
grew up wirh rhis kind of teaching and rhat is why rhe people stayed
in Ayah's neighborhood. He helped to keep them in line.
It is not hard to understand Ayah's position <lS a prophet. We are all
religious people. We learned rhat there is only one God and rhat he
helps all the people on morher earth. Norhing is difficult for God.
He is the highest power on earth and in the universe. He even helped
tile poor Dene people here long before rhe <ll'rival of rhe white man.
He created prophets so that rhey could teach.
We will focus on Ayah bec<luse rhe stmy is short. When Ayah was a
child, he had a vision. A person dressed in white appeared to him.
The being in rhe vision told young Ayah, "You have been picked to
be a preacher when you <lre older. I W<lnt you to be a good person.
Do not sin. Be a good person as much as possible. Then I will come
back and mlk to you again." That was tile vision Ayah saw when he
was a child. He wished wirh all his heart to see rh<lt m<ln again.
Aph tried all his life to be <l good person, but he did not have any
more visions. Because of tllis, AY<lh rhought he was not living right.
Years and years went by. Ayah waited for 40 years. At long last, rhe
vision rhat he had waited for so ardently <lppeared.
Ayal1 was about 60 ye<lrs old by then. He started to preach and all rhe
people listened to llim. From then on, he saw rhe vision consmntly
and it told him what to say. As Ayal1's power was from the Creator, he
was able to see a lot of what would occur in rhe future. People were
surprised by rhe knowledge th<lt he h<ld in reg<lrds to what would
happen in the future. He had tllis knowledge because rhe vision
instructed him <lbour everytlling.
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Ayah was a great man. lIe explained everything about God the
Creator like an educated priest. He preached a lot. The people soon
began to bring their children to hear Ayah preaching. Elder Dene
storytellers understood whar Ayah was saying and began to retell his
words. Because of Ayah's preaching, many Dene people became
good citizens and behaved well. There was no drinking in Deline
while Ayah was alive. It was much later that people started to drink.
Ayah predicted a lot of events and is ues that would come about in
the future Dene movement and they all happened. He said the
Creator has a plan for the kind of lifestyle that the people should
live. He told the people that, but d,ey did not listen. At d,at time
there was no schuol or education, as we know it today. The Dene
people knew only about hunting and fishing, and life on the land.
They did not read about adler nations, so they had no knowledge
of events of their day. They probably did not really believe Ayah
and his predictions.
Ayah said, "The Creator planned for your people to live that way.
There is everydling that you need on modler earth - food, hide for
clothing, brush to sit on, wood to keep you warm. You could harvest
the land and eat well. All you have to do is work hard to get what
you want. Remember that doing work for a living is part of the
Creator's plan. Therefore, if you work, do not complain. Don't get
mad, don't get mad. If you live that way, God will reward you when
you die, but if you get mad and complain, you will never receive a
reward from the Creator."
Another event that Ayah predicted was that d,e Dene way of life
would change. Some kind of power would come from somewhere
and people would listen to it. Their lifestyle would change and they
would be affected by the change. "I see that in the future," said
Ayah. "Whatever you do, do not change your lifestyle. If you do,
you will be sorry later." He told that to the people, but the people
did not listen.
In 19+0, the federal government started to develop the Northwest
Territories. They hegan to improve government services in the
north by introducing education, healdl care and welfare. These
services really altered the Dene way of life. Dene children learned to
speak English and there was a ch'lIlge in languages spoken by the
children. Kids did not listen to their parents anymore. Adults spent
less time trapping and hunting. Pretty soon, nobody used the land
anynlore.
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Everything changed. People just stayed in town being idle '111d
dependent upon welfare for their needs. That is what Ayah had seen.
The big land was out there with nobody to work on it. Another
thing that he predicted was that far into the future - maybe three
generations - there would be a great starvation. Everybody will have
a hard time obtaining food. A heat wave will come and nothing will
grow. There will be starvation all over the world. Many people will
suffer. Anyway, that prediction has yet to come.
Ayah was one of the greatest prophets of our time and people
benefited from his predictions while he was alive.
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Projects for Experience
and Reflection
1.

Hearing Elders' Stories

Module Overview

The purpose of this module is to give students an understanding
and appreciation of the Dene oral tradition and their role in
carrying on the tradition.

2. Independent Story Gathering

Major Cultural Understandings
• The Dene have used the oral tradition as a way of passing
knowledge from one generation to the next.
• The oral tradition has enabled the Dene culture
to continue.

• Legends are the most important part of the
Dene oral tradition .
• There are Dene customs that are followed
when learning from an Elder.
• The youth of today have a crucial role to play
in preserving the oral knowledge of the Dene.

Proposed
Activities for
Developing
Language Skills
and Cultural
Understanding

Resources
,. Philip Simba, South Siavey
2. Adele Hardisty, South
Siavey
3. Legend: The First Arrival
of Animals on Earth
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Major Cultural Understandings

Major Cultural
Understandings

Knowledge

1. The Dene have used the
oral tradition as a way of
passing knowledge from
one generation to the next.

The oral tradition is about communication and culture:

2. The oral tradition has

enabled the Dene culture to

continue.

3. Legends are the most
important part of the Dene

oral tradition.

Note: Teachers should validate the accuracy and acceptability of
the following information in their own communities.

•

vVithour a body of knowledge, there is no culture.
Knowledge must be passed from generation to generation in
order for a culture to continue.

•

In the oral tradition, knowledge is passed from person to
person orally, rather than in writren form.

•

The knowledge that is passed down can include information,
facts, wisdom, beliefs, customs and moral teachings.

•

Elders were usually the ones to pass on the oral knowledge.
Therefore they became known as the teachers of the Dene
culture.

•

Knowledge was often presented in the form of stories and
legends.

•

The oral tradition requires very good listening and memory
skills.

Dene oral tradition has many cultural purposes:
•

It is used to teach skills and knowledge concerning survival.

•

It is a way of teaching morals, beliefs ,1Od customs.

•

It can be used to counsel and guide individuals in their life
decisions.

•

It is a form of entertainment.

•

It is a way to pay tribute to the Creator, the land or to
certain individuals.

Reasons that legends are so important to the Dene:
•

They are very old stories which have come down from the
first people.

•

With some variations, they are basically the same story told
generation after generation. They are what generations of
Dene have in common and what hinds them together.

•

They contain Dene historical information.
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•

They provide gentle moral guidance.

•

They are rich with Dene beliefs, explanations about life and
customs.

4. There are Dene customs
that are followed when
learning from an Elder.

5. The youth of today have a
crucial role to play in
preserving the oral
knowledge of the Dene.

•

They are a good source of entertainment.

•

They are rich in language.

The Dene customs related to learning from an Elder:
•

Stories from Elders are given in exchange for a gift. Local
customs vary and should be followed.

•

In the presence of Elders, good listening skills are essential.

•

In the presence of Elders, respectful behaviour is required.
Local customs vary and should be followed.

The role that must be played by the youth of today:
•

They must develop good listening and memory skills so they
can pass on the knowledge of the Dene.

•

They must spend time on the land and with Elders in order
to hear and underst3Jld their words.

6
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Proposed Activities Chart

Associate personal meaning of oral
tradition (Activity #1l.

Prepare students for Elders.
Listen to legend or story told by an
Elder.

Listening for the key information and
lessons that are shared in the oral
tradition (Activity #2).

Discuss meaning and examples of
effective use of language by the Elder.

Use Philip Simba's words to find
examples of the kinds of information
that can be found in the stories of
Elders (Activity #3).

Retell the story.

Collect an oral story from an Elder
(Activity #5).
Create posters depicting personal
meanings of oral tradition (Activity #7).

Understanding an oral legend
(Activity #6).
Scripting and dramatizing the legend
(Activity #6).
Applying lessons from the legend
to one's life (Activity #6).

Reading and understanding the words
of Adele Hardisty (Activity #4).

Students prepare a second language
lesson to teach to Grades 3 and 4
(Activity #8).

Oral Tradition

Grad

Proposed Activities in Detail

Note: The activities for this module are based on the South Siavey
language. Teachers of other Dene languages are encouraged to
adapt these activities to suit the languages and cultures of their
own communities.

1. Teacher reads words or phrases from various legends in the

Dene language. Ask students to write down the first thing that
comes to mind when they hear these words or phrases. Have
eveyone share their answers, discuss what was similar and what
was different, and possible reasons why.
2. In the oral tradition, Elders' words were important because they
passed on important kuowledge (see Major Cultural
Understandings #1 - 3).
a) Explain the concepts listed below to the students. Ask them
to give you examples from the Dene culture of:
• historical information
• information about survival on the land
• wisdom (lessons learned from experience)
• beliefs (what can't be argued; is simply believed)
• values (what is important

to

a culture)

• customs (the way people do things).
b) Introduce students to Philip Simba (Resource 1). His words
were found in the book Nabecbo Ke, Slavey Research Project,
Fort Providence, 1987, pages 35 - 37. Explain that the book
is important because it is a collection of Elders' words, many
of whom are no longer alive.
c) Tell the students that you are going to read Philip Simba's
words aloud and that they will find all of the kinds of
kuowledge that are listed above. Remind them that in the
oral tradition, listening and remembering are very important
skills that have to be developed.
d) When you have read the story, write the underlined phrases
from the story on chart paper and have the students answer
the following questions:
• Which of these is an example of historical information'
• Which of these is land survival illformation?
• vVhich of these is a value of the Slavey people?

Den~
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• Which is an example of a Slavey custom?
• Which of these is a Siavey belief?
e) Ask students to recall who Philip Simba is, where he was from,
what he loved best and the words of advice he left us with.

3. Give students a variety of local resources (videos, books, posters,
etc.) containing Elders' words.
a) Have them pick out examples of oral tradition that deal with
each of the cultural purposes below:

•-

• Dene skills and knowledge concerning survival
• Dene values, beliefs and customs
• advising and counselling people
•

entertainment

• paying tribute to the Creator, the land or to certain people.
b) Have students use the Dene font on the computer to write
up the text. Show them how to properly reference the texts.
Have students edit their work for spelling, punctuation,
capitalization, etc.
c) Display texts on a bulletin board under headings such as
"Values of Our People", "Belief.~ of Our People",
"Customs of OW" People", "Guidance from Our Elders"
and "Entertainment".

--

4. Have students whose first language is South Slavey work with the
words of Adele Hardisty (Resource 2).
a) Read through the passage and circle key words which would
indicate the purpose of oral tradition in the Dene culture.
(e.g. roles and responsibilities, guidance, explanations about
life, land survival information). List these on the board or on
chart paper.
b) Use of expression - vowel lengthening is often
used for effect.
Example:

1. cheekuaaaaa
2. n,dhqqqa

3. elleeeee

10

(small boy)
(very far)
(very pamfuJ)
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Are there some places in Adele Hardisty's staty where she
uses, or might use, the lengthened vowel? Read the sentence
aloud the way it would sound if she were speaking in person
to the class.
c) There are various ways of making a request.
1. Godehtlah!
2.Sidule?

(Fire! - command)

(Wouldn't you ... ?)

In Adele's passage, locate where she makes a request and
discuss with a partner how this request may have been made.
d) Compare oral vowels versus nasal vowels. Compare the
following pairs of words as examples:

..

lahk'aa - lahk' qq
ts'el) - ts')!)
Find examples in the passage of how the meaning of a word
would change if it were nasal instead of oral, or vice versa.
e) Sometimes shortened versions of words are used. Locate and _
discuss these contracted words found in the passage:
dagondih
kagQndih
sehgQnde

f)

daQn<iiJ
kaQndlh
segQnde

Make up some tongue twisters. For example one could use
the following pairs of words in a sentence:
hono
azho

..

honeno
adezhoQ

5. Each smdent collects an oral story from a familiar Elder
(see Projects I and 2).
6. Smdents can smdy the legend titled The Fint Anival ofAnimals
on Em1:h (Resource 3).
a) Ask smdents to briefly describe legends they have heard
outside of school.

..

b) Based on the Major Culmral Understandings section of this
module, outline to students tlle reasons that legends are
important to the culmre.
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c) Using the legend in Resource 3, identify examples of why
legends are important to culture that students listed in
Activity 6 (b). Explain the backgrow1d of the story to the
students.

-

• It comes from long ago. Some say it has come to us from
the first people on the earth - the animal people.
• It is told in many different ways by most of the Dene
people, but the basic story is the same.
• The Dene know they are one people because they all tell
the same story about the first animals on earth.
d) Break the legend into sections so that it can be told to
studenrs over several days. Remember to "tell" the story, not
read it, and also to emphasize the characters, customs and
creations as you tell it. The legend has been written with
notes on the left to indicate points that can be emphasized.
Remember, a legend is not simply an action story. It
contains histOly, culmral information, values and moral
lessons that should be brought out in the telling. Since the
teacher is to be the role model for the oral storytelling, it is
important to use as much expression, elaboration and
humour as possible to show that storytelling is as enjoyable
as StOlY listening.
e) To reinforce the appreciation of the characters that are
brought out in the legend, have studenrs use their voices to
create the characters.
Example:
Talk about the raven's character: vain, critical, difficult to
satisfy. Ask studenrs to think about situations in their lives
where they experienced such a character. In an acting voice,
the sn,denrs say something that reflects the character (e.g.
"You never do anything right'" or "Do that over again''').
Talk about the owl's character: not very bright, but has a
sense of self-pride. Students say anything they want using
their acting voices, to get that character across. They may
say things like ''I'm too smart to be fooled by you" or "sticks
and stones may break my bones".

12
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f)

Have students work in groups to produce a script for each
section of the legend using only animal talk to tell the story.
For example, groups of students can work with the following
ideas and characters:

•
•
•

-

how dogs were created (dog + assembly of people)
how birds and the raven were painted (hirds
how the moose was created (moose

+

+

raven)

raven)

• the story of migrating birds and winter fowl (winter fowl

+

migrating birds)

•
•
•

how man was made to sink (assembly of people + water beetle)
the story of the bear arguing for a different role (assembly
of people + bear)
how the grebe came to be (grebe
people)

+

raven

+

assembly of

-

g) Once ti,e scripts are written and edited, students can make
costumes and prepare short plays for presentation to K-3
classes, or they can make shadow puppets of the stories and
videotape them, along with voice-overs of the scripts.
h) Have students prepare a set of picmres depicting the
following customs that are revealed in the legend Tbe Fint
An"ival ofAnimals on Eanb:

•
•
•
•
•
i)

assembly to make decision
meeting guests from afar as they arrive on shore
grie,~ng

by cutting one's hair

choosing the most capable for the racing challenge
having a dnun dance to celebrate a successful meeting

Begin a discussion abour the strengths and weaknesses in our
own personalities based on the personalities described in the
legend. The teacher can begin with a story from hislher own
life tI,at illustrates one of the personality traits. Tllis discussion
can be kept light by sharing stories that create laughter.

7. Complete the following phrases with a partner: "To me, oral
u"adition means ... " and "Oral tradition is important in my life
because... ". Allow students to convey their answers through
images on a poster and a sentence that explains the idea (e.g. "1
like to hear the funny stories my grandfather tells when he is with
his friends. ").

Dene Kcde. Grade 7 !\tlodule Three: Oral Tradition
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8. As a way of ensuring that the Dene languages continue, have
students prepare second language lessons for children in Grades
3 and 4.

Evaluation
Evaluate students' understandings abour what their role in the Dene
oral tradition is by asking them to list things they can do as
individuals to help in maintaining the oral tradition.
Evaluate students' skills in listening, appreciating a.nd retelling Dene
oral stories by the quality of their work in Activity #6 (I).
Evaluate students' skills in understanding, appreciating and retelling
oral tradition as a part of the Projects in this module.

14
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Resources

Resource 1:
Philip Simba. South Siavey'
I was born in Nahanni at a place they call "Third Mile From the
Falls". My mother died giving birth to me, so her sisters took me to
Jean Marie River and gave me to the minister.

historical information

survival information

survival information

beliefs, values

wisdom and values

values

custom
values and custom

I've lived in the bush ever since I was able to set a trap and hunt. I
was always a hunter and u·apper. I only had to work for a white man,
getting fish for him a few times, and I never had to ear white man's
food. I can survive by making everything I need. I never went to the
government for help in all my 20 years as Chief at Kakisa. We used to
buy sleds, boats and guns with the money we made through trapping.
In the old days we lived in tents made of 12 moosehides, with room
for three families. We made it smoky at night to keep the mosquitoes
out. There were so many mosquitoes that when we moved camp. we
had to hold a burning branch. It was a hard life. We didn't even have
a decent blanket. In winter we wore rabbit skin hats, pants and jackets,
and hide mitts. Even when it was very cold we still went out to check
our snares. Some people had beaver jackets. They never let in the cold.
I experienced many hardships to become a man. Long ago we believed
that if you were a good man, you would live a long and rewarding life,
but if not, you would suffer.
Of all those people I once knew who lived on the land, not one is alive
today. I used to listen to them talking, and so I learned my language
and how to survive and live a good life. They loved and respected me
for listening.
My only wish was to hunt and live on the land, and help the Elders to
survive. I'm thankful to them for letting me do that. I loved hunting
and living among the Elders. Those were the happiest times of my
life. I SU"llggled hard in the bush to make them happy. for they made
me love what I do best.
I was a good hunter and trapper, and jf! had luck I always gave things
away. The moose would come right into the area where we lived,
though not close to our camp. If we had enough meat we would just
leave them alone. Oh, to think of how many animals I have shot in the
heart' I loved hunting beaver and moose.
Today, it is good to speak English. Everything people need comes
from the white man. Life has changed so much since my yOWlg days.

wisdom

As for anyone buying our land, we as people say no. No one can ever

need our land as much as we do.
'~Iaken

from N"hec!Jo Ke, M. Tham and Ethel Blondin (Eds.), Shwey Research Project, Fort Providence, 1\T\i\r r, 1987, pages 35-37.
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Yes, I am a grandmother now
and I tend to view things in
my own way. People that lived
in the past when I was a girl,
back then there was a school.
The only school I heard of was
at Providence. Transportation
to school was provided by the
mission boat.
In those days, life among the
Dene involved working for
your mother at things such as
firewood and water. In the
evening you sat around. That
is when children sat quietly
while their father spoke to
them in good words about
how things are. Mothers spoke
to their daughters about what
a woman's life involves and all
that is involved in being a
mother. She also spoke to
young men in her group about
hunting. In this way, one's
mother was a consultant and
instructed you separately. This
is how people grew up.
I also, on some occasions,
went trapping with my father.
On some evenings, in the light
of the campfire, my father
would say to me, "Even
though you are a lady, this is
the way a male hunts." He told
me things that are related to
trapping.

Resource 2:
Adele Hardisty, South Siavey, 1990
DaQnih t'<ill chu dezQa gots'$ gots'yndeh ts'edtjndil. 5, aenehthE: tl'a
kaa, jQ kaa gotStj a 7aht'e edek'$$ kaeru7a ZQh. Ahndee dene zhag6,le
tfa s, ekih, ekih ts'el,a eM, gotah ekQej ts'ej gotah s~~ ekih a ku school
kaa school gtjJ,. Providence zQh a school ts'edJ edehtth'e. Ekej ela t'ah
school zhahtl ela t'ah school ats'et'l.
EkIih rah dene nagedeh kaQndih tl'a yu7ejej tse kaQndih gomQ gha
ghaJats'enda. Tu kaQndJh chu. Got'sE:h ehxee ts'$ ede ts'edehtth'l 11
s~~ ts'idqq tsine dehtth'l ezhL s~~ gota dagondih gozhaue neztj t'ah
gots'$ gQndeh. GomQ ts'el, daot'ee, daondii gomQ ts',ll gha ezml azhej
detue gots'$ gQndeh edetah got'sE:h Qhndah cheeku daQnd.iJ nats'ezeh
ghQh gots'$ gQndeh. KaQndih ej lahk'aa gomQ gogha zhahu lIe ehs~~
dene zharujZhQ.

j) gots'Qh, kaa ohk'eh seta heh ehdzoo arl17). Kaa Qhk'eh seta kadll
ehxee ts'$ kejndi mde, ts'el, anet'e k'66, denel) tt'a kaQndih a nazeh,
ehdzoo ats'eh7) ahsil t'ah kagQndih sehndl sehgQnde.
Gots'E:h kje anathit'jh rude ama ehxee ts'$ rude, sechu sedea chu kaa
ehxee mde ama ts'ell ts',l) daQndll xaJats'ededa ghQh meedehke naheh
gQnde. Ih dIih tl'a daQndih t'ah dezQa gok'e7Qt'e ile tl'a; ehtl'QQ lUll
sadzee school nagogedehthe gots'E:h dZE:htan) shegezheh ehee school
nagogedehthe. ?ejej arcade, arcade ej gogha Qhndah theda. KaQndih
t'<ill see dezQa gogha godezi k66 dene ts'$ ts'uh7a ts'edl. Ehdjnie
kahehtt'ie natihkas'ede7ah. Duwe, duwe.

When we returned, my mother
would talk to me and my
younger sister in the evenings
about how one worked as a
lady. She talked to us about
these things when I
questioned her. The reason
why children do not listen
today is the fact that they
leave for school at nine in the
morning, come home to eat at
midday and leave for the
afternoon. After that, it is the
arcade. There is an Elder
sitting for them so that she/he
can talk to them. (laughter)

16
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Resource 3:
Legend: The First Arrival of Animals
On Earth 2
In the beginning, animals
were the earth's first people.

Raven had special abilities
that made him powerful.

It is said that when the world first began, all the animals on earth
were people. There was no other form of life, except for the original
people. The raven was the only one amongst them who could fly,
because he had made himself a pair of wings. The others were never
sure where he went when he flew. Those who were unable to fly
simply lived on the land. It is said that in those days, wben all the
animals were people, they lived in Old Crow. People only occupied
land in Old Crow.

Everyone was to belong to a
family, each with its different
roles and purposes. Custom
was to bring people together
to make decisions.

These people cbose to become the animal families as we know them
today. "We cannot remain indefinitely on earth in this state," the
animals declared. We must know what our different roles and
purposes are to be. Everyone must be brought together to make
tbese decisions."

There was an assembly
where the people met to
determine their future.

A meeting was called and everyone attended. At the assembly, they
set out to determine tbeir future existence on earth. They began by
creating a few essentials. Everything they created was put into bags
and tied up into bundles. This was done on the understanding that,
only when all creation was complete, would they take those bundles
tbat were essential to them. It was an oral world, so they bad no
writing system which allowed them to label their creations.

It was an oral world.

All people were to abide by
universal Jaws. The custom
was to have each person
declare his position at the
gathering.

At the meeting, they decided that everyone should abide by certain
universal laws. It was also decided that each person should declare the
animal family to which they would belong. Those people who wanted
to be a part of the bird family declared their intentions. Those who
did not want to be a part of the bird family made their intentions clear.
They wanted to belong to the animal family who would live on earth.

When unsure, educated
guesses were made.

Throughout their discussion it was always cold and they decided to
open thc bag containing "heat" to create warm weather. \V'ithout
proper labels on their bundles, they had no idea which contained the
newly created heat. After some discussion, they made an educated
guess and opened a bag, believing that it contained heat. Instead,
they mistakenly opened a bundle that contained the coml110n cold.
It is believed that as a result of this mistake, the world now has to
contend with the conunon cold. They opened a second bundle and
fimlly got the correct bag that contained heat. That is how heat
came to this world.

The common cold was
created.
Warm weather was created.

oy Francis 1:1tO of Delim:.

~rhis

story appears as it W;IS told
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Animal families were
created to depend on each
other.

Dene could depend on
caribou until the end of
time.
It was custom that to be the
last speaker was an honour.

Dogs were created to help
Dene and to depend on man
for food.

Wings were created for the
bird family.

Colour was created so
that the birds could be
distinguished from one
another.

Raven: a vain, critical
character who is difficult
to satisfy.
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Each of the people stated what animal form they would take and
what their role would be. One people declared that they were going
to be the caribou. They said that the people as we know them, the
Dene, would, until the end of time, depend on them in order to live.
Some people stated that they would be d,e bear family. The dog
people were asked what role they would be playing. The chosen
speaker for the dog people informed the assembly that they would
speak last, at the end of d,e meeting. At that time they would define
the role dley wished to play.
Once all the other people declared what role dley would play, d,e
dog people were again asked by the bird family what role they had
chosen. They said, "We will be a people's dog. Our existence is
going to depend on these people called the Dene. They will be d,e
ones who will provide us widl food. They will also help us to raise
our children. Until the end of time, that is the role we will play. We
will work for man." It is said that this is why, to dus day, dogs are
fed by man and are unable to hunt food for dlemselves.
The bird family began to make wings. They told d,e raven, "You are
familiar with wing making, so show us how you make wings." He
demonstrated the making of wings to the bird family. It was decided
mat all those belonging to the bird family would now have wings.
Once me bird family's wings were completed, mel' discovered they
were all white. None of d,e bird family could tell each other apart.
Since it was impossible to live dus way, they concluded that paint
had to be made. The paint had to be in different colours as well. It
is not certain what d,e paints were made from. It became the duty of
me raven to paint all me orner birds. The birds simply sat for him as
he painted each of d,em individually. Each bird instructed the raven
on the design they wished and on d,e colour of paint to be used.
The mallard had his head designed with a bluish tinge to it. Some of
the birds even designed dlemselves and chose me color red.
The raven informed me bird family that once he had painted them
all, they in n,rn would have to paint him. Painting birds, he said,
was difficult work. Upon completing this task, he sat before d,em
and dley began to paint him. He had many colours to choose from,
since much paint still remained. When the raven was painted he
inspected himself and said d,at he was displeased with the birds' work.
It wasn't done right, he said, and men insisted d,at mel' remove the
paint and start over. The birds did as he asked and removed the
paint. In all fairness to them, dley outdid dlemselves artistically, but
no matter what they did, they still could not satisfy the raven.
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The raven was painted black
by others who were fed up
with his complaints.

Intelligence was created to
help people to survive as a
people.

Owl was created less
intelligent.

Owl: not a very intelligent
character, but he can stand
up for himself.

Loons were sleek, blue and
beautiful, but were changed
to birds with brown heads.

Raven: a demanding and
impatient character.

Finally, out of frustration, they took charcoal, powlded it into small
fine particles and placed it in a large bag. All of the birds rushed the
raven when he least expected it, threw the charcoal in his face and
ran. The water birds took to the water and the land birds took to the
sky. In their efforts to escape, the Sk)' was literally clouded with birds.
Prior to this, the people had decided they needed intelligence in
order to sunove. Intelligence, they thought, would enable them to
think rationally. This ability would also sustain them as a people.
Intelligence was therefore created and distributed among all the
original people. However, without meaning to, they unevenly
distributed this inrelligence, giving less to the short-eared owl. As a
result, the owl was considered not very bright. As the rest of the bird
family took flight to escape the wrath of the raven, the short-eared
owl remained seated beside the raven, oblivious to the danger.
The raven was busy ttying to remove the blinding charcoal from his
eyes. He could hear the music-like sounds that the loons were
making while diving and distancing themselves from rum. On
becoming aware of the short-eared owl, the raven asked him to help
remove the charcoal from his eyes. The short-eared owl refused. It
is not known to this day where he acquired the intelligence to refuse
the raven and to say to him what he did. "I am the way I am as a
result of your uneven distribution of intelligence. Therefore, I will
not help you," said the short-eared owl.
The loudest sOlUld that could be heard was that of the arctic loons,
as they dove under the water and resurfaced. It is said that, viewed
from the side, the loons' heads looked very sleek and beautiful,
having just been painted blue. The raven was still very angry. Upon
noticing the loons, the raven grasped some soft mud in his hand. He
made as if to hit them. I-Ie waited until they surfaced and then
switched the mud from his right ha.nd to his left:. Taking aim, he hit
the loon, catching the top of its head. It is said that is why the arctic
loon has a brown head.
Finally, when the commotion died down, the raven and the owl
became aware of another presence. As his vision cleared, the raven
saw that it was the moose, totally detached and not in the least
hurried. He was calmly eating. "How can you calmly walk around?
Remove the charcoal from my eyes," demanded the raven. The
moose replied, "J am eating and I am not going to remove the
charcoal from your eyes."
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Moose: formerly a calm and
detached character, made to
be constantly on the alert
and obsessed with escape.

This enraged the raven even more. In his anger, the raven said to
the moose, "From now until the end of time, you will be a people
who will always stand alert listening for other people. This is what
your lot in life will be for your refusal to help me remove charcoal
from my eyes. You will constantly be on alert and escaping will
become your obsession." It is said tl,at this is what the angry raven
told the moose. To this day, tl,e moose's character is as it was set by
the raven. He is constantly listening to see if he can detect his
pursuers.

Seasons were created.

In the beginning, it was the bird family that created intelligence and
heat. "How are we going to live on this earth as people?" they asked.
Until the end of time, we will follow tl,e heat. We will follow it
when it travels south and we will have our children there. When tl,e
heat returns to the nortl" it will become summer up here. This will
create warm weather, thereby melting the water bodies and enabling
vegetation to gTOW.

Migration was created.

This will also enable us to have our children in tl,e north. In the fall,
it will become cold up here and heat will return to the south. We
will also return to the south with it. For all of time, we will be
journeying back and forth following tl,e heat. This is how we will
work on eartl,. To tl1is day the bird family still operates in tl,e same
way. It is cold now, and it has returned south. However, it will
return next summer.

Winter fowl were created.

Laws were made from rules
when everyone agreed.
Laws could be changed or
amended if called for.

Man, created at first to float,
was changed to sink,
thereby enabling people to
drown.
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Some people, such as the ptarmigan, the spruce hen and tl,e owl
wanted to belong to the bird family, and yet be winter fowls. They
said, "We want to be a winter fowl people who live in tl,e cold
weather." These winter fowl people still live up here today.
The real people were making everything that exists in the world.
The world was created according to laws. It is said that these laws
were made in two stages. A rule only became a law in the first stage
when everyone was in agreement. However, this law could still be
changed in the second stage if someone had second thoughts and
called for its amendment.
The people began to make rules about man's relationship to water.
They broke a dry stick at a desired length and kept throwing this
into the water. Each time they threw the stick in the water, it would
resurface. "Let this happen to man when he falls into the water,"
they said. The rule was that when man fell into tl,e water, he would
begin to float like the stick. It was decided tl1at man was not going
to drown and that this was to be a rule until the end of time. "This
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cannot remain so," said the water beetle, and with that, he picked up
a rock and threw it into the water. "When man falls into the water,
tllis is what will happen to man and he will die," he said.
Spider: an ideal character in
the form of an Elder.

Beetle: a mean spirited
character, capable of taking
a life.

At that time, spiders and bugs belonged to the same people family.
This family included the grand fa ti,er spider, who travels using a web.
It is said that the grandfather spider was a very nice person. However,
the water beetle was not very nice. He was the kind of person tI,at
was capable of taking another's life.
"'Vhat shall we do about sickness?" the people said. They agreed that
it would be a better world to live in if there was no sickness. Sickness
they agreed, did not allow people to work as well as tI,ey could and
made life generally difficult. "So let's create a world that has no
sickness," they said. "If there is no sickness, how will man die? Even
if there is no sickness, man will live a long time and will die from old
age. Man will have to age, because even animals will age. This will be
a better way for people to die, because sickness makes for a very
unhappy existence."

Sickness and death are
created for man.

Bear: a bad tempered
character that cannot think
logically when angered, and
therefore cannot be
depended upon by man.

Bear: a character that does
not like himself.

Bear is created so that he is
inedible for man.

A voice was heard amongst the animals, and it is believed that it was
that of the water beetle. The beetle said, "I have already said that
man will die. Therefore, man getting sick and dying should be a part
of ti,e normal process." The fact tI,at his comments came second to
what the animals agreed upon meant that his wishes became the law
and the rule for man. This gave the beetle a second victory, witll the
result that man is governed by two bad laws today.
It is said tI,at the other person that was not agreeable was the bear.
He wanted to be someone of some importance. The animals,
however, agreed tI,at this could not be so for a person Witll a bad
temper. This infuriated the bear even more. "What is it you want to
be?" they asked him. He said, "I want to be ti,e caribou." They all
replied, "You can't be the caribou. Until the end of tllis eartll, you
will not be depended upon by the people we are creating. You have
such a temper, tI,at should you be angered about anytlling, people
will literally starve. You cannot be an edible animal for ti,e people."
But this did not stop the bear from pursuing his line of argument.
The people discussed at length various ways of overcoming this
impasse. They decided tI,at if the bear was able to win in an event,
tI,ey would have to reconsider their decision. They agreed that if he
lost, then ti,e issue was settled. They told the bear, "The mles being
made are to serve man wltil ti,e end of the earth. That is a long time.
Your temper does not allow you to think logically of the welfare of
man, so you really cannot be an animal tI,at man can depend on.
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"Although you are an animal that man can use for food, by your
nature you hibernate yearly in a den. How is man going to be able to
fuld you for food when you are covered by snow? How can man
depend on you? How can you serve as food for man? This could be
discussed if you were an animal that walked amongst the other
animals, but you sit in your den. Man will not be able to find your
tracks in order to hunt you, so how can you serve as the main source
of food for man?"

A custom of the people was
to use contests to resolve
disputes.

A custom of the people was
to seek the most capable
and most suitable person to
accomplish a task or
challenge.

Squirrel: a character known
to be capable.

This world is divided from
the spirit world with a
boundary "on the other
side".
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It became spring again and the ice reshaped itself into icicles. It was
spring all over, even on the oceans. The real people told the bear, "If
you engage in a leg race with one of us and you win, then you may
become an edible animal for man. But should you be defeated, you
will not be the main source of food for man." His reply was, "Horo,"
and it was agreed to hold a race.
Although the animals agreed to tllis race, they were very concerned
about ti,e possibility of the bear winning. They felt this would be a
disaster. They didn't know how to deal with the bear. All of the
people in the world assembled for the race. Everyone was consulted,
including the wolf and ti,e fox, to see who would race the bear, but a
suitable candidate could not be found. The people were very
apprehensive about the upcoming race because tI,ey knew that the
bear could not be completely trusted. They were especially afraid
that he nlight win through devious means.
They said, "The squirrel is the only one amongst us who has wings
and this might enable him to be our successful candidate." They
asked the squirrel if he would race the bear and told llim how
important it was tlut the bear did not win. They said tllat the bear
was very temperamental and that if he won and became tile main
source of food for the people, tlley would likely starve. "Do you think
you are capable of beating him, because it would be devastating if he
wins?" they asked the squirrel. After serious consideration, tile
squirrel replied that he tllOught he could beat the bear. They say the
squirrel was a man renowned for his speed.
It was decided mat a race would be held between the squirrel and the
bear. It was also decided that because of tile clear ice conditions, ti,e
route of the race would be over the ocean to the boundary on the
otller side. This is where the current world is divided from tile spiritual
world. All the people assembled to watch ti,e big race and mey were
off. They say that the squirrel was a very capable person and
watching him race was incredible. All they S,lW of ti,e squirrel was his
tail held straight up. Meanwhile, the bear appeared huge and visible.
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Once in awhile the racers would reappear and the people speculated
that maybe the squilTel stood a chance. It was hard to tell how equal
they were because of the difference in their sizes. The people feared
that the squirrel may have fallen behind. Everyone was watching the
race. They estimated that it might take a day to complete. "It should
take them one night to get to the other side and one full day to
come back, since they have to cross the entire ocean," they said. It
didn't seem like the people slept at all before they were up watching
for the racers. Only at dusk did they see someone coming.

Mirages were created when
the sun reflected off the
horizon.

The bear was created to be
an angry animal.

Raven: a jealous, envious
character who tricks people
to get his way.

A custom of the people was
to cut their hair when they
were in mourning.

A custom of the people was
to go to the shore to greet
all those who came to visit.

A custom of the people was
to celebrate a successful
meeting with a feast and a
drum dance.

In the distance they could see something that kept reappearing, but
they were wlable to tell the size of the object, as it was diffused by
the sun's reflection (like a mirage). The sun's reflection caused the
object to appear large, which made them fear that it was the bear.
"The squilTel must have lost," they said. This saddened them. The
object they saw moved at a tremendous speed towards them, as if it
was being pushed. When it got closer to them they said, "It would
be darker if it was the bear. It must be the squirrel!" It was the
squirrel' The people could see that they had made the right choice,
because the squirrel is one of the fastest persons. It is said that his
loss made the bear very angry and to this day he is still angry.
While these events were taking place, it is said that the raven, still
angry at the way in which he was treated, was watching the events.
It is said, that from a distance he was watching the grebe walking
aroWld. It is said that the grebe had unusually long, beautiful hair. It
flowed around as the grebe walked and the raven began to wish that
he had the grebe's hair. It is said that in those days, when a relative
died, the real people would cut off their hair to show respect for
their deceased relative.
The raven decided to act like he had just returned from a long trip.
People came to the shore to greet all those who came to visit and
attend the meetings. They were at the shore to meet the raven upon
his arrival. The raven told them that he was a bearer of bad news,
and was very saddened to say that the grebe's family had experienced
a horrible accident. All members of the grebe's family had been
killed. Word quickly reached the grebe. Immediately, d,e rituals of
death were administered and the grebe's hair was cut off. The grebe
went into n10urning.
On the third day of the gathering, the meeting came to an end. A
great feast was organized and a drum dance was held to follow d,e
successful meeting. On the day of this celebration, canoes were
spotted approaching the meeting area. Everyone came to d,e bank
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Raven: a character who can't
be found when it comes time
to take blame or criticism.

of the lake to greet the newcomers. It was the grebe's family. They
were late in coming to participate in the celebrations. It is said the
raven flew off into the trees and could not be found.

Grebe: a character that is
inconsolable when sad.

The gTebe now grieved for his hair and could not stop crying. He
was sitting by the main fireplace crying very hard and, in time, was
overcome with the heat and fell asleep.

Grebe was created with
short hair and flat feet.

Envy was created, a feeling
that man would sometimes
harbour.
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Meanwhile, the much awaited dance began around the great
fireplace. Unable to wake the grebe or move him, people danced
around him. Some people could not avoid stepping on his feet as
they danced. When the grebe finally awoke, not only did he have
short hair, but he had flat feet as well.
It is said that the feeling of envy that the raven felt as he watched
the grebe's flowing hair is the envy that people of today sometimes
harbour. It is said that the raven brought envy to the world as we
know it. It is also said that as a result of the events that took place,
the grebe not only has short hair, but also flat feet.
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Project 1: Hearing Elders' Stories
a) Prepare Students for Elders

•

Remind students about the role that Elders play in the oral
tradition.

•

Explain to students about the custom of exchanging gifts for
the knowledge and stories that the Elders give us.

•

Describe to students the local custom for how the practice is
carried out.

•

Out of respect for the Elders, the teacher (rather than the
sI1Jdenrs) should contact the Elders. Explain what is wanted
and then determine when they will visit, how they will get
there and howlif they will be paid. It would be useful for the
studenrs to hear the teacher conmmnicate with the Elders so
that they know how it is done. If you are going to visit the
Elder to request their help, rake one or two students with
you so they can experience how you approach the Elder.

•

Talk to sI11dents about required behaviour in the presence of
Elders prior to the visit.

•

It is up to the teacher to decide what they will ask the Elder
to share with the students. It would be best to have a
balance of legends with informational sessions.

•

Review with studenrs how they will be evaluated on this
project. Go over the actual evaluation sheet you will be
using, so they will know exactly what is expected of tllem.

b) During the Elder's Visit

•

Have students welcome the Elder.

•

Seat the Elder in a comfortable spot close to the students. It
is best to have students in a circle in front of the Elder on
the floor, rather than in rows at their desks. A library with
couches or some other comfortable location is best.

•

Leave time for students to ask questions.

•

Offer tea and refreshments, if possible.

•

Ask the Elders to speak final words before ending the
seSSIon.
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c) Understanding and Appreciating the Stories

•

Discuss the characters and lessons learned from the stories.

•

Point out important words or phrases from the stories which
relate to the lessons learned.

•

Have students apply the lessons to their own lives today.

•

Have students identify interesting or effective uses of words.
Discuss the symbolism used, if any, and the figurative
language.

d) Retelling the Stories

•

Have students recall as much as they can of what was
spoken.

•

Remind students to incorporare new words that were
teamed.

•

Rerrlind students to include the symbolism or figures of
speech used by the Elder.

•

Have students retell the stories to one another, to the class
or to the teacher.

•

Evaluate students with one-on-one testing or by asking
them to make a tape of themselves telling a stOlY to
someone. Emphasize that it is "storytelling", not reading.

•

Allow students to present their stories in some other form
such as writing, acting or singing.

•

Offer the students opportunities to retell their stories, either
orally or in other forms, to K-3 classes.

Evaluation
The following criteria may be used to evalute students:
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•

the behaviour of the student in the presence of the Elder

•

the degree of effort at active listening

•

the degree of awareness of customs

•

the degree of student recall
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•

the degree of story retelling skills
-

VOlce

-

gesture

-

engaging the audience

-

language: vocabulary, detail, use of description

-

organization: sequence of ideas, connecting thoughts and
words, use of humour.

Project 2: Independent Story Gathering
(optional)
If the teacher feels the students are ready or able, they can
gather stories independently, rather than as a class. The Elder the
student requests a story from should be someone they know.
a)

Discuss the appropriate protocol for approaching an Elder.

b)

Help smdents in deciding when it is best to approach an
Elder.

c)

Have students practice appropriate ways of making a
request: body language, tone and gesture.

d)

I-lave students prepare the text for retelling their stories
using a computer with Dene fonts.

e)

Remind students to include new words learned and any
symbolism used by the Elder.

Evaluation
The following criteria may be used to evaluate students:

•

proper use of language

•

use of good description and detail

•

good sequence of ideas and connecting thoughts

•

interesting story
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Notes to the Teacher

Question:
How will I go aoom teaching this module?

Answer:
l. Teach the understandings and first language skills using the

Proposed Activities in Detail sections, or any other activities
that you find appropriate. Use the Resources included in
this module to help you in your teaching of the Major
Cultural Understandings, or use similar stories told by your
community. If the creation story is not the version told by
your community, use the community version. The
understandings that can be learned from it should be similar.
The hearing and telling of oral stories can be scheduled into
the school year so that at least once a month the students
are exposed to Elders telling stories.
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My People, My Identity
Sometimes I took my sons hunting, but I concentrated on teaching
them to work for wages. At the same time, my children were told
stories about their families, the ravens, the land, the past and our
Dene culture.
. George Blondin, Sahtu'

Yamoria
wcb oftbe Dene tribes tells II legend {{bollt rdJO brotben wbo tmve/ tbe
wo'-/d 1/{{{king tbings rigbt. H7Je1'cve>" tbey wem, tbey left bebind signs of
tbeir presence, {{s we/I fI>' Dene I{{ws to belp people mrvive. Tbe folltrdJing is
{{II e:rxe,pt from olle venion oftbe StOIY {{S told by tbe S{{brll people.'

Many years ago, before the white man came into this country, the
Creator sent a special man, Yamoria, who travelled into our land. He
put everything into its rightful place and got rid of whatever was
harmful to people. By doing this, he set laws for people and animals
to follow. Until this very day, we are still holding onto them.
There were large beavers living in Sahtu (Great Bear Lake). People
who lived in this area would travel across the lake by canoe to hunt
the caribou. The beaver did not like them to travel across the lake so
they would get as close as possible to the canoes and splash their tails,
hoping to tip them over. When Y.11110ria heard about that, he went
to Sahtu and told the people that he would chase the be.wers away.
Yamoria started chasing the beavers around the lake. The big
beavers immediately went down Sahtu De (Beaver River), but the
younger ones were harder to chase towards the river. During the
time that Y.1moria W<lS chasing the younger ones around the lake, the
bigger beavers built a dam on the river. That's where the Sahtu De
Rapids are to this very day. Yamoria got the younger ones to head
down Sahtu De and then chased them all down the river to where
Twita (Fort l\'orman) is now situated.
At the confluence of the two rivers, Sahnl De and Dehcho
(Mackenzie), he killed two mediwn beavers and one small one. The
larger ones still living continued down our Great River Dehcho.
After killing the three beavers, he stretched and pegged the three
hides on the south face of Kwetenl?aa (Bear Rock Mountain). You
can see the impression they made to this day.
From the top of KwenteJ1l?aa, he shot two arrows at the confluence
of the two rivcrs and he said, "As long as this earth shall last, you
shall call these Yamoria's arrows." Still to this day, you can see two
big poles sticking out of the river. Even after the ice goes each
spring there are always two big poles sticking out of the river.
After shooting the two <lrrows into the river, Yamoria brought the
beavers that he had killed up the Dehcho River, about 25 kilometres

Blondin. George (lWO). Ydlo\~knire. :".1. Outcrop pag~ .:!46.
Taken from Dr1lL·I1J~b. II D~lIr Ct'ldmJIIOll. published by the Dene ~;}rion. Yclltmknifc. 198·t. page 135.
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from the confluence. There he slept and cooked the beavers. Some
of the grease had drizzled onto the ground and started to burn.
Until this day, that fire continues to bmn.
The symbol of the three beaver pelts on Kweteru7aa and the
forever-burning fire upriver from that mountain <Ire signs on the
land as <I reminder of the teachings of the legends. If we remember
and live b)' them and if \I e t.1ke tbe signs set on the land for us as
our ')'Il1bols, we will survive as a nation.
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Projects for Experience
and Reflection
1, Researching With Elders and
Retelling History

Module Overview

The purpose of this module is to give students understandings
and experiences about their tribal and band history, which will
deepen their identity as Dene.

2. Follow Ancestral Trails
3. Community Work or
Participation in BandfTribal
Activity
4. Making Connection With
a Relative

Major Cultural Understandings
• The Dene are a family made up of First 'ation tribes in
the Mackenzie Valley who have similar languages,
cultures, histories and perspective on life.
• As a Dene, I must know my family identity.
• The Dene tribe to which I belong has its own
distinct language, culture and history.
• The relationship between Dene tribes has
varied historically.
• My Dene identity can be strengthened by
learning d,e history of my people.
• The values of my people remain to guide us in
our lives and to provide us with a sense
of identity.

Resources
1. Map of Dene Tribes

2. Traditional Patterns of Life
and Land Use

Proposed
Activities for
Developing
Language Skills
and Cultural
Understanding
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3. The Chipewyan INWT)
4. The Dogrib
5. The North Siavey

6. The Gwich'in
7. The South Siavey

8. Nake Nohodle - Peace
Between the Tribes

J
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Major Cultural Understandings

Major Cultural
Understandings

Knowledge

1. The Dene are a family
made up of First Nations
tribes in the Mackenzie
Valley who have similar
languages, cultures,
histories and perspectives
on life.

The following tribes belong to the Dene family:

Note: Teachers should validate the accuracy and acceptability of
the following information in their own communities.

•

Chipewyan

•

Dogrib

•

Gwich'in

•

North Siavey

•

South Siavey

The Dene groups are a family because:

2. As a Dene, I must know my

famity identity.

•

They share similar beliefs, values and a basic
perspective on life.

•

They all speak variations of the Athapaskan language.

•

They were the first people to inhabit and live in the
mackenzie valley and delta.

•

They all had similar patterns of life and land use
(see resource 2).

I must know my family identity for the following reasons:
•

It will allow me to know my tribal and band identity(s).

• 1 will know who I am

related to so I can have a place to
belong and will know how I fit into a larger family.

3. The Dene tribe to which I
belong has its own distinct

language, culture and
history.

My tribe is distinct in the following ways:
•

We have our own territory and trails for hunting.

•

Our distinct territory causes us to have our own patterns of
life and land use (see Resources 2 to 6).

•

We have our own dialect and sub-dialects of the Athapaskan
language.

•

Since the time of contact with the non-Dene, we have our
own history and resulting effects on our traditional way of
life.
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4. The relationship between
Dene tribes has varied
historically.

5.

My Dene identity can be
strengthened by learning
the history of my people.

6. The values of my people
remain to guide us in our
lives and to provide us with
a sense of identity.

Dene Tribes had different relationships with each other:
•

Bands of Dene who moved around in order to survive
travelled freely into neighbouring tribal territories. There
were no marked boundaries, but people were aware of who
tended to live in a certain terri tory.

•

When bands of people from different tribes would meet
each other while travelling the land, initial contact was with
some apprehension and caution. Past experiences taught
that such contact was not always free of conflict. Often, the
bands would exchange gifts (which was seen as trade by
Europeans) as a symbol of goodwill.

•

Bands of people who were considered friendly were treated
with feasts, drum dancing and games.

•

Relationships between some of the tribes were historically
filled with conflict in the form of abductions, war parties
and violent chance encounters. This was particularly true
for a period of time between the Yellowknives (a band of
Chipewyan people) and the Dogrib.

•

Though each tribe negotiates its own land claim, we still
feel we are a part of a bigger identity - the nation of Dene
people.

Ways in which I can strengthen my Dene identity:
•

learn what tribes are in the Dene family and what makes
them a family

•

find out my family, band and tribal identity

•

learn the story of my tribe and band

•

learn and live the values held by my people

•

learn, practice and use the language of my people

The following Dene values can be used to guide our lives and
to give us a sense of identity:
Values which guide us in the way we interact with one another:
•

We value coming together to celebrate our unity or to
support one another in troubled times.

•

We value participating in group efforts which benefit the
whole conunwlity.
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•

We value our birthright - the right to belong to a group by
virtue of our birth parents.

•

We value education through our Elders, learning not simply
about the past, but valuing the wisdom of age and
experience.

•

We value caring for and sharing with one another.

•

We value the right of one another to make our own
decisions.

•

We value the talents and strengths that individuals bring to
our people as a whole.

•

We value the friendships which help to make us complete.

Values which guide us as individuals:
•

We value becoming capable and able to support others in
need.

•

We value being humble.

•

We value being non-interfering and mindful of our own
affairs.

Values which guide our relationship with the land:

6

•

We honour and care for the land because it is our spiritual
source and because it sustains us.

•

We value our Dene laws, which were given to help us in our
relationship ,vith the land.

•

\Ve value our time on the land because it is the heart of our
culture.

•

We value the Dene skills and knowledge for living on the
land.
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Proposed Activities Chart

After
Contact

The Tribes

The
Territory

The
Languages

Students try to
understand taped
segments of people
talking in each of the
five languages by
listening for key
words and phrases
(see Activity #9).

Students research their own tribal history
using Elders and family members (see
Project 1: Researching with Elders and
Retelling History).

Map the tribes
(see Activity #2).

Students compare
sentences from five
different Athapaskan
languages
(see Activity #7).
Students map and
try to discuss other
Athapaskan
languages in North
America (see Activity
#8).

Students do preliminary research on their
own tribe/band using one of Resources 2-6
(see Activity 12).

The
Cultures

The Land

Students research and create
their own family tree
(see Activity #101.

Listen to the legend Yamaria
(see Activity #1).
Groups report on living patterns
of Dene (see Activity #31.

Students identify the tribe and
band to which their families
belong (see Activity #11 I.

Knowing My
Family

Research and compare tribal
logos (see Activity #4).

#5).

Protecting My
Land
Students research polluted or
endangered areas in one's region
(see Activity #17).
Students discuss one problem
area and come to consensus
about action to take. Students
then take action (see Activity #18).

Seasonal
Activity
Land activity

Students research each tribe
and record all information on a
large wall chart (see Activity
Students listen to and compare
drum songs from each tribal
area (see Activity #6).

The Traditional
Way of Life

Strengthening
My Identity
Students brainstorm

Explore the meaning of
"relatives" in one's life, then
attempt to establish ties
that were not there to begin
with (see Project 4: Making
Connection with a Relative).

Trails
Tools
Crafts
Entertainment &
celebrations

Relationship
With Other Tribes
Dogrib example: the legend
Nake Nahodle - Peace
Between the Tribes
(see Activity #13).
After pre-talk, students hear
legend and then do
activities for language skills
development (see Activity
#13 a-j).

Ancestral
waYs(~~~----------------------'FollowTrails

of strengthening their Dene
identity (see Activity #14).
Students identify ways in
which they or people in
their community live the
values of the Dene (see
Activity #15).
Students deal with issues
using a Dene perspective
(see Activity #161.

Community or
Tribal/Band Work
See Project 3: Community
Work or Participation in
Tribal/Band Activity.

See Project 2: Follow
Ancestral Trails.

Grad
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Proposed Activities in Detail

Note: The language development activities for this module are
based on Dogrib as the first language of the classroom. Teachers
of other Dene languages are encouraged to use these examples
to develop similar activities and texts for their own languages.
1. Try to find an Elder who can tell you the version, as told by

your community, of The Legend of the Two Brothe"rS.
Ytnnozhn
Yn11l0dezhnn
Ehtnchohkn'e
Ynbntheyn
Yamoda

-

Dogrib
South Slavey
Gwich'in
Chipewyan
North Slavey

Pre-tnlk
Before students hear the legend, discuss its sigruficance with
them. This legend has particular importance because it is
common to all the Dene tribes. The two brothers are seen to
travel throughout the Dene lands, bringing peace and security to
people in the form of Dene laws. They left markings throughout
the territory to remind the people of their laws.' This legend
binds all the Dene tribes together as one people.
Expe";ence the lege71d
Have students listen to the oral version of this legend, told
either by a teacher or an Elder. Allow students to ask questions
after the telling. Discuss the markings left behind and the kinds
of laws the two brothers made for the Dene people.

..

2. Show students a map of the Northwest Territories on an
overhead projector, if possible. Go through the five tribes and
show students the approximate hunting and living territory of
each ( see Resource I).
3. Explain to students how all the five Dene tribes lived and used
the land in a very similar way. It is these similarities which
enabled the tribes to understand and appreciate each other's
values and ways of seeing the world.
Have students research and report on the similarities between
the five tribes. Break the class into three groups and have one
group compare similarities of the farruly/hunting group; another
will compare similarities of band activities and the third group
will compare the similarities of tribal activities. Provide the map
: Taken from

Dm~nJ(h.

n Dmt Cr/tbr(lftOl1, published by the Dene Nation, Yellowlmife, 1984, page 135.
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from Resource 1 as a source of information. The reports to the
class should be presented orally, with the family/hunting group
reporting first, the band second and the tribe last.
4. Discuss with students how symbols are used by organizations to
identify themselves. Talk about other kinds of symbols that they
are familiar with. Get a copy of the Dene Nation logo for
students to study. Have them work in groups to discuss what the
symbols might represent and why these symbols are important to
the Dene people. Collect examples of various logos from each
tribal group. Have students research the meaning of the logos
and report to the class.
5. Have students use atlases, maps and family members to identify
the geography (important water bodies and land formations),
the natural resources and the cultural characteristics of each of
the five tribes. Have them try to identify what makes each Dene
tribe distinct in terms of its culture (hunting specialties, crafts,
foods, etc.). Make a large wall chart which students can use to
record researched information about the different tribes in the
following categories:

•

important game

•

important geographic features

•

special forms of recreation

•

celebrations and gatherings

•

special Dene laws

•

special artistic activities such as embroidery styles, clothing
styles, crafts, use of color

•

important spiritual symbols

6. Have students listen to drum songs or music from different
communities. Ask them to try to identify the places the music
comes from and describe the similarities and/or differences in
the music.

.-

7. In order to give students an understanding of the linguistic concept . .
of the Athapaskan language family, ask them to name people in
their community who can speak any of the five Dene languages.

10
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Proposed Activities in Detail

Give students the two sentences listed below in the five Dene
Languages. Have them compare the order of the words and the
vocabulary. Also ask them to compare how each of the languages
indicates "my" and "her". There are many similarities in the
Dene languages. That is what makes them part of what is called
the "Athapaskan" language family.
•

My grandfather is fishing and her mother is in the tent.

•

The young boy snared a rabbit.

8. List the following tribes on chart paper: Carrier, ChiJcotin,
Sarcee, Navaho and Apache. Explain that these tribes also speak
languages that belong to the Athapaskan language family. Ask
them to find where these tribes are located on a map. Have
students hypothesize how it is that all of these tribes, which are
scattered throughout North America, speak similar languages.
9. Tape segments of radio talk in the different Dene languages and
have the students try to identify which tribal people are talking.
They are not expected to understand what is being said. They
simply try to identify which language is being spoken based on
the sounds and the rhythms of the languages.
10. It is important for people to know who they are and where they
come from. Students have often commented that they know
"what" they are, but they do not know "who" they are. Long
ago, the Dene families were completely familiar with who was
related to who. In later times, local priests kept track of
information about family births and deaths. There is not the
same emphasis put on keeping track of this information today as
there was in the past.
Have students research information to make a family tree. Give
them the option to display the chart when it is completed.
Encourage students to make connections between themselves
and others in the class by comparing their trees.
11. Have students go back to their family trees and identify the
bands and tribes they belong to. Ask them which of the bands or
tribes they feel most familiar and comfortable with, and why. At
this time, identify which tribe students will be doing research on
as a class. Explain the choice carefully (see otes to the Teacher
at the end of this module).
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12. As a group, have students research the history of a tribe. The
teacher should choose which tribe will be studied (see Notes to
the Teacher at the end of this module).
To begin, have students use the Tribal Land Use Patterns
worksheet at the end of this section to find and record
information regarding their tribal history. See Major Cultural
Understandings #3 and #4, as well as information on the five
major tribes in Resources 2 to 6 as references.
Allow students to choose one of the following topics to
do more detailed research using print, audio or visual reference
materials:
•

the traditional hunting territory of the tribe

•

the seasonal activities of the tribe, its bands and its family
groups

•

the relationships between the tribe and neighbouring tribes

•

the changes which occurred after contact with the non-Dene

After doing this preliminary research, students should access
Elders for particular stories of interest related to any of the
topics. Project 1: Researching and Retelling History, provides
more detail about how this research project can be organized.
13. Each tribe has stories telling of their feelings and the
relationships they had with neighbouring tribes. Have students,
with the help of the teacher, find an Elder who knows stories of
the relationships between tribes.
Students whose first language is Dogrib can do the following
activities, which are based on the story and text ake Nohodle Peace Between the Tribes (see Resource 8).
a) Have students read the Dogrib text of Nake Nohod/e. Have
them take turns reading the different paragraphs and then
discuss the important ideas of this story:
• the nature of the relationship between the Chipewyan and
Dogrib tribes before peace was made
• why peace was made
• how peace was made

12
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Proposed Activities in Detail

b) Have students identify the words and phrases in the story
which are important to the main idea of peace. Then ask
students to construct five sentences using these words and
phrases, applying them to today. Have students share the
sentences they write and discuss the idea of relationships and
peace making today.

tID

c) Record the speed and accuracy with which individual students
write their sentences. Monitor progress by comparing this to
previous exercises requiring writing of text.
d) Have students create a short story based on their five
sentences. If this is too difficult, have them work in pairs to
create a story.
e) Have an Elder come to class to retell the story Nnke Nobodle.
Afterwards, have students compare the oral version with the

..

written version.

f)

•

Was there a difference in the story? What were the
differences?

•

What techniques did the storyteller use to make the
storytelling more effective? (e.g. imitations of animal
sounds, body gestures, figurative language, descriptive
language, etc.)

Write the third paragraph of Nnke Nnbodle on the board
without tones, nasals or clicks. Have students identify where
they would go and explain the difference between words that
have the marks and those which do not.

g) Hand out copies of the fourth paragraph of Nnke Nnbodle,
written without the tones, nasals and clicks. Individually or in
pairs, have students spell the words correctly.
h) Hand out copies of the sixth paragraph of Nflke Nnbodle,
written without punctuation or capitals. Have students
correct the paragraph and then correct each other's work.
i)

Use the "running story technique" to retell Nflke Nnbodle.
Each student will tell a portion of the story using their own
words, taking turns until the story is told. The teacher will
decide when each student should stop and let another take
over. Record the students on tape so they can hear
themselves and have fun with it. Encourage students to use
the techniques the Elder used to make the storytelling more
interesting.

Dene Kede, Grade 7 Module Four; My People, My Identity
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1+. Ask srudents to brainstorm to create a list of the kinds of things
they should know or experience in order to strengthen their
Dene identity. Once the list is made, ask them to categorize the
items on the list as shown in the chart below.

Once the list has been categorized, remind srudents abour the
purpose of this module: to know one's cui rural identity and to
strengthen it. Ask srudents to discuss how they feel about
strengthening their cui rural identity (see Notes to the Teacher at
the end of this module).
Le:tm.ing and living the

perspectives of the Dene

I

Examples:

Learn..in~ your

history

tribal I Strcngth~ni.ng your
I
fumily

Examples:

Becoming infomlcd
about political issues

' Exmllplu:

Examples:

spending time on land

hearing slOrics

doing a familj tree

learning land skills

fr0111 elders

spealdng Delle lan-

workingoD

!ipcnding time listenmg w e1dc~
learning drum song<;

reading written
rl'Scarch in band
library

gl.lage at home
helping mother and
father

abollt land claim

spending morc time
\\ith grandmother

I

I

Learning your

language:
r

Examples:

• what Delle Nation is

spend time around

those who speak
language
read things written in

agreement

• attend oand council

language

meetings

I

try to understand news

in language

15. Make copies of the srudent worksheet entitled "How Dene
Values Are Lived", included at the end of this section. Hand out
a copy to each srudent and, as a class, have them give examples
of how Dene people act on the values that are listed. Ask
srudents to write examples on their own papers.
16. In the following scenarios, that are not based on real siruations,
people are divided about community or social decisions. Have
students use their understandings about Dene valnes to discuss
the siruations and try to understand the positions taken by the
Elders. Ask srudents to come up with solutions which meet
today's needs, but are still in keeping with Dene values. Have
them identify solutions which will be best in ti,e long run.
•

14

A commwllty is supposed to be dry of alcohol, however
some people are travelling to other places to buy alcohol.
\Vhile on the road, tI,ey are getting into accidents, many of
which are fatal. In an effort to cut down on such accidents,
the community council is thinking about having a sale site in
the community for alcohol. The Elders are against tillS idea.
\i\'hat is a good solution?
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Proposed Activities in Detail

•

The young people want jobs. Several companies want to
conduct mining exploration on the land. Elders say the land
is only on loan to the Dene. They say the Dene are to be the
caretakers of the land, to en ure that it will continue to
provide for us. They worry that allowing exploration and
mining will destroy our relationship with the land, and in the
process, we will destroy ourselves. What is a good solution to
the problem?

•

The housing corporation recently built a nice, expensive
home for someone who ended up dying in it. The Elders
advise that people should not continue to use the home.
What is a good solution to the problem?

•

A man is physically abusing his wife continually. The ,,~fe
leaves the community with the children. The Elders feel that
the children need the community and their family to survive.
What is a good solution to this problem?

•

The Yanornamo people of South America have the rainforests
as their homeland. They are surrowlded by people who want
to use the land for grazing cattle and mining, which destroy
the forest. The Yanomamo would like to preserve the
rainforests, rather than move into the cities. What is a good
solution to this problem?

17. Have students research information on polluted or endangered
areas in their region. They should ask fanuly or people in the
community about the nature of the problem and report back to
the class. Their reports should indicate what the problem is and
the cause(s).
Have students create various symbols to mark on a map of the
region to help explain their research to others. They should then
create a legend of the symbols so everyone knows what they
mean. Students should also include a written description and
illustrations of the problem.

..

eDt

18. As a class, have students choose one problem area from the
previous activity to discuss in class. Using the rules for consensus
discussion and decision-making, have students decide on a course . .
of action that they can take to help the problem situation.
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Examples:
•

write letters to authorities to express concern

•

begin a recycling campaign

•

talk to other grades to get help in pursuing a course of action

Evaluation
Evaluate students for major cultural understandings and knowledge
in this module (refer to the Major Cultural Understandings section)
using a written exam or other suitable activity. Testing should involve
categorizing, identifying or providing examples from their community
or tribe of each of the points of knowledge or understanding.
Evaluation of student attitude and personal growth is dealt with
in the activities in the Projects section of this module.

16
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Plant resources used by Dene in the
NWT, from most used to least

Animal resources used by Dene in the
NWT, from most abundant to least

The season in which these resources are
available to people

The season in which these resources are
available to people

Student Worksheet

Tribal Land Use Patterns

Common activities of the people

Common activities of the people

How Dene Values Are Lived
Student Worksheet

Values which guide us in the way we interact with one another.
The fo/luwing Del1e values can be lIsed to guide om" lives and
to give liS n seuse ofidentity:

•

Kramples ofbow r or otber Ome people ill my
com111unity live tbese values:

We value coming together to celebrate our wlity or
to support one another in troubling times.

• We value participating in group efforts which
benefit the whole community.

• We value our birthright - the right to belong to a
group by virtUe of our birth parents.

•

We value education through our Elders, learning

not simply about the past, but valuing the wisdom
of age and experience.

•

We value caring for and sharing with one another.

•

We value the right of one another to make our own
decisions.

• vVe value the talents and strengths that inruviduals
bring to our people as a whole.

•

We value the friendships which help to make us
complete.

Values which guide us as individuals.
The following Del1t values can be lIsed to guide our lives lind
to give us n sense ofidemity:

Kramples ofbow r or otbe1' Ome people il1 my
c07J11//lmity live these values:

• We value becoming capable and able to support
others in need.

• We value being humble.
• We value being non-interfering and mindful of our
own affairs.

Values which guide our relationship with the land.
The following Dene values con be lIsed to guide

Ollr

lives and

to give LIS n sense of illelltity:

•
•

Fsamples ofbow I or otbe1' Ome people il1 my
C01Il111Il11ity Jive tbese values:

We honour and care for the land because it is our
spiritual source and because it sustains us.
We value our Deae laws, which were given to help us

in our relationship with the land,

18

•

We vaJue our time on the land because it is the heart
of our cuJture.

•

We value the Dene skiUs and knowledge for living on
the land.
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Resources

Resource 1:
Map of Dene Tribes
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Resource 2:
Traditional Patterns of Life and Land Use

Tribe

Family
Band

camps or hunting
groups

Band

Tribe
People of a tribe:

·

spoke the same language.
shared the same territory.
shared the same cultural
customs.
usually only came together once
or twice a year for great hunts,
such as during caribou
migrations.

·

Band
People of a tribe lived in
small bands that:

·
·
·

celebrated with feasting,
drumming, dancing and
games at tribal gatherings.
discussed and settled tribal
affairs during these gatherings.
marriages were arranged or
performed.

·

goods were traded.

·
·

20

news or information was
shared.
regional band members would
chose a man to be the tribal
leader; he was known to be a
great hunter, aided by
experience and spiritual powers.

Family Camps or Hunting
Groups

·

were made up of several
families, usually related.

People in bands sometimes
broke into smaller family
camps or hunting groups
that:

would tend to hunt and live in
one area or region within the

were usually men, but
sometimes single families.

tribal territory.

made short trips away from the
band's camp for tasks such as
hunting or gathering bark, etc.

within the region. would have
favorite camping sites for the
different seasons. If food was
plentiful, the band would tend
to stay together as a group. If
food was hard to find, people
would spend more time in small
hunting groups consisting of
one or two families.
would each have their own
dialect of the tribal language.
They could understand the
language of other bands within
the tribe, but had differences in
pronunciation or vocabulary.
were led by a man who was
considered the most capable
hunter. Often this man had
spiritual powers.

·
·
·

would return to the band in
between hunting trips.
were led by a mother, father or
most experienced and capable
family male.
would be the main group in
which the people spent most of
their time trying to survive
when food was scarce.
had the Elders care for and
educate the children while the
adults were hunting and taking
care of other survival needs.
had adolescents spending time
with their families, rather than
in groups with other
adolescents.
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Resource 3:
The Chipewyan (NWT)
a) Chipewyan Patterns of Life and Land Use - In the Past'
Chipewyan Tribal
Activities

·

There could anywhere from 200
- 400 people together at a tribal

Chipewyan Band Activities

·

Each band had about 50 - 60
people made up of several
families.

·

From November to April. most
Chipewyan people were with

gathering.
The Chipewyan primarily
depended upon the barren land

their regional bands.

caribou. When the caribou were
migrating in large herds, the
people would come together as
a tribe to a camp and cooperate
in the hunt. They would come
together in the spring and fall,
camping along the migration
path, near a lake known for
excellent fishing.

·
·

I

Successful caribou hunts were
followed with feasting,
drumming, dancing, hand
games and other games, such
as bow and arrow competitions.

·

·

The regional bands camped just
inside the tree line and lived on
caribou that were found by
small groups. They also lived on
fish and caught an occasional
moose during the winter
months.

Chipewyan Family CampI
Hunting Group Activities
Hunting groups were the basis
for fishing and trapping

activities.
Sometimes the small hunting
groups would track caribou or
moose in the bush and then
bring their catch back to share

with the main camp.

The bands usually camped in a
line along the tree line so they
could communicate with each
other about the movements of
the caribou.

Akaitcho was a famous tribal
leader. Stories about Akaitcho
have come down to the
Chipewyan people of today
through the oral tradition.

HmuJbook ofNortlJ Ammam IndillnJ, Vol 6: Sub Arctic. 1981. Smithsonia.n Instinne, Washington, DC, pages 271-290.
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b) Chipewyan Patterns of Life and land Use - Today
Chipewyan Tribal
Activities
Composed of Chipewyan

General
Information

people living in Fort
Reliance, Lutselk'e, Fort
Resolution, Detah and
Yellowknife.

Chipewyan Band
Activities

·

Chipewyan Family
Camp/Hunting Group
Activities
Individual men, families or
groups of men use the
community as their base

People engage in traditional

land based activities.

and go off on day trips or
longer trips to use or enjoy

the land.

·
·
·

Early Spring

Spring

Summer

·

In August, spiritual
gathering of Chipewyan

·

Most of the community
goes out on the land in the
summer.

·
·

They gather along the river
for picnics on weekends.

people at the falls called
"Old Lady Sits" near Fort
Reliance.

·

Prior to the spiritual
gathering, men go caribou
hunting by plane into the
barrens to meet the
migrating caribou. They
bring back caribou to feed
the many people who will
be at the gathering.
People come from all of the
Chipewyan communities.
including those in
Saskatchewan.

·
·

ptarmigan hunting.
snowmobiling to the
barrens to hunt muskox.
beaver and muskrat
hunting.

·

caribou hunting during the
migration back to the
barrens.

·

net fishing along broken ice
during breakup.

Fishing derbies give prizes
for the biggest trout.
There is berry picking along
a stream that comes from
the barrens.
This stream is the place that
people gathered in the past
when men would come
back from caribou hunting
in the barrens.

People bring their sick to
the falls, where heating is
known to occur.

·
Fall

Feasting, drumming, prayer,
meetings and hand games
accompany this gathering.
gathering wood for fall.
picking cranberries and
making jam.
making drymeat from
moose.
tanning moose hides for
clothing.
sewing moccasins and mitts
for winter.

Winter

·
·

·
·
·

families go fishing.
small groups of men go
moose hunting.
individuals or families go
net fishing.
individuals or families go
rabbit hunting around the
community.
trapping.
ice fishing for trout and
loche.
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Resources

c) Chipewyan Historical Events

The following historical events caused many changes to the
Chipewyan way of life. They are presented as possible topics of study
for students, depending upon student, commwuty or teacher interest.
Teachers and/or students should base their studies of these events on
the oral stories of the Elders in the community.

•
•

Akaitcho leads Sir John Franklin (1820)
sharing hunting grounds with the Inuit

•
•

conflict with the Dogrib

•

first meetings with non-Dene

•
•
•

early trading

•

Catholic missions

•
•
•

reading and writing in syllabics

contact and conflict with the Inuit

non-Dene trappers
Akaitcho and Edzo make peace

signing of Treaty 8 and Treaty 11
provincial/territorial boundaries break up tribe

•
•

epidenlics

•
•
•

gatherings and celebrations in Yellowknife before World War Il

mission and residential schools

Lutselk'e school
beginnings of commercial fishing

Many of these events in history are also recorded by the non-Dene in
the form of films, reference books, stories and visuals. These and
other references are listed below. When students use non-Dene
sources of information, make sure to compare the non-Dene versions
\vim the way the Dogrib Elders tell the stories in their oral histories.

•

The Book ofDe71e. 1976. GNWT Department of Education,
Program Development Division. Yellowknife, NWT.

• A Hist01J' of tbe O"igillal Peoples ofNortbe171 Canada. Crowe, K.
1974. Arctic Institute of North America.
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•

Denendeh: A Dene Celebration. 1984. Dene Nation.
Yellowknife, NWT

•

As Long as This Land Shall Last: A History ofTreaty 8 and
y,·eaty J J, 1870-1939. Fumoleau, R. 1983. McClelland and
Stewart.

•

Handbook ofNorth A1I1C1·ican Indians, Vol. 6: Sub Arctic. 1981.
Smithsonian Institute, Washington, DC.

•

Llttselk'e Hist01) Resef/l"ch with EldC1"J, 1995, transcribed by
Florence Catholique, unpublished.

•

The Canadian Indian: A Hist01) Sillce 1500. Patterson II, E.
Palmer. 1972. Collier-Macmillan Canada Ltd.

•

That's the Wtiy we Lived: An Oml History of the Fort Resolution
EldC1"J. 1987. GNWf Department of Culture and
Communications. Yellowknife, IVVT.

d) Where the Name "Chipewyan" Comes From'
The word Chipewyan was originally a Cree word. The Cree
described the Chipewyans to the traders as "those who have pointed
skin or hides", in reference to their manner of cutting their hunting
shirts or preparing their beaver hides. The traders began to use this
name and gradually others such as the Indian agents, the priests and
the govemment also used this name. The Chipewyan had their own
name for themselves. It was simply "Dene". They also had names for
themselves based on where they lived and hunted. Today, most
Chipewyan people of the NWf live in Lutselk'e, formerly known as
Snowdrift. Lutselk'e means "the place of minnows".
el What the Chipewyan People Are Known For
• The Chipewyan people are known to other Dene tribes as

the tallest people
people who go on muskox hunts
the first Dene traders, as they were the first to have
contact and work with the non-aboriginal traders, since
they were the southernmost territory
-

the first "business people", since they were the middlemen
between the non-aboriginal traders and some of the Dene
tribes

•

They are proud of their large fish.

•

They see themselves as canoeists - a people who travelled

• Handbook ofNm-th A7II~rkn1/ Indians, Vol 6: Subarctic. 1981. Smithsonian Institute, \.Vashington, DC, page 283.
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Resource 4:
The Dogrib
a) Dogrib Patterns of Life and Land Use - In the Past'
Dogrib Tribal
Activities
General
Information

The Dogrib tribe consisted
of several bands living in

Dogrib Band Activities

·

the area from the
Mackenzie River to the
tree line. and between
Great Bear Lake south to
Great Slave Lake.

Each band was made up
of several families which
were usually related.
Before 1900, there were
several bands hunting in

the area around Great
Slave lake and up to

In the past. Dogrib tribal
leaders were often
hereditary leaders.

Great Bear Lake. They

included:

- people along the east

Edzagwo was a famous
tribal leader. There are
oral stories about him
which have been handed
down by the Dog rib from
generation to generation.
The Dog rib tribe
historically would come
together as a people for
caribou hunts during
migrations.
During these summer
assemblies, tribal affairs
were taken care of. They
included things like
marriages. future marriage
arrangements, meetings,
and general
communication of
information and news.

shore of the north arm
of great Slave Lake
people around Wha Ti
(formerly Lac La Marte)
people along the Snare
River

-

.

Bands were made up of
smaller families and
hunting groups
Leaders of hunting groups
were the male family
heads or the most capable

hunter.
Small hunting groups or
families would leave the
main band camp or
community for hunting
trips or to go to special
camps to:

-

net fish
hunt non-migrating
caribou
find bark for canoes

people along the
Yellowknife River

·

Each band tended to
occupy its own territory
within the tribal territory.
People moved from one
Dog rib band to another
based on marriage or the
presence of relatives.

·
·

·

I

people along Rae Lake

Dogrib Family CampI
Hunting Group
Activities

The leader of the band
was a superior hunter who
also had medicine powers.
The band members
tended to live together
through most of the year.
The bands would break up
into smaller family camps
for early spring and fall
land activities.

Handbook of Nrmb Ammam bldial1S, Vol 6: Suhomic .1981. Smithsonian Institute, 'Washington, DC, pages 291-309.
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Early Spring
and Spring

Summer

·

·

After the coming of
missionaries, there were
gatherings at Fort Aae for
Easter. Some families from
each of the bands would
gather. There was feasting,
dancing and hand games.

.

Most of the men of a band
would be involved in the
early spring barrenland
caribou hunt. They would
travel long distances by

.

Family spring camp
activities included making
bone grease, birch syrup,
birch bark canoes and
dryfish. They were also for

dog team to the hunting

hunting muskrat, beaver

camps and work together
in the hunt.

and duck.

Band members would
organize and take part in a
caribou hunt, as the
caribou began to migrate
into the bush from the
tundra. Caribou hunting
parties consisted mostly of
men portaging long
distances to the hunting
camps.

Families moved to fall
camps for berry picking,
gathering rotten wood and
fungus for smoking hides,
gathering firewood,
fishing, making stick fish,
making drymeat and
caching food.

Gatherings at Fort Rae in
June to bring in beaver
and muskrat pelts from
the spring hunt and to

wait for the trading boats.
Men from all the bands
would gather, sometimes

bringing their families.

·
·

·

Feasting, dancing and
hand games.
Mooseskin ball games
played.
Medicine man consulted
for problems.

Fall

Winter

26

·

Gatherings at Fort Rae for
Christmas. Families from
all the bands would
gather. Feasting, dancing
and hand games were
held.

.

As the snow appeared.
sleds and snowshoes were
made.

.

Men went off on their
traplines.

Women sewed clothing .
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b) Dogrib Patterns of Life and Land Use - Today
Dogrib Tribal
Activities
General
Information

Dogrib Band Activities

Dogrib Family CampI
Hunting Group
Activities

There are five recognized
bands or Dogrib
communities:

Communities gather and
support one another
whenever people from a
community die.

-

Most land use activities
are now done by
individual families and
hunting parties made up
of men.

Rae·Edzo

- Wha Ti

-

These are done
seasonally, just as in the
past.

Wekweti (Snare Lakes)

- Gameti IRae Lakes)

.

- N'dilo and Detah

In addition to the seasonal

celebrations, weddings
and funerals tend to be
community based

.

Early
Spring

celebrations.
There are organized
community hunts where
men go into the barrens
by truck and snowmobile
for caribou. The meat is
distributed to community
members.
There are Easter
celebrations in the
community which include
feasting, drumming.
dancing and hand games.

Spring

.

.

In early spring, individuals
will go into the bush for
varying lengths of time to
participate in activities
such as:

-

snaring
duck hunting
fishing
trapping
ptarmigan hunting
making drymeat

A tribal gathering is
organized for Easter in
Aae. There is feasting,
drumming, dancing and
hand games.
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Dogrib Tribal Activites

Summer

.

Dogrib Band Activities

The Dogrib Assembly
occurs in the first week of
August. This is where all
the communities gather
for political meetings and
celebrations.

There are July 1

Dogrib Family CampI
Hunting Group
Activities

.

celebrations in the
community, which include
feasting, drumming.

In the late summer,
families will set up camps
to fish and make dryfish.

dancing and hand games.

Fall

In the late fall, just before
freeze-up, men fish for the
winter.

Community hunts are
organized where hunters

travel by plane to the
barrens to hunt caribou, as

they migrate to the
wooded areas from the

Winter

28

Tribal gatherings are held
at Christmas and New
Year's Eve at either Wha Ti
or Rae. The people enjoy
feasting, drumming,
dancing and hand games.

.

barrens. The meat is
distributed to community
members. The community
also organizes the making
of drymeat.

Christmas and New Year
celebrations are also held
in the community, with
feasting, drumming,
dancing and hand games.

.

Individual members of the
community may engage in
activities such as
- trapping
- sewing
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c) Dogrib Historical Events
The following historical events caused many changes to the Dogrib
way of life. They are presented as possible topics of study for
students, depending upon student, community or teacher interest.
Teachers and/or students should base their studies of these events on
the oral stories of the Elders in the commwlity.

•

Chipewyan act as middlemen between Dogrib and traders

•

first contact with non-Dene

•

trading post at Lac La Marte (now Wha Ti)

•

conflicts with the Yellowknives: Akaitcho and Edzo

•

dogs brought to Dogribs

•

Edzo's leadership

•

establishment of Old Fort Rae: role of Edzagwo

•

Catholic mission

•

early trading and trapping times

•

epidemics

•

Treaty 8 signed by Drygeese, representing Dogrib band
around Yellowknife and to the east

•

signing of Treaty II and role of Monfwi

•

free or independent fur traders

•

tuberculosis epidemic

•

Yellowknife gold rush and boom

•

growth of communities and government services

Many of these events in history are also recorded by the non-Dene
in the form of films, reference books, stories and visuals. These and
other references are listed below. When students use non-Dene
sources of information, make sure to compare the non-Dene
versions with the way the Dogrib Elders tell the stories in their oral
histories.

•

Athaposkan Beading and Embroidery

•

A Selected Dogrib Bibliography to 1995 (partially Annotated),

Bright, Marilyn. Available at the Rae-Edzo Library.
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•

Tbe Book of Dene. 1976. GNWr Department of Education,

Program Development Division. Yellowknife, NWr.

•
•

A Histo,y oftbe O,·iginal Peoples ofNortbe17l Canada. Crowe,
K. 1974. Arctic Institute of North America.
Denendeb: A Dene Celebration. 1984. Dene Nation.

Yellowknife, NWr.

•

As Long as Tbis Land Sball Last: A History of 7haty 8 and
Treaty 11, 1870-1939. Fumoleau, R. 1983. McClelland and

Stewart.

•

Gatberings: Tbe En 'owkin Journal ofFirst Nonb American
Peoples Vol. IT. 1991. Theytus Books Limited.

•

People and Cm-ibou in tbe Nonbwfst Territories. Hall, Ed. 1989.

•

Handbook ofNonh Am,,·ican Indians, Vol. 6: Sub Arctic. 1981.

Smithsonian Institute, Washington, DC.

•

hopheey and Power Among the Dog-rib. Helm, June. 1994.

University of Nebraska Press, Illinois.

•

Heritage of tbe Dogrib: A briefaccount of the histo,y and lives of
the ab01-iginal people living between Gnat Bear and Great Slave
Lake. Can be obtained from the Dene Nation Library,

Yellowknife, NWr.

•

Tbe Canadian Indian: A Hist01Y Since 1500. Patterson IT, E.

Palmer. 1972. Collier-Macmillan Canada Ltd.

•

The People of the Cm'ibou: A Way ofLife. GNWr

Deparnnent of Renewable Resources. Yellowknife, NWr.

•

Hunting Muskox Witb tbe Dogribs. Russell, Frank. 1970.

Canadiana House, Toronto.

•

Dogrib Indians of the NWT Canada: Genetic Diversity and
Gmetic Relationsbip Among Sub-Arctic Indians. Sza thmary, J .E.

Deparnnent of Anthropology, McMaster University,
Hamilton, Ontario.

•

FI-om the Land: Two Hund"ed Years of Dme Clothing.

Thompson, Judy. 1994. Canadian Musewn of Civilization,
Hull, Quebec.
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dl Where the Name "Dogrib" Comes From'
The Europeans first learned about the Dogrib people from the Cree,
who called them "atimospikay" which means "dog sides". This name
may have come from a legend told by many aboriginal groups, abour
how people came to be as a result of the mating of a woman with a
dog. The English used this name to refer to the people living
between the Great Bear and Great Slave Lakes to distinguish them
from the Slavey and the Chipewyans. Though the Dogrib did not
have this name for themselves, they began to use it to refer to
themselves when talking to the traders and missionaries.
e) What the Dogrib People Are Known For
The foUowing are some of the characteristics which the Dogrib
people are known for and how they like to be known:

•

Drymeat: The Dogrib people are known for their drymeat.
They stiU collectively harvest caribou and make large
quantities of drymeat.

•

Portaging Trips: They are also known for their portaging
hunts. They were known to travel many miles to go hunting.

•

Visits and Celebrations: When the Dogrib people arrived in
or near the territories of others during these trips, it meant
there would be feasting, dancing and very competitive hand
games.

•

Tumplines: When portaging, the Dogribs used mmplines to
carry their gear.

•

Birchbark Canoes: The Dogrib people are known for the
birchbark canoes that were made for travelling long
distances.

•

Dog teams and snowshoeing.

•

Caribou Hide for Sewing: The Dogrib are known for their
beautiful white smoked caribou hides and the bags made with
caribou hide that are used for carrying drymeat and pound meat.

•

Distinctive beaded and embroidered jackets, gloves and
caribou leggings.

•

Drum dancing, courtship dance and partner dance.

•

They are known as being a very organized people. They
manage large events with extensive preparation and planning.

• Hundboot ofNorth Ammcan Indians, Vo/6: Sub Arctic .1981. Smithsonian lnstirute, \V2Shingron. DC, pages 303-304.
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•

The Dogrib people themselves are proud of the respect and
concern they show for people of their tribe, regardless of
community or family, especiaJly in times of celebration,
tragedy or death.

•

Dogrib Language: The Dogrib people are very proud of
their language. They have a strong commitment to keeping
it alive and spoken by the yOWlg people in the community.

Resource 5:
The North Siavey
a) North Siavey Patterns of Life and Land Use - In the Past'
"North Slavey" is a grouping of people identified by the government
for administrative purposes. At the time when the government was
beginning to provide services for the Dene people, it grouped all the
people who came to the Fort Norman area to trade as one people.

Before the arrival of the non-Dene, there were at least four distinct
groups - the Hare People, the MOWltain People, the Willow Lake
People, and the Bear Lake (Sahm) People. (The Bear Lake People
did not consider themselves a tribe, but had a lot in common.)
These distinct groups had similar languages, hunted in each other's
territories easily and often cooperated in large hWlts.
Each of the groups were small and the epidemics and starvation
caused much hardship on them. Many moved away from their
hWlting territories into communities where they intermarried with
one another. Today, they cooperate as one people. They negotiate
for land clainls as one people, and they celebrate and support one
another as one people. Most individuals are aware, however, of
whicll place and people they originally carne from.
For these reasons, in the descriptions of life and land use patterns,
we treat the Hare, the Sahtu, the Willow Lake, and the MOWltain
peoples as sub-tribes within the overall category we call the North
Siavey Tribe.

, Handbook ofNortb A11In-icnn Indians, '·'0/6: Sub Arctic .1981. Sm..ithson.i:m lnsDtme, \Vashington, DC, page 310 and D~lU Rwmru Books
01J~ (Jlld Tu.'(): The Sabtuorillr umg Ago, J- Vandcnncer, F. Tarn and At. Oishi, 1991, Gl\1'\Vr Deparoncnt of Education, YeUowknife, l\T\oVf.
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North Siavey Sub-Tribes and
Activities
General
Information

The Mountain people were those who lived
and hunted on the slopes of the Mackenzie
Mountains between the Gwich'in Mountain
people and the South Siavey Mountain
people. In the fall and early spring, they
hunted woodland caribou and mountain
sheep in the mountains and brought
drymeat down to the trading forts using
mooseskin boats. In summer and early

North Siavey Band/Family Camp
Activities
Each of the bands were made up of small
family camps of people who tended to live
and hunt a certain territory within their
tribal area.

·
·

Each family camp was led by the family
father or Elder. He would make decisions
about when and where to travel for game.

·

Several times a year, the family camps
would travel to areas where all the people
in their tribe would camp together. They
were usually caribou hunting sites or good
fishing sites. At such times there were
feasts, drumming. dancing and the playing
of games.

winter, they spent time with other North
Siavey people around the forts and fishing
lakes.

·

·

·

·

The K'asho Gotine (Big Willow people, also
known as the Hare People) were those who
lived and hunted in the area north of Great
Bear Lake and west to the Mackenzie River.
These people relied heavily upon hare skins
for clothing. The northern Hare relied on
caribou and the southern Hare relied on
moose. They were known as the flame
carriers.

These camps were made up of no more
than three or four families.

Sahtu people were those who lived and
hunted in the areas around Great Bear Lake.
In late summer and early spring. they came
together in a large camp and hunted the
barrenland caribou.
The Willow Lake people were known to
many tribes because the territory they
inhabited was good hunting in the early fall
during freeze·up and in spring during the
thaw. The area was rich with muskrat,
beaver and fish, and was also a staging
area for ducks and geese.
During the fall caribou hunts, people from
many of the above groups would gather.
The leaders tended to be spiritual ones.
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North Siavey Sub-Tribes and
Activities
Early Spring

·

The Sahtu and Hare would meet in early
spring in areas where they thought the
migrating caribou would pass. They hunted
the caribou on snowshoes, using snares

North Siavey Band/Family Camp
Activities

.

The camp leader was the oldest person or
the most experienced hunter in the camp.
The leader would decide where hunting.
fishing or trapping would take place.

and spears.

Caribou hides from fall and winter hunts
bleached in the sun.

Spring

·

The Mountain people would be in the
mountains for the early spring woodland
caribou hunt.

·

Mountain people gathered to make
mooseskin boats and descended from the
mountains to Fort Norman (now lulita)
loaded with drymeat from the Keele River.
Once they had reached their destination,
they gave the mooseskin hides from the
boats to people that needed them.

·

·
Summer

·
·

·

.

Fishing camps:
0

net fishing

0

duck hunting

0

egg collecting

At a meeting held by all tribes, it was
decided when the next gathering would be.
Everyone would come to the gathering.
Each tribe would know where their
designated camping spot was located. At
this meeting, each band leader would also
declare where they would be during the
winter.
The Sahtu and Hare went on late summer
barrenland caribou hunts. People from
many different regional bands would meet
in large camps to prepare for the hunt.

Before the caribou hunt, plants, roots and
berries were gathered for medicine and

food.
Bags of moss were gathered and cached.

Caribou collected around Caribou Point and
Whitefish River as they migrated into the
bush.
Hunting was done with corrals and also by
canoe.
After the hunt, there was great feasting,
dancing and playing of games.
Meat and skins were shared among the
people before they dispersed to their fall
camps.
Mountain People went into the mountains
for the fall woodland caribou hunt.

34
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North Siavey Sub-Tribes and
Activities
Fall

·

The Mountain people prepared their

mooseskin boats and descended the

North Siavey Band/Family Camp
Activities

·

Blackwater River to the Mackenzie River.
loaded with drymeat after the caribou hunt.

·
·

Sahtu fall camps were eS1ablished just
inside the tree line for caribou hunting and
fishing. They also

· made willow bark nets
· fished and made dryfish
· made baskets
· prepared skins
· gathered moss for babies

The Mountain people ascended the
mountains with dog packs

Tribes gathered at major fish camps and

made weirs for fishing. They also made
stick fish and dryfish.

·
·

All clothing was sewed and decorated with
porcupine quills for the fall gatherings.
These were put up in trees away from the
camp and used only for gatherings.
Snowshoes, dog harnesses and sleds were
made.
Winter clothing was made.
Storage bins were made in the permafrost
at each camp for storing food that would be
needed throughout the year. The bins were
so tight that even mice could not get in.
When people ran out of food, they would
return to the camps that had the storage
bins.

Winter

·
·

People from all tribes would meet to fish at
locations where open water existed, even in
winter.
Fort Norman <Tulita) was a major gathering
place for all the tribes at Christmas. People
were dressed in their finest. They left after
the New Year.

Winter camps:

·
·
·
·

ice fishing
small game hunting for rabbit. grouse
and ptarmigan
woodland caribou hunting
moose hunting

Mountain people hiked into the highest
points in the mountains.
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b) North Siavey Patterns of Life and Land Use - Today
North Siavey Tribal
Activities

.

General
Information

Composed of people
speaking the North Slavey
language and living in the
following communities:

-

North Siavey Band
Activities

.

North Siavey Family
Camp/Hunting Group
Activities

Some traditional activities
and celebrations are still
organized or participated

Individual men, small
hunting groups and
families still use the land
following the seasonal
ways of the past.

in at the community leveL

Norman Wells

When a large number of
people arrive in any
community, there are

Deline

often drum dances, feasts

Colville Lake

and hand games played to

Tulita (Fort Norman)

celebrate the visitors.

- Fort Good Hope

Marriages, deaths and
other passages are often

conducted at the
community level.
Community Easter drum
dance and feasts.

Caribou hunting.

Early Spring

"Observing the Sun"
Dance.

.
Spring

Tipis set up the
communities.

.

Gathering of wood for
snowshoes and drums,
gathering and storing
wood before break-up,
establishing fish camps
and picnics to welcome
the warm weather.
Muskrat and beaver
hunting, alt-night sewing
sessions, collecting wood
for tanning, collecting
boughs, geese and duck
hunting, collecting geese
oil, caribou and moose
hide tanning, gathering
and making medicine and
fishing for blue fish and
suckers.

Tribal assemblies.

Summer
Fall
Winter

36

.

Caribou hunting .

Community Christmas
drum dance, feasts and
games.

.

Ice fishing.
Trapping.
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c) North Siavey Historical Events
The following historical events caused many changes to the North
Siavey way of life. They are presented as possible topics of study for
students, dcpending upon student, community or teacher interest.
Teachers and/or students should base their studies of these events on
the oral stories of the Elders in the community.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

contact with non-Dene
trading post at Fort Norman (Tulita)
measles epidemic
missions

Klondike gold rush and increased contact
flu epidemic
oil at Norman 'Veils
building of the Canol Trail from Norman 'Veils
Hare sign Treaty 11

•

rcsidential schools

•
•
•
•
•

World "Yar IT and radium mining
trapping
corning of wage labour
community life and increased goverrunent presence
establishment of the community of Colville Lake

Many of these events in history are also recorded by the non-Dene in
the form of films, reference books, stories and visuals. These and other
references are listed below. '~7hcn students use non-Dene sources of
infollllation, make sure to compare the non-Dene versions with the
way the North Siavey Elders tell the stories in their oral histories.

•

WbeJl tbe World /lVas New. Blondin, George. 1990. Outcrop.
Yellowknife, NWT

• Tbe Book of Delle.

1976. Gl\"'\VT Department of Education,
Program Development Division. Yellowknife, N\;>''T.

•
•

rI History oftbe Origillal Peoples ofNol1be177 Canada. Crowe, K.
1974. Arctic Institute of North America.

DClleI1deb: "I Dene Celebrrttioll. 1984. Dcne Nation. Yellowknife,
N\~rr
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o

As Long tiS Tbis LIIIIlI Sbtlli Ltlst: A Hi.flOIY of7i'etlfy 8 tlnd Tretlfy
11,1870-1939. Fumoleau, R. 1983. McClelland and Stewart.

o

HtlndbooR of N071b AmeriCtl" I"dir/lls, Vol. 6: Sub Arctic. 1981.
Smithsonian Institute, \\'ashington, DC.

o

Tbe emlt/dillli fndim/: A Hisl07Y Since 1500. Patterson 11, E.
Palmer. 1972. Collier-Macmillan Canada Ltd.

o

Tbe Stlbtuoti"e Long Ago. Vandermeer, Jane, l\i[itsu Oishi,
Fibbie Tatti. 1991. GN\\'T Deparonent of Education.
Yellowknife, N\VT.

o

Dene VOllies Project. 198+. Fon Franklin, NvVT.

dl Where the Names "Slavey" and "Hare" Come From'
The name "Slavey" was used by the Iludson Bay Company traders to
indicate the Dene (Athapaskan) language. They used the English form
of the word "Slave" and the French form was "Slavey". Today, the
British Columbia and Albena Dene use the word "Slave" and the
!'.'INT Dene prefer the name "Slavey".

The name "Hare" was given to the people who lived in the area nonh
of Fort Good Hope, between the mountains and the barrens. They
were so named by the traders and the French because they depended
very heavily on hare for clothing and food. It was never a name which
the people used to refer to ulemselves.
e) What the North Siavey People Are Known For
The Nonh Siavey people are known for the following:

1fl/fl(Jboo~'

\8

o

Their prophets and the songs of the prophets.

o

The distinct Mountain Indian music and dancing.

o

The "Death" drum dance and song.

o

The "Handkerchief' drum dance.

o

The mooseskin boats of the 1\1 untain people.

o

The red ochre from the mountains which is used for medicine.

o

The "Dlia" squirrel game.

o

The use of tumplines in travelling the Mackenzie River.

o

Their pOlllted shoes: chohke.

o

Their tribal assemblies.

of ,\/01.,h Awmwi l"difills, t 0/6: Sub Arctic. 19x I. Smithsonian Institl.llC, \ \ "ashingron. DC, page 347.
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Resource 6:
The Gwich'in
a) Gwich'in Patterns of Life and Land Use - In the Past'
Gwich'in Tribal
Activities
General
Information

.

Gwich'in Band
Activities
Nine or 10 regional bands
each occupied a major
river drainage area:

The Gwich'in tribe was led

by the Grand Chief who
was called Shanuti. He was
considered not only a
superior hunter, but also
had medicine powers which
helped him in his
leadership.

Arctic Red River

Gwich'in Family
Camp/Hunting Group
Activities

.

Peel River

- Upper Porcupine River

Each band was composed
of several groups of six to
eight related families.

Each group was headed
by a senior family

member.

Crow Flats

- Yukon Flats
Birch Creek

- Chandalar
Dihai

- Black River

·
·
·

There were 10 to 50

families per band.
Each band had its own

leader.
All the smaller family
groups would assemble

into their bands for special
hunting or fishing camps,
and also for special
ceremonies such as the
spring or lunar eclipse
dances, memorial
potlatches and life
passages.

IItmdbook 0fSo,.th J luun(jlll IndimlS, I ;,16: Sub Irrllc.
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Gwich'in Tribal
Activities
Spring

Gwich'in Band
Activities

Beaver hunting parties
consisted of the men of all
the tribes.

·
·

---

Meat and pelts shared
among the tribes.

Gwich'in Family
CampI Hunting Group
Activities

--

Muskrat and beaver
trapping and drying.
Move from mountains to
rivers to make spring

camp with other families.
Skin boats (12-14 skins)
used to travel down from
mouth of river. Headwaters were strong.
Rapids were shot by the
men, followed by a feast
to celebrate the rapids.

·

At the trip's end, the boats
were taken apart and the

skins were given back to
the owners, who would
tan or use them for
clothing.
Sometimes just the men
would make the trips,

leaving the women and
children in the mountains.

Late Spring

·

Spring assemblies were
held at the base of the
rivers. down from the
mountain hunting
grounds.
Caribou hunting took
place as the herds
migrated down from the
winter range in the
mountains.

-I{)

·

Spring camp activities
included duck hunting,
tanning, and fixing and
knitting of nets.

·

Drumming and games:
blanket toss (calling on
warm weather). stick pull
and push, snow snake,
zital (hockey) game,
whistle making.
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Gwich'in Tribal
Activities
Summer

·

·

Gwich'in Band
Activities

Gwich'in Family
CampI Hunting Group
Activities

Occasionally, they had
gatherings of all the bands
at the mouth of the Peel
River.

Fishing camp: Fishing with
traps, fish wheels. making
and baling of dryfish,
tanning of hides, sewing,
picking of berries,

People used to also meet
at Old Fort near Fort
McPherson. They now
meet at Fort McPherson
because of flooding.

collecting plants and roots
for medicinal teas.
Much of the food was
cached for winter.
Rabbit skin parkas wOllen
for special occasions.

Fall

Cranberries gathered.
Moose and caribou
hunting: meat cached.

.

Fishing: smoked fish and
stick fish.
Travel preparations: tents.
sleds. harnesses, winter
clothing sewn.
Snowshoes prepared for
trapping.
Late fall, hooking for fish.

Winter

·
·

Tribes gathered to hunt
caribou at Rock River.

Journey into mountains.
Travelling after the
caribou. Caribou hunted
with fences.

There are rock fences still
present which were used
to corral the caribou
herds.

Ice fishing.
Trapping.

.
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Hunting parties composed
of small groups of families
head off to the winter
hunting sites. They hunted
caribou, caught muskrats.
trapped. ice fished and
sewed.

Sheep hunting.
A winter feast was put
together by men going
from family to family
gathering donations of
food in a carry-all, which
would be swayed as they
sang from door to door.
The chief would
redistribute the food for
preparation and then a
feast would be held and
speeches made.

-II

b) Gwich'in Patterns of Life and Land Use - Today
Gwich'in Community
Activities

Gwich'in Tribal
Activities
Spring

Gwich'in Family
Camp/Hunting Group
Activities

March carnival

Early spring: picnics,

- dog races
- snowmobile races

roasting fresh caribou on
open fires.

tea boiling

- fire making

Summer

.

A revival of the tribal
assembly, the first in 180
years. was initiated in
1988. It involved bands
from Alaska, the Yukon and
the NWT. These assemblies
have been carried on since,
with meetings occurring
every two years to talk
about issues that effect
them all such as the
Porcupine Caribou Herd.
cultural issues, etc. They
also celebrate their time

.

-

old-time dancing

July 1 celebrations:

games, canoe races,
traditional games and
dances.

.

family camping

0

fishing

0

berry collecting

0

camping at trapping
cabins

together.
0

.
Fall

Winter

Fort McPherson summer
festival. A gathering of
people from all parts of the
North for jigging, dancing
and fiddling.
Gwich'in tribal assembly,
comprised of the four
communities of Fort
McPherson, Tsiigehtchic,
Inuvik and Aklavik. They
discuss the business of the
Gwich'in Tribal Council.

Berry picking .
Fishing.
0

0

.

0
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Winter feast tradition is
carried on over Christmas
holidays, where donations
of food are gathered and
prepared for a community
feast. The women prepare
the Christmas feast and
the men prepare the New
Year feast.

Drying and freezing of fish.
Caribou hunting: rutting
season is from fall until
April, when the Porcupine
herd moves north to the
calving grounds.
Early winter activities:

- picnics, roasting fresh
caribou on open fires

- loche fishing through
ice

Tradition of the chief and
his followers going from
door to door to wish
families well on New
Year's Day. As a joke,
families bring in all their
belongings to safeguard
them from being stolen.
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c) Gwich'in Historical Events
The following events are presented as possible topics of srudy for
the students, depending upon student, community or teacher
interest. Teachers and/or srudents should base their studies of these
events on the oral stories of the Elders in the conununity.

•

first contact with foreigners

•

missions and lrussionaries

writing system
- schooling

•

gold rush

•

dawson 1'0rth West Mounted Police Lost Patrol

•

the Mad Trapper

•

signing of Treaty II

•

community living and government services

•

epidemics

•

trapping era

•

residential schools

•

cultural and political revival

•

land claims settlement

lvlany of these e,'ents in history are also recorded by the non-Dene
in the form of films, reference books, stories and visuals. These and
other references are listed below. \Vhen students use non-Dene
sources of infornlatioIl, ensure you compare the non-Dene versions
to d,e way the Gwich'in Elders tell the stories in their oral histories.

•

The Book of Dene.1976. Gl\'\VT Department of Education,
Program Development Division. Yellowknife, N\VT.

•

A Hist01)' of the Originfll Peoples ofNorthem Cflnfldfl. Crowe,
K. 1974. Arctic Institute of Norrh America.

•

Dellwdeh: A Dene Celebrntiol1. 1984. Dene Nation.
Yellowknife, NWT.
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•

As Long as Tbis Land Sball Last: A History of Treaty 8 and
y,'eaty 11,1870-1939. Fumoleau, R. 1983. McClelland and
Stewart.

•

Handbook ofNortb Ame1"ican indiam, Vol. 6: Sub Arctic. 1981.
Smithsonian Institute, Washington, DC.

•

Tbe Canadian I"dian: A His(07) since 1500. Pattetson II, E.
Palmer. 1972. Collier-Macmillan Canada Ltd.

•

F071 McPbenon Community Study. Benyk, Pearl (ed.). 1987.
GNWT Deparullent of Education. Yellowknife, NWT

•

"Nikbwilat Kat - Some of Us: Stories of Gwicb 'in Eld,,'s.
Francis, Lucy. 1996. Ruth Carroll (ed.), Inuvik, N'vr.

d) Where the Name "loucheux" Comes From

The French missionaries, upon meeting the G\\~ch'in, named them
"Loucheux", meaning slanted eyes. This name stayed as the official
government and historical name of the Gwich'in until recently,
when the Gwich'in asked to be called as they call themselves. The
Alaskan and Yukon Gwich'in are referred to as the "Kurchin".
e) What the Gwich'in Are Known For

•

They are known for the decorative embroidery used in their
baby straps and baby bunting bags.

•

They are known for rabbit skin blankets. Baby suits are also
a unique and important part of tl,e culture.

•

They see themselves as great teasers who create much
laughter, especially at their own expense.

•

They are known to other tribes by stories of how they kill
grizzlies with spears.

•

Among all the Dene cultures of the N'Vr, it is only the
Gwich'in who have a culture based on the clan system.
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Resource 7:
The South Siavey
a) South Siavey Patterns of Life and Land Use - In the Past"
South Siavey Tribal Activities
General
Information

The South Siavey tribe consisted of several
bands living primarily in the area between
the west end of Great Slave Lake, the Liard
River, the Hay River and the Mackenzie
River to Great Bear River.

South Siavey Band Activities

·

Compared to the bands of many of the
other Dene tribes, the South Slavey bands
were small. Most consisted of about 10~20
people (4-5 families) who were usually

related. Each of these was considered a
band.

·
·

·

They were small perhaps, because there
were no large supplies of game such as
caribou herds.
Most land use activities were organized and
carried out at the community level. Unless
times were very tough, people tended to
stay in their communities and rely on the
hunters of the community. They did not
travel off on their own and make their own
family camps.
The camp or local group would centre itself
around a lake which was dependable as a
supply of fish and small game.
There were camps of South Siavey people
along Dehcho, Two Islands, Burnt Island,
Root River, Maler Lake, Willow Lake, Willow
River, Mills Lake, the Horn Plateau, Six Mile
Creek, Trout River, Axe Point, Rabbitskin and
Tathlina Lake.
The tribal area was rich in small fur bearing
game so sinew and babiche snares were the
main hunting technique, even for large
game.
Each group had a leader who was usually
the most experienced hunter, who also
served as the medicine man.
Members of the group would share in
everything.

·

Individual men or small groups of men
would go off to hunt for moose or
woodland caribou from these family camps,
but they would consider the band camp
their home camp.

I" information comes from Fon Simpson Elders and also from The 110m/book ofNonh Al1m'icoll bllliol/s, Vol 6: Sub Arctic, 1981.
Smithson.ian ul5titute, vVashinl!ton. DC, pages 338-349.
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South Siavey Tribal Activities

South Siavey Band Activities

·

Tribal gatherings and celebrations included
drum dances, feasts and games.

Spring

Spring was a time of celebration, to take
pleasure in the happenings of nature such
as the rebinh of plants, open water and the
birth of young. People sang joyful songs
which had been spontaneously created by
individuals to be sung in harmony with the
sounds of nature surrounding them.
Fishing and beaver hunts.

·

Duck and geese hunting.
Wood harvesting (done in spring when full
of sap so the wood would be more durable)
for paddles, snowshoes. toboggans, axe

handles and hide-working tools.

Summer

.

.

Gathering of wild carrots and wild onions.
June and July tribal gatherings.

Willow net fishing.

Regional groups would come together
during the summer to one camp such as at
Red Knife, and at other locations up and
down the Mackenzie River - Wrigley, Fort
Providence, and in Fort Simpson on the
flats where the Mackenzie and Liard Rivers
meet.There would be 200·250 people
assembled. They would stay together as
long as food (fish, caribou and moose) were
ample enough to feed everyone. There
would be visiting, courtship, drumming,
dancing, feasting and many games such as
moose ball were played. People also took
this opportunity to consult well-known
medicine people.

Fishing.
Edible berries and roots gathered in bark
baskets.

·
·

Surplus food smoked and dried.
Travel to assemblies or to other hunting
grounds done by canoe.

Hide preparations.

Fall

·

·

Rope making.
Caches made to store surplus foods.
Preparation of semi-permanent shelters for
winter (split logs covering a tipi frame or
frame covered with bark and moss).

·
·
·

Winter

·

Making of dryfish and drymeat.
Moose hunting.
Fishing.
Gathering berries, and seasonal plants and
roots.
Lived in log dwellings.
Surplus food cached.
Spent winter following game.

D~l\e
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b) South Siavey Patterns of Life and Land Use - In the Recent Past
South Siavey Tribal Activities

South Siavey Band Activities
Most land use activities were organized and
carried out at the community level. Unless
times were very tough, people tended to stay
in their communities and rely on the hunters
of the community. They did not travel off on
their own and make their own family camps.

General
Information

Trees harvested.

Spring

Beaver hunt: went by foot and with pack dogs;

returned by canoe.
Trees milled.
Community garden planted.

Community tugboat fixed and launched.
Boards and logs from community sawmill
barged to Fort Simpson.

Summer

People met in Fort Simpson for summer

-

July 1st celebrations

- Built log houses

Fall

Men from many communities joined in a
hunt for caribou in places like the Horn
Mountain Plateau.

Families returned from Fort Simpson.
Community garden harvested.

·
·

Fish nets gathered and prepared.

·

Fish that was brought back was shared with
the whole community.

·
·
Winter

Dene Kcdc, (jradc - \ludull.! Fuur: \Iy People, .\Iy Identity

Late September, fish harvest: wooden barges
made and taken by men to a fish lake. Fish
nets set, fish prepared into stick fish.

Trip to Fort Simpson by tugboat: surplus fish
taken to share; winter supplies brought back.
Barge and tugboat winterized.
Trapping.
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c) South Siavey Historical Events

The following events are presented as possible topics of srudy for
the srudents, depending upon srudent, community or teacher
interest. Teachers and/or srudents should base their sn,dies of these
events on the oral stories of the Elders in the community.

•

first contact wi th non -Dene

•

first trading posts

•

christiaJl missionaries

•

mail runs by dog team between the communities

•

early trading

•

flu epidemic

•

use of York boats and later on, steam boats

•

building of first large hospital in the Mackenzie

•

treaty signing

•

community living and government services

•

beginnings of wage employment

Many of these events in lustory are also recorded by the non-Dene
in the form of films, reference books, stories and visuals. These and
other references are listed below. "Vhen srudents use non-Dene
sources of information, make sure to compare the non-Dene
versions with the way the South Slavey Elders tell the stories in their
oral histories.

•

The Book of Dene. 1976. Gl\1VVT, Department of Education,
Program Development Division. Yellowknife, N\VT.

•

A Hist07Y of tbe Originfll PeopleI ofN07Tbem Cflnfldfl. Crowe,
K. 197+. Arctic lnstirute ofl\'orth America.

•

Denendeb: ADem Celebmtion. 1984. Dene Nation.

Yellowknife, N\VT.

•

As Long flI Tbis Ltmd Shflll Lflst: A Hist07Y of7i-ellty 8 find
Treflty J 1,1870-1939. Fwnoleau, R. 1983. McClelland and

Stewart.
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•

Hnndbook ofNO/,b American l11dians, Vol. 6: Subarctic .1981.
Smithsonian Institute, \Vashington, DC.

• Tbe Canadian l11dian: A His"tory since 1 SOO.

Patterson II, E.
Palmer. 1972. Collier-Macmillan Canada Ltd.

• Ti'apping h l"Ty Life. Tetso, John.

1970. Peter Martin

Associates.

• Nnbecbo Keb:

Onr Elden. Thom, Margaret and Ethel
Blondin-Townsend (editors) 1987. Siavey Research Project,
Fort Providence, 1\T\VT.

d) Where the Word "Slavey" Comes From"
The name "Slavey" was used by the Hudson Bay Company traders
to indicate the Dene (Athapaskan) language. They used the English
form of the word Slave and the French form was Siavey. Today, the
British Columbia and Alberta Dene use the word "Slave" and the
NVVT Dene prefer the name "Slavey".
e) What the South Siavey People Are Known For
The South Slavey people are known for:

•

herbal medicines

•

moose hnnters: moose hunting requires much more kill
than hunting caribou in herds

•

being shy and humble people

•

living in very small groups

•

birchbark baskets and quill designs

•

moose hair tufting

•

the quality (thick and durable) and abnndance of their
moose hide

llilllllbook ofStmh ,·/IIIt"rtam IlIllijt1Js, \016: Suh .\relic. 1981. Smithsonian IIl',litutc, \\'a..hington, DC, page H7.
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Resource 8:
Nake Nohodle - Peace Between the Tribes
(from the Dogrib oral tradition. collected and translated by
Virginia Football.)

Many years ago there lived two Lldian chiefs, Edzo and Akaitcho.
Akaitcho was the leader of the Chipewyans. Edzo was chief of the
Dogribs.
Edzo thought that Akaitcho disliked him and this bothered him very
much. One day he and his three brothers moved to an island in
Raspberry Lake. Edzo knew that Akaitcho's camp was not far away.
He decided it was time to see Akaitcho and find out why the leader
felt as he did. So, Edzo thought of a plan.
While his brothers finished setting up camp, Edzo and his wife
paddled their canoe to another island. On the island Edzo built a
hiding place for his wife. Before leaving her he said, "If I am not back
in three days you'll know that I've been killed. If I don't rerum I
want you to go back to your people."
Then, in the twilight of evening, Edzo set off by himself for
Akaitcho's camp. Finally he saw the tipis of the Chipewyans.
Carefully Edzo paddled closer and closer to the camp. When he was
very near, he silently went ashore and crept even closer.
Edzo noticed some children getting water from the lake. Quickly he
ran among them. Since it was dark, they did not see him right away.
All of a sudden one of the children saw Edzo and screamed. "There's
a stranger with us!"
Immediately they all ran for home. Edzo ran alongside t1,em until he
arrived at a tent which he thought was his sister's. Edzo's sister had
married Kaw-tay-whee, a Chipewyan Lldian. When he entered the
tent he saw his sister sitting alone. "Brother, what are you doing
here'" she asked.
"I've come to see Akaitcho," Edzo replied. "It's too dangerous to talk
like this. Hide under these skins and we can talk quietly," whispered the
sister. When he was well hidden under the skins Edzo told his sister
that he wanted to meet Kaw-tay-whee at midnight on the south path.
"I'll whistle three times to let him know where I am," explained
Edzo. Then he silently left the tent and crept to his hiding place on
the south path. Kaw-tay-whee rerurned home shortly afterwards and
his wife explained Edzo's message to him.
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\ Vhen the camp was asleep and quiet Kaw-tay-whee walked
cautiously down the south path. He kept walking until he heard a
whistle. He heard it again and finally the last whistle was a long one.
Kaw-tay-whee walked toward the sound and soon found Edzo
waiting for him.
Edzo told Kaw-tay-whee that he wanted to see Akaitcho. "vVhy?"
asked the brother-in-law. "Ever since I can remember Akaitcho has
disliked me. I would like to find out what his reasons are," replied
Edzo. Then he explained his plan.
"Tomorrow evening tell Akaitcho that he should send some hunters
out duck hunting. \\11en they are in the canoes and Akaitcho has
returned to his tent, tell the hunters that there are ,~sitors on one of
the islands across from here. Then I shall carry out my plan."
The next evening Kaw-tay-whee suggested a hunting trip and Akaitcho
agreed to it. "Vhen the chief returned to h.is tent Kaw-tay-whee told
the hunters to watch for visitors on one of the islands across the lake.
Meanwhile, Edzo and his brothers built a campfire and waited
patiently for tl,e Chipewyans to arrive. Finally they saw the canoes
con-Ling towards them. The hunters also saw Edzo and his brothers.
Quickly one of them renlmed to the Chipewyan camp yelling,
"There are Dogribs hiding on that island across from here'"
Every man in the camp grabbed his bow and arrows and set off by
canoe across the lake. Kaw-tay-whee went as well. Soon the
Chipewyans reached the island and went ashore. Akaitcho told his
men to surround tl,e Dogribs.
Meanwhile Edzo and his brothers sat quietly eating. "So here you are
enjoying your meal!" cried Akaitcho. As he said this he threw a knife
at Edzo which just missed him. Still Edzo ate silently. Akaitcho talked
and talked bur Edzo did not answer him.
After awhile, Edzo rurned and faced Akaitcho saying, "Akaitcho, why
are you talking like tllis? I have come to find our why you dislike me.
I picture you as the starving ,min",1 who hides part of his kill and
returns to finish it off when he is hungry again! So I have come to
help you finish this task'"
When Edzo said this the Chipewyans backed up <1 little, watching tl,e
forest for more Dogribs. Akaiteho and Edzo started to argue. Both
men were "ery angry <1nd were almost ready to fight.
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Kaw-tay-whee knew that if the men fought there would certainly be
a war, so he said, "You are both right. Neither of you is wrong. It
would be better for our people if you stop arguing."
After peace had been made Edzo paddled in the darkness to pick up
his wife, who was still hiding. Then they and Edzo's three brothers
moved with Akaitcho and his tribe to Gooseberry Lake. There they
set up a camp. When the camp was ready everyone enjoyed a feast
of dried meat and pemmican. Both tribes were happy that they
would now live in peace.
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Project 1: Researching with Elders and
Retelling History
a) Preparation for Research and Collection of Information

Before doing this project, srudents should be familiar with the
general history of their tribe (see Proposed Activities in Detail #12).
Once srudents have this knowledge, they should each choose one
topic of interest or one that requires further information. They will
then approach Elders for stories or more information in that area.
•

If at all possible, have students approach Elders who are
related to them, or who are members of the same band.

•

Tell srudents about the traditional approach to learning from
Elders:

•

-

to take a gift or other token of exchange for the
information that is being asked

-

to do some chores or work for the Elders before asking
for stories of the past.

Ask srudents to have their questions well prepared so Elders
will not he confused about what is being asked.

- If asking what time period, clarify:
from the Elder's own experience?
stories handed down about time before contact?

- If asking about what group of people, clarify:
the tribe
the band
the camp
•

Srudents may wish to use the following examples when
determining their research questions:
- \\'hen you were young, who was living in the band that
you lived ,vi th in \\'ha Ti?
- Can you tell me stories that you've heard about when the
Chipewyan people would gather as a tribe? In what
season did they gather and why did they gather' \\'hat
things did they do when they gathered?
- Can you tell me stories that you've heard about the
Mowltain people - about the trips they used to make
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down river in the moose skin boats' \Vho travelled
together? vVho participated in making the boats and
when' VVhy did they travel down river'
-

Can you tell me stories about when you were young about the comlTIunjty Easter drum dances in Fort Liard?
vVhat were they like? \,\'110 came and from where? vVho
organized these events?

- em you tell

me stories that you were told about when the
Peel lliver people used to live in small family camps
during the winter? In what areas did these ilifferent
groups hunt and fish? \\'hat was life like for them in these
small camps'

- Can you tell me stories about the flu epidemic in the
1920s that killed so many of our people'
•

If the Elder does not speak English, the student should
arrange to have someone along who can translate.

•

If the Elder agrees, the student could take a tape recorder or
video camera along to record the stories. The student
should let the Elder know that the stories will only be for
school use, and in the event that students wish to use the
stories outside of the school, permission will have to be
received from the Elder first.

•

ReJlediol7
After or during the research sessions with Elders, gather the
students to reflect on h,,,, their experiences are going. Talk
"bout successes or frustrations, and have students give each
other advice on how to deal with problems they may be
encounrcnng.

b) Organizing and Editing Researched Information

)"-1-

•

Ensure students date and label any audio or video tapes
made of the Elders so others can use them for reference.

•

ITave students make a written outline of the information
collected from the Elder and cross reference it with tl,e
audio or video tapes, using number markers.

•

Based on the information collected, have students decide
how they \vill use the information from the Elder. They may
choose to:
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•

-

make a display

-

retell the story in another form, such as a book or a
puppet play

-

write the history using excerpts or quotations

Identify areas of the interview you wish to use word for
word, and decide how you will use these quotations or
excerpts.

c) Retelling History

Traditionaill" the histories of the Dene people have been preserved
through oral tradition. Each generation tells the stories to the next
generation. Students must be aware that their role is to learn the
stories so they can take their place in history and retell them.
Rather than just gathering raw footage with the Elders, students
should think of themselves as passing on the tradition by retelling
the stories or information.
The following are suggestions on how students can retell stories of
their tribal histories:
•

In the Dene tradition, the oral retelling is the most
important. Students will not be able to automatically retell
the stories told to them by Elders without some practice.
The teacher needs to determine a story length th,][ students
should be capable of retelling. Students should then tell the
story to the class, or to other grades and classes in the
school (see Module Three: Oral Tradition for guidelines to
bell' students in oral storytelling).

•

\Vrite a script for a play and then present it ro the school,
the Elders and the community. It could also be videotaped.

•

""rite and illustrate short stories for children. Have grade
teachers help to simplify the language for certain ages.
Students can make the original text and illustrations on
computer and then make hard copies, or add live sound and
make disks available to cla"es.

•

\\'rite ,md illustrate the history of the tribe to exchange with
another Gnlde 7 class in ,mothcr community. Once the
history books are exchanged and they learn about each
other's communities, dley can perhaps arrange a class
exch,mgc visit. Students take on the role of a young Dene
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man or woman hundreds of years ago in their own tribe.
Have them write daily journals talking about what life is like
and what is happening every day. These can be used as
"fictional history" stories to be left for future classes.
•

Have students prepare displays that show what things were
like 100 years ago for their tribe. The topics can range from
the kinds of clothing that were worn, the tools that were
used, the hunting trails that were used, the way that cooking
was done, etc. Encourage visitors to come to see the displays
and learn about the tribal histories.

d) Student Reflection

After students have experienced the retel1ing of their history in some
form, have them reflect on their experience. Ask how it felt to retell
the story of their people. The reflection can take the fonn of class
discussion, journal writing or teacher to student discussion.

Evaluation
The teacher can use the following criteria to evaluate the students
on th is project:

•

behaviour displayed in the company of Elders while
conducting research

•

quality of interview questions

•

effort shown in setting up and preparing for research with
Elder

•

effort shown in retelling history

•

quality of work displayed in the retelling of history

Project 2: Follow Ancestral Trails
The trails that people create throughout life can be used to tell their
history. Some trails can actually be seen -like portaging trails. They
may tell us \I hat land was occupied or what resources were used for
survival. Other trails survive as stories pas ed down from generation
to generation. I n either case, the trails leave their mark on future
peoples and are not forgotten.
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Some communities, such as Rae-Edzo and Fort McPherson, have
brought old travel trails back to life by taking young people on
canoe or snowmobile trips. The purpose of such adventures is to
recreate the old life and remember the values of their people. Where
resources and scheduling permit, such a project would give students
a very meaningful experience with their own histories and roots.
Prior, during and after the activity, talk to the students about why
they are trying to follow the trails of their ancestors. Ask them to
reflect on their feelings about the personal value of the trip.
The Rae-Edzo trip is described below, followed by the student
evaluation used on the trip, which can be used as a model for your
own activities.
al On the Trails of Our Ancestors

. . . . . . . . . . f!D

f!D f!D

The following is an excerpt from a newsletter describing a canoe
trip taken by several youth from Rae-Edzo, as they traced the trails
of their ancestors. This was a Dogrib community/school project. A
map of the canoe trip route is provided on page 59.
"More than 30 people in five white, 22 foot canoes left Rae on
July 29 after receiving a blessing liOl11 Alphonse Tsatchia. Five
Elders, with years of knowledge of the land, worked closely with
young Dene men and women, students and teachers as they
followed the trails of their ancestors (see map which follows).
The purpose of the trip was to retrace the river routes that were
followed in the old days, to visit the campsites and villages where
people lived through the ages and to visit, clean up and pray at
some of the many, many gravesites along the "highways" of the
people. A record was kept of all the sites visited.
On the Emile River near Labrish Lake, there is a rock that is
shaped like a moose nose. \Vhen the people came to that rock,
they stopped and made an offering to the water. The five canoes
then u'avelled on for a short time.
Suddenly, there was a moose ahead. Because someone made a lot
of noise the moose disappeared. But early the next morning, a
moose offered itself. Harry Simpson and Jolm B. Zoe's boats
were there. Everybody was pleased. The lesson is that when you
show respect to the land, good things may happen.
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It wasn't an easy trip. L1 some places, where people had gone
with their kickers two years ago, there was only a trickJe of
water. There were between 75 and 80 portages, "pull-throughs"
and "slip-throughs". It took to days of hard paddling to reach
Rae Lakes in time for the Dogrib Assembly. It was worth all the
effort to be welcomed so warmly by the people in Rae Lakes. It
seemed that hundreds of people lined up to greet the people
who had made the journey. It was good to arrive safely.

The return trip was exciting. Some people said it could be done
in four days. It took eight days. Faber Lake offered some
amazing experiences. There are many stories to be told. Look
for them in this rear's issues of our newsletter!
The trip was made possible by the Dogrib Divisional Board of
Education and Treaty 11 working together.
bl Student Evaluation for Dogrib Canoe Trip Participants

It was felt that all students who completed the journey to Rae Lakes
and back to Rae should be given at least a pass (50%) in the five
credit high school course. It was also felt that a five point scale could
be effectively used to rate the students. Such ratings could be easily
converted to a "mark". An evaluation sheet is provided on page 60.

;8
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Student Evaluation
Circle the letter code that best reflects the student in regards to the following:

E

=Excellent

Respect
shown
• shown
• shown
shown
shown

for
for
for
for
for

VG

=Very Good

G

=Good

self (behaviour)
Elders
others
land/water
ceremony

Care
care of boat and equipment
care of camp equipment
care for camp environment

NG

=Not Good

Canoes
paddling (effort)
portaging (effort)
work as team member
Camp
setting up (effort)
taking down (effort and initiative)
cooking
clean-up
worked as member of team
gathering wood/starting fire
early morning work (getting up)

60

=Poor

E

VG

G

NG

P

E

VG

G

NG

P

VG

G

NG

P

E

VG

G

NG

P

E

VG

G

NG

P

E

VG

G

NG

P

Attitude
E
willingness to learn/effort made
• leadership displayed (contribution to whole group)
willingness to work (clean up grave sites, general)
willingness to participate in recreation activities (handgames)
Communication
listening to stories
asked questions in effort to learn (initiative)
use of Dogrib
use of English

P
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Project 3: Community Work or
Participation in BandfTribal Activity

....

em

..

Traditionally, the Dene lived together in camps, preferring to work
together in groups rather than sut\'ving on their own, even though
most were capable enough on the land to do so. The Dene cultural
values guided them in their interactions with one another so that
they could survive as a group. Many of those values are still at work
today in communities, guiding the way that Dene work together and
enjoy one another. The purpose of this project is to give students
experience in working in the Dene spirit with others in the
cOlllmLUuty, guided by Dene values.
Prior to involving the smdents in these projects, have a meeting with
the community organization which is responsible for band and/or
tribal activities to explain the purpose of the projects and to gain
their support and cooperation.
Tb.e foUowing are some projects that students can be involved in:
•

Participate or help in some community event involving the
Dene culture or Dene interests:
- celebration and feast
- welcoming guests to tbe commLUuty
- Dene games day
- community hunt and meat distribution

•

Attend a band or tribal cOLUlCil meeting. IdentifY the topics
of concern in these meetings and how their work is
important for Dene identity.

•

Help a person or people who are in need of aid with some act
of caring or sharing:
- elderly
- handicapped
- single moms

•

Organize some activity to bring people a sense ofDene lUlity
in the community:

-

publish a community Dene newspaper
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- org,mize a community television program showcasing local
Dene talent
- organize a community variety night showcasing local Dene
talent

- establish an Elder-help group (a group of students who are
on calJ to help Elders in any way)
In communities where tribal bands already engage in activities such
as those listed above, the teacher can make arrangements to involve
the students as observers and helpers. If no activity exists, the teacher
can organize the activities with the help of parents.
a) Student Reflection

•

If students ,Ire lacking in enthusiasm or seem to be reluctant
to participate, it is important for the teacher to give them an
opportunity to discuss their feelings about the project. The
tcacher should he reassuring if the smdem feels insecure,
encouraging if the student feels rejected, and above all else,
make sure that the student understands the purpose of the
project. The purpose is nOt to test one's belonging - it is to
strengthen one's community, whether it is of one's tribe or not.

•

Once the project is completed, have students reflect on the
impact of their work and participation in the community.
Based on their experience, have them make two lists, as
shown below:

things that build up
group or community unity

•

61

things that break down
group or community unity

Tlove students reflect on persons in the community they feel
are doing a good job 01" crearing community or group unity.
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Evaluation

•

leadership, Or good support for leadership, in organizing and
participating in projects

•

increased personal awareness, as evidenced through group
reflection discussions

..

..

Project 4: Making Connection with a
Relative

Part of being Dene is knowing who your blood relatives are and
wanting to make connection with them. This project, like the
activity of researching one's family tree, brings srodents closer to
their Dene identity.

•

Have srodents identify a relative who lives far away and with
whom contact has been lost for some time.

•

Students can write a short essay about this relative,
considering the following questions:
-

how are you related'
why do you like or why are you interested in this person?
what would you like to know about this person or do with
this person if you could see him or her today?
how would you communicate with the person - write,
phone, visit'

•

Privately discuss with each student the possibility of acroally
cont<lcting the person they wrote about in the essay. If at all
possible, encourage such contact. If it is not possible at this
time, talk with the sUldent about what might he done in the
fuulre to enable contact.

•

As an alternative, if the student has recently had an
experience of a siroation where a "long lost" relative has
been reunited with the family, ask them to write a short
essa~ about the reunion:
- who is ti,e relative that was reunited?
- \\ hat is the relationship'

Den~ "cd~,
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- why was communication broken between the person and
the family?
-

how was communication re-established' how did it feel?

-

how did people in the family react with the reunion?

a) Student Reflection
• Long ago, the Dene were very aware of who was related to
whom and how. It was a way of knowing to whar people one
belonged. Even today, people introduce themselves to other
Dene by talking about who one's relatives are. How do yOll
feel about this way of identifying yourself?

•

How do you feel when a relative with whom you do not feel
comfortable approaches you'

•

How do you think Dene customs and values deal with this?

Evaluation

•

How well did students address d,e questions or issues on
the essay?

•

What degree of effort and sincerity was shown in pursuing
the subject, in discussion, in doing research and in
reflection?
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Notes to the Teacher

Question:
'VIlo is a Dene?

Answer:
Since the time of treaties, Dene identity has become an
administrative and political concern. Despite these issues
surrounding Dene identity, the Dene have maintained that they
know who they are. The Dene arc Dene simply because of their
ancestry.

L1 this module, srodents are urged to do the same for the sake of
finding their roots. If a srodent has some Dene blood in him or
her which is known, then we feel it is important for that srodent
to acknowledge it and be proud of the cuJrore it represents.
In cases where srodents have band membership or who live in
small communities in the Torth, identity is not usually a
problem. However, there are now many young people in the
NWT who are of mixed blood, who live in large mixed
communities, or who have lived away from the NVVT for
periods of their lives. These srodents too can be connected to
their Dene identities by learning abour their own tribal histories
and by attempting to live the values of the Dene which have
been maintained.

Question:
",'hat do we do with srodents who do not seem to want to
explore their Dene idemity?

Answer:
For srodents who definitely are Imown to be Dene, do not
present this as an option in the beginning. Simply tell srodents
what they \\ ill be studying and doing. Those who seem reluctant
could become more involved if their Elders or relatives are
involved right away in the research and storytelling activities.
After researching and learning the history and values of a
particular tribe, students will be asked to engage in some project
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that will involve action and reflection about their identity. It is at
that point that students can reveal how they felt about the
experience. If during the experience, the students are being
uncooperative, reflection could involve trusted adults and Elders.
In other words, they can reject the idea after the experience, not
before, and only after careful reflection.

Question:
\-\lhat do we do w·ith students whose parents are uncomfortable
with students doing family trees?

Answer:
This activity is considered very important to meeting the
objectives of this module. Families will require a meeting with
the teacher and counsellor about the objectives of the module
and a written note indicating that the parents are not allowing
their son or daughter to participate in this activity.

Question:
'-\lhich tribal history do we study if many different tribes <lre
represented in the class?

Answer:
A te<lcher with lots of experience <lnd knowledge may be able to
organize the c1<lss so that each srudent is rese<lrching ais own
preferred tribe and band. It will require independent research
and learning and a lot of print resources about each of the tribes,
as well as Elders from each of the tribes to enable such rese<lrch.
In communities where the majority of the students have one
tribal history in common, then th<lt tribal hiStol)' should be
studied.
In communities where there is not a clear majority, the land
could perhaps suggest what tribal history should be studied.
V\'hich u'ibe or band originally inhabited this land?
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All students, whether they have their personal histories in that
commwlity and with that tribe, will benefit from learning the
history of the community. On the other hand, some students
may feel uncomfortable with the experiences whicb are meant to
deepen their identity if they are not of that tribe. In this case,
every effort should be made to respect and acknowledge the
identity needs of the students. Remember however, that being a
part of a community and strengthening one's identity with the
community is healthy, regardless of the cultural or tribal
background of a person.
Try as much as possible to include the study of other tribes in
the curriculum.

Question:
How will I go about teaching this module?

Answer:
1. Teach the understandings and Dene first language skills

using the Proposed Activities section, or any other activities
which you might find appropriate. Use d,e resources
included in this module to help in your teaching. Use
community resources such as community museums, church

records or ministers who recall the community history, and
of course, the community Elders.
2. The projects listed here do not all have to be experienced by
the students. Teachers should arrange to have students
engage in at least two of the projects and more, if time
allows. L, this module, it would be best if the projects
immediately follow the conceptual work (understandings) to
help students keep in mind the reasons for their projects.
3. Evaluate the sn,dems' language skills and understandings as
suggested in the Proposed Activities in Detail section.
Evaluate the students on their prnject work as suggested in
the Project section.
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Developing Dene Skills
·When I die you won't be lost without my help, so why are you crying? Even though you don't
know how to do it, you try and try again, and you will be able to do it once you find out how ... •
That is what my grandmother told me. She was right.
- Cecile Modeste'

The Drum
The old people tell us that the Creator gave Dene medicine powers
to help them survive the hardships of living. It was part of our
spiritual beliefs, just as it was part of the beliefs of all native peoples
in Canada. The Elders sa)' our people could not have survived
without this medicine.
All people did not have the same kind of powers. Some had very
strong medicine, and to them a drum song was given. The song
carne from the Creator and was given for a special purpose.
It's known that three or four of these special people lived in every
Dene group. Medicine powers were distributed fairly among the
people.
Although our people had songs for fun and dancing, drum songs
were different. They were for praying, healing, seeing the future, for
thanksgiving, and for preaching and teaching. Drum songs came two
ways - through visions, or through a person's medicine. Life was
hard in the old days, and people depended on the dTIlln for spiritual
strength.
A certain man saw visions at various tin,es in his life. Once he saw a
vision of four drwns. There was no one else around at the time, just
this man and the four drums in the air. lIe could hear someone
singing, and knew that the song was a gift for him, a message from
the Creator. The words went something like this:
My people, the time all this em1h is Vet)' Sh0l1. Be good people, help each
otlm: U!ork hard, that's pm1 ofthe ord,,' of 0111' C"eatOl: DOIl't complaill.
Love one another: Listen to I be d17l11l song and live by it.

Many songs were passed from generation to generation. That's why
we know how to sing drum songs even now, although a lot of us especially the yowlg - have forgotten where the songs came from
and what their original purpose was. \Vhen the missionaries came,
people staned going to church and used new ways of praying, along
with the traditional songs.
In the early days, the Dene moved in small groups on the land,
following game all year long. Every summer the people gathered
together. They would have a big drum dance, and the medicine
people would sing prayer songs. They would ask the Creator for
help during the coming year, and give thanks for all that had passed.

IExerpr from Resuurc;c J of [hi.. module.
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They would walk slowly around in a big circle, singing and beating
on a big drtlm. The people followed in the circle, praying. As soon
as they ended one song, they would start another. After prayers, the
social part of the dance would begin and everyone would have a
good time. That was the way they conducted a drum dance in the
old days.
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Projects for Experience
and Reflection
,.

Dene Language

2.

Oral Tradition

3.

Woodworking

4.

Boneworking

5.

Stoneworking

6.

Food Preparation

7.

Hidework

8.

Sewing

9.

Entertainment and Art

Module Overview

The purpose of this module is to give students the opportunity

to develop basic Dene skills.

Major Cultural Understandings
• Basic Dene skills have enabled the Dene to survive as a people.
• Basic Dene skiJls are valuable for the young Dene of today.

10. Fitness
11. Community Work

12. Developing Spirituality

• Certain attitudes are helpful in learning and developing basic
Dene skills.
• Talented and capable Dene have found certain techniques
useful for Jeaming skills and developing talents.

Proposed
Activities for
Developing
Language Skills
and Cultural
Understanding

Resources
1. Rosie Firth, Gwich'in

2. Jean Marie Sabourin, South
Siavey
3. Cecile Modeste. North

Siavey
4. Louis Taniton, North Siavey
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Major Cultural Understandings

Major Cultural
Understandings

Knowledge

,. Basic Dene skills have
enabled the Dene to survive
as a people.

The skills that are basic to the Dene culture are those that:

2. Basic Dene skills are
valuable for the young Oene

of today.

3. Certain attitudes are helpful
in learning and developing
basic Oene skills.

4. Talented and capable Dene
have found certain
techniques useful for
learning skills and
developing talents.

Note: Teachers should validate the accuracy and acceptability of
the following information in their own communities.

•

enable Dene people to enjoy, suppon and work with one another

•

enable the Dene to live from the land and be healthy in body

•

provide strength of spirit

Basic Dene skills are valuable because they can help a person to:
•

enjoy, use and protect the land

•

make a living

•

create a healthy family and community

•

become he<llthy in mind, body <llld spirit

•

c<lrry on the culture of the Dene

The attitudes required for development of basic Dene skills are:
•

willingness to take risks <1Od to try something, even though the
results IrulY not be perfect

•

willingness to persevere <lr practicing and nOt become frustrated

•

willingness to choose to practice and learn, rather than to
engage in self-destructive Or wasteful activities

•

attentiveness while listening and watching

Tbe techniques used by talented and capable Dene include:
•

setting small goals for oneself

•

imagining wh<lt the finished product will look like

•

promising small rewards for oneself along the way as one makes
progress

•

reminding oneself that perfection only comes with practice

•

reminding oneself of why one wants to develop the skill

•

finding people with the parricular skills you wish to learn
(onen a p<lrent or rel<ltive) and being <lttentive at listening
and watching them
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Proposed Activities Chart

Categorize traditional Dene skills (Activity #1).

Review expected Dene learning skills and
attitudes prior to engaging in skill learning
projects.

Learn about past skills and how they were important
for survival (Activity #3, Activity #61.

Schedule projects to explore various basic
Dene skills (see Projects section in this
module).

Learn the value of basic Dene skills in today's world
(Activity #41.
Examine how basic Dene skills were learned in the
past (Activity #5, Activity #9).

Language

Why are

Oral Tradition

Dene Skills Important
to Us

Woodworking
Boneworking
Hideworking

Students reflect on the importance of Dene
skills in their personal lives (Activity #71.
After learning from a particular resource
person or Elder, have student prepare a profile
or album about that person's skill (Activity #8).
Reflect on the attitudes and techniques that
help to develop Dene cultural skills
(Activity #101.

Food Preparation
Sewing projects
Sewing, Design and Decoration
Entertainment and Art
Dene Fitness
Community Work
Developing Spirituality

Grad
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Proposed Activities in Detail

Note: The language development activities for this module are
based on South Siavey as the first language of the classroom.
Teachers of other Dene languages are encouraged to use these
samples to develop similar activities and texts for their own
languages.

1. \ Vhat are some of the traditional Dene cultural skills' Ask students
this question. \Vrite down their answers in the appropriate
columns below. (see Major Cultural Understanding #1)
Skills that help
the Dene to use
the land and/or
be healthy in
body

• hunting, trapping
• finding one's way
on the land
• earth medicines

Skills that help
the Dene to enjoy,
support and work
together

• drumming and
smgmg
• traditional game
playing

Skills that help
the Dene with
their spirituality

• drUJll singing
• feeding fire
• honouring
land/water

• sewing beautiful
crafts
• storytelling

2. Have spelling lessons with the above jist of words.

..

3. Talk to students about the meaning of "basic" skills. Have them . .
make a list of basic skills required to survive independently today,
and another list of basic skills required to survive in ti,e past.
Then have students work in groups to make a collage from
magazines. Use the headings" Basic Dene Skills" and "Basic NonDene Skills".
4. Students research the value of developing basic Dene skills in
today's world (see Major Cultural Understanding #2).

Prepllre for ResellI"Ch
Pair students and ask them to prepare questions to ask each other
regarding special Dene skills they are developing (e.g. making
bannock, beading, sketching, hunting, etc.).
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•

What Dene skill are you trying to develop?

•

"'Tho is helping you to learn this skill and how did you begin
to learn it'

•

'What does your skill involve (list steps, description)?

•

In what ways will the skill help you or others to:
- enjoy, use or protect the land?
- make money?
- help or support your family or communiry?
- create a healthy mind, body and spirit?
- carry on the culture of the Dene?

5.

Collect Inf017llfltion
Identify what each other's skills might be. Tell each other how
those skills were acquired. Demonstrate or explain to each other
the particular skill they have developed. Describe in what ways
having these skills helps a person, or helps others.

..

Organize and Edit Resconbed Information
Each student prepares a sentence by sentence, sequenced
description of a project or experience he or she has done that is
based on a Dene skill. This work is edited for punctuation and
spelling.

CEIl

Present Researcb lnf017llOtion to ClnsslIlates
The partner records the information that is researched from his
or her classmate in some permanent form (display, storybook,
poetry, mural, photo album, sketches, etc.)

..

Explain to students how Dene skills in the past were learned and
how reading the words of Rosie Finh (Resource I) helped them
to learn.

..

This is the story of how Rosie Firth learned to sew and what she
has done with her sewing. Have students discuss her words with
these questions:

GD

•

lIow did she learn her skill of sewing?

•

How has her skill helped her and/or her people'

•

\Nhat ad,"ice does she give to the l,ounger generation?

Dcnc "cdc, Grade - \Iodulc h\"c; DCH:loping Denc Skill.'>
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Proposed Activities in Detail

6. Students learn why Dene skills in the past were important, and
how they helped the person who learned them. They can read
the words of]ean Marie Sabourin (Resource 2).
(Note: The activities which follow are examples of the kinds of
language skill development activities that can accompany text in
any Dene (,lIlguage.)
a) Discuss the words of]can .\1arie Sabourin:

•

What were his skills and how did they help him?

•

'Vhy do you think surviving as they did was his greatest
joy?

b)

se the text ofJean Alarie Sabourin to practice spelling and
reading accuracy:

Consonants with and without glottal

t.f'

or ts

The Slavcy symbols ts' and ts are very similar in the way
they sound.

•

-\sk mdi\idual students to read a sentence that contains a
word which incorporates either ts' and ts.

•

List words from d,e text that incorporate these symbols.

•

Say these words as thcy appear in the list.

•

Students reau and pronounce the differen e that the
glnttal makes in the sound.

Noun prefL,es se. lie and me

S.., lit' and

lIIe are noun prefixes that indicate first per on,
second person and third pe"on in some South SI3\ ey words.
Se is the South Siayey \I ord for "my"; seghQ indicates "my
nose". ,Ve is the woru for "rour"; neghQ indicates "your
nose" . .\1.. is the South Siavey word for "his/her/its"; meghQ
indicates "hislher/its nose".

•

Students read the text and decide what person form it is
written in. Haye them underline all person form prefixes
they see.

• The words listed below are written in the first person.
Ask srodents to write the second and third person forms
of the words:
sets'ekee (my wife)
(my children)
sezhaa
(my feet)
seke
(my dad)
seta
c) Use the text ofJean Marie Sabourin to srody how words in
the language have changed over time. The following South
Siavey words are not used much anymore:
IlImbaa hod~~ch'ol
Denehadl Kije
dechl ehdzoo
•

\Vhat do these words mean'

•

\'\That words have most likely replaced these words?

•

Do you know of other words that have been similarly
replaced?

d) Use the text of Jean Marie Sabourin to snldy differences
in dialect between the community language and the
neighbouring dialects. There are dialect differences in the
Dehcho region. Jean Marie Sabourin is from Fort Providence.
He might have said some words differently than they are
spoken in your community. Identify tllOse words, spell them
and pronounce them tl,e way tlley are spokcn in your

..

community.

7. Ask srodents to write short essays about the Dene culture in their . .
lives. They may wish to consider the following questions:

10

•

v\11ich Dene culroral skills do you enjoy the benefit of?

•

v\lho do you know that has the skill and shares it with you or
your family'

•

If something happens to tl,at person, do you know a younger
person that you will be <lble to rely on for this skill in the
furore'

•

How would you feel if there were no people to carryon the
knowledge and skill in this area' \Vhy would you feel th<lr way?
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Proposed Activities in Detail

8. Have students do research on individuals of their choosing in
the community who are known to have particular Dene skills.
These skills can be land skills, skills for working with people or
skiJls in the area of spirituality.
Each student selects an individual and creates a profile (written
information, photographs, illustrations) of that person which can
be kept in the local library or displayed at the school.
OR
Students can prepare a photo album of ladies' handwork, with
brief descriptions about each lady and how their work has been
important to them. Once the album is complete, the students
can show the albums to the ladies they individually researched.
9. To learn how Dene individuals developed their particular skills,
have students read the words of Elders Cecile Modeste
(Resource 3) and Louis Taniton (Resource 4). Have the students
discuss each of their words with the following questions as
prompts:
Cecile Modeste
• \Vhat basic Dene skills was Cecile Modeste talking about?
How were these skiJls important to the Dene in the past?
•

In what way might these be valuable today? \Vhat skills
could replace these?

•

\Nhat attitudes and techniques did she have to enable her to
develop that skill'

Louis Trmitol1
• \Vhat basic Dene skill was Louis Taniton talking about and
how was it important to his people?
•

IATbat two kinds of advice does he give to people wanting to
develop these kinds of skills?

10. What kinds of attitudes and techniques can help us in being able
to develop the Dene cultural skills?
•

Display the list of Dene skills that the students made in
Activity #1.
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•

Have students look carefully at the list and try to come up
with helpful guidelines for how one can go about developing
these skills (see Major Cultural Understandings #-t).

•

Ilave student> each choose one Dene skill (from the list or
any other) that they might like to develop and then write
ho\\ they would go ahout learning and developing the skill
based on the attitudes and techniques discussed.
Example:
I would like to learn to make drums.
- I would have to very carefully watch someone make a
drum. I would have to listen well to what is being said.
-

I would have to try making drums over and over. I would
have to he "eIT patient and not rush my work.

- If I got bored or frustrated, Twould imagine what the
drum I am making will look like and what I will do with it
when it is done.
•

I would go out to play sO'eet hockey only after I finish
working on the frame.

Evaluation
E,'aluate students on their understandings and language skills by the
quality of the ideas and the accuracy of the written work in Activities
#9 and #10.
Evaluate students on the qualiry of their work in Acti,iry #5.
Outline what you want the students to include in their work and tell
them exactly how you \I ill be assigning tile marks when you evaluate
their work.
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Resources

Resource 1:
Rosie Firth, Gwich'in, 1996
Rosie Firth's mother taught
her how to sew. Sewing was
very important back then.

When I started to sew, it was my mother who taught me. I was
about 12 years old. My mother used to do a lot of sewing. It was
hard for the mother in those days. She had to make all the clothing
for everyone - mukluks, mitts, parkas - you name it. I became
interested by watching her.

Her first sewing was very
poor.

My first sewing was very, very poor, but I kept on. I remember once
when I first started sewing beaded uppers, I couldn't find one of my
sides. One side was in my box, but the other, I wondered where I
had put it. My brother, Happy, was standing there with a big smile.
He dug it out of his pocket. I guess that is how poor my sewing was
in those days'

Her mother often praised and
encouraged her, which kept
her interested and wanting to
sew.

My mom used to praise me as Tsewed things. Sometimes when I
would get stuck, she would take it from me and show me how to do
it. You should never rush yourself. Always take your time and do
your best. That is how I was taught.
My mother is still alive, and whenever I am sewing she will come
over - even though she can't see - and she will feel my work. She
says she knows that it is beautiful. When I was learning, she usually
praised me and that is why I continued.

It makes her proud that
people are interested in

Gwich'in crafts, and that she
is able to provide them when
people want something
made.

She is proud to be able to
pass on the traditions.

People order sewing from me and it makes me so proud that they
admire my work. I started sewing for people when I got married and
lived in town. The non-Dene would come around asking for mitts,
slippers and parkas - even the RCMP. I have been invited to bring
my sewing craft sales and they sell well. There is even a video of me
sewing in the Canadian Museum of Civilization. Oh, I was so proud
to see myself there sewing the crafts! This video will be for the next
generation, so they can see and maybe try some of the crafts of our
people.
I am so proud when someone comes arowld and asks if I know how
to sew a certain thing. I explain to them and give them some
patterns, and if it is a pair of slippers, I even baste the pattern on for
them. I tell them how close they have to put their stitching and to
make everything even.
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She continues to sew despite
growing older and she
continues to thank her mother
for the talents her mother
helped to develop.

Now, today, T can do any kind of sewing. Even though I am getting
old, I'm still sewing. Right now I am making a traditional dress in
white leather, and then T am doing the beadwork on black velvet. I
know it is going to rum our beautiful. Deep down I am very proud
and thank my mom that she taught me everything I know.

Talent only comes from years
of working at something.

When you ask where talent comes from, it is because of the many
years of working at it. \Ve never give up. Every chance I get, I sit
down and do bead work or whatever. I feel so good that God still
gives me the strength to continue with our traditional way of
sewing. It is so beautiful, like when you go to the old time dances
and see aU the people wearing beaded slippers. They look so nice
when people are dancing in them.

The traditional sewing is so
beautiful and something to
be proud of. She hopes that
the younger people will
continue the tradition.

Nowadays, the younger generation doesn't seem interested in crafts.
There is all this talent around here. It should be continued. The
younger people should at least try. Try to help one another and
encourage one another to continue with our way of sewing.

Resource 2:
Jean Marie Sabourin, South Siavey, 19872
When I married, my family
lived in a teepee. It took a lot
of wood to heat and I chopped
it all myself with only an axe.

Honinehja ektih sets'ekee gots'~h sezhaa keh, rumbaa hodli$:h'Q1 zhiJ
nahtthideh. Mezhil gok¢ gha mde tse lQ ts'erudh~, jt'ah ladeht'ee
tthjh t'ah ZQ azhQ tse radehkah.

Besides chopping wood, I had
to hunt and trap. There were
plenty of moose, caribou. fish
and fur bearing animals then.
I was a good hunter and
trapper.

Tse tadehkah gohthq nahzeh gots'~h 7ehdzoo shu ?ah7) goo g07Q.
Ekt.ih lah goIQ,medzth, rue gots'~h tsadheh 7)hI¢. Dene neZlj naazeh
gots'~h 7ehdzoo 7ah7j tie.

The glory of my life was
hunting and trapping. It was
my greatest joy to do that
kind of work.

Nats'ezeh gots'~h 7ehdzoo ats'eh7) lah see met'ah segha gomzij
see met'aodJhthi. Ezh) kaondih ghaJaehnda neh see segha
gonez4·

I think I must have used every
way possible to live on the
land. I've used nets, snares,
dead falls and white man's
traps. I even worked for a
white man once, and I used to
fish for the mission.

see 7ahsit azhQ t'ah gots'~ndih rah aeht'j nehth~. Mjh, xoo, dech)
7ehdzoo gots'~h mala 7ehdzoo t'ah shu aehrj. tah dene mala gha shu
eghaJajhnda gots'~h denehadt k~ gogha sbu mjh a)h7j.

gots'~h

lc\t l:tken from Sahrcho r.:rh: Ollr CJd~n. Slaver Research Project, Fon Providence. pnC". p:Jge -S.
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Resource 3:
Cecile Modeste, North Siavey, 19843
Developing the basic Dene
skill of sewing.

\Vhen 1 was around 13 or 1+ years old, my grandmother told me
that she was going to cut out a pair of moccasins for me. I was very
YOWlg and didn't know how to sew. She got it aU ready for mc. I
sewed and ripped it out five times. The sixth time I sewed it, it
finally turned out okay and my grandmother was satisfied with it.
The sewing was straight and you couldn't see the pleats.

Persistence and repeated
practice.

Every time 1 had to sew it up, I cried. I said, "Granny, I can't do it! 1
don't know how to do it!" She sat beside me and told me not to cry.
"If you do it right this time, it won't be difficult for you next time.
Then you won't have to ask someone else to do it for you, and you
won't em'y your friends. So don't cry and do it right."
I sewed and sewed until [ finally got it right. Then my Granny said,
"You sew the other side exactly like tile first one you did. Don't
change your stitching. Remember how you did your first one. Ll the
future, you "'ill benefit from this. \Vhen 1 die, you won't be lost
without my help so why are you crying. Even though you don't
know how to do it, you try and try again. You will be able to do it
once you find out how."

Learning to become
independent.

That is what my grandmother told me. She was right. Today, 1 don't
have to ask anybody to do my sewing for me. lr is important that
you learn to be indepcndent.

Making the personal choice
to practice and learn.

If you are nor busy, sir down and quietly sew. You don't need to go
to town. Nobod) is ever going to pay you for doing that. Instead of
running around visiting yoW' friends, you should do what you are
supposed to do.

·'Ibt t;lkcn from rhe J)aiJII: I it/ties Projt'd.
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Resource 4:
4
Louis Taniton, North Siavey, 1984
Basic skills are developed
with practice and guidance.

Snowshoe making has hecome very rare these days, especially
meshing snowshoes. The mother taught the daughter how to do the
meshing with babiche. The father would work with the son on the
birchbark frame.
The father and son used a snowshoe chisel and put the birchbark
over a stone when it was wet, so that it would bend easily. Then they
made a hole through the bark while the stove was very hot.
';Vhen the father asked the son to make snowshoes with him, the son
would immediately start to bring in the birch bark. The first time,
the ho)' would make snowshoes with his father guiding him. The
first one was always a mess, but the father would keep saying, "Bend
it slowly at the end of the birchbark." After doing many snowshoes,
the son got better and better at it.

Watching and listening are
important.

Skills can be learned from
anyone.

T watched and listened to my parents and Elders. AJso, the children
w,nch and help each other when at work. "Vhile a girl is meshing a
snowshoe, her friend watches her, and they both learn from each
other. It also works the same when they are making moccasins and
mitts. It is like learning from " book in school toda}'.

fext t'.lken from the DrllII~ I ;IIul'f I'nJj!'et.
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Projects
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Project 1: Dene Language
•

spending time with Elders, listening to and speaking your
Dene language

•

translating simple messages for Elders

•

storytelling in your Dene language

•

preparing and giving a speech welcoming parents to a school
gathering

Project 2: Oral Tradition

•

listening to Elders' stories

•

telling stories of a personal experience on the land or with
an Elder

.-

Project 3: Woodworking
•

getting wood for projects and honouring the land

•

making willow whistles

•

making willow looms for beading

•

making sling shot.

•

making poles and paddles

C!!D

.-

Project 4: Boneworking

•

using tools with bone

•

playing games with bones

•

making scrapers

•

using bone hooks

•

respectful disposal of bones

•

making bone whistles
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Project 5: Stoneworking

..
aD

•

beading jewellery

•

stone weights for net fishing

Project 6: Food Preparation
•

cleaning or filleting fish

•

cooking fish

Project 7: Hidework

•

making n1gs: cutting and sewing hides

•

making sinew

•

making sinew snares

•

lacing hide ropes

•

tying knots with sinew or hide ropes

•

tying bundles with hide ropes

Project 8: Sewing

•

making duffle slippers or mitts

•

beading designs on uppers: pattern and color

•

braiding yarn for mukluk or mitt strings

Project 9: Entertainment and Art

IR

•

singing and whistling

•

tea dancing

•

square dancing, two-stepping, jigging

•

drawing, painting, sculpting, etc. of Dene concept.s and images

•

making fish scale art
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Project 10: Fitness

•

running races

•

doing the stick throw

•

doing a snow snake

•

throwing a mooseskin ball

(See Traditional Dene Games: A Resource, by Mike Heine, Ruth Carroll and

Harvey Scott.)

Project 11: Community Work

•

helping to organize Dene games for school

•

helping organizers at a school event for parents

•

volunteering to work with someone familiar who could use
help (a grandmother, a young sister in daycare, an older
brother who is sick)

•

sharing talents (music, storytelling, dramatizations, etc.) with
the school

Project 12: Developing Spirituality
•

learning prayers in your Dene language

•

participating in drum dancing

•

participating in honouring the land

•

listening to spiritual stories from Elders
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Scheduling and Organizing Projects
• Choose the projects that would be best for your students to
experience, based on student interest, development, available
resources, time, etc.

•

Choose people you would like to use as resources to help
you in the teaching of the modules.

•

Schedule the projects throughout the year so that the
activities match the seasons.

•

Some projects, depending on the skills and objectives, may
be counted ,IS Career and Technology Studies (CTS)
courses. Each CTS course consists of 25 hours of
instruction. It is therefore likely that more than one project
will be required to equal a CTS course.

Keeping Parents Informed
• Before sntdents begin each project, send a note home to the
parents explaining what they are going to be doing. Stress
the importance of practice in developing the basic skills. List
ways in which parents can help their children at home with
practice on each project.
Student Reflection
• Prior to beginning each project, show sntdents the
expectations for that project:

a) the skill expectations regarding the project work
b) the beha\';oural and attitude expectations regarding
bow they are to behave with resource people
how they arc to care for their things
ho\\ they are to interact with one another

work habits

•
•

Show and exphlin to the students the evaluation scale you
will be using.
During and after the project, take the time to talk to each
student aboUl his or her own feelings about:
•
•
•

•

personal progress
de~.,.ee of interest
what caused problems for them and what was good
..\Jso durinf!: these meetin!!:s, talk to tudents about vour
perception~ of their work~
.
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Evaluation of Project Work
Smdents may be evaluated using the scale below:

IPRrECT OBJECTiVES

If------r

Zero
Skill
Level

Basic Skill
Level

Exceptional
Skill
Level

Non-participant

Excellent
Effort

Talented

Encouragement and
teacher recognition
of effort.

Class-based public
presentation or
performance,
and public
acknowledgement.

Individual or group
performance or
participation,
and public
acknowledgement.

•

Give each student the time and experience within the
project to develop a basic level of skill. Do not expect
perfection from the students. The most that is e,,-pected is a
"mastery" of the basic skill level. Some smdents will excel
beyond expectations. These may be the smdents with talent.
It is important to give encouragement and attention to aU
students who show interest.

•

Know the background of the student. Use this knowledge as
well as student interest to help you decide goals and
expectations for each studenr.

•

You should evaluate students on the degree to which they
have learned the required skills, as well as the degree of
effort .lnd interest shown. Students showing exceptional
ability should be noted.

•

The required skills in each project should be outlined and
student achievement indicated.

•

Student evaluation should also consist of some sort of public
presentation of their work. This could be in the form of
presentations to the class, tile school, the parents or the
community at large.

It is very important that tile teacher does nor ask a student to
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perform prematurely. This may be humiliating for the student.
In the Dene way, performance or sharing occurs only when a
person has developed a level of skill which can be sincerely
acknowledged.
Showcasing of work as a class through the school, local
television, radio or newspapers should bc encouraged. lt allows
public performance opportunities and recognition for students
who have achieved the project goals.
For students who show exceptional talent, indi"idual
perform'lIlce or participation at a public level may be possible.
Record Keeping
• In order for students to receive balanced expo ore to the

different projects, ensure they are learning kills in each of
these areas:

- skills that enable Dene people to enjoy and support one
another
- skills that enable Dene people to work together
- skills that enable the usc, love and respect of land

•

This record will enable the teacher in the following year to
prevent repetition and lack of balance when planning
projects for that year. The record should outline the skills
covered in each project, as well as the skill levels achieved by
each student.
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Notes to the Teacher

Question:
How do I go about constructively shaping or developing the
skills of my students?

Answer:
•

Role models: Solicit the help of good community role
models. As a part of the various projects you choose, have
them come to the school to share their knowledge and to
help students who show an interest in their talents.

•

Give students plenty of opportunity for instruction,
guidance and practice. These are an essential part of skill
de,·elopment.

•

Teachers should not be shy about their own level of ability
at things such as sewing or woodworking. Your skills do nOt
have to be perfect before trying to pass them on to students.

•

Encourage students by reminding them d13t new skills do
not come widl inU11ediate perfection. Remind them that
everyone must begin somewhere. Teachers should be willing
to share stories of how they st<1rted on their journeys to
acquire talents.

•

Once students have learned some basic skills and continue to
show an interest, it would be good to find resource people in
the community to work \I ith dlem. Niany Elders have
indicated they would prefer that studen~s arc showing
interest and have some basic skills before the Elders are
called in to work with them.

•

The teacher can supervise practice on most days, with a
resource person coming occasionally to teach ne\\ skills Or
correct mistakes.
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Question:
\Vhat role, if any, is there for the family to play'

Answer:
Parents should be informed of each project before it begins, with
suggestions as to ho\\ thcy can be involved in helping their child
to furmer develop their skills at home. As much as possible,
encourage the sUldents to take their work home to complete or
practice.
Informing the parents in this way, allows them, and particularly
the Elders, to become actively involved in the education of the
sUldent.

Question:
Do all the sUJdents experience the same projects or should this be
individualized, based on interest?

Answer:

14

•

At this stage, most sUldents are not completely certain of
their abilities or interests. These projects have the purpose
of exposing all sUldents to a variety of activities valued by the
Dene. J Iopefully, as a result of the projects that the teacher
organizes for them, they will discover their talent or interest.

•

As the sUldents engage in various projects to explore their
interests, it may be necessary, initially, for the teacher to
focus on developing good learning, and practicing good
attiUldes and behaviours. After they have learned to be
disciplined about learning, then talents will become more
evident.

•

As the srudents become a little more aware of their strengths
and talents, they should he given choices as to which projects
they may wish to pursue. llowever, in order to pro\-ide such
choices, the school and the community must lend their
support with a wide variety of resources and resource people.
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Notes to the Teacher

Question:
What do we do with students who are being careless in their
efforts?

Answer:

•

Show students the correct way witham focussing on their
mistakes.

•

Be very patient. Do not scold or hwniliate.

•

If students make a small error, it Illay be possible to use
joking humour. Encourage young people to laugh at their
mistakes and to take the gentIe joking of otIlers with a smile.
This keeps the mood light, while letting the person know
that tIleir work needs improvement.

•

Focus attention on those who are putting forth good effort.

•

Do not repeat instructions unnecessarily. Once should be
sufficient. The Dene way of learning is to encourage active
listening tI,e first time.

•

Silent discipline is possible if tI,e student knows what he or
she is doing wrong.

•

A student who is generally performing poorly due to lack of
discipline should be taken aside and cOWlselled. Explain
expectations to tI,e student clearly, hear what the student has
to say in his or her own defense and clear up any
misunderstandings.
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Question:
How will I go about teaching this module?

Answer:

26

•

Teach the understandings and first language skills using the
suggested aeti"ities or whatever activities you find
appropriate. Use the resources included in this module to
help in your teaching. Use community resources such as
speakers and Elders to help in this component.

•

Choose the projects you plan to cover in the year and
schedule them. They can be interwoven with the projects of
any of the other modules throughout the year. For example,
the project for handling fish can be incorporated into the
Fish Camp module.

•

Evaluate students as suggesred in the Projects and the
Proposed Activities in Detail sections of this module.
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